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~:.PREFACE.

FEW of those persons who are accustomed to watch the
religious tendencies of the age, need be reminded that ita
characteristics are freedom of inquiry, thought, and discussion, and these with greater latitude than can be
traced ~ the history of any former period. The adage
that 1' thinking nurseth thinking" is every day strongly
exemplified; and if it be hard to estimate the actual
results at their true value to society, it must be allowed
that in the conflict of opinions, Truths may be abundantly
garnered-the wheat gathered from the enemy's tares;
and their importance and interest of the good part inculcated with greater effect than by ordinary means.
To bring the consideration of the three paramount
subjects named in the annexed title-page within the limits
of a single volume may appear a pretentious object for a
La'!fll&an to attempt ; more especially when we remember
how many splendid intellects have, through countless ages,
been devoted to the rearing of the safeguards of our
belie~ and the eternal interests of mankind. In comparison with such labours, which are the highest aspirations
of the human mind, the present work has very humble
claim to notice. It has been undertaken with the view of
r..oncentrating within its focus the views and opinions of
some of the leading writers of the present day, and placing
them before the reader in so popular a form and setting as
I
to adapt them for a larger class than wouldg•ibe b~e1pgse
a

vi
consult the authorities themselves, whence the substance of
this volume has been derived. Facts, anecdotes, personal
traits of character, and well-grounded arguments and
opinions, are the staple of the work; and special care
being taken to give each statement its mint-mark of its
authority. In virt]le of the Scriptural character of the
subjects, the rewards will be a special blessing on those
who read and understand them ; the futerpretations and
inferences, in many instances, being the deductions of men
venerated for their piety and learning in ministering the
most precious of all knowledge-the inestimable comfort
of the Hope that is in us.
The writer has employed the word MYSTERY in its
ordinary acceptation-a thing unintelligible or concealed,
-as well as in the Scriptural meaning-something that
had been unknown, but in due time was revealed by the
inspiration of God. Thus it is applied to the principles
of the Gospel, and to the circumstances of the General
Resurrection; as well as to denote an emblem of revealed
truth.*
Surrounded as we are by Mysteries, (says a contemporary,) and helpless as we find ourselves amid them, we
are irresistibly prompted to seek an explanation of them.
The applications of natural science for this purpose are
too striking a characteristic of this age of inquiry to have
been neglected throughout the following pages; the writer
having endeavoured to profit by the sound opinions of
Dr. Whewell, who has set the service of science, in this
case, in the proper light: "Science," he tells us, "teaches
us our ignorance, as well as the elevation of our nature.
Those misrepresent it much who describe it in other
terms ; for the lessons of science implant reverence and
• See A 8criptur' atul Prayer-book Glouary.
Booker, M.A.

By the Rev. John
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gratitude for the past, hope for the future, and humility
in our own estimation."
As the aim of the writer is to render his book acceptable to a wide number of readers, he has endeavoured to
make it attractive by the notes and comments of expositors of our own time, as well as from those sacred
treasures of learning, and those studies of Scripture, which
strongly reveal to us the relation of God to man. The
most reverential regard for things sacred has been fostered
throughout the work ; and although the stores of classic
thought and fancy have been occasionally resorted to for
embellishment and illustration, these have been employed
as subsidiary to the Spirit and the Truth.
In conclusion,. it may be remarked that although the
.reader may receive from these pages many impressions of
the transitory nature of man's life, it is hoped that they
will lead him to thoughts of ".the Great :M:ystery of
Godliness," and fill his heart with "a gracious composition
<Of love, and joy, and wonder ; " thus to induce him to the
meditation of the infinitely glorious work of our Redemption-and so make him both the happier and the better
man.*

H.W.
* Addison says : "Will any man be so impertinently officious as to
tell me all prospect of a future state is only fancy and delusion 1 Is
there any merit in being the messenger of ill news7 If it is a dream,
let me enjoy it, since it makes me both the happier and the better
man."

viii
EXISTENCE Ol!' MAN UPON THE EARTH.
(Su pag1 10.)

The following note will be read with interest in connexion with
"the discovery of ftint im~lements" mentioned at page 10, in the
.article on the Mosaic ani!. Geologic Creation. lt appears that
weapons of flint have since been found near Abbeville in beds of
gravel lying in chalk, and mingled with the remains of elephants.
This, if the age of the gravel and chalk be accepted as incontrovertible facts, gives a remote antiquity to the race whose implements they have entombed. The following decision has been
given by Srr Charles Lyell, and is considered to be an authoritative conclusion :
"Although the accompanying shells are of living species, I believe
the antiquity of the Abbeville and Amiens flint instruments to be
great indeed, if compared to the times of history or tradition. I con·
eider the gravel to be of fluviatile origin, but I could detect nothing in
the structure of its several parts indicating cataclysmal action, nothing
that might not be due to such river-floods as we have witnessed in
Scotland during the last half-century. It must have required a long
period for the wearing down of the chalk which supplied the broken
flints for the formation of so much gravel at various heights, sometimes
100 feet above the present level of the Somme, for the deposition of
fine sediment including entire shells, both terrestrial and aquatic, and
also for the denudation which the entire mass of stratified drift has
undergone, portions having been swept away, so that what remains of
it often terminates abruptly in old river-cliffs, besides being covered by
a newer unstratified dnft. To explain these changes I should infer
considerable oscillations in the level of the land in that part of Franceslow movements of upheaval and subsidence, deranging but not wholly
displacing the course of the ancient rivers. Lastly the disappearance
of the elephant, rhinoceros, and othe.r genera of q~rupeds now foreign
to Europe implies, in like manner, a vast lapse of ages, separating the
era in which the fossil implements were framed and that of the invasion
of Gaul by the Romans.

CHAIN OF BEING.

(See page 21.)

See an interesting paper on "The Golden Chain of HomerThe Hermetic or Mercurial Chain," in Curiosities qf Scietu!e,
Second Series, (Tkings not generally Kn010n) pp. 32-38. The
idea of the "Chain of Being" extends beyond the views held as
to the Ty.(lical Forms in the Animal Kingdom, which show that
while 11.0 smgle plan of combination is applicable to all animals,
there is, nevertheless, a certain uniformity of organization observable in each primary division.:
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THE SEVE!."'i AGES OF

~IAN.

(SJe tM Fronti&piece.)

Before we describe this quaint Illustration of the progress of
, the Life of Man, it may be as well to say a few words of the
Division of Man's Life into Stages, which appears to have been
treated by various authors through a period of two thousand
years.
The subject has long occupied the thoughts of the physician,
the moralist, the speculative philosopher, and the poet. Instances
may be found in the literature and art of all countries, and from
the earliest periods. In Rosellini's Monumenti dell' Egitto e della
Nwhia, a very curious instance occurs of a date far anterior to any
previously mentioned.
The earliest instance which Mr. John Winter Jones could find
of the division of human life into stages occurs in the Greek
verses attributed to Solon, who flourished about six hundred years
before Christ, and which are introduced by Philo-J udreus into his
Liher de mundi opificio ; wherein also occurs, " Hippocrates says
that there are BetJen ages ; " and we find this division in the Midrach or Ecclesiastes, written about the ninth century, where, in
aix stages, man is compared to some animal.
In a beautiful Hebrew poem of the twelfth century, we find
man's life divided into ten stages. Mr. Winter Jones describes
two curious illustrations in ten stages, from Germany and Holland.
Sir Thomas More, when a boy, designed for his father's house
in London, a hanging of painted cloths, with Man's Life in nine
pageants', and verses over.
The division into Be!Jen years is suspected to have been derived
from the speculations of cabalistic philosophers upon the secret
powers of numbers, and upon the climacterical year.
Lady Calcott described in the cathedral of Sienna, in one of the
aide chapels, seven figures, each in a compartment, inlaid in the
pavement, representing the Seven Ages of Man, supposed to have
been executed by Antonio Frederighi, in 1476. o;g;,;,edbyGoogle
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The Fr.Mtispiere.

Shakspeare's charming illustration of Man's Seven .Ages in the
mouth of the melancholy Jaques, in A.11 you like it, have become
familiar as " household words."
We now come to the original of our Frontispiece-a coarse but
spirited woodcut,. of about the middle of the fifteenth ilentury, and
roughly coloured : it was found pasted inside what had been the
covers of an old edition or manuscript of the Moralia super
Bibliam, of N. de Lyra; and was purchased for the library of the
British Museum by M. Panizzi.
'
The centre is occupied by a large wheel, on the inner circle of
which are the words (in Latin), "The wheel .of life, which is
called fortune." Between this and the outer circle is the form of
a naked man; the arms extended, and grasping two of the upper
spokes, and the legs apart against two corresponding spokes
below. (The several inscriptions are in Latin: we give only the
English translation.) On the outer circle of the wheel are the
words : "Thus adorned, they are born in this mortal life. Life
decaying, they glide away like water."
Around the wheel are the figures of a man in his ae1Jen stagea.
Commencing on .the left side, and proceeding upward, there is a
label with the word " Generation" upon it.
,Immediately above this is a cradle, in or rather upon which lies
an infant in swaddling clothes ; and at the foot of the cradle
stands a little naked boy clapping his hands.
Next in order is a naked child, holding a toy-windmill, such as
amuses children to the present day: a rudely drawn dog, (more
like a pig) stands on its hind feet, and rests against the child's
leg. Underneath is a scroll, inscribed "An infant to seven
years."
Immediately above is a label inscribed "Childhood to Fifteen
years," illU8trated by a youth holding a falcon on his right fist,
and what appears to be a bag of money in his left hand-emblems
of the love of pleasure and enjoyment natural to this stage of
man's life. Above the head of this youth, and perhaps with
reference to the same figure, there is another label, with the
words, "Adolescence to twenty-five years."
This brings us to the top of the print, at the left-hand side.
In the upper centre, and sitting astride upon t~e,wheel there is
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a figure with a feather in his cap, and armed with spear and
shield : on a label above him are the words, "Youth to thirtyfive years."
At the top of the right side of the print is a label inscribed
"Manhood to fifty years:" beneath is a figure seated at a table,
counting money,-evidently the worldly man, who, having passed
through the stages of pleasure and war, is now occupied with the
acquisition of wealth. Under his feet is a label with the words,
"Old age to seventy years."
The next figure, descending, is that of an old man leaning on a
staff, under which is a label inscribed "Decrepit until death."~
The dead body is next represented, lying in a coffin, under
which is a label with the word" Corruption."
In the centre, at the foot of the print, is a winged figure with
flowing drapery, the wings expanded, and the hands resting upon
the two labels, bearing the inscriptions, " Generation" and " Corruption." Under the left hand of this figure is the name of the
artist, "Clan;" with this punning device, three claws on a shield.
At the bottom are eight lines in monkish verse, (omitted in the
Frontispiece,) which may be thus rendered into plain prose:
•• The state of man is exemplified in a flower:
The flower falls and perishes, so shall man also become ashes.
H thou couldst know who thou art, and whence thou comest,
Thou wouldst never smile, but ever weep.
There are three things which often make me lament : ·
First, it is a hard thing to know that I must die ;
Secondly, I fear because I do not know when I shall die ;
Thirdly, I weep because I do not know what will become of
me hereafter."*
Such are the details of this curious print : the design is superior to the execution, and is a very interesting illustration of
Man's Progress from the Cradle to the Grave.
• See the paper by Mr. Thomas Winter Jones, of the British Museum,.
In A.rcluzologia, vol.xn:v., pp. 167-189, 1853. The whole is extremely
Interesting.
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Oh, thou great Power ! in whom I move :
For whom I live, to whom I die,
Behold me througk thy beams of love,
Whilst on this couch of tears I lie;
And cleanse my sordid soul within,
By thy Christ's blood, the bath of sin.
No hallow'd oyls, no grains I need,
No'rays of saints, no purging fire;
One rosie drop from David's seed
Was worlds of seas to quench thine ire :
0 precious ransome! which once 11aid,
That Cotuummatum eat was said.
And said by Him that said no more,
But seal'd it with his sacred breath:
Thou, then, that has dispong'd my score,
And dying wast the death of Death,
Be to me now, on thee I call,
My life, my strength, my joy, my all!
Sm HENRY

WoTTON.
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"There are those to whom a sense of religion has come in
storm and tempest; and there are those whom it has summoned
nmid scenes of revelry ancl idle vllllity; there are those who have
heard its 'still small voice' amid rural leisure lllld placid contentment. E11t perhaps the knowlege which cometh not to ecr is
most frequently impressed upon the mind during seasons of afftiction; nnd tear!! arc the softening showers which cause the seed of
heaven to spring nnd t&ke root in lhe humllll heart.''-Sir Walter
&o!l.
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MYSTERIES,
liTO.

WHAT IS LIFE ?
We're ill by these Grammarians us'd ;
We are abus'd by Words, Jm)88!y abus'd;
From the Maternal Tomb,
To the Grave's fruitful Womb,
We call her Life, but Life's a name
That nothing here can truly cla.im.
CoWLEY,

in a note to his Pindario Ode, whence the above lines

are quoted, sa-,s :

Plato, in TimtZU~, makes this distinction: "That which is, but
is not rnerated; and that which is generated, but is not." This
he too from Trismegistus, whose sentence of God was written
in the Egyptian temples, " I am all that was, is, or shall be."
Thill doctrine of Plato, that Mt!Jing tnly il 611t Gorl, is approved
by all the Fathers. Simplicius explains it thus : That which has
more degrees of privation, or not-being than of being, (which is
the case of all creatures,) is not properly said to be; and again.
that which is a perpetualjieri, or making, never is quite made,
and therefore, never properly is.
Leaving the old "Grammarian," we yass to the science of our
own times. M. Geoft'roy St. Hilaire, m his Hiltoir~ Naturelle
ghefrak ria Rep~~e1 Orpa11ique1, in the chapter on tbe definitions
of Life, refutes the common mistake of supposing that vital force
suspends or destroys physical action. I£ these vitalists had but
taken the trouble of decomposing each complex question into its
elements, instead of cutting the knot which they could not loosen,
they would have seen their error. Thus, an an1ma1. while living,
"resists" cold, does not "obey" the physical laws of temperature, but keeps constantly above the temperature of the surroudiDg medium. When dead, this resistance ceases. ,nru... 1J1'11
_

~

B
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Lifo and Time.
prove that vital force destroys ph~sical action P Does it prove
that the living animal is enfranchised from those phvsical laws
which regulate the transmission of heat P Not in the feast. The
more complex conditions have produced a phenomenon different
from that wit!lessed under simpler conditions; but an inorganie
substance may manifest an analogous independence (or what
seems such) of these laws of transmission, if it be heated by a
galvanic current, or by an internal chemical reaction. Again,
when we see an animal leap into th,e air, has he enfranchised himself from the laws of gravitation P Not more than the needle
when it leaps to the magnet. •
Physiologists appear to have made this mistake in speaking of
Life : they have enumerated certain functions, and have called ·
such enumeration lift; now function is not life, but the result of
life ; it is vital organ in action. Bichat defined life as "the sumtotal of the functions which resist death : " which amounts merely
to this-that life is life. Bichat's definition of life is manifestly
faulty in this-that it ignores the essential co-operation of the
medium or surrounding circumstances in which organization is
placed, and is, therefore, as one-sided and useless as any definition
would be which might ignore the organism, and enumerate the
circumstances as life; circumstances and individual are correlative,
both in psychical and organic life; and man's life, mental and
organic, JS the result of such correlation. This is what Coleridge
indicated, when, in his Hint& t()U}ard& tile j'oNnatio11 of a more comprellelllifJe theory C!f Lift, he defined life as ''the Principle of Individuation." This is a plagiarism from the Germans, (in this
case from Schelling,) as was most of Coleridge's philosophy.
THE AUTHOR 01!' OUR BEING.

Dr. Thomas Woods, of Parsonstown, observes : "If we look at
the constitution of matter, the impossibility of a mass being
formed, even though atoms might have been in existence, without
the interference of some agency different from any at present
OJ!erating ; viewing its arrangements, measured out and bOunded.
WJth mathematicaf precision, we must admit that some Being
greater than any on this earth, and more powerful than the supposed laws of nature, has formed it. Seeing, also, that in all
departments ef creation, the object pre-eminently provided for is
the welfare and -r.reservation of man, and that the same method is
everywhere manifested in carry~ it out, we must likewise conclude that the same power which made the arrangements in
matter is also the Author of Out" being.
"As in the animate creation, tha organization of every living
thing is made from one type, so in creation generally, one plan is
• Sal.v.rday R.etrilv, April26, 18117.
o; ,;,;,ed by
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Tke Divine Eternity.
taken for. the working out of all its details; and whether we enmine the combustion of coal, the growth of the living body, or
the final destination of the soul throughout eternity, we see the
same principle followed out in the accomplishment of each, and
we are forced to ascribe a common authorship to all. It is
abundantly evident that one mind, and at one time, conceived and
set in. motion the entire fabric of creation; and thst evetrthing,
from the smallest particle of matter to the highest organiZation
and disposition of life and power in every stage of its existence,
depends for its continuance on Him, and thst in everything we
do or think we do, we only use the power He has gtven ; and
therefore, in all our ways we are indelited to Him, and in all our
works, however unconsciously, we worship Him. Whether we
pride ourselves on the power of our steam-engines, the mpidity
of the telegraph, or the beauty and excellence of photography,the results of Heat, L~ht, and Electricity-we only declare the
wonder of the mechsmsm He has provided, and the perfection
of the arrangements He has made. And as, by virtue of these
arrangements, the coal and air when favourably placed together
evolve heat, the zinc and acid electricity, and the sunbeam and
116nsible salt the photogmph, so does food taken into the body by
virtue of the vitiil power continue life, and enable the animal to
move; and so the blood of Christ applied to the soul, makes also
that alive and capable of acting.
"In every word we speak, we praise Him,-in everything we do,
we must acknowledge llim ; we tmce in all creation the same
hand, in all its armngements the same mind, and therefore in
everything we think or act, to Him be all the Glory."- The Ezi&lnu:e of the Deity e11idenced by P01iJer and Unity in CreatW#;

fro-lhe Renita of Modern Science.

THE DIVINE ETERNITY.

There are many passages in the Bible, the tendency of which
is to give ns a view of the Divine Existence, far elevated above
any sucoessive duration similar to our own. The self-existent
.Jehovah • revealed his name to Moses as the "I A11I.," the abidin~,
not the on-moving existence. Our Divine Redeemer, during his
mission on earth; spoke sometimes as man, other times as God.
When He spoke from his manhood, He spoke as a being of time,
haYing a past, a present, a future. But when He spoke from his
Godhead, He repeated the language of Jehovah to Moses: "Before Abraham was, I AM," not I was.
StPeter's words, "One day is with the Lord as a thousand
Jean~, and a thousand years as one day,'' seem to be more than
• In Baron Dunsen'a Bibl~for 11&8 Pettple, the word JEHOVAH baa ita
cleep aiinifioaDCe brought out by being rendered THill IIITIIIBlUL.
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relatitJtJ, in relr&l'd to the iDadeqnacy of all periods of time, the
longest as well as the shortest, to measure the Divine duration.
May we not consider them ab10lute, as implying the entire absence
of succession in that sublime existence whlch has neither beginning nor end P The same observation is applicable to the words
of Moses in the 90th Psalm: " For a thousand years in thy sight
are but as yesterday when it is past, od as a watch in the
night."
As in Ckld there can neither be past nor future, nor any succession of duration, it follows that in HIll there can be no series, or
sequency of actions. For if in HIM there could be one act after
another, then to Himself would some of his acts be past, and
others future : and we should thns relapse into the misconception
of attributing to Him a successive duration like our own.
What, as regards ourselves, is truJy a series of acts or
sations,-the Creation of Man, the Deluge, the call of Ab
,
the birth of the Messiah, the resurrection of the dead, the 1inal
judgment,-all these must be to Ckld, not a series of acts or dispensations, but one etemal, simultaneous energy. His perception
of the successive development of his dispensations, as apprehended
by his creatures, does not make them successive as regards
Himself.
.
But these contemplations of the Divine Eternity reach no
further than the negation of the limits and imperfections of all
created minds. We can form no conception of the HOW of that
glorious existence which tranacendt the relations of Time and
~pace. If the Cherubim themselves veil their eyes before the
HoLY ONE, how much more must his glory be it~eompreAenaible
to man !-Cronhelm on Predutir~ation.

:c.:-

THE DIVINE PERFECTIONS.

The "metaphysical qualms" entertained in the present day at
our partial conceptions of the Divine Perfections are stranilclY
contrasted with the language of the inspired Writers. '!'hey
expatiate in wonder and praise on the little we can conceive-in
awe and adoration on the much beyond our conce_ption.
"'!'he heavens declare the glory of Ckld; and the firmament
showeth his handywork. Day unto da,r_ uttereth speech, and
!right unto night showeth knowled~ There is no speech nor
language where their voice is not heard. In them hath he set a
tabemacle for the sun, which is as a bridegroom coming out of
his chamber, and rejoiceth as a strong man to run a race. His
gQing forth is from the end of the heaven, and his circuit unto
the ends of it; and there is nothing hid from the heat thereof."
And then the Psalmist turns from the wonders of Creation to
*hoae of &velation. "The law of the Lord is perfect, oonverlo;
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The Oreation of Matter.
iDg the soul: the testimony of the Lord is sure, makina' wise the
simple. The statutes of the Lord are right, rejoicing the heart :
the commandment of the Lord is pure, elllightening the eyes."
So, after a sublime effusion on the power and wisdom of the
great Creator, Job concludes: "Lo, these are parla of his ways;
but .how little a portion is heard of him P but the thunder of his
power who can understand P"
So also St. Paul : "For we lmow in part, and we prophesy in
part. But when that which is perfect lS come, then that which
JS in part shall be done away...• For now we see through a
aiass, darkly ; but then face to face : now I lmow in part; but
then shall I lmow even as also I am lmown."
Far from den~ the truth of our {lartial conceptions in this
life, the Apostle pomts to their progressiVe development hereafter.
The metaphor borrowed from the semi-opaque glass of the ancients, and the indistinct vision which it- aJforded, is singularly
appropriate and instructive.-Cronhelm Oil Predestination.
CHANGE-BEARING LAWS OF NATURE.

Mr. Owen• thus ingeniously advocates the probability of the
existence of what he terms "clutnge-heari"!Jlawa rif nature." In
a world whose characteristic is change, "and whicli, for aught we
know, may continue to endure for countless ages, laws of such a
character, self-adapted to a changefi.tl state of things, may be
regarded as of likely occurrence.
" Modem science is revealimr to us glimpses that may brighten
into positive proof of this hypothesis." Sir John Herschel,
writing to Sir Charles Lyell, the ~ologist, and alluding to what
he calls "that mystery of mystenes, the replacement of extinct
species by others," says :
For my own part, I cannot but think it a.n inadequate conception of
the Creator, to assume it as granted that His combinations are expanded
upon a.ny one of the theatres of their former exercise : though, m this,
as all his other works, we are led by all analogy to suppose that He
operates through a series of intermediate causes, and that, in consequence, the origination of fresh species, could it ever come under our
cognizance, would be found to be a natural, iD contradistinction to a
miraculous, process ; although we may perceive no indication of any
preoea, actually in progress, which is likely to issue in such a result.t:Jir JoA, Hmclul'• .Letter, Feb. 20, 1836: NiniJI, Bridge'IIJater Treame,
by BaJJbage.

THE CREATION OF MATTER.
The Atomic Theory of Democritus, as defined by Boscovich,
and since more fully developed by that eminent philosopher, the
late Dr. Samuel Brown, offers an hypothesis for the Creation of
• In his Footfall& on 1M BQU'/Ulary of arwtlur .W or~1860
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Matter, which, in a subject so far beyond the region of certainty,
possesses many features of probability ; particUlarly in getting
rid of the vexed question of the substratum.
That the primary atoms are merely centres of force, i.e. mathematical points encucled with powers of repulsion and attraction,
and that from the endless variety of combinations of repulsive
and attractive forces the whole material universe is constructedis a theocy alike simple, comprehensive, and sublime. To accomplish the dissolution of Nature, her Almighty Creator would only
have to cancel the repulsive and attractiVe forces that encircle
the Atomic centres; and instantaneously, without an audible
crash, without a visible wreck, the glorious fabric of the earth
and the heavens would disappear frOm existence! •
When, in past ages, it was supposed that matter was perishable,
it became a difficUlty of belief that such material ongin could
escape material extinction. The discoveries of chemistryt have,
however, gradua.lty dissipated these fears. We are now satisfied
of the inde8tructibitity of matter, and that although substances
may be decomposed and disappear, they do not cease to be, but
pass into other forms of existence.
Whatever incredulity remained resolved itself into a questioning of His ability to raise the Human Dead : but
Sure the same power
That reared the piece at first, and took It down,
Can re-assemble the loose scattered parts,
And put them as they were.

There is ONE, "in whom we live, and move, and have our

being," and who works, on our behalf, this standing miracle ; and
can we suppose Him incapable of resuscitating after death whatever he had once made actively and consciouSly existent P "Is
anything too hard for God P"
:But matter, it may be said, if indestructible, by its changes,
loses its identity, and how can the substance remam the same in
the lapse of ages which may intervene between death and the
described resurrection P But the Humanity which rises ~n will
be the same Humanity with that which ran on earth its mortal
career; b11t only as the man of fourscore years and upwards,
committed to the tomb, is the same with liim who commenced
life as an infant. '!'hough a corporeity still, it will then be a

*

Cronhelm on PrtdestinatiO'Il.

t As a first principle of all chemistry, it is to be kept in mind that

no matUr is titlter crtated or loat, whatever the changes or oombinations
taking place.

In clearly fixing this principle, which was imperfectly
before, Lavoisier rendered an invaluable servioe to science.
Plutsrob ascribes to Empedocles a EUsage which is well descriptive of
thia great principle of obemiatry.-ft!tuuimy &view, vol iDxiiL
~pprehended
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eele1tial corporeity. "St. Paul, it is plain," says Cromwell, "regarded this change as the one passport of the Humanity that
llad lived in' this world to unendmg lite in the world to prove aa
endless, when the Author of Life sliall be pleased to conaUIIIllllte
His eternal.plan."•
THE MOSAIC AND GEOIOOIC CREATION.

The freedom with which the Biblical a.ooOunt of the Creation
is discussed in these scientific times, presents a striking contras~
with the fate of those who, in a former age, ventured to discuss
such vital questions. One instance must suffice. About two
centuries since, one Isaac Ia Peyrere, a French Protestant, published, in I.atin, anonymously, a book entitled: "Man before
Adam, or a Discourse upon Romans v. 12-H, by which are
proved that the first Men were created before Adam, with a
Theological System upon that Presupposition." Svo. London.
1656. The author was disoovered, and thrown into prison on
account of his book : it caused oonsiderable sensation, and several
answers to it were published.
The school-boob of the present day, while they teach the child
that the earth moves, yet assure him that it is a little less than
six thousand year~~ old, and that it was made in six days. On the
other hand, geologist.s of all creeds are agreed that the earth has
existed for an immense series of years-to be oounted by millions
rather than by thousands; and that indubitably more than six
days elapsed from its first creation to the appearance of man upon
its surface. By this broad discrepancy between old and new
doctrine is the modem mind startled, as were the men of the
sixteenth century when told that the earth moved.t
The great object of the writers of our time is to show that the
Biblical account of the Creation is strictly in accordance with the
teachings of modern science. The notion pnt forth by Dr. Kurtz,
Coleridge, Hngh Miller, and some others, is that tile proceu of
Creation fiJa8 re11NJlerJ to Mo1u in a 1eriea of oiliOIU. Aoout seven
years since;Dr.J. C. Fisher proved that Hugh Miller, in his lecture,
"The Two Records-the Mosaic and the Geologic," so far from
using the classification by geologists of the rocks on the earth's
surface into "palmozoic, secondary, and tert!aey," to illustrate the
striking coincidence between the two records, in an unauthorized .
mauner, was perfeotly justified in showing that this classification,
~ UJitlwut atay referetaee to tile Scripture1 whatever, in a most
wonderful mauner, agrees with them. By_ taking the most prominent fact in each of these periods, Mr. Miller oilly followed the
course which Moses has taken with each of the other so-called
• T"M Soul and the Futv,r« Lif&-tM Phil010phic 4rgv,meRt. · 1869.

t Prof1111110r Baden Powell.
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days; while he does not state that theee are tile IHI{y fad•, but
the most prominent and characteristic.
Theologians and geologists have sought to reconcHe Miller's
Te1tiwwn1 of tlze Rockl and our version of the first chapter of
Genesis, by two or perhaps three general schemes. The first one
supposes tbat between the first verse and the second there was
an undefined and enormous interval of time, in which the various
geological changes, such as we now find upon the earth, took
place ; that th~ earth was then brought into the chaotic state
aescribed in the second verse ; and then it was, in six days of
twenty-four hours each, prepared for the habitation of man, who
was at that time placed upon it. This was the plan of reconciliation of Dr. Chalmers, and with a single exception, that of Dr. John
Pye Smith, who thought that the chaos described in the second
verse, and the work of creation in the rest of the chapter, extended over but a small part of the earth's surface; and that outside of that area, the rest of the earth continued to enjoy the light
of the sun, and plants and animals lived, and grew, and have
continued by an unbroken series of generations to our own times.
The progress of geological discovery has caused the scheme of
Dr. Chalmers to be laid aside, for it does not meet the wants of
the case; and that of Dr. Smith is opposed to l.he record of
Moses, in ~ no provision for the creation of the heavens.
The second method supposes, that the days were periods of
great and indefinite extent, each embracing vast ages, in which
the various ~eological changes occurred. With some few modifications, this is now adopted by the great majority of modem
geologists. There is little, if any, doubt that so far at least as
the length of the days is concerned, this scheme is strictly in
consonance with the meaning of the Scriptures. Almost all geol~sts and theologians, however, commit the mistake of confuiing
this description of the creation to the earth alone, although the
sacred narrative as plainly IISserts that "in the beginning God
created the /tea1)8118 and the earth," and at its close declares,
"thus the lteaoen.s and the earth were finished, and all the hoet
of them."
Dr. Fisher's proofs extend through some half-dozen p~s of
ar~ent, in wliich the translation of certain words is a distinctive feature. At the close, he proceeds to recapitulate the work
of the several da;rs, and shows how they agree with the teachings
of the works of God.
In the beginning,• God created the substance of the heavens

* "The word btpi'IIIAing," says Dr. Buckland, adopting the mode
originally brought mto vogue by Dr. Cha.lmers, "as applied by Moses in
the first verse of the book of Genesis, expresses an undefined period of
time, \vhich was antecedent to the last great change that affected
the surface of the earth, and to the crestion of its present anima.! and
vegetable inhabitants ; during which period a long series of operations
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and the earth, and this substance Willi without form and void, or
diffused throughout space, it waa dark, and the Spirit of God caused
a motion to oommence in it. God endued a part of it with
luminous properties, and a part He left dark ; lie then caused
the light to separate from the dark matter, and named the light
matter day, or the warmth-producing matter; and the dark He
oalled nigli.t, or the moving-around matter. This oonstituted Ills
jint day. On IM 1eetmd day, He caused the matter of the heavens
and the earth, or of the universe, to separate and divide into distinct masses ; and to the space whicli oontained these masl!e8,
together with the masses themselves, He gave the name of heaven.
Tliis was the work of the seoond day. On tlz4 third day, He
caused the masses of matter to beoome oonsolidated, and gave to
the one which we inhabit the specific Illlme of earth, and to its
oollections of waters, seas. He then clothed the earth abundantly with verdure of all kinds, and commenced its preparation
for tlie residence of man upon it; this was the work of the third
day. On tlls (O#ri!J day, He arranged the motions of the hea.
venl;y bodies, both with reference to the earth and to each other.
On thefift!J and aizt!J day•, the preparation of the earth for the
residence of man was oompleted, and man was placed upon it.
We have thus a clear, defi.D.ite, and intelligible narrative, which
&grllCS throughout with the teachings of the most perfect science.
We have not space now to review the various phenomena of
nature which bear us out in the assertion; but those who have
studied the subject will understand the full force of the declaration, that if one should seek to give a sket.ch in the fewest words
of the Celestial Mechanism of. Laplace, the Coamo1 of Humboldt,
and the geology of the latest and best authorities, he would do it
in the very lan~uage of Moses. Here, then, we have presented
to us the wonderful spectacle of all the grandest conclusions of
science epitomized, arranged, and accounted for ages ago, at a
time when we are accustomed to look upon the world as in its
infancy; and when all nations, except the one to which this wonderful writer belonged, were plunged in the darkest and most
degrading idolatry. Where did Moses get this knowledge so
abSolutely perfect P Was it not from God? and is not this chapter, over which such a premature shout of triumph has been sent
up, the mo~t oonvincing proof of the inspiration of the Scriptures P
may have been going on, and which, as they at'9 wholly unconnected
with the history of the human race, at'9 passed over in silence by the
8aOt'9d historian." •.• "This beginning may have been an epoch at an
unmeasured distance, followed by periods of undefined duration, du~
which all the physical operations disclosed by geology wet'9 going on .
• • • "Millions of millions of years may have occupied the indefinite
interval, between tke beginning in which God created the heaven and
the earth, and the evening or commencement of the first day of the
Mllllllio Ilii.!Tative."
Digitized
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In the Ge~~em of IM Earth and of Jlan, second· edition, 1860,
the Editor, Mr. Reginald Stuart Poole, in his ably written Preface,
thus treats this much disputed question.
The common opinion that man was first created six or seven thousand

rears ago is considered by all who have in any degree mastered the sub-

Ject to be no longer tenable. Two new theories have been oft'ered in its
place. One clings to the one origin of our raoe, but 888igns to it an
enormous antiquity. The other suggests the existence of a Pre-Adamite
raoe, and supposes the Biblical narrative to refer especially to a higher
and later stook, No third theory seems possible.
The two theories have one thing in common : ther both assert the
great antiquity of man, the fact upon which the rejection of the current
opinion depends. I advisedly call it a fact, since it is proved in a conclusive manner, by evidence of a very various character, the most important point of which is the discovery of flint-implements in tracts of
drift, and in bone-ca.vea; in both cases with the bones of animals now
extinct. What we may consider certain is the immense antiquity of
man, and his having been in the remoter age of his existence in a state
ofgreat barbarism.
Baron Bunsen, who may be considered the representative of a school,
takes, apparently on grounds of sentiment, the unity of origin of the
human race as the basis of his theory. He then examines the relation
of languages on the supposition of their original unity, and roughly
determines the length of man's dwelling on the esrth by the time
required for the origination and growth of the many varieties of human
speech, He defines this period as about twenty thousand years B.o.,
divided midway by the Flood; and it is probable that those who belong
to his school would not greatly shorten this va.st space of time. 'Yet
even this scheme is not sufficient without nullifying the Flood as destructive of the descendants of Adam ; for ten thousand years is not
enough, in his opinion, for the development of language. But it is a
serious question whether any space of time would meet the difficulties
of the case.
The author of the above work, taking up the subject with entire freedo!Jl from bias, first examines the Biblical data. In them he finds strong
evtdence of the existence of a non-Adamite race both before and after
the Flood, The reader must see in the book itself how he reconciles
this inference with the statements in the Bible supposed to declare
t~e unity of our race in origin, upon which one point the whole
difficulty rests. Passing from the Bible to human knowledge, the
!Luthor examines ethnology, chronology, history, and philology, each
mdependently, in illustration of the controversy, From ethnology, he
finds that the varieties of our species may be reduced to two stocks,
but soa.roe
1 lr, except on the supposition of an unrecorded mira.cle, to
one. n history, he sees that every civilized race tells us of a barbarous race expelled or subdued by its ancestors. In Pagan religions,
~hen all traces of primeval revelation have been set aside, he perceives,
m the case of nearly every one, two distinct elements ; one intellectually
very low, t~e othe?' always much. higher; the worship of stones and
~rees,, combmed With the adoratton of the great luminaries or of
t~lltgences. Philology, in like manner, leads him to the cor{olusion
t f ht many languages exhibit traces more or less clear of two sources
~~speech widely distinct in character. In the case of the ancient
't ~
th • which is of great importance from our having specimens of
1 our
ousand years old, he discovers 81:1 example of the first contact
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or these two elements,

which, mixed but not fused, like oil and watar,
compose this very ancient form of speech. This due.lity has never yet
been explained in conne::rion with the theory of the unity of our race.
There is yet another view.
The late M. D'Orbigny has demonstrated, in his Podrome de Palaontowgie, after an elaborate examination of a vast number of fossils, that there have been at least
twenty-nine distinct periods of animal and vegetable e::ristence-that
is, twenty-nine creations separated one from another by catastrophes
which have swept away the species e:dsting at the time, with very
few solitary exceptions, never exceeding one and a-half per cent. of the
whole number discovered, which have either survived the cete.<trophe,
or have been erroneously designated. But not a single species of the
preceding period survived the last of these catastrophes, and this closed
the Tertiary period and ushered in the Human period. The evidence
adduced by M. D'Orbigny shows that both plants and animals appeared
in every one of those twenty-nine periods. The notion, therefore, that
the ''days" of Genesis represent periods of creation from the beginning
of things is at once refuted. The parallel is destroyed, both in the
· number of the periods (thirty, including the Azoic, instead of six), and
also in the character of the things created. No argument could be
more complete; and yet the writer of the Prar-AdamiU Earth, in
Dr. Lardner's M'U/Ihm qf Science, sums up the above lucid sketch of
M. D'Orbigny's researches, by referring the accouut in the first chapter
of Genesis to the whole Creation from the :beginning of all things, a
aelection of epochs being made, as he imagines, for the six days or
period&-Archdeacon Pratt's Sciftce a!Ul Scriptwe not at Variance.

. ORIGIN OF LIFE--DARWIN'S THEORY.

For nearly a quarter of a century, Mr. Charles Darwin, favourably known to the public by more than one published work of
natUral history and science, bas been engaged upon a most important inquiry, "On the Origin of Species by means of Natural
Selection, or the Preservation of Favoured Races in the Struggle
for Life." A portion or summary of this work has appeared;
and the authors conclusions, if established by the completing
BOOtion, will cause an entire revolution in the fundamental doctrines of natural history, and trench upon the territory of established religious belief. With regard to the origin of the human
race, he attempts to prove that the moral and spiritual faculties
of man have been gradually developed by the working of matter
ur:n matter; but, says an acute critic, "no conceivable amount
o evidence derived from the growth of the structure of animals
md plants would have the slightest bearing upon our convictions
in regard to the origin of conscience, or man's belief in a Supreme
Being and the immortality of his own soul."
Mr. Darwin's theory may be stated in a few words. All organic
beings are liable to vary in some degree, and tend to transmit
such variations to their offspring. All at the same time tend to
increase at a very rapid rate, and their increase
_. is k~t in check
by the excessive competition o£ other individuala · the0aam
1,~ e
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~~; or by phJsi~ conditions injur!ous to each organist;n ;_ 01'
to 1ts power of ~ healthy otrspnng. Whatever van!ltiOJl
occurring among the individuals of the same species of arumalt
or flants is in any way advan~us in the struggle for existence
wil givl) to these individuals an advantage over their fellows,
which will be inherited by their offspring until the modified variet.r
supplants the parent speeies. 'l'his prooese, which is te~ed
fllltllrtzl uleetiott, is incessantly at worli, and all organized be1';188
are undergoing ita operation. _BJ the steady accumUlation, dunng
long ages of time, of sli~ht differences, each in some way.beneficial to the individual, anse the various modifications of structure
b,r which the conntless forms of animal and vegetable life are distmguished from each other. All existing animals have descended
from at most four or five progenitors, and plants lrom an equal
or lesser number. Analogy, (which Mr. Darwin admits to be a
deceitful judge,) would even lead him to infer that "all the
organic beings which have ever lived on this earth have descended from some one primordial fonn, into which life wu at
first breathed." •
Archbishop Whately has reduced this "transmutation theory "
as he terms It, to a skeleton, as follows :
. ls~. Sp~ are Mt perma.M1&t; fKih'imu are the beginning of new
Bpec1es.
2nd. Nature began from the simplest forms-probably from one fonn
-the primreval monad, the parent of all organic life.
Srd: There has been a continual ascent on the organic scale, till
organ1c nature became what it is, by one continued and unbroken
stream of onward movement.
4th. The organic ascent is secured by a Malthusian principle through
nat~,--r a bettie of life, in which the best in organisation (the beet
~eties o ~~ts and animals) encroach upon and drive off the leu
pe ect. TillS 18 called the theory of Nq.twral &kctUn&• •••
6th. We do not mark any great organic clumges notD, because they
areba 8~~low that even a few thousand years may produce no changes that
ve u.a.ed the notice of naturalists.
tJ!t!". B~t ti7M u tM ag•m, and we can mark the effects of time by
of thJ'!!~ c~. on the ~t f!"BOlogioal scale. And on every part
de
"ts e, w ere the orgamo cllangea are great in two contiguous
be=• ~{the ~e, there must have been a corresponding lapse of time
Theefu e penods of t~eir deposition-perhaps millions of years.
great b rego~-~-heads gtve the su_bstance of Darwin's theory; and the
road __,.., of geology are directly opposed to it.

noPb· WJtately objects that this new theory is not inductitJe _
c01eel as_e on a senes of l!c;knowledged facts pointing to a g~al
and ::f'on,-n~t a p~pos1tion evolved out of the facts, Iogicallv,
rest· co~e mcludmg them. The theory is as a vast pyramrd
fac:t~n ~ts apex, and that aJleX a mathematical point. The only
Win pretends to adduce, as true elements of proof, are
•• Abridged from the &tv.rday ~-
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tile fJtJrieties produced by domestication, or the iflflfiJil artifice of
cross-breeding, which in the old world could have had no existence; whilst the varieties of domestication and human design are
insufficient to undermine the continuity of true species. Species
have been constant for thousands of years, and tlDle would never
change them, as long as the conditions remained constant.
In endeavouring to fit his principles to the facts of geology,
Mr. Darwin urges, first, the extremely imperfect character of the
geological record, in the organic remams found in each successive
format,ion; secondly, the enormous lapse of time that must be
allowed for each formation. and for the intervals between them.
In this part of his case he fails : he enormously overrates the
amount of time which can be legitimately demanded to account
for the geological phenomena; and to obtain the space which he
requires to account for the existence of an enormous mass of
formations, he points to a period as far removed from the commencement of organic life in the earliest known palmozoio rooks
aa these are from our era. His witnesses, he admits, are drowned;
they are the successive forms of primitive fauna !llld flora, which
have been silently entombed throughout millions of ages; through
which. however, no volcano, or other elevatory force, has ever
brought a single fragment of these buried continents to the light
of day!
Dr. Whately acutely observes, in conclusion:
The pretended physical philosophy of modern days strips Man of all
his moral attributes, or holds them of no account in the estimate of his
origin and plaoe in the created world. A cold atheistical materialism
ill the tendency of the so-called material philosophy of the_present day.
Not that I believe that Darwin is an atheist; though I cannot but
regard his materialism as atheistical ; because it ignores all rational
CODCeption of a final cause. I think it untrue, because opposed to the
obvious course of Nature, and the very opposite of inductive truth. I
therefore think it intensely misohievous.
.
Any startling and (supposed) novel paradox-maintained very boldly
and with an imposing plausibility, derived from a great array of facts
all interpreted hypothetically-produces, in some minds, a kind of
plas!ng excitement, which predisposes them in its favour; and if they
u-e unused to careful reflection, and averse to the labour of 1\CCllrate
inTeatigation, they will be likely to conclude that what is (apparently)
arigi..al must be a production of original gsn.i..,, and that anything very
much opposed to pre~ notions must be a grand di.ocovery,-in
abort, that whatever comes from "the bottom of a well" must be the
"truth" which has been long hidden there.

UNITY OF THE HUMAN RA.CE.

Blumenbach is the father of Ethnology. Before his labours
&Ilia science had no existence. In various verse men murmuredThe :noblest study of mankind ill man-

llai Ui81 had not yet hit upon the proper method of atud i.pg him.
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The history of the human raoe was Car less aecnrately known than
the history of dogs and hol'SeS. It was perplexed with errors of
three kinds-physical, I!Ocial, and moraL Blumenbach appeared,
banished the physical errors, or at any rate destroyed our confidence in them ; and by that one service he destroyed our confidence in all the others. The question of races was opened.
Ethnology grew to be a science.
Blumenbach died on the 18th of JanlllllY, 1840, having lived
nearly a century, and having left his name for ever marked in the
history ·of science as that of the man who first proved the unity
of the human race. Pliny seriously speaks of men with but one
leg, with eyes on their shoulders, and
Anthropophagi, and men whose heads
Do grow beneath their shoulders. •

In the sixteenth century, Rondelet, the excellent naturalist,
gravely described marine men, living in the sea, with beards of
seaweed and coverings of scales. In the eighteenth century,
Maupertuis is eloquent on Patagonian giants, whose conceptions
are as vast as the1r bodies. Even Linnmus classed the orangoutang in the same family as man. It was reserved for Blumenbach to prove the physical unity of the whole human race, and to
demarcate the human from all other races.
The human race, as is wen known, consists of a considerable
number of varieties, differi~ from one another in personal aiJpearance, character, language; m their average degree of monil and
intellectual powers, and in their ~graphical distribution. Those
whose observations have been mainly confined to the extremes of
form and colour, and who have not reflected on the wonderful
changes to which all organized beings are subject by various
exterDal physical causes, have viewed the diJferences observed
among the members of the human family, not as characteristics
of so many varieties of a single species, but as marks distinguishing diJferent species of the same genus. We have, howevf'.r, the
authority of the ~eatest observer of nature, as developed in the
aninlal kingdom, m opposition to this doctrine.
"The permanence of certain types, in the midst of most opposite influences," says Humboldt, "especially of climate, ap~
to favour this view, notwithstanding the shortness of the time to
which the historical evidence applied; but in my opinion more
powerful reasons lend their weight to the other side of the question, and corroborate the unity of the human raoe." Humlioldt
refers to the many intermediate gradations of the tint of the skin
and the form of the skull ; and adds, "the greater part of the
supposed contrasts, to which so much weight was formerly ass~ed, have disappeared before the laborious investigations of
Tfudmann on the brain of negroes and Europeans, and of the
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uatomical researches of Vrolik and Weber, on the form of the
pelvis." "H we compare the dark-coloured African nations with
1;he natives of the Australasian Islands, and with the Papuas and
AJfarous, we see that a black tint of skin, woolly hair, and negro
features, are by no mesns invariabl;r associated. So long as the
western nations were acquainted With only a small J!ad of the
earth's surface, partial views almost necessarily JlrevaileCl. Tropical
heat, and a black colour of the skin, appeared inseparable. The
campaigns of Alexander, in which so many subiects connected
with physical geopphy were ori~inally brought into notice,
occasioned the first discussion on the J.!roblematical infiuence of
climate on nations and races." (Oo111101.)
Thus, it at>pears that according to the {>rinciples admitted by
the most emment physiologists and naturalists, whether assenting
or not to the doctrmes of Christianity, there is nothing in the
natural differences observable between dilrerent parts of the
human race distributed over the ~lobe, which is incompatible
with the part of the origin of mankind, consigned to the Hebrew
Scriptures, which trace& tM ftJIIok ll•man race to a lingk !'.air, and
constitutes them therefore as members of a common family.
THE EldBRYO UNDER THE MICROSCOPE.

How thrilling is the revelation of an embeyo mov~ inside the
placed under a microscope. There lie hundreds of eggs,
which, to the naked eye, present the aspect of a single body, aoout
the size of a pin's hesd. ~very one of these eggs contains an embryo in process of development. In one we see nothing but a mass
of granUles. In another, something is moving. At first it moves
with pendulum motion,-afterwardS it moves round and round in
the egg by mesns of long hairs which are vibrating with great
aetivify-we are watching the ~ of Life! Or talte up
tltis globule of jelly-under tl!,e Microscope you see a long wormlike body coiled round the globule, the liead bei~ very large in
proportion. It is a young vertebrate animal, still m the e~; and
as you watch, you ol>serve a rrutliiJfL current in one directiOn, and
a pul111ting current in another. This ·is the circulation of the
blood; and if you are fortunate, you will see the heart, or pulsa·
t!ng sac, in incessant action. Can a planet be a finer sight than
tlril ~ (Sat.rday Re!JieuJ, No. 40.)
Nevertheless. we must remember that, in the words of Sir
Benjamin Brodie, "neither our ~sisted vision, nor the microacope, nor chemical anal,rsis, nor any analo~, nor any other
means at our disposal, enable us to form any kmd of notion as to
the actual changes in the brain or spinal chord on which any other
llelVOUS phenomena depend."

eg~, when
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THE DEVELOl'l\IENT THEORY--cHEMISTRY CANNOT CREATE
AN ORGANIC GERM.*

The amateurs of this theory maintain that in the course of an
infinite series of years, the vast variety presented in the organic .
creation, was gradually detJeloped from the lowest form of organization, a sim.J;lle cell. Plants and animals formed an unbroken chain,
and transitiOns from the one to the other could not be disputed.
But, whence is the oris"iE- of the first or~c cell P This one
cell, they tell us, was called into existence by the fiat of the
Creator, and all others were developed from it. This school of
physiologists thus presume that it was more conformable to the
purposes of the Creator to bestow vitality on this one cell than
on many ; and havi.J:!g created it, to leave to time and chance the
full unfolding and development of organic nature from this one
cell. Exact scientific investigation, however, ignores the existence of a connected chain of organic life. W"llat then becomes .
of the first created cell P
Superficial inquirers reply, that organic nature is formed of
carbOn, water, mtro!k1r;;goxygen, and sulphur; that in the conplace among these elements, it may
stant interchange t ·
possibly so have happened that by their own inherent power, they
united and formed the cell, and so the organic structure. The
chemist can in his laboratory .Prepare a number of substances,
formerly obtained ouly from livmg plants and animals. He can
make sugar from wood, he can prepare urea and the taurine of
bile : why then may carbon, water, and other elements not unite
of their own accord, and produce a germ?
But what these superficial observers designate organic substances are ouly chemiCal compounds containing or~c elements.
The taurine extracted from bile cannot be distingwshed from that
made in the laboratory : they are both formed by a chemical not
by an or~c force. It is self-evident, that chemical forces are
in operation in the living body. Chemistry now proves what she
asserted thirty years ago without the ability to offer proof.
Under the in11.uence of a cause wlrich is not chemical, we. see
. • "The Development Theory" of Lamarck, it will be remembered,
formed the basis of the theory of the author of the Vutigu of Oreati<nt.,
the publication of which produced great effect, a few years since. Two
arbitrary hypotheses were added : that " the creation of life, wherever
it takes place, is a chemico-electric operation, by which simple germinal
vesicles are produced ; " RUd that all animated beings, " from the
simplest and oldest up to the hill:hest and most recent, are the results,
firlt, of an inherent impulse in tlie forma of life to advance, in definite
times, through grades of organization terminating in the highest
dicotyledons and mamma.l.ia. : secondly, of external physical circumstances, operating reactively upon the central impulse to produce· the
requiaite peculiaritie11 of eltterior organiutio11."
o'
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chemical forces acting in the living organism. As the intettigent
will of the chemist forces the elements external to the body to
combine into the products urea, taurine, &c., so within the body
those same elements unite to form those same products, not by
an1 inherent power of their own, but by the controlling action of
· this vital cause. It will be within the chemist's power to form
quinine, caffeine, the colouring matter of plants, and all other
compounds which possess chemical but not vital properties, the
smallest particles ol which, in arranging themselves into a crystalline form, are not under the infiuence of an organic force ;-but
he will never succeed in constructing in the laborato:r7 a cell, a
muscular fibre, a nerve, or in short any one single portiOn of the
organic frame possessed of vital properties. Whoever has seen
carbonate of ammonia, carbonate and phosphate of lime, an ironore, :an alkaline mineral, will at once pronounce, that it is impossible by means of heat, electricity, or any other natural force, to
form from these substances an organic germ, capable of further
development and propagation.
Inorganic bodies produce only inorganic substances; but organic
bodies, with their peculiar forms so dUferent from crystals, and
endowed with vital properties, owe their origin to a higher
force acting in the livmg body, and which presses into its service
the inorganic forces.
A hundred years ago, it was believed that :fishes and frogs were
spontaneousl;y produced in bogs, and that plants and all kinds of
insects were formed in fermenting and putrilying mixtures, and in
moist saw-dust. Had this been true, then doubtless might a man
under similar circumstances have been also spontaneously produced ; inquiry, however, proved that all these opinions regarded
as facts were based upon false and frivolous observations. In
every well-investigated case, germs and seeds of plants, and eggs
of animals, were discovered, which were developed in mould; bot
an egg, a seed, has its origin in a living organism.
Many philosophers have asserted, that life, like matter, has
existed fiom all eternity. Exact inquiry has, however, proved,
that at a certain period, the earth possessed a temperature which
was incompatible with organic life ; for congelation of the blood
takes place at 172° Fahr. Organic life must, therefore, have had

a beginning.-Liebij1 Familiar Letter1.
IIAN AND HIS DWELLING-PLACE.

In 1859, there appeared a remarkable book with this title, with
eertain new views, or views which, if old, have a new face. The
author understands by "Man" the human race, and by his
" Dwelling-place " what we usually call the material universe.
He claims to have hit upon a hypothesis relating toGthe wor1Id
0
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in which we live which will BUpJ.>ly the key to its vari0118 perplexities. His fundamental proposition is, that man is in a defective
condition, so that he does not feel things as they are, but otherwise than they are. Hence he argues that that enormous number
of phenomena, the aggregate of which makes up what we call the
external world-inclu~, we suppose, our own bodies-are
merely such a manifestation of certain ·unspeakable spiritual or
living entities as our defective condition enables us to perceive.
What those entities may be he does not pretend to say ; but he
thinks it possible that, if we once realize the fact that the inertness, or as he prefers to describe it, the deatheu which we are
accustomed to ascribe to all natural objects is in ourselves, and
not in them-that we are looking at li~ beings through dead
spectacles-we may ultimately be able, by the ordinary processes
of reasoning, to arrive at some sort of conception of them not
altogether inadequate. The unreality of the world of phenomena
is of course a very old doctrine ; nor can it surp~~ any one who
is familiar with Plato, with Berkeley, with Mr. Mill, or even with
Comte. Probably no one who has any claims to accurscy of
thought believes in matter at the present day in the sense in
which its existence was denied by Berkeley.*
The peculiarity of the view maintained in the work before us
lies in its theory about man. The author repeats over and over
again that man is dead-that it is our deadness which colours all
our view of nature, and makes us think that nature is dead and
physical, instead of being, as he says it is, living and spiritual.
We are like people on a railway, who sec the landscajl6 ftying
past them-lilte our ancestors when they refused to believe that
the earth moved, and that the sun stood still-like any one who
transfers conditions alfecting himself to what is outside of him.
Man being dead, and that which we call the world being the
shadow of some ineffably glorious spiritual being, which our in~
capacit.r only allows us to see and feel in that dead shape in
wliich 1t appears to us, Christianity is a wakening of man to his
pro~r life. The isolated event usually called death is falsely so
Called. It is comparatively unimportant, and has little or no
moral siltni.ficance. H we could only see it, we are in heaven now,
and neeCl no other change than the change from death to life to
realise the fact.
Such, in a very compressed shape indeed, is the doctrine of this
curi0118 book. We may say shortly, that the author considers
that it embraces the various truths partially perceived by the
• It bas been stated that " a person possessed with a hallucination
realises up to a certain point the supposition of the Berkeleians, who
pretend to decide that it is not positively necessary that the e:rlstence of
the universe should be real, in order that we ahould perceive it u it
appea.n1 to oar , . _"-Octaw Dehpif'l'f"t.
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idealist who denied that yhenomena were realities-by the discip!e of Reid. who maintained that the world was not an assem~ of ideas-by the Positivist, who denied that we have any
knOwledge of Being properly so called-and by the Mystic, who
maintained that if consciousness could prove the existence of a
dead material substratum to natural objects, it could prove anything and everything, in the assertions that phenomena, being
unreal in themselves, imply the existence of an external and substantial, but immaterial and spiritual world. of which we have no
knowledge, though we may hereafter attain to it-and that our
consciousness which falsely asserted the existence of a natural
substratum, is the very first element which we must correct in all
our speculations on tliese subjects.-..dbridged from tlie Saturday
Review, Feb. 5, 1859.
PLURALITY OF WORLDS.

The doctrine that there are more worlds than one has been
maintained by nearly all the distinguished astronomers and writers
who have flourished since the true figure of the earth was determined. Giordano Bruna of Nola, Kepler, and Tycho Brahe,
believed in it; and Cardinal Cusa and Bruno, before the discovery
of binary systems among the stars, believed also that the stars
were inhabited. Sir Isaac Newton likewise adopted the belief;
and Dr. Bentley, Master of Trinity College, Cambridge, ably
maintained the same doctrine. In our day, we number among
its supporters the distinguished names of La Place, Sir William
and Su John Herschel, Dr. Chalmers, Isaac Taylor, and M. Arago.
It has been opposed by Dr. Whewell on theological as well as
scientific grounds ; he does not pretend to disprove the plurality of worlds ; but he denies that any argument makes the
doctrine probable, adding that "it is too remote from knowledge to
be either proved or disproved."
The great advocate of the doctrine which has l>een revived of
late years, is Sir David Brewster, who has replied to Dr. Whewel~
emphatically maintaining that analogy strongly countenances the
idea of all the solar planets, if not all worlds in the universe,
being peo11led with creatures not dissimilar in being and nature
to the mhabitants of the earth. This view is supported in 8cientijie Cerlaintie1 of Planetary Life, by T. C. Simon, who weR
treats one point of the argument-that mere distance of the
planets from the central sun does not determine the condition as
to light and heat, but that the density of the ethereal medium
enters largely into the calculation. Mr. Simon's general conclusion is, that "neither on account of deficient or excessive heat,
nor with regard to the density of the materials, nor with regard
to the force of gravity on the surface, is there the aljghtest ,preo 2
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text for su~;>posing that all the planets of our system are not inhabited by mtellectual creatures with animal bodies like ourselves,
-moral beings, who know and love their great Maker, and who
wait, like the rest of His creation, upon His providence and upon
His care."
Sir Isl\!IC Newton, in a conversation with Conduitt, said he
took "all the planets to be composed of the same matter with the
earth, viz. earth, water, and stone, but varioUllly concocted."
IDENTITY OF THE VITAL PRINCIPLE OF ANIMALS AND
VEGETABLES.

Sir J. E. Smith, the distinguished botanist, advocates this
hypothesis upon heat, both in animals and plants, seeming to have
the closest possible connexion with the vital principle, "as
evident in every organized body, from our own elaborate frame
to the humblest moss or fungus. Those different fluids, so
:line and transparent, separated from each other by membranes
as fine, which compose the eye, all retain their proper situations (though each fluid individually is perpetually removed
and renewed) for sixty, eighty, or a hundred years, or more,
while life remains. So do the infinitely small vessels of an
almost mvisible insect, the fine and pellucid tubes of a plant,
all hold their destined fluids, convey~ or changing them
according to fixed laws, but never permittmg them to run into
confusion, so long as the vital principle animates their various
forms. But no sooner does deatk happen, than, without any
alteration of structure, any apparent change in their material
confi~uration, all is reversed. 'fhe eye loses its form and b~ht
ness, Its membranes let go their contents, which mix in confusion,
and thenceforth yield to the laws of chemistry alone. Just so it
happens, sooner or later, to the other parts of the animal as well
as ve~etable frame. Chemical chan~s, putrefaction and destruction, Immediately follow the total pnvation of life, the importance
of which becomes instantlJ. evident when it is no more. I humbly
conceive, therefore, that if the human understanding can, in any
case, flatter itself with obtaining, in the natural world, a glim{lse
of the immediate agency of the Deity, it is in the contemplatiOn
of this vital principle, which seems independent of material organization, and an impulse of its own divine energy. Nor am I
ashamed to confess, tliat I can np more explain the physiology of
vegetables, than of animals, without this hypothesis, as I allow it
to be, of a living principle in both."
CHAIN OF BEING.

The doctrine of one gradual scale, one unbroken ckain in
Nature, extending from ID.finite being to Nonentity, was held by
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all Antiquity. The Ancients regarded the World as a Co1111o8 or
Orderly System in which there was no vacuum, but all the yarts
of which were linked closely together, and each link subordinate,
fixed, and necessary. To this doctrine in great measure we owe
the belief in Elemental Spirits, Genii, Nymphs, Sylphs, and
Fairies.
The admirable pietist, John Arndt says:
God so disposes and orders things that the inferior creatures receive
of the superior, and all Nature bangs together as it were in OM Chain.
And this oonnexion of Nature and Providence is finely described by the
prophet Hosea, ii. 21, 22. "It shall come to pass in that day, saitb
the Lord, I will hear the Heavens, and they shall hear the Earth ; and
the Earth shall bear the corn, and the wine, and the oil ; and they
shall bear J ezreel." ln this place the Prophet presents us with the
entire Order of Nature, beginning at the First Cause, which is God,

&c.-True Chmtianity.

It was the opiuion of Wesley, (says Southey,) that there is a
Chain ofBeing advancing by degrees from the lowest to the highest
point-from an atom of organized matter to the highest of the
Archangels : an opinion consonant to the philosophy of the Bards,
and confirmed by Science as far as our physiologteal knowledge
extends.
As to this Chain of Nature, Professor Sedgwick observes:
"Independently of any evidence we derive from palreontology,
a conception of this kind is so grateful to the imagination, and is
so obviously suggested by the clear gradations of living Natore,
that our Ideal Organic Scale has been for ages past a subject of
speculation. I profess not to trace its history; but Dr. Johnson
tells us that it tock its rise among the Oriental metaphysicians
and physiologists. In the former half of last century it was a
favourite theme with our moralists and poets. 1t was adorned
by the beautiful prose of Addison, and the _glittering poetry of
Pope ; and it was tortured into the senice of mfidelit.y by Bolingbroke. Lastly, it was taken up by Soame Jenyns, m his acute
and elegant, but very unsatisfactory, Inquiry into the Nature and
Origin of Evil.
" In the hypothetical scheme of the Authors just alluded to,
'The Universe is a system whose very essence consists in subordination-a Scale of Beings descending b~ insensible degrees
from infinite perfection to absolute nothing; m which, though we
may justly expect to find perfection in the Whole, could we possibly comprehend it ; yet would it be the highest absurdity t6
hope for it in all its parts, because the beauty and happiness o£
the whole depend altogether on the just inferiority of its parts,
&c.... .' It. is, moreover, highly probable (we are told) that there
is such a connexion between all ranks and orders by subordinate
degrees, that they mutually support eacl> other's existence; and
~
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every one in its place is absolutely necessary towards sustaining
the whole magnificent fabric."
THE K.INGDOMS 01!' NATURE.

Did it ev:er occur to the reader to inquire into the origin of
that distribution of Nature into three Kirigdoms, Mineral, Vegatable, and Animal P Naturalists have been scrupulous in recording the date of the establishment of each class m the animal and
vegetable world; and beside the names of the species they have
frequently recorded the names of the discoverers of these species.
But scruples stopped there. The men who tell you the history
of every genus, nay, of every species, of insects, polypes, and
m. oases, do not, because they cannot, tell you to whom the great
primary groupings-those familiar "Kingdoms "-are due. Who
first divided nature into three Kingdoms P Who first gave the
name of Kingdom P Linnreus is sllent-Cuvier has no word of
exJ?Ianation for his Regne Animal. Daubenton, indeed, did once
intimate that our knowledge on this point was a blank; and a
blank he left it. We are so familiariZed with the division into
Mineral, Plant, and Animal, that it is with difficulty we can conceive the division not to have always been accepted. But open
Aristotle, who represents the whole science of antiquity, and you
find him making the division to be that of animate and inanimate
-a division accepted by all his followers-and, let us add, a division which, in spite of M. St. Hilaire, seems to us by far the
most philosophical, seeing that the phenomena of organic substances are so intimately allied, and so broadly demarcated from
those of inorganic substances, as to demand being grouped together in one division.
Where, then, is this division into three kingdoms to be found P
To the surprise of M. St. Hilaire, and doubtless to that of all his
readers, it is found in the writings of the alchemists. l n the
hermetical philosoJ?hY there is a strange combination of Pythagorean and Christ1an doctrines, and hence the employment of
septenary and ternary divisions-the septenary, because of the
seven days spoken of in Genesis, whence the seven planets, seven
meteors, seven metals, seven precious stones, seven vital parts of
man, seven notes of music, and so on-the ternary, because everywhere in creation the image of the Creator, the Three in One, the
tri-unitas is impressed. Hence the three kingdoms.
But whence the name ki11f1dom !' The alchemists seem to have
been royalists quand
They always spoke of the sun as the
king of the stars ; of gold as the king of metals ; of man as the
k~ of animals. How these names became repeated nnW familianty forced them into scientific use, and how they &'radually
became adopted in systematic treatises, must be read m M. St.

meme.
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Hilaire's curious chapter, where also will be foud an aoooant of
the varions divisions since proposed by eminent authors-Danbenton, Oken, Carns, and De Candolle advocating .ftnlr, Bory de
Saint Vincent fiN, and Bischolf ~eM~.-.4.britlglrlfro. tu &l•rda!
.Reoiew, April25, 1857.
NU?tmEBS IN NATURE.

Physical science shows that numbers have a signi.!loancy in
every department of nature. T11Jo appears as the ty,Pical number
in tlie lowest class of plants, and regulates that pa¢ng or marriage of plants and aniinals which is one of the frilulamentallawa
of the organic kingdoms. T!Jru is the characteristic number of
that class of l'lants which ~ parallel veined leaves, and is the
number of jomts in the typiciil dUcit. Fovr is the significant
number of those beautiful crystals wmch show that minerals (as
well as stars) have their geometry. FiN is the model number of
the highest class of plai1ts,-those with reticulated veins and
branches,-is the typical number of the fingers and toes of vertebrated animals, mul is of frequent occurrence among star-fishes.
Siz is the proportional number of r,arbon in chemistry, and 3 X 2
is a common number in the fioral organs of monocot,Yledonous
plants, such as lilies. Seven appears as s~ificant only m a single
order of plants, (Heptandria,) out has an 1mportance in the aniriial
kinltdom, where 1t is the number of vertebne in the neck of m&nl·
malia; and according to Mr. Edwards, the typical number of
rings in the head, in the thorax, and the abdomen of crustacea.
Eight is the definite number in chemical composition for oxygen,
the most universal element in nature, and is very common in the
organs of se&-jellies. Nine seems to be rare in the organic kingdom. Te~~, or 5 X 2, is found in star-fishes, and is the number of
diaits on the fore and hind limbs of animals.
Without going over any more individual numbers, we find
multiple numbers acting an important part in chemical compositions, and in the organs of fiowers; for the elements unite in
multiple relations, and the stamens are often the multiples of the
vetaiS. In the arrangement of the aprndages of the plant we
have a stran~ series, l, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 2 , 34, which was supposed
to possess virtues of an old date, and before it was discovered in
the plant. ·
ADAPTATION OF COLOUR TO THE WANTS OF THE ANIMAL.

Upon this interesting inquiry, Mr. Brederip adduces the following evidences :
Throughout the animal creation, the a.daptft.tion of the oolour of the
trSture to ita haunts is worthy of admiration, aa tending to ita pre-.
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servation. The colours of insects, of a multitude of the lllllaller animals,
contribute to their oonoealment. Caterpillars which feed on leaves,
are generally eithe1· green, or have a large proportion of that hue in the
colour of their coate. As long as they remain still, how difficult it is to
distinguish a grasshopper or young locust from the herbage or leaf on
which it reate. The butterflies that flit about among ftowers are coloured
like them. The small birds which frequent hedges have backs of a
brownish or brownish-green hue, and their bellies are genemlly whitish,
or light-coloured, so as to harmonize with the sky. Thus, they become
less visible to the hawk or cat that passes above or below them. The
wayfarer across the fields almost treads upon the skylark before he sees
it warbling to heaven's gete. The goldfinch or thistle-finch JliiS868 much
of ite time among ftowers, and is vividly coloured accordingly. The
partridge can hardly be distinguished from the fallow or stubble upon
or among which it crouches; and it is considered an accomplishment
among sportsmen to have a good eye for finding a hare sitting. In
northern countries, the winter dreBS of the hares nnd ptarmigans is
white, to prevent detection among the snows of those inclement
regions.
If we tum to the waters, the same design is evident. Frogs even
vary their colour according to that of the mud or sand that forms the
bottoms of the ponds or streams which they frequent; nay, the treefrog (Hlfla 'lfiridu) takes ite specific name from the colour, which
renders It so difficult to see among the leaves, where it n.dheres by the
cupping-glaBB-like processes at the end of ite toes. It is the same with
fish, especially those which inhabit the fresh waters. Their backs, with
the exception of gold and silver fish, and a few others, are comparatively
dark ; and some practice is required before they are satisfactorily made
out. It is difficult to detect ' the ravenous hue," as old Izaak calls the
pike, with ite dark green and mottled back and sides, from the similarly
tinted weeds among which that fresh-water shark lies at the watch, as
motionleBB as they. Even when a tearing old trout, a six or seven
pounder, sails in his wantonneBB, leisurely up the stream, with his backfin partly above the surface, on the look-out for a fly, few, except a
well-entered fisherman, can tell what shadowy form it is that ripples the
whimpling water.
Nor is this design 1688 manifest in the colour and appearance of some
of the largest terrestrial animals ; for the same principle seems to be
kept in view, whether regard be had to the smallest insecta, or the
quadrupedal giants of the 1and.

THE TREE OP LIFE.

The correspondence of religious symbols used by some of the
ancient nations with those found on Christian monuments, and
still more or less employed, would induce one to believe as much
in the original unity of reli(Pous doctrine as in the unity of the
human species. In illustratiOn of this Dr. Barlow, in a communication to TM Builder, Oct. 30, 1858, takes the palm-tree (P!uzniz
dactylifera), the sacred tree, tke tree of life, among the Egyptians,
the Assyrians, and the Jews. That the Egyptians, at a comparatively early period of their monumental history, reP.resented the
date-palm in this sense, we have a most interesting illustration on
a stele in the :Berlin Museum, which Dr. Lepsius found in the
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village of Abousir, near the great Pyramtd. From the stem of
the tree proceed two arms,-one administering, to a f4plre kneeling below, the fruit or bread of life ; the other pourm~ from a
vase the water of life, which the recipient guides to hiS mouth.
This stele is at least anterior to the fifteenth century before
Christ. On a more recent stele the tree of life, among the Egyptians, is figured by the Ficua .ycamoNU, the sycamore-tree of tlie
"Bible ; or, occasionally, by the persica, among the boughs of
which the goddess Nutpe appears with her hieroglyphical name,
"Abyss of Heaven," administering to immortal soUls the food
and drink of the celestial regions.
The date-palm was largely introduced by the Jews in the decoration of Solomon's Temple, being represented on the walls, fur·
niture, and vessels. In the last chapter of the .d.pocoh!r..se there
is a distinct reference to the palm-tree as the tree of lli'e in the
heavenly Jerusalem. For the tree here described (Rev. nii. 1, 2),
"which bare twelve manner of fruits, and yielded her fruit every
month, and the leaves of the tree were for the healing of the
nations," is evidently intended for the palm-tree, popularly believed to put forth a shoot every month, and the leaves of which
were used for writing on. Accordingly, we find the palm-tree
figuring in Christian mosaica as the tree of life in Paradise. A
very good illustrstion of this is found in the Apsis of S. Giovanni
Laterano. We have here an enclosurE~, the entrance to which is
Fdcd by an angel; and within appears the palm-tree, on which
15 perched the phrenix, with a glory of rays, God the Father
standing on one side of the tree, God the Son on the other. The
palm-tree was also represented as synon;)'mous with the cross, and
with Christ. This may be seen in the illuminated frontispiece to
an Evangelium, probaoly of the ninth century, in the library- of
the British Museum. Here the symbols of the four Evangehsts,
· placed over corresponding columns of lessons from their gospels,
are shown looking up to a palm-tree that rises from the centre,
and on the top of which is placed a cross, having suspended from
its arms the symbolical letters, Alpha and Omega.
In Christian ichnography the cross is considered as identical
with Christ. So we have here the source of the Divine life symbolized by the palm-tree as amon~ the ancient Egyptians before
their system had degenerated into Idolatry.
These remarks were necessary in order to illustrate the mean·
ing of the pine cone in the hands of the Assyrian winged figures,
or personified symbolical principles of Deity, placed on eacli side
of the Assyrian sacred tree on our Nineveh monuments.
It will be observed that the tree here represented is a conventional form of the palm-tree, and it is surrounded b:y an enclosure
of palmettes, or abbreviated forms of this tree, as m a garden of
Paladise. The pine oones are held towards the tree as having a.
6 ~ •
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significant COlUlexion with it, symbolizing the Divine principle of
ctemallife ; and they are held towards the tree of life to inillcate
the source from whence that life is derived.
.
.
The E~t St. John has sometimes been represented with
wings and an ~le's head, not unlike the Assyrian fiKures on the
Nineveh marbles,-apropo1 of which might be quoted' the curious
f~ent of the Zoroastrian oracles preserved by Eusebius (Prmp.
Evang.l. 1, c. x.): "GQd is he tha.t has the head of a hawk. He
is the first indestructible, eternal, unbegotten," &c. According
to Dr. Layard, Nwocn, in whose temple Sennaclierib was slaiii
by his sons, was neither more nor less than such a symbolical
personified Deity, as Nw, we are told, signifies an eagle in all the
Semitic ~s, and the graver's tool might easily confound the
head of an eagfe with that of a hawk.
Pine-cones, it may be remarked, are also held in the hands of
the Assyrian winged fiKures in situations corresponding to those
in which the symbolio&l divinities of the F.gyptJ.an theology hold
the cru:c-aJUata, the well-known symbol of etemal life, witli which
the pine-cone is shown to be synonymous.
Thus we find the same fundamental truth lying at the root of
all religious teaching, as indicated by the remains of art and its
recordS, among Egyptians, Assyrians, Jews, and Christians.
EVE'S APPLE-TREE.

It has been asked, What is the origin of the common mistake
of calling the fruit of the forbidden tree an apple P No such phrase
occurs in the Scripture. The mistake is, probably, due in part
to a not very correct translation of the Latin word pomum. From
pomum Adami we get ..A.dam'• apple. Other circumstances have
helped the error. The idea that the fruit of Eden was an apple
seems also to have found coimtenance in former days among the
learned Jews. Thus, in the Song of Solomon, (ii. 5,) "comfort
me with apple~." The Targum has "apples of
garden qf
Eden." (See also Song viii. 5.)
It has long been known that there ~ws in J.?arlS of Palestine
a tree supposed to bear the identical kmd of fruit by eating which
our first parents fell. Dr. Robinson, in his Biblical Reaearcnes,
describes this tree as the ..A.aclepiaa gigantea, the fruit of which,
though beautiful to the eye, is a mere puft'-ball, and collapses on
being touched; and this fruit, says the learned Doctor, externally
resembles a large smooth apple or orange. May not the rJeceptiTJe
appearance of this fruit have caused it to be associated with the
forbidden fruit of Paradise, by which deceit, sin, and suft'ering
were brought into the world P
We find, however, the tree more exactly described as one of
the plants of Ceylon. Its native name is lJiuri Kaduru; Kaduru
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signifying "forbidden," and Diuri "tigers." It is found

Deal'

Colombo: the flower emits a fine scent; the colour of the fruit is
very beautiful, bein~ orange on the outside, and a deep crimson
within ; the fruit Itself presentin~ the singular appearance of
having a piece bitten out qf it. Tins circumstance, together with
the fact of its being a d'eadly poison, led the Mohammedans, on
their first discoTery of Ceylon, (which they assi~ as the site of
Paradise,) to represent it as "the forbidden fruit" of the garden
of Eden · for although the ftnest and most tempting in appearance
of any, it had been impressed, such was their tdea, with the mark
of Eve's ha~ bitten it, to warn men from meddling with a substance possessmg such noxious properties. Theae particulars are
stated by Sir Alexander Johnston, who has so aoly illustrated
the history of Ceylon.
The tniditions whi~:h connect the history of our first parents
with various localities in Ceylon, are of very ancient date. Adam
is represented by the Moormen or Mohammedans of Ceylon, on
his expulsion from Paradise, to have lamented his offence, standing with one foot on the summit of the mountain which now bears
his name. The figure of a fool is still to be traced there ; but this,
the Buddhists claint as a relic of their deitv. Again, the reef of
rocks conu.ecting Ceylon with the island of ll.amiseram, is usually
called Adam's Hridge; and the two large monuments, like Mo.
hammedan tombs, on the island of Ramiseram, are represented
by the Mohammedans to be the tombs of Cain and Abel.
HOW CAIN KILLED ABEL.
I aaw him fiillg the atone, 1111 if he meant
At onoe his murder and his monument.

Cowley, in whose sacred poem of Davideil the above lines occur,
notes that Cain was the first and greatest example of envy in this
world ; who slew his brother because his sacrifice was more ac·
ceptable to God than his own; at which, the Scripture says, He
was sorely angered, and his countenance cast down. It is hard
to guess what it was in Cain's sacrifice that displeased God. The
Septuagint makes it to be a defect in the quality or quantit,r of
the offering : if thou !ltUt offered rigllt, but not riglltly divtded,
llast tllou not ainned? But this translation neither the Vulgar
edition, nor ours, nor almost any follows. We must, therefore,
be content to be ignorant of the cause, since it hath pleased God
not to declare it. Neither is it declared in what manner be slew
his brother; and, therefore, I had the liberty to choose that which
I thought most probable ; which is, that be knocked him on the
bead wtth some gl'eat stone, which was one of the most ordinary
and most natural weapons of anger; that this stone 1r1111 big
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enough to be the monument or tombstone of Abel is not so
hyperbolical as what V:irgil says of Turnus : Then, as he roll'd his troubled eyes around,
An a.utique stone he saw ; the common bound
Of neighb'ring fields ; and barrier of the ground :
So vast, that twelve strong men of modern days,
Th' enormous weight from earth cou'd hardly raise.
He heav'd it at a lift: and pois'd on high,
Ran stagg'ring on, against his enemy•
.iEne:id xii.-Dryden traM.

F A:MILY LIKENESSES.

Southey, in a letter to Sir Egerton Brydges, says: "Did you
ever observe how remarkably old age brings out family likenesses,
-which, having been kept, as it were, in abeyance while the
passions and business of the world engrossed the parties, come ·
forth again in age (as in infanc;y), the features settling into their
primary characters before dissolution P I have seen some affectIng instances of this; a b'rother and sister, than whom no two
persons in middle life could have been more uulike in countenance or
m character, becomin~ like as twins at last. I now see my father's
lineaments in the lookn~g-glass, where they never used to appear."
Jeremy Taylor has this beautiful comparison of an aged man
to architectural remains : "It is true he was in the declelision of
his age and health ; but his very ruins were goodly ; they who
saw the broken heaJ>s of Pompey's theatre, and the crushed
obelisks, and the old face of beauteous Philcenium, could not but
admire the disordered glories of such magnificent structures,
which were venerable in their very dust."
AVERAGE OF HUMAN LIFE.

The average of Human· Life is about 33 years. One quarter
die previous to the age of seven years ; one half before reaching
17; and those who pass this age enjoy a felicity refused to one
half the human spemes. To every 1,000 persons, only one reaches
100 years of life; to every 100, only six reach the age of sixtyfive; and not more than one in 500 lives to eighty years of age.
There are on earth 1,000,000,000 inhabitants; and of these
333,333,333 die every year, 91,824 every day, 3,730 every hour,
and 60 every minute, or one every second. These losses are about
balanced by an equal number of births. The married are longer
lived than the single ; and, above all, those who observe a sober
and industrious conduct. Tall men live longer than short ones.
Women have more chances of life in their favour previous to
being fifty years of age than men have, but fewer afterwards.
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The number of marriages is in proportion of 75 to every 1,000
individuals. Marriages are more frequently after the ~qumoxes ;
that is, during the months of June and December. Those born
in the spring are generallJ more robust than others. Births and
deaths are more frequent bJ night than by day.-Quarterly Reoiew.
Of children born, cert111lliy not more tluui one in ten thousand
lives to a hundred ; and of those who attain to the advanced age
of a century, as certainly not more than one in twenty thousand
has his life prolonged to 150: consequently, not more than one
child out of twenty millions lives to tlie latter age.
:By Gompertz's law of mortality, the snm of aH the people
who have as yet lived upon the earth, does not warrant the expectation of an individual attaining the greatest age which history actually reveals as having been reached ; hence mathematical
reasoning upon increasing numbers might lead us to infer that
man is really immortal, and death but accidental. To medical
science, however, death appears as inevitable as growth; and as
the child is developed from the boy and grows to the man, so the
man in his turn as certainly retrogrades to senility and death.
When age, lUiaccOm:(>anied with disease, sets in, the appetite
gradually and increasmgly fails, nutrition and assimilation gradually lessen; and the capacity to generate force and lieat
diminishes. At last, nervous power fails, and the patient silently
Jlasses into the sleep of death. To this end is man born, and
must submit ; for as sure as the endogenous tree grows itself to
death, so does man, by virtue of some changes in his organisation, cease to evince the powers of health, and finally of life.-

Smee on General Debility and lJfJj'ective Nutrition.
81'ACE AND TIME.

Dr. Reid has candidll confessed, "We are at a loss to what
category or class of thinlts we ought to refer Space and Time.
They are not be~, but rather the receptacles of all created
beings, without which they could not have had the possibility of
existence."
Upon this it is asked: "Will no one venture to suggest that,
in the beginning God created apace and time, aa tluJ receptaclea o.f
all beinga to be called into emte~we !J!L Hil .J.lmigkty jiat?" But
objections, such as these, will be made.
Where was God before the creation of space P Where is He
now P Does not His omnipresence mean that He is everywhere P
Was He nowhere before Creation P And is He not somewhere
now P Is there not a local Paradise P Is there not a local
Heaven in space where His presence and glory are manifested?
'l'o such questions as thelle the answers are : The very word
tollere is inapplicable to Him who cannot resemble His creatures
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in their relations to space. His omnipresence pervades the universe in knowle~e and power, not in the diffusion of His essence.
There is a local :B:eaven, where the Holy Angels are, with three
human beings, Enoch and Elijah, who never died, and the Divine
Redeemer, the first who triumphed over Death-the three witnesses of immortality, nuder tlie Patriarchal, the Mosaic, and the
Gospel dispensation. There is a local Paradise, where the spirits
of the redeemed await the resurrection of their bodies, and their
final admission into Heaven. And God's glory, which is manifested everywhere, is especially manifested there, in the transfigured humanity of Christ, the visible temple for evermore of the
invisible God.-Cronkelt" on Predestination.
CLIMACTERICS.

The superstition respecting Climacterics, or critical periods of
life, was very strong during the Middle Ages ; and even down
to rather recent times, the mystic numbers rand 9, so frequently
occurring in the Bible, and the combinations of these numbers,
have had their influence with many persons. It was believed that
the C\)nstitution of man changed every seven years; and that
during every septime the whole of the solids and fluids of the
body were periodically renewed-the old cast oJf, and new matter
formed. Periods of seven years were looked upon as steps or
stages in life. At seven years of age, a child had left infancy ;
at twice seven, or fourteen, he had attained proberty; at three
times seven, or twenty one, he had reached puberty, and so on.
But as people advanced in years, the more critical points were
approached, and the Granrl Climacteric was looked forward to with
some anxiety. Combinations of the numbers 3, 7, and 9 were
mostly employed, and 3 X 7 = 21, 7 X 7 = 49, 7 X 9 = 63,
and 9 X 9 = 81, were important periods. In the Tkesauru~~
LiN{/U<B Romante et Britannic<B, 1578, we have:
Climactericus a.nnus.

The perilous or dangerous yeare of one's

l:rf'Cllmactera.-The perilous time of one's life, at euery seven yereli
ende ; or after other, at the ende of 63 yeres; at which tyme he is in
some perill of body or minde.
In Florio's 1Yorlrle of TYorlrles, 1598, we read:
Climacterico, the dangerous and perilous year of one's life, comonly
the yeere 63.
.
Blount, in his Gloasograpl!y, gives : "the most dangerous and
climacterical year at the age of 63, because both accounts meet
in this number, namely, 7 X 9 = 63, and 9 X 7 ""' 63.
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Kersey, in his Dictionarium ..J.nglo-Britanicum, Third edition,
1722, gives :
Climacterical, belonging to the steps or rounds of a Ladder; as
Climacterica.l Years, i.e. certain remarkable Years, whereby Man's Life
gets up, as it were, to its appointed period. Thus, every Seventh and
Ninth Year is said to be Climacterical, wherein, if any sickness happen,
it is counted very dangerous, especially the 63d and 8lst, which are
termed Grand Climacteria.

Johnson, in his Dictionary, refers to Cotgrave, who says:
Climactore; every seventh, ninth, or the sixty-third year of a man's
life ; all very dangerous, but the last most.
Death might have taken such. and her deferr'd,
Until the time she had been climacter'd,
When she would have been three scpre years and three,
Such as our best at three and twenty be.
•
Drayton, on. the DeaJJ. of Lady Clifton.

In the 59th number of t.he Tatter, a jocose old gentleman
remarks, that having attained to sixty-four, he has passed his
grand climacteric.
SiT Thomas Browne has a chapter in JTulgar Error8-" Of the
Great Climacterical Year, that is Sixty-three;" in which he decides upon two climacterics, 63 and 81. He dwells upon the
power and secret virtues of numbers, as taught by Pythagoras
and Plato; and Philo the learned Jew, "who hath acted this
part, even to superstition." These observations and researches
extend to 20 pages.
Browne's foreign authorities are not more explicit than our
own as to the numbers. Several French, Spanish, Italian, and
Dutch writers harp upon the numbers 7 and 9; but we have no
clear ideas of the meaning of the word climacteric.
The vital statistics of our time favour the 63d year as the period
liable to severe sickness. Dr. Southwood Smith has shown
from physiological views, and from Finlaison's tables, the age 63
to be very susceptible of sickness ; for, taking a million of males,
members of London benefit societies, it appears that there are
not more persons on the sick list at 53 thaD. at 43 years of age ;
whilst Ill 63 the omher of lie!& u more tllan double.
FRAGMENTS OF TIME.

Betwi1t the more stated employments and important occurrences of humane life, there usuillly happen to be interposed
certain intervals of time, which, thougli they are wont to be
ueglected, as be~ singly, or within the compass of one day,
illconsiderable, yet m a man's whole life they may amount to no
oontemptible portion of it, Now these uncertain par~thesea or
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interludes, that happen to come bet\veen the more solemn passages (whether businesses or recreations) of humane life, are
wont to be lost by most men, for want of a value for them, and
even by good men for want of skill to preserve them ; for though
they do not properly despise them, yet they neglect or lose them,
for want of knowing how to rescue them, or what to do with
them. But although grains of sand and ashes be apart, but of a
despicable smallness, and very easy and liable to be scattered and
blown away; yet the skilled artificer, by a vehement fire, brings numbers of these to alford him that noble substance, glass, by whose help
we may both see ourselves and our blemishes lively represented, (as
in lookmg-glasses,) and discern celestial objects, (as with telescol?es)
and with the sunbeams, kindle disposed materials, (as with burnmgglasses,) so when these little fragments or parcels of time, which,
if not carefully look'd to, would be dissipated, and lost, come to
be managed by a skilful contemplator, and to be improved by the
celestial fire of devotion, they may be so ordered, as to alford us
both looking-glasses to dress our souls by, and perspectives to
discover heavenly wonders, and incentives to inflame our hearts
with charity and zeal ; and since goldsmiths and refiners are wont
all the year long carefully to save the very sweepings of their
shops, because they may contain in them some filings or dust of
tho8e richer metalS, gold and silver, I see not why a Christian
may not be as careful not to lose the fr~ments and lesser intervals of a thing incomparably more premous than any metaltime : especially when the improvement of them may not only
redeem so many portions of our life, but turn them to pious uses,
and particularly to the great advantage of devotion.- Han. Rob81'1
Boyle', Occasional Reflection~, Oxford edit. 1848.
CURIOUS STATISTICAL RESULTS.

Researches in the modern science of Statistics have proved
that the effects of the free-will of individuals composing large
societies completely neutralize each other; and that such communities taken collectively act as if the whole body had by common
consent a~eed to follow a certain prescribed course of conduct,
not only ill matters which might be ima¢ned to be more or less
of common interest, but even in those ill which no feel~ could
be imagined to be engaged, save the will, taste, personal illCI.ination, or even caprice of the individual.
Not only, however, are voluntary acts subject to this numerical
regularity. Collectively speaking, pm0111 remember and forget

c81'tain tkings witn as muck regularity as if memory and attention

tne remit of I()Melworl&. A very common instance of forgetfulness is presented by persons posting letters without any: address
written upon them. The number of times this act of obliviouswere
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IUIDually happena is known with the greatest precision, inaaJDUCh as such leitel'll are specially recorded in each post-office.
Now. it is found by tbePoat-office returns in England and France,
that the number of these unaddret!Sed letters in each country ia
almost exactly the same from year to year. In London, the
number of such letters is about 2,000, bemg at the rate of above
six per day. But, connected with this is another circumstance
equally remarkable. A certain proportion of these letters ia
fOUnd to oontain money, and other valuable enclosures ; and like
the whole number, this t>roportion is also invariable.
The conclusion at which we arrive then is, that the great principle in virtue of which the Author of nature carries out His
purposes by the operation of general laws is not, as it would first
appear, incompatible with the freedom of human agency, and
therefore, with man's moral responsibility. The same character
of generality attaches to the laws which govern the moral and
intellectual phenomena of human actions, considered collectively,
u th011e wh1ch attach to mere physical J.>benomena. But these
laws not being ap~,>licable to human actions, conaidered indi"fi.
dually, leave free-Will and moral responsibility inviolate.

Jlell8

LIPE ASSURANCE.

One of the most remarkable examples of the value of general
laws is to be found in Life Assurances; for what, apparently, 01m
be more precarious and uncertain than the duration of human life
in an1. individual P Yet, in the aggregate, mortality is so regular
that 1t bas been said, by an eminent mathematician, that there ia
no investment ao certain as that of a prudently conducted Assurance Society. U we take 5,000 persons in the prime of life, 600
die in the first ten years, 700 in the second ten yea111, 850 in the
third. The experience under di1ferent circumstances varies but
little, as Jenkixi Jones, Neisson, and Farren have shown; and it
is a curious fact, that lives which might be called first-class lives
are as prone to disease as those which appear to belong to hardly ·
so higli a claas. .4.!fred Smee, F.R.S.
.

sm WILLIAM HlltiLTON ON PHRENOLOGY.
Sir W. Hamilton was a stalwart opponent of this new science.
Gall had taken credit for the discovery that the cerebellum is the
organ of the sexual passion, and supported the doctrine by asserting that it bears a much larger proportion to the brain proper
in adults than in the young. By " an mduction from an average
of thirty-six brains and skulls of children, compared with an
!!erage of several hundred brains and skulls of aaults," Sir W.
Hamilton satisfied himself that the brain reaches its full size
D
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about seven years of age. " If it be not so, then am I a deliberate deceiver." After this we can ask but one question :-Why
does the man need a larger hat than the child ~ The answer is,
that " the greater development of bones, muscles, and hair renders the adUlt head considerably larger than that of the child at
seven." Another inquirer tried to refute this by another induction and table of brains. But the Professor detected that the
difference of sex had been overlooked, or, as he phrases it, in
triumphant scorn of his adversary-and, for once, in round Saxon
-"he lumps the male and female brains together! "
As another instance of the value of independent observation,
he notices that, whereas he found a common fowl's brain to be to
its body as 1 to 500, some twenty physiologists, including Cuvier,
had followed each other
m~ng it as 1 to 25, owing to an
oria-inal mismeasnrement by one-half, and a subsequent loss of a
, cypner. Such is the "sequacity" of anatomical authors. Yet,
on the agreeable subject of mllgg(?ts bre~ in the frontal sinus,
or cavity of the human forehead, Sir W. llamilton thought it
worth while, after an alfected apology for his medical ignorance.
to give a list of seventy-five writers who have discussed the
matter, including "Olaus Wormius, who himself ~ected a worm
from the nose, Smetius, who relates his own case,' &c. The import of this passage, which it would be unpleasant to quote, is to
show the absw:dity of phrenologists in ~ seventeen of the
smallest organs, "like peas in a pod," along that part of the head
where there is an empty space within, such thiit "no one can
predict from external observation, whether it shall be a lodging
scanty for a tly, or roomy for a mouse."
Nor were his experiments confined to probing the foreheads of
the dead, or "weighing the brain of a _young and healthy convict,
who was han~ed, and afterwards weighing the sand which his
prepared cranium contained." His own person was not spared.
To test the association of ideas, he made his friends repeatedly
wake him when dozing off in an arm-chair-a self-sacrifice which
those who indulge that habit will appreciate. To try whether the
tnind is always active, he caused himself to be roused at different
seasons of the night, and had the satisfaction of finding that he
was always in the middle of a dream. To determine hob
objects at once the mind can distinctly survey, he set 1·
to attend to marbles on the tloor, and by an effort took in seven
at most, beating Abraham Tucker by three, Degerando by t.-o,
and Bonnet and Destutt Traer by one. Ptu·haps his most remarkable discovery of this kina is a law of mind which he baa
thus enunciated :"Knowledge and feeling, perception and muatiott, though always
co-existent, are always in the inverse ~atio of each other. Thus,
in sight there is more perception, less sensation; in smell there
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is more sensation, less perception. In the finger-pomts, tactile
perception is at its height ; but there is hardly another part of the
body m which sensation is not more acute."
Srr W. Hamilton was not aware that this law had been announced and referred to its cause (the passive nature of sensation
and active nature of perception) by De Biran, now nearly half a
century ago. With what qualificatiOns it is true of the sense of
touch, is examined in the notes to Reid. Here ~ with his
usual zeal, Sir W. Hamilton seems to have tried upon various
parts of his own body the effect of "pressure with a subacute
point " and of " puncture." The latter, in seeming contradiction
to the law, produced most pain in the tongue and finger, where
perception IS also the higliest. But an explanation was soon
ready. Either nerves of feeling lie beneath the nerves of touch,
or tlie same nerves " commence their energy as feeling only at the
pitch where their energy as touch concludes." A.t any rate, ha
was reassured by findfug that, in proportion to the soreness of
the tongue or the finger under such treatment, it is incapacitated
for the time as an organ of external touch. •
CONSUMPTION AND LONGEVITY,

Sir Edward Wilmot the physician, was when a youth. so far
gone in a COBSumption, that Dr. Radclift'e, whom he consulted,
gave his friends no hopes of his recovery, yet he lived to the age
of 93; and Dr. Heberden notes-" this has been the case with
110111e others who had many symptoms of consumption in youth."
MAN'S PROPER PLACE IN CREATION.

Professor Daubeny has observed, with equal force and beauty:
When we reflect within what a narrow area our researches are necesaarily circumscribed; when we perceive that we are bounded in space

almost to the surface of the planet in which we reside, itself merely a
speck in the universe, one of innumerable worlds invisible from the
ntoareat of the llxed stars ; when we recollect, too, that we are limited
in point of time to a few short years of life and activity,-that our
records of the past history of the globe and of its inhabitants are comprised within a minute portion of the latest of the many epochs which
the world has gone through ; and that, with rep;ard to the future, the
meet durable monuments we can raise to hand aown our names to posterity are liable at any time to be overthrown by an earthquake, and
would be obliterated as if they had never been by any of those proof metamorphic action which geology tells us form a part of the
cycle of changes which the globe is destined to undergo,-the more lost
iD wonder we may be at the vast fecundity of nature, which within so
D&ITOw a sphere can crowd together phenomena so various and so im~. the more sensible shal1 we become of the small proportion which
our highest powers and their happiest results bear, not only to the cause
tt all causation, but even to other created beings, higher in the scale
the oUl111elves, which we may conceive to exist.

• Selected and abridged from the &ctwd4y Rniftl.
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IT was a dictum of Aristotle's that "in infanc,- the ~oul of
man difers in twtAi"!J from that of the brutes." But then he
rslso says that " one animal alone, man, can reftect and deliberate; " and the latter statement has found most favour with
modem philosophers. Thus we are now informed that "the brute
is sensitive but not self-conscious ; " and powers and faculties are
eontinually pointed to in man, which it is positively asserted can
be found in none lower than himself. May we not ask the
assertors how they know these tlungs P Have they ever visited
the chambers of tliought within the penetralia of the brute P Thej"
are hardly likely to lie right, if Sir Benjamin Brodie apprehends
correctly that " the mental principle in animals is of the same
essence as that of human bentgs ; so that even in the humbler
classes we may trace the rudiments of those faculties to which, in
their state of more complete development, we are indebted for
the grandest results of human WJnins."-(PII!JcAolOf!ical l"''uiriu,
p. 164.) Again: "I am inclined to believe that the mmds of
the inferior animals are essentially of the same nature with that'
of the human race."-(lbid. p. 166.)
·
The Rev. .John Wesley's conclusion as to the nature of "the
liv~ soul " imparted to Adam, was that " God gave him such
life u other animals enjoy."-(Notes to the New Testament, p. 497.)
Dr. Cromwell, in "the Philosophic Ar~ment" of his work,
Tile Soul and the Future Lift, introduces, m a note, the following
definitions of " spirit," or, as he terms it, " abstract self-sul:iaistence."
Substances, said Dr. Watts, speaking after the Schoolmen (PkiloIOphical Euay1, p. 51) are "such thingB, or being•, which we conceive
as the subjects or supporters of distinct qualities, and which :ruwm of
l1<61118elves, without dependence upon any creature." This notion of
substance is commonly accepted by Immaterialists as applying to mans'
soul. Coleridge, in his Theory of Life, (p. 94,) admits that he regards
the soul as "a thing, a Belf-I'Ub8iltent hyp01t,a,U." Belsham, I!IUCh less
consistently, either with Priestley, whom he professed to follow}. or himself, defined Spirit as "thinking l'/.lklance." (Elt'IMntl of lhe P il01op4y
of lhe Mind, prlffixed to a Compendium of Logic.) Stewart saw an
objection to the word "substance," but it Wl\8 ouly "as implying a
greater degree of knowledge of the nature of mind than our faculties
are fitted to attain" (Diuertation, Sir William Hamilton's, ed. p. 116);
and his proposed substitute, "thinking being," can be admitted to
oft'er no maierial alteration. Reid also preferred, throughout his
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'Inquiry into the Human Mind, such exprelllliona as "thinking bei "
and "thinking principle." But Sir William Hamilton continued119to
employ the old scholastic term. With him Mind was still "hyperphysical 81dnta,ft,CIJ" (~M o.. Pkifmopky, &c. p. 307) ; notwithstanding his remark, made with equal referenoe to Mind and Matter,
that "absolute substanoe and absolute qualitY- are both inconceivable
as more than negations of the conceivable." (Ibid. p. 606.)

Plato instituted a classification into the soul of the appetites,
that of the passions, and that of the knowing faculties, each ,
having its own seat in the body, and each its peculiar motions ;
and Aristotle had his souls, v~table, sentient, and rational.
Under all Grecian physiolo~ and psychology lay the as~umption
that whatever was self-motional was life or soul, matter being
essentially inactive. And thus it became necessary to suppose a
mtal ageNt, whether acti'Oilf was manifested, and that equiilly in
the cases of mere ,Physical function, sentience, and intellect ; this
being the supposition on which alike rested Plato's three kittds of
soul and AriStotle's three aoula; for to so much the theory of the
last-mentioned philosopher seems very nearly, if not litel-ally, to
amount. Galen limited the term " soul " to the ar:nt of the
sentient and inte~nt functions, and made "nature' the operator in the sim\)lY pliysical : but .A:ristotle reigned over the schools;
and his doctrine of the vegetable, sentient, and rational souls,
variously modified, may be traced in very many medico-physiological theories down to recent times. The Stagirite's "vegetable
'I!OUl " especially, as Galen bad merely given it another name in
callinJr it "nat'!-re," or "the natnl"al faculties,:• so ~~ it substanti&lly one wtth the '' archlllus," or "~vermng pnnCiple" of
Paracelsus and Helmont ; and " the ammating and organizing
principle" of Harvey. Yet, more lately, Miiller has set up an
"organic force," which " exists even m the germ, and creates
in it the essential parts of the future animal;" and Prout- an
"organic agent," or " ultimate grinciple," " endowed with a
faculty little short of intelliqence, &c. And if Hunter, in his
theory of Life, did not comiUlt the last-cited extravagance, yet his
"highly-attenuated substance" pervaded and gave vital properties
to ooth solids and ftuids ; and; according to his zealous disciple
and snccessor, the late Mr. Abernethy, " actually constructed the
very means by which it carried on its various processes."
The discovery of Electricity made known a new class of beings
or entities which seemed to exist between the opposite confines of
matter and spirit, and to partake in a degree of the nature of
both. Dr. Prichard says :
The "vital principle " was imagined to be a substanoe of a Bimilar
killd in many respects, if not to be absolutely identified, with the
electric fluid. As the electric fluid appears to be endowed with the
property of modifying under particular ciroumstanoes, the ordinary in·
lluenoe of chemical :lfurity, and of controlling in a oertain degree the
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usual operation of ita laws, so "thentalprinoiple,"which wusup~."

to be di1fused through the body in the living state ; and to pervade
every texture and every part, was imagined to proteot the whole from
the uhemical ~oies of the surrounding elementa.-.Rniftl of tu
Doariru of a V•tal Pritt.cipl1, sect. ii.

This passage gives a fair exposition of the doctrine inculcated
by Mr. Abemetliy, on the sub~ect of Life as taught by Hunter;
and Abernethy imagined that 1f philosophers once saw reason to
believe that Life was something of an invisible and active nature
superadded to organisation,Tbey would see equal reason to believe that 1\find might be superadded to Life, as life is to structure. They would then, indeed, still
further, perceive ilow Mind and Matter might reciprocally operate on
each other, by meana of an inhering substance" (viz. the "matter of
life").-Phy1. LICI. and DUe. p. 95. (Again: "'rhe oonsideration of
the phenomena of Mind, as well lUI that of the .Phenomena of Life,
e4J.ually enforces the opinion of IMir distinct and mdependent nature •
• • . • Uneducated reason, and the most scientific research, equally in·
duce us to believe that we are oomposed of an assemblage of organs
formed of oommon inert matter, a principle of life and action, and a
sentient and ratione! faculty; all intimately oonnected, yet e110h distinct
from the other."-Phy•. Lect. and Di1c., p. 401.)

Yet, adds Dr. Cromwell, "the notion of a"Y distinct agent or
principle, to account for Life at least, bas already become obsolete, and is now commonly abandoned." (The Soul and the Fwtr~N
Lift, p. 40.)
THE IMPRISONED SOUL.

Cowley, in his 1Javidei8, book iv., says of Saul,
His aonl was ne'er unbent from weighty care;
But active as some mind that turns a sphere.

Upon which he notes-" According to the old senseless opinion,
that the heavens were divided into several orbs or spheres, and
that a particular Intelligence or Angel was ass~ed to each of
them, to tum it round (like a mill-horse, as Scahger says,) to all
eternity."
In his Pindaric Ode-Life, Cowley thus describes the imprisoned souL Upon the text from Euripides, "Who knows
whether to live be not to die; and to die to live!"' he says :
We grow at last by custom to believe
That really we live :
Whilst all these shadows that for things we take,
Are but the empty dreams which in death's sleep we make.
But these fantastic errors of our dream
Lead us to solid wrong;
We pray God our friends' torments to prolong,
And wish uncharitably for them
To be as long a dying as Methusalem.
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The ripened BOUllongs from his pris'n to come,
But we would seal, and sow up, if we could, the womb.
We seek to close and plaster up by art
The cracks and breaches of th' extended shell,
And in that narrow cell
Would rudely force to dwell
The noble bird, already wing'd to part.

Archbishop Leighton, in his Commentary 011 81. Pder, says :
•• It was a strange proof of Plato's Discourse of the :SOul's Immortality, that moved a young man, on reading it, to throw
himself into the sea, that he might leap through it to that
Immortality."
THE SOUL AND THE :MAGNETIC NEEDLE.

'Ibis s~ meta'{lbor occurs in the following passage from
one of Archbishop Le~ghton's &rm01U1 :
,
«The heart touched b;y the Spirit of God, as the needle touched with
the loadstone, looks stnught aud speedily to God, yet still with trembling, being filled with holy fear."

There is a passage in Bishop Jeremy Taylor's sermon on
"Growth in Sin," which amplifies the same thought :
"But as the needle of a compass, when it is directed to its beloved star,
at the first addresses waves on either side, and seems.indifferent in its
courtship of the rising or declining sun, and when it seems first determined to the north stands awhile trembling, as if it suffered inconveni·
ence in the first fruition of its desires, and stands not still in full enjoyment, till after first a great variety of motion, and then an undisturbed
posture; so is the piety, and so is the conversion of a man wrought by
and several step11 of imperfection ; and at first our choices are
wavering, convinced by the grace of God, and, yet not persuaded ; and
then persuaded but pot resolved ; and then resolved, but deferring to
begin ; and then beginning, but as all beginnings are, in weakness and
uncertainty," &c.

aegrees

Of similar purport, though from a very different source, is the
following:
As still to the star of its worshi~, though clouded,
The needle points faithfully o er the dim sea I
So dark as I roam, in this wintry world slu·ouded,
The hope of my spirit turns trembling to thee.
Moore's Sacred Song&.

Norris of Bemerton employs this simile in "The Aspiration":
How cold this clime I and yet my sense
Perceives even here Thy influence.
Even here Thy strong magnetic charms I feel,
And pant and tremble like the amorous steel.
To lower good, a,ll(l beauties ]eHS divine
Sometimes my erroneous needle does deoline';
But yet (so strong the sympathy)
It turns, and points again to Thee.
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Again, in his " Contemplation and Love" :
88

"Man is not 88 a body, for ever rolling or in an infinite '!'aCUity : or,
a f&Udl1 coMittvally trlm1Jli111J for an embrace."

Then, a stanza on a loose slab in Bishop Joceline's crypt in
Glasgow Cathedral commences :
Our life's a ftying shadow, God is the pole,
The needle pointing to Him is our soUl.

Quarles haa these beautiful lines :
Even aa the needle that directs the hour,
(Touch'd with the loadstone) by the secret power
Of hidden Nature, points upon the pole;
Even so the wavering powers of my scul,
Touch'd by the virtue of Thy Spirit, flee
From what is earth, and point alone to Thee.

In the song of " Sweet William's Farewell," the sailor, with
great propriety, adopts a nautical term from his own arl :
Change as ye list, ye winds ; my heart ahall be
The faithful compaas that still points to Thee.

Quarles has likewise a poem in which is enshrined the same
idea as Jeremy Taylor:
Like to the Arcl.ick needle that doth guide
The wand'ring shade by his magnetick power,
And leaves his silken gnomon to decide
The question of the controverted hour,
First franticks up and down, from side to side,
And restless beats his crystal' d iv'ry case
With vain impatience ; jets from place to place,
And seeks the bosom of his froEen bride :
At lellll'th he slacks his motion, and doth rest
His trembling point at his bright Pole's beloved breast.
E'en so my soul, being hurried here and there,
By ev'ry object that presents delight,
Fain would be settled, but she knows not where ;
She likes at morning what she loathes at night :
She bows to honour ; then she lends an ear
To that sweet swan-like voice of dying pleasure,
Then tumbles in the scatter'd heaps of treasure ;
Now ftatter'd with false hope; now foyl'd with f&al' :
Thus finding all the world's deli!fht to be
But empty toys, good God, she pomts alooe to thee.
But hath the virtued steel a power to move t
Or oan the untouch'd needle point aright T
Or oan my wa.nd'ring thoughts forbear to rove,
Unguided by the virtue of thy sp'rit t
0 hath my leaden soul the art t' improve
Her wasted talent, and, unrais'd, aspire
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In this sad moulting time of her desire f
Not first belov'd, baTe I the power to love;
I cannot but stir, but as thou please to move me,
Nor can my heart return thee love, until thou love me.

The same metaphor also occurs in the 13th Emblem of Quarles'lt
1st Book:
Like as the am'roua needle joys to bend
To her magnetic friend, &c•.

A much older author than either yet quoted, Raimond Lull, of
.Majorca, who died in 1315, says :
As the needle turneth by nature to the north, when it ia touched by
the magnet, so it behoves that thy ~~ervant should tum to praise bia

Lord God, and to serve Him, since ou~ of love to him, He willed to
endure sore griefs and heavy suft'erings in this world.-NtlBilder'a
.Memoriau of ChriBtian Life.

Southey, in his Omniana, (vol. i. p. 210,) cites a passage from
the Partidaa, in which the magnetic needle is used in illustration.
This is especially worthy of attention, as having been written
half a century llefore tlie supposed invention of the Mariner's
Compass at Amalfi ; and as Southey remarks, "it must have
been well known and in general use before it would thus be
referred to as a familiar illustration."-See Notea and Querie11,
vols. 6 & 8.
SYMBOLS OF THE SOUL.
The immortal Christian soul has been figured both by the Peacock and the Dove, but more frequently liy the latter. We may
see the disciples of our Lord represented as doves, on the apsidiai
cross in S. Clemente. As doves, Christian souls are found figured
on mural tablets, on baptismal fonts, and on sarcophagi. Less
frequently they appear as peacocks-rarely on sarcophagi ; however, the Gentiles thus represe11ted them on the wails of sepulchral chambers, and in scenes of ·the Paradise of Osiris. On
a sarcophagus in the Museum of the Vatican, are two doves on a
cross, surrounded by the monogram of Christ within a wreath.
This device may frequently be seen.
On the unique ivory tabernacle preserved in the sacristy of the
Cathedral of S~ns, we see ~ pine-cone t~ the place of the
Cross, or the d1agram of Chnst, and ·on each side of It a peacock,
representing not the souls of Christians merely, but the souls of
martyrs, for each peacock has a small palm-liranch attached to
its neck.
The E~tian conventional symbol for the sonl was, as every
a:rchreologist knows, a sparrow-hawk, with a. human head. In
later times, and among the Romans, the souls of the departed in
the Paradise of Osiris, were fi~ured as doves and peacocks. In a
fresco painting that once existed at Pompeii, (a copy of which
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waa engraved at Naples in 1833,) symbolical souls, as doves and
peacocks, are represented as perched on the sacred trees, the
palm and the peach-tree, in the Paradise of Osiris and Isis. In
this fresco was also represented the heron, the symbol, according
to the Vicomte de Ronge, of the first transformation of the soul
in this mysterious Paradise.
·
Dr. Barlow has communicated to the B11ilder, Sept. 18, 1858,
these interesting notes· on the occasional identity: of symbolical
meaning between the Peacock: and the Dove. Upon this the
Editor of the journal observes : "Higgins also points, in his
..l.tu~Calypm, at the above identity. He 8~8 of the dove of
Venns as 'a maenad or fanatic bird, crue16ed on a wheel with
four spokes,' the dove called also Iny:c; and in correlation with
these symbols, also he allndes to Semiramis, described to have
fled away, changed into this.dove, when conquered. by ~ta~rob~tes,
who had threatened to <·nail her to a cross,' which IS Identified
with the four-spoked wheel in 'the eternal crucifixion of Irion,
the accursed,' or the wheel of execntion described by Pindar.
The dove, crucified on a wheeled cross, is curious as a heathen
symbol, in connexion with what Dr. Barlow describes as a frequent Christian symbol, namely, two doves on a cross. If the
peacock: and dove be symbolically identical, may it not be questioned whether the symbolical mt".aning of either really be the
Soul, and not the Holy S~irit ; for the dove, in fact, does denote
the Holy Spirit; and is It not more probable that doves, indicating our Lord's disciples, did so as signifying that each of them
possessed that Spirit, than that these doves denoted their own
souls P Even among the heathen, the dove denoted a spirit of
prophecy, or divine a.fflatUH; and the oracles were called dovescolumbtll by the Latins, for example."
In France, from the twelfth to the sixteenth century, there are
many monuments where the Soul is seen conveyed in a sheet bj
angels to heaven. In a church at Axminster is a monument
wllere a lady holds between her hands a figure like a little doll,
swathed in a close garment, with its hands uplifted, and thif
figure repr~<sents her soul. So, too, in the church of Hitchenden
near High Wycombe, there is an altar-tomb of the sixteenth century, without inscription, representing a man in his shroud, and
on his open breast a little figure with hands raised, representing
his soul.
PERSONALITY OF GOD-THE SOUL GOD'S GREAT ORGAN.

Mr. T. E. Poynting, in his able work, Glimpe1 of tile HeaMt
t!at lies about us, states :
How often has a poor doubting mind confessed to me, "You say
that God is in constant with us, and gives liia Holy Spirit to those who
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ask Him. Yet I look back through all my life, and I am not aware of
any inspiration, any revelation, any suggestion, that has not come, like
all my thoughts and feelings, by my ordina.ry faculties· and instincts.
It seems to me that I have been left alone with my own mind, and God
has not at all interfered in its workings." I ne.araaw that what we call
the ordinary working of the mind itself, the law of its faculties, the
movement of its impulaea, was the very 11.owing of the Holy Spirit.

The same doubt is met with the same answer, as follows :
We have watched our minds, we have pra;red and striven, bnt we
have been able to detect no trace of any stirring in our spirits beyond
tbe natural action of our faculties and instincts.
Let us then consider these ordinary impulsea and faculties. When
we feel the impulse of Benevolence, the love of the Beautiful, the lov<.
of Knowledge, when we feel the Sentiment of Conscience approving or
disapproving, when we feel the Rea8on leading us on from step to step
of truth we know not how,-whenoe do theae impulsea and movements
oome 7 What is their fountain Y Do 1111 invent theae movem~mts Y Do
we o~te or direct them ouraelves Y No, the movements seem to
come m upon us like streams of life from a source outside our Will.
Now, what is the ltmrce from whioh these streams or movements come 1
Is there an inexhaustible supply of such streams, powen, impulsea,
t!hut up in secret wells within us ; and is there some mechanical contrivance for unlocking these wells at our need, and letting these streams
flow in upon our oonsciousneBBf I ~reply, we know of no such welle;
we cannot, indeed, imagine them. We have never had experience of
any such contri'l"ance. On the other hand, there is a Cauae, a real
known cauae at hand all around us-God himaelf, the Eternal fountain
of Life and Power-quite eullicient to account for the phenomena.

PRE-EXISTENCE 01!' SOULS.

That the Deity, at the beginning of the world, created the souls
of all men, which, however, were not united to the body till the
individuals for which they were destined, were born into the
world-was (to omit ·any reference to Plato and his followers,)
a very ~neral· belief among the Jewish Kabbalists, a common
opiuion m our Savionr's time, and holden and taught by many
fiitbers of the Christian Church,-as Justin Martyr, Origen, and
others. It was, however, opposed by Tertullian.
Mede, in chap. iii. of his My8tery of Godline11, combats the
~ opinion of a "daily creation of souls" at the time the
bodies are produced which they are to inform. He calls "the
reasonable doctrine " of pre-existence "a key for some of the
main ml,steries of Providence, which no other can so handsomely
unlock. ' Sir Harry Vane is said by Burnet to have maintainea
this doctrine. Joseph Glanvil, Rector of Bath (the friend of Merle
Casaubon and of Baxter, and a metaphysician of singular vigour and
~~CUteness), published in 1662, but w1thout his name, a treatise t()
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prove the reasonableness or the doctrine.• It was artenrardarepublished, with annotations, by Dr. Henry More.
In 1762, the Rev. Capel Berrow published../. Pr~ee.t Lapu
Q/ Humas 801118 tknwtutrated; and in the hropea• MfZjjazitee Cor
September,lBOl, is a letter from Bishop Warburton to the author,
in which he says : "The idea of a pre-eziltet.ce has been espoUBed
by many learned and ~nious men in every age, as biddiiig fair
to resolve many difficulties."
Southey, in his published Letters, says: "I have a strong and
lively faith in a state of continued consciousness from this stage
of existence, and that we shall rectrDer t114 colllciotusea• of 11omtt
lower atagea througk wkick we may_pret~ioualy kaoe pa~1ed seems to
me not improbable." Again : "The system of ~e11i~ ezisttmee seems, of all others, the tnost benevolent ; aiul all that we do
IUlderstand is so wise and so good, and all we do, or do not, so
perfectly and overwhelmingly wonderful, that the most benevolent
system lS the most probable." Traces of belief in this doctrine also
occur in Wordsworth's "Ode on the Intimation of Immortality in
Childhood."
Our birth is but a sleep and a forgetting :
Tbe soul that risee in us, our life's star,
Has had elsewhere ita setting,
And cometh from afar.

Elsewhere, our metaphysical poet sings:
My eyes are dim with childish teara,
My heart is idly stirr'd;
For the same sound is in my ears
Which in those days I heard.
Thus fares it still in our decay ;
And yet the wiser mind
Mourns less for what time takes away,
Than what he leaves behind.

The notion enters more or less into the majority of Oriental •
creeds, and philosophies, and foiUld a believer m Plato : indeed,
it is a doctrine Platonic, that alllmowlerlpe il recollection.
Hence, it has been asked, whether it lS not very possible, that
previonsly to this life, tlf4 Auma11 IOtll kal pa11ed tkrollflk dijferest
pkalea of eziltesce, and that it is destined to p!lSS through many
more before it arrives at its final rest. Thus, Pythagoras recollected his former self in the majestic person of a herald named
...Ethalides ; Euphorbus, the T!O_jan; and others; and he even.
pointed out, in the temple of Juno, at Argos, the shield he used
when he attacked Patroclus.
• Among the Baxter M.SS. in the Red-cross-street Library Cripplegate, is a long letter, full of curioW!leaming, from Glanvil to ~r, in
dafence of the doctrine of the soul's pre-existence.
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Milton, who imbibed from his college friend, HeDf1 More, an
early bias to the study of Plato, hints at the aame opmion in his

a-..:

The aoul growa dotted by contagion,
Imbodies and imbutea, till she quite loee
Tll4 di'lfi-.e '(A'OPerty of Iter ftr6t being. .
Such are thoee thiCk and gloomy shadowt!l damp,
Oft - n in charnel vaulte and sepulchres,
Lingering and sitting by a new·made grave,
.As loath to lee.ve the body that it loved.

In the first volume of Dodsley's Milcellatu!Ofll POtmU is a ]lOOm
in Miltonic blank verse, entitled Pre-uiltettc1. Gray called it
" nonsense in all her attitudes ; " but it contains aome fine tbinga
in the midst of a great deal of wild turgidity. (.4tla8, May 2!!, 1859.)
In Cllamkril EdinburgA Jot~rnal, No. 93, New Series, this
"Sentiment of Pre-existence" is stated to have been first described
hy Sir Walter Scott : this may be correct as to the 1:rpr11mm but
DOt as to the phenomenon to which it is applied, as we have already
shown. Scott, it will be remembered, was highly IUiceptibll upon
psychological matters. The description is thrown into the mouth
of Henry Bertram on his return to Ellangowan Castle : "How
often," lie says, "do we find ourselves in society which we have
neTer before met, and yet feel impressed with a mysterious and
ill-defined consciousness that neither the scene, the speakers, nor
the subject are entirely new; nay, feel as if we could anticiRate
that part of the conversation which ha.~ not 7.et taken place ! '1
We find the following entry in Scott's diary, under the date
February 17, 1828 :
I cannot, I am sure, tell if it is worth marking down, that yesterday,
at dimler-time, I was strongly haunted by what 1 would call the sense
of pre-existenoe, in a confirmed idea that nothing which pused was said
for the first time ; that the same topics had been discussed, and the
8IUil8 pe1"80D8 had stated the - e opmions on them • , . The sellfllltion
,... so strong as to resemble what is called a mirage in the desert, or a
calenture on board a ahip•• • • It was very distressing yesterday, and
'blouRbt to my mind the fanoiea of Bishop Berkeley about RD ideal
worlcL There was a vile sense of want of reality in all I did and said.Loekharl'a Lifd of &xJtL

It appears from a pas~ in the W"ool--gat!Jerer, a tale by James
Hogg, that that extrsor¢nary son of genius was occasionally
conscious of the same feeling.
Sir Bulwer Lytton, in hi.8 GodolpAin, thus notices this day-

dream:

.

How strange it is that at times a feeling comes over us, as we gaze
upon certain places, which 11880oiatea the scene either with some dimremembered and dream-like images of the Past or with a prophetic and
feu1ul omen of the Future I ... Every one has known a similar strange,
Indistinct feeling, at oertain times a.nd plaoea, and with a similar
IDMrilitJ to trace t.he oauae.
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Elsewhere the same writer describes the same feeling of reminiscence as "that strange kind of inner and spiritual memory
which often recalls to us places and persons we have never seen
before, and which Platoniats would resolve to be the unquenched
and struggling consciousnass of a former life."
In fewer words, the feeling may be described as seeing and
hearing, apparently for the first time, what we have seen or heard
before, though our reason assures us of the contrary. Can anything be more expressive of the aamene~a of human existence P
Moreover something is, or seems,
That teaches me with mystic gleams,
Like glirap•u qf forf!.oltm dreanuOf something felt, like something here;
Of something done, I know not where ;
Such as no language may declare.- Tennyson.

Mr. Dickens, in his Pictur& from Italy, mentions this instance,
on his first sight of Ferrara:
On the fore·ground was a groul! of silent peasant-girls lea.ning over
the parapet of a little bridge, looking now up at the sky, now down into
the water ; in the distance a deep bell ; the shadow of approaching
night on everything. If I had been murdered there on some former life
I could not have seemed to remember the place more thoroughly, or
with more emphatic chilling of the blood ; and the real remembrance of
it acquired in that minute is so strengthened by the imaginary recollection, that I hardly think I could forgE>t it.

We could multipl;y these instances manyfold; but proceed to
attempt the explanation of the mystery.
In a curious and original book, entitled Tile Duality of t/14 MitUJ,
written hi Dr. Wigan, and published in 1844, this strange sentiment is adduced as an evidence in favour of the conclusion aimed
at,-that the Mind is double in its whole structure, correspondently
with the duplicity of the structure of the Brain. "It is a sudden
feeling, as if the scene we have just witnessed (although from the
very nature of things it could never have been seen before) had
been present to our eyes on a former occasion, when the very
same speakers, seated in the very same positions, uttered the
same sentiments in the same words-the postures, the expression
of countenance, the gestures, the tone of voice, all seem to be
remembered, and to lie now attracting attention for the second
time : ne!Jer is it supposed to be the third time. This delusion,"
pursues the writer, "occurs ouly when the mind has been ex·
hausted by excitement, or is, from indisposition or any other
cause, languid, and only slightly attentive to the conversation.
The persuasion of the scene being a repetition, comes on when the
attention has been roused by some accidental circumstance, and
we become, as the phrase is, wide awake. I believe the explanation to be this : only one brain has been used in the immediately
o;,;,;,ed by
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precedimr part of the scene; the other brain has been asleep, or
m an aniilogous state nearly aJ:>proaching it. When the attention
of both brains is roused to tlie topic, there is the same vague
consciousness that the ideas have passed through the mind before,
which takes place on re-peruaing the jlage we had read while
thinking on some other subject. The ideas llatJ~ passed through
the mind before; and as there was not sullicient consciousness to
fix them in the memory without a renewal, we have no means of
knowin~ the length of time that had elapsed between the faitel
impression received by the single brain, and the dutinct impression received by the double brain. It may seem to have been
manv yesrs. I have often noticed this in children, and believe
theihave sometimes been punished for the involuntary error, in
the belief that they have been guilty of deliberate falsehood."
The strongest example of this delusion I ever recollect in my own
person was on the oooasion of the funeral of the Prinoess Charlotte.
The circumstances connected with that event formed in everr respect a
moet extraordinary ~ychologicel curiosity, and afforded an mstructive
view of the moral feelings pervading a whole nation, and showing themselves without restraint or disguise. There is, perhaps, no eltBIDple in
history of so intense and so universal a sympathy, for almost every con·
ceivable misfortune to one party is a source of joy, satisfaction, or
advantage to another. The eve11.t was attended by the strange peculiarity, that it could be a subject of joy or satisfaction to no one. It is
difficult to ima~P,ne another instance of a calamity by which none could
derive any pOBBlble benefit ; for in the then state of suooession to the
throne no one was a=parentl brought a ete:p nearer to it. Oue mighty
all-absorbing grief
the whole nat1on, and was aggravated in
eRch individual by t. e sympathy of his neighbour, till the whole people
became infected with an amiable insanity, and incapable of estimating
the real extent of their lOBS. No one under five-and-thirty or forty
years of age can form a conception of the universal paroxysm of grief
which then superseded every other feeling.
I had obtained perniliulion to be present on the oooasion of the
funeral, as one of the lord chamberlain's &taft: Several disturbed nights
previous to that ceremony, and ths almost total privation of rest on
the ni~ht immediately preceding it, had put my mind into a state of
hystencel irritability, which was still further increased by grief, and by
exhaustion from want of food ; for between breakfast and the hour of
interment at midnight, such was the confusion in the town of Windsor,
that no expenditure of money could procure refreslmient.
I had been standing four hours, and on taking my place by the side of
the coffin, in St. George's chapel, was only prevented from fainting by the
interest of the scene. All that our truncated oeremonies could bestow
of pomp was theN, and the exquisite music produced a sort of hallucination. Suddenly, after the pathetic Miserere of Mozart, the music
ceased, and there was an absolute silenoe. The coffin, placed on a kind
of altar co?ered with black cloth (united to the black cloth which
ccvered the pavement), sank down so slowly through the floor, that it
was only in measuring its progress by some brilliant object beyond it
that any motion could be perceived. I had fallen into a sort of torpid
reverie, when I was recalled to consciousness by a paroxysm of violent
grief on the part of the bereaved husband, as hia eye suddenly caught
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the coffin sinking into ita black grave, formed by the inverted covering
of the &ltar. in an instant 1 felt not merely an impreui<m, but a
co111victi<m that I had seen the whole soene before on some former occatrion, and had heard even the very words addreased to myaelf by Sir
George Nayler.
The author thus oonclude&-Often did I diacusa this matter with my
talented friend, the late Dr. Gooch, who always took great interest in
aubjects occupying the debateable region between physics and metaphysics ; but we could never devise an explanation satisfactory to either
of us. I cannot but think that the theory of two brains alrords a
llllfficient solution of the otherwise inexplicable phenomenon. It is
probable that some of the examples of religious mysticism, which we
gener&lly set down as imposture, may have their origin in similar
hallucina.t\ons, and that in the uneducated mind these apparent recollections of past scenes, similar to the present, may give to an
&llthusiast the idea. of inspiration, especially where one brain has a
decided tendency to insanity, as is often the case with such persons.

Dr. Wigan's theory'has been much controverted; but we think
there is some probability in the view by Mr. W. L. Nichols, in
Notes and Querie1, Second Series, No. 55, that the cause is "some
incongruous action of the double structure of the hrai.n. to which
perfect unity of action belo~ in a healthy state."
Sir Benjamin Brodie describes Dr. W!gan's mind to have had
in it more of ingenuity than of philosopliy, and the object of his
work to be to prove tliat each hemisphere of the cerel:irum has a
separate mind, and that on these occasions the two hemispheres
might be considered as conversing with each other. Sir Benjamin
does not believe this hypothesis, or, rather, he adds, "I should
say that it is not in my nature to believe it. lt seems to me that
the question as to the oneness and individuality of the mind is
very clearly and unanswerably stated b~ Father Buffier. It is one
of those t'undsmental truths which are inherent in us, and defy all
argument; which I can no more help believing than I can help
believing in the external world, or even in my own existence."(Pa!Jr.lwlopical l11(jui1Ua, p. 23.)
This disclaimer, however, leaves where it was, the explanation
of the phenomenon which has been so often attested by reliable
authorities in past and present times.
Sir Henry Holland repudiates the leading idea of Dr. WJg&n's
theor~ ; although he assents to the still stranger notion that there
is a duality of ttaturea in the individual human being.
Combe's phrenological doctrine that "there are two organs for
each mental power, one in each hemisphere," may seem to help
the species of duality contended for by Dr.Wigan. (Dr. Orotttwll.)
A curious instance of Duality of Heart is stated to ooour in tbo
Elephants, in captivity, when their temper cannot be relied on, and
they are subject to occasion&! fits of stubbornness. Hence a. popular
belief recorded by Phile, a. Greek writer, of the 14th century, who in a
poem {from which Sir Emerson Tennent gives extra.ota in his Natural
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History of Ceylon,) to the effect that the elephant hu ttco hearl.t~ by tho
use of one of which be is UBed to gentlenessz. by the other to tlll'ocity
aDd TeSistance. Upon this, a writer in the 1V ational Rmew observes :

.. This legend of the two hearts of the elephant is a striking expression
of that duality of the t>hysical nature which seems to distinguish tameable from untameable animals. In an animal of the latter class,
whether in its wild state or in captivity, the whole bent of its
nature is single and unwavering: it may be crushed by outer violence,
but it admits of no internal division, and the influence of man finds no
place in the permanent nature of the beast. In the tameable animal,
on the contrary, there is an original duality which furnishes a foot-hold
for the power of man. There is one part of the creature's nature that
struggles with the other, and thus strangely mimics the moral nature
of man, with its conflicts between the higher and the lower principles
in him, arui like that moral nature is amenable to the power of rewards
and punishments." The writer then instances the dog as exhibiting this
quality in the highest degree ; but considers that the same thin~r, in
leeser degrees, characterises all animals that are capable of being tamed,
and not merely subdued to be held in by present force.

Mrs. Elizabtth Rowe, the friend of Bishop Ken, and of Dr.
Isaac Watts; has left, in allusion to the "Pre-exiStence of Souls,''
A BY.IlN ON BBA.Vli:N.

Ye stan-y mansions, hail! my native skies I
Here In my happy, pre·existent state,
(A spotless mind,) I led the life of gods.
:But pealing, I salute you, and advance
Toyonder brighter realms, allowed access.
Hail, splendid city of the Almighty King I
Celestial 8alem, situate above, &c.

TILA.NSMIGRA.TION OF SOULS, AND SACREDNESS OF ANIMALS.

'.l'he ~ptians maintained that after death the soul, being
immortal,· transmigrated into bodies of all kinds of anima.hi,
whether birds, beaSts, or fishes ; and that after the space of three
thousand years it again returned to the body which it left, proTided that bod_y was preserved from destruction during the long
period of its absence. The Egyptians also held that the gods
took refuge in the bodies of a.nunals from the wickedness and
violence of men ; they therefore regarded such animals as sacred,
and accordingly worshipped them as containing the divinities
whom they revered. This led to the bestowing on them the
honour of embalming, while it explains the reason why the
mummies of so many animals are found to this day preserved
in their oatsoombs. They placed particular gods in particular
animals : thns, A_pollo was in the hawk, Mercury in the ibis,
Mara in the fish, Diana in the cat, Bacchus in the goat, Hercules
in the colt, Vulcan. in the ox, &c. These animals, with many
others, or parts of them, are accordii!.SIY found embalmed with
the bodies of the human race iu the Jt;gyptian tombs; but they
were not all worshipped during the early history of Eg_ypt..
B
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SPIRITUAL RECLAMATION,
THE progress of souls from darkness to light, from ignorance to
knowledge, is among the more beautiful spectacles of our spiritual
life. And, soon or late, this is a consummation which awaits us
all. Yet, spiritual reclamation, whether on the large scale or the
small, demands concentration of purpose, energy, and intelligence.
Would we realise heaven, let us begin now. The J.laradise of
our aspirations has its foundations here, and the capamties of the
future are grounded on those of the present life.
A twofold oosmos, aa.tural things and spiritual,
Must go to a. perfect world.
For whoso sepa.ra.tes those two,
In arts, in morals, or the liOcia.l drift,
Tears up the bond of nature and brings death,

As we love here, we shall love in a degree hereafter, as we feel
and think now, so must we in somewise feel and think for ever.
The unseen world, with all its momentous transactions, let us be
assured, is simple and natural as that in which we dwelL Ascetic
horrors and ascetic ~loom, travestying and deforming with fright-.
ful, yet vain imagirungs, the beautiful eity of God, are sorry preparatives for heaven. How, indeed, should sourness and form~ty,
convictions on which ao ra:y of im~tiou or feeling seems to
shine, consort with the angelic amemties, the transporting assurances of the life to come. For this, let us be well assured, is not
as some inquisition torture-chamber, reformatory hulk, or condemned cell. In the celestial life, as here, so surely as God is
light, and truth, and love, goal shall succeed goal, and quest
follow quest, for ever. A new iris shall spring up, not to foil
past efforts, but to allure us on to new, a constant becoming of
which the perfect realisation is never. There, indeed, the great.
souled patriot shall freedom find at last, there each self-den:ying
saint the sanctities which lie folded within the inner life, and of
which the perfect home is heaven.-.Dr. McCormacll1 d1piraliotu

of tile Inner Life.

"EXCEUIIOR." '
This is the motto of the United States of America: it signi6es
literally "Higher," and may be considered to denote the aspiring
character of that nation. "Excelsior" is also he title of a
' o;,;,;,edby
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sublime poem by Longfellow, whose meaning ia thus interpreted
by a claSsic friend :
.. Longfellow, in my mind, has a feeling in that beautiful poem
not unliJte the feeling of his psalm of life under er7ety aspect. It
is, 1 take it, an ideo-reliflion of Longfellow's own fine imagination
and truly poetic art, and I read the eft'usion as his view of the
interior career of man. ExcELSIOR, starting from that sublime
~int of departure wherein the human soul was placed by the
Almighty, 'paulo minus ab augelis,' the individual who wishes to
improve hiniSelf never finds a halting place on earth. His career
is upward, in one sense, whatever it may &)>pear to be. His very
degTadations are means of increased eunotilement, because of incessant compurgation and p'llrity. And in one respect the human
almost surpasses the angelic lot ; because the one, being perfect
in its kind, does not, perllap1, admit of progress, and the other
does indefinitelJ. The yearning to fulfil this t>rogressive lot
engenders a noble discontent, and that discontent J.S expressed by
the word Ezcetnor. Observe, it is not Ezcel8iu1; it is therefore
entirely interior; whereas EzcelsiUI would refer to the cire~~m
•ttmCel, rather than to him who was in them."-Mile• Gerald

Keon; Tki"fll Ml Ge!ln'ally KnoiiJn, Fir•l &rie1, page 91.
NOTIONS OE' ANGELS.
The word Angel, (a"flelol in Greek, malalt in Hebrew,) literally
signifies "a person sent," or a "messenger." Dr. Lee remarks,
in his Hebrew Lexicon : "AB man is incapable of receiving any
commnnieation from God in his abstract and incomprehensible
character of deity, if a revelation was to be made to man by any
visible persollllg6, it must have been by the intervention of some
M"fl fitted to sustain such office ;" and such was the person emphatically styled "the Angel of Jehovah," in Exod. xxili. 20, to
whom are ascribed the acts and reverence attributable to none
but God hinJ.Self; for, it ia added, v. 21, "my Mme (person) is
tftlkin Aim." In a lower sense, ~1 denotes a spiritual being
employed in occasional offices; and listly, men of office, as priests
or bishops. The "angel of the congregation," among the Jews,
was the chief of the s~e. Such is the Scriptnrai n~ of a
term, which, in common parlance, is now limited to its pnncipal
m~, and denotes only the bappJ inhabitants of heaven.
The ayostle of the Gentiles speakS of the augels as "ministering •pints, sent forth to minister for them who shall be heirs of
salvation," in strict keeping with the import of the term itself.
In Mark i. 2, it is applied to John the Baptist. "Behold, I send
my messenger (angel) before my face,' and the word is the
same (" malak ·~ in the corresponding prophecy of Malachi. In
Hebrews xii. 22, 24, we read: "Ye have come to
innumerable
E
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company of angels, to the spirits of the just," &c., and this idea
of their great number is sustained by the words of our Lord himself, where, for example, he declares that "twelve legions" of
them were ready upon hia demand : the full Roman legion numbered about 6,000 men. 'l'hey are also Called the " armies" of
heaven. Their song of praise is described as "the voice of a F t
multitude, and as the voice of many waters, and as the vmce of
mighty thunderings." (Rev. xix. 6.) ln fine, the sense of number is
overwhelmed in the eft'ort to compute them : " I heard the voice
of many angels round about the throne, and the beasts and the
elders : ~d the number of them was ten thousand times ten
thousand, and thousands of thousands." (Rev. v. 11.)
The nsture of angels is essentially the same as that of man; for
not only are understanding and will attributed to them, but they
have been mistaken for man when they appeared, and Paul represents them as capable of disobedience. (Heb. ii. 7, 16.) The latter
possibility is exhibited. in its greatest extent by Jude, who speaks
of "the ~els which kept not their first estate, but left their own
habitation, (v. 6 ;) and upon this belief is founded the whole
system of trsdition concerning angels and demons : the former
term was gradually limited to mean only the obedient ministers of
the will of the Almighty, and the influence of evil angels was
sublimed into the office of the great adversary of all good, the
devi.l, or Satan. These ideas were common to the whole Eastern
world, and were probably derived by the Jewish people from the
AssY,fians. The Pharisees charged the Saviour with casting out
devils "by Beelzebub, the ,Prince of the devils." (Matt. xii. 24.)
But that evil spirits aeted m multitudes under one J>erson appears
from Mark L 9, where the evil spirit being asked hia name,
answered: "MI name is 'Legion,' for we are many."
'l.'he book of Tobias speaks of &1Jen .dngela superior to all the
rest; and this has been constantly believed, according to the
letter,·.by the ancient Jews and Christians. So, the seven that
have the greatest power, the first-hom angels (Tob. xii. 15): "I
am Raphael, one of the aeven lwly aii{Jela, which present the
prayers of the saints, and ~ in and out before the glory of the
Holy One." And this Damel may very well be thought to mean
when he says, chap. x. 13, &c. : "Michael, one of the chief
princes, came to help me." That some angels were under the
command of others may be collected out of Zechariah ii. and iii.,
where one angel commands another, " Run, speak to this young
man," &c.; and out of Rev.xii. 7, where Micnael and his ans-els
fought with the dragon and hia a~els. 'l'he number of JUSt
seven sU,Preme angels Grotius conceived to be drawn from the
seven chief princes of the Persian empire; but it maJ. be doubted
whether the seven there were so ancient as this tradition. Three
names of these seven the Scripture aft'ords-Michael, Gabriel,
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and Raphael; but for the other four-Oripbiel, Zaobariel, Samael,
and Anael, let the authors of them 111111wer, aa likewise for their
Pft'Siding over the ~~even planets.-Coro~' Notu to~.
In the Roman Catholic services, St. :Miobael is invoked aa a
most glorious and warlike prince ; "chief officer of Paradise,"
'' ~ptain of God's hosts," " the receiver of souls,'' and the "van·
qmsber of evil BI?irits." His design, according to Randle Holme,
is a banner haDgiDg on a cross; and be is armed as 'representin~
victory, with a dart in one hand, and a cross on his forehead.
Bishop Horsley and others consider Michael only another designation for the Son of God. We may add, as a certain Biblical truth,
that the Lord Himself is always meant, in an eminent sense, by
any angel named as his minister ; and He is oalled the Angel of
the Covenant, because He embodied in his own person the whole
power and representation of the angelic kinJ;rdom, as the messenger, not of separate and temporary oommanils, but of the whole
Worn in its fulness.
Paul speaks of a "tbii-d heaven," which must be understood
not as a distinct oroer of created intelligence, but in the same
sense as the Lord's declaration, "In my Father's house are many
mansions." For Jesus Christ always speaks of his ~om as
essentially one, even in both worlds, the spiritual and natural.
The rhetorical passage (Rom. vii. 28, 80), " neither death, nor
life, nor angels, nor principalities, can seJ?Brate us from the love
of God," makes excellent sense, however 1t may be understood.
Dionysius, or St. Denis, the su-pposed Areopagite, describes
three hierarchies of angels in nine choirs, thus : Seraphim, Cherubim, Thrones, Dominions, Principalities, Powers, Virtues, Angels,
and Archangels.
Vartar, tlie Armenian poet and historian of the thirteenth century, describes Angels unner the same terms, but expressly states,
" these orders differ from one another in situation, and degree of
glory,;"ust as there are different ranks among men, tlwuflk tll.ey
are at if one nature." He also remarks that the first order are
attracted to the Deity by love ; and hardly attributes J?lace to
them, but 1tatea of desire and love, while the heaven which contains the whole host is above the primum mobile, which, llg&in, is
superior to the starry firmament. This description, and all others
resembling it, the twelve heavenly worlds of Plato, and the
heaven succeeding heaven of the Cliinese, for ex.ample1 are but as
landmarks serving to denote the heights which the restless waves
of human intelligence have reached at various times in the attempt
to represent the eternal and infinite in precise terms. Bohuie,
(Behmen,) regards "the whole deep between the stars " as the
heaven of one of the three hierarchies, and places the other two
above it ; "in the midst of which," he says, "is the Son of God :
110t part of either is farther or nearer to Him, yet are the three
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kingdoms circular about Him." The Revelations of Swedenborg
date a century later and begin all these subjects de Mllo.
The division of angels into nine orders, or three hierarchies,
was held in the Middle Ages, and gave the prevalent character to
much of their symbolism. With it was held the doctrine of their
separate creation, and the tradition of the rebellious hierarchy,
headed by Lucifer, the whole of which is rendered familiar to the
por,ular mind by the Epic of Milton.
l'he Persian, Jewish, and Mohammedan accounts of oogels all
evince a common origin, and they alike admit a diWerence of sex.
In the latter the name of "Aiaril" is given to the hierarchy
nearest the throne of G>d, to which the Mohammedan Satan,
(" Eblis" or "Haris,") is supposed to have belonged; also
"Azrael," the angel of death, and "Azrafil,"· the angel of the
resurrection. The examiners "Moukir" and "Nakir" are subordinate angels of terrible aspect, armed with whips of iron and
tire, who interro~te receRtly deceased souls as to their lives.
'l'he parallel to th1s tradition m the Talmud is an account of seven
angels who beset the paths of death. The Koran also assigns two
angels to every man, one to record his goocl. and the other his evil
actions ; they are so merciful that if an evil action has been done,
it is not recorded till the man has slept, and if in that interval he
repents, they place on the record that G>d has pardoned him.
The Christian fathers, for the most part, believed that angels
possessed bodies of heavenly substanoe, (Tertnllian callS it
" angelifled flesh,") and if not, that they could assume a corporeal
presence at their pleasure. The most decisive description of an
aniel contained in the whole Word is: "And I Jolrii saw these
thfugs and heard them. And when I had heard and seen, I fell
down to worship before the feet of the angel that showed me
these things. Then saith he unto me, See thou do it not : for I
am tlly ftll01JJ 1eroant, and qf tlly bretllren tile proplleta, and of them
that keep the sayings of this book: worship God." (Rev. nii.
8, 9.) This pasHage may well supply the ylace of any lengthened
argument against the invocation of ange.ts and supposed saints,
wliatever the love and service they bestow upon ns; for they are
but the af!'Cnt.s of the All-merciful, and, like ourselves, the subjects of h1s supreme government. The same passage establishes
that angels are the beatified spirits of good Jllen, and in a word,
justifies the highest speculations of philosophy, and the dearest
hopes of the Cliristian.
The remarkable passage, "Take heed that ye despise not one
of these little ones ; for I say unto you, that in heaven tlleir angell
do always behold the face of my Father which ie in heaven,"
(Matt. xviii. 10,) bas been the subject of much comment. It is
generally held to establish the fact of ministering angels ; and at
any rate, will be admitted to bear the construction, tliat the innQo
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eent are the happiest of all, and )nost immediately under the
divine view.•
We now come to the broadest and most 11opular notion of an
Angel The Rev. John Eagles, in one of hls ingenious Essays,
says:
I have often tried to make out the exact ideas the poor people have
of Angels, for they talk a great deal about them. The best that I can
make of it is, that they are children, or children's heads and shoulders
"Winged, as represented in church paintings, and in plaster of Paris on
ceilings. It is notorious and Scriptural, poor people think, that the
body dies, but nothing being said about the head and shoulders, they
have a sort of belief that they are preserved to angels, which are no
other but dead young children.

Adam Littleton, in his Dictionary, has this odd sentence :
"There is no reason for fancying Angels more of one sex. than
of the other, since amongst them there is no such distinction;
but they may as \Vell be imagined female as male."
Bishop Hrul, in The Inviaible World: Of God and kil dngell,
thus speaks of the portage of souls :
The main care, and most officious endeavours of these blessed spirits,
are employed about the better part, the soul-in the instilling of good
motions ; enlightening the understanding, repelling of temptations,
furthering our opportunities of good preventing occasions of sin, comforting our sorrows, quickening our dulneBS, encouraging our weakness :
and lastly, after all careful attendance here, below, conveying the souls
of their charge to their glory, and presenting them to the hands of their
faithful Creator.
It is somewhat too hard to believe, that there have been oocular
witnesses of these happy convoys ; who lists may credit that which
Hie~·on tells us, that Antony the Hermit saw the soul of his partner in
that solitude (Paul) carried up by them to heaven ; that Severimu,
:Bishop of Colein, saw the soul of St. Martin thus transported, as
Gregory reports•in his Dialogues ; that Bendict saw the soul of Gtr"man~t~ in the form of a fiery globe thus conveyed ; what though I
speak of the souls of the Holy Marytrs, Tiburti~t~, Valerian, M azimUI,
.Marcellin~t~, JUitltl, Quintin~t~, Sever~t~, and others : we may if we
please (we need not unleBS we list,) give way to these reports, to which
our faith obligeth us not : In these cases, we go not by eye-sight ;
but we are well aBSured the soul of Lazaru> was by these glorio11s
spirits earned up into the bosom of A braham, neither was this any
privilege of his above all other the saints of God ; all which as they land
m one common harbour of bleBSedneBB, so they all participate of one
happy means of portage.
SPIRITUAL NATURES.

In Sir Humphry Davy's posthumous C0118olati0118 in TrarJel,
we find this picture or spiritual power. " Listen," said the
Genius or the Vision, " whilst I reveal to ;rou the mysteries of
spiritual natures ; but I almost fear that With the mortal veil of
• Selected and abridged from The Occult Sciencu, by Elihu Rich.
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your senses surrounding you. these mysteries can never be made
perfectl1 intelligible to your mind. Spiritual natures are eternal
8nd inVIsible, but their modes of being are as infinitely varied as
their forms of matter. They have no relation to space, and in
their transitions no dependence upon time, so that the~ can pass
from one part of the universe to another, by laws ent1rely independent of their motion. The quantity or the number of spiritual
essences, like the quantity or number of the atoms of the material
world, are always the same; but their arrangements, like those
of the materials which they are destined to guide or govem, are
infinite!~ diversified; the,! are, in fact, parts more or less inferior
of the mfinite mind, and in the planetary systems, to one of
which the globe you inhabit belongs, are in a state of probation.
continually aiming at, and generally rising to, a higher state of
existence. · Were it permitted me to extend your vision to the
fates of intellectual existences, I could show you the same spirit,
which in the form of Socrates developed the foundations of moral
and social virtue, in the Czar Peter possessed of supreme power
and enjoying exalted felicitr in improving a rude people. I could
show you tlie monad or spirit which, with the organ of Newton,
displayed an intelligence almost above humanity, now in a hi~her
and better state of planetary existence, drinking intellectual hght
from a purer source, and approaching nearer to the infinite and
divine mind."
To this succeeds a glimpse of those states, which the highest
intellectual beings that have belonged to the earth enjoy after
death, in their transition to new and more exalted natures.
"These beings," said the Genius, "so grand, so glorious, with
functions to you incomprehensible, once belo~ed to the earth ;
their spiritual natures have risen through diil'erent stages of
planetary life, leaving their dust behind them, carrying with them
only theil; intellectual power. You ask me if they have any
knowledge or recollection of their transitions P Tell me of your
own reco1lections in the womb of your mother, and I will answer
you. It is the law of divine wisdom, that no spirit carries with it
1nto another state and being, any habit or mental qualities except
those which may be connected with its new wants and enjoyments; and knowledge relat.ing to the earth would be no more
useful to these glorified beings than their earthly system of
organized dust, which would be instantly resolved mto its ultimate atoms at such a tem~rature: even on the earth the butterfly does not transport w1th it into the air the organs or the
appetites of the crawling worm from which it sprung.
"There is, however, one sentiment or ~sion which the monad
or spiritual essence carries with it into all its st~s of being.
and which, in these happy and elevated creatures, IS continuallj
exalted: the love of knowledge or of intellectual power, whicb
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is, in fact, in its most ultimate and perfect development, the love
of infinite wisdom and unbounded power, or the love of God.
E~en in the im~rfect life that belongs to the earth, this passion
exists in a considerable degree; increases even with age ; outlives
the perfection of the corporeal faculties ; and at the moment of
death is felt by the conscious being ; and its future destinies
depend upon the manner in which it has been exercised and
exalted.

•

•
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•

•

Your vision (said the Genius,) must end with this glorious view
of the inhabitants of the cometary worlds : I cannot show you
the beings of the system to which I myself belong, that of
the sun: your organs would perish before our brightness; and
I am only permitted to be present to yon as a sound or intellectual voice. We are likewise in progression, but we see
land know something of the place of infinite wisdom : we feel the
personal presence of that supreme Deity which you only imagine ;
to you belongs faith, to us knowledge; and our greatest delight
results from the conviction that we are lights kindled by his
light, and that we belong to his substance. To obey, to love, to
wonder, and adore form our relations to the infinite Intelligence.
We feel his laws are those of eternal justice, and that they govern
all things, from the most glorious intellectual natures belonging
to the snn and fixed stars, to the meanest spark of life animating
an atom crawling in the dust of your earth. We know all things
begin from, and end in, his everlasting essence, the cause of
causes, the power of powers."
PERMANENT IMPRESSIONS BY Sl'IRITUAL POWERS.

Dr. Ferriar, in his Euay t()ll)ards a TII801".Y of ..J.pparitio1111, relates a remarkable Trial of Dr. Pordage, a clergyman in Berkshire,
which was published under the frightful title of lJ~M~~onium Meridionem, or Satan at Noonday, &c. Dr. Ferriar remarks : "The
dev:elopment of this story, which is not necessary for my purpose,
exhibits the combined eft'ects of Mysticism, SuperstitiOn, and
Sensmdity, which evidently produced a disordered state of the
sensorium, and gave rise to the visions, which were admitted by
all the parties."
'l'he book quoted by Dr. Ferriar, (published in 1655,) is one
written by a most determined opponent of Dr. Pordage, in
reply to Dr. P.'s own book (published in 1654). Had Dr. Ferriar
consulted tkat, he would have fonnd the following passage, which
would have required quite another theory than the one he has
oft'ered to explam it. It. will be seen that it affirms the fact of
permanent imprealip1111, ca1~sed by the spiritual powe~, "Jill'!. objecta
in natur11. Such IIDpresslons, of course, could be JUdged of by
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the senses of other persons than the parties immediately concerned:N ow, besides these appearances within, the spirits made some
wonderful imprusiom upon vilible bodiu 'IIJithout, as figures of men and
beasts upon the glass windows and the ceilings of the house, 1ome of
tDhich yet remain. But what was most remarkable, was the whole invisible world, represented by the spirits upon the bricks of a chimney,
in the form of two half globes, as in the maps. After which, upon
other bricks of the same chimney, were figured a coach and four hol'II8S,
with persons in it, and a footman attending, all seeming to be in
motion, with many other such images, which were wonderfully exactly
done. Now fearing lest there might be any danger in these images,
through unknown conjuration and false magic, we endeavoured to wash
them out with wet cloths, but could not, finding them engraven in the
substance of the bricks; which, indeed, might have continued until this
day had not our fear and suspicion of witchcraft, and some evil design
of the devil against us in it, caused us to deface and obliterate them
with hammers.

It is difficult to see how, what is commonly called, delruio#
could have any place here. The affirmations, from their nature,
if not truths, must be intentional fal8ehoorh; yet they are most
deliberately put forth, and that too, not by any one wholly
obscure, but by a man well known amongst those who are interested in the mystic writers, as being of some eminence in that
class ; and, moreover, he. makes these statements in a book
written to clear himself from charges which had been of the most
~erious consequences to him.-Note1 and Queriel, Second Series,
No. 166.
Dr. South has this remarkable passage upon ·• The Mind of Man
in Spirituals affected by External Objects:
The mind of man in spirituals, acts with a corporeal dependence, and
so is helped or hindered in its operations according to the different
quality of external objects that incur into the senses ; and, perhaps,
sometimes, the sight of the altar, and those decent preparations for the
work of devotion, may compose and recover the wandering mind much
more effectually than a sermon or a rational discourse : for these things,
in a manner, preach to the eye, when the ear is dull and will not hear;
and the eye dictates to the imagination, and that at last moves the
affections. And if these little impulses set the great wheels of devotion
at work, the largeness and height of that shall not be at all prejudiced
by tho smallness of its oocasion. If the fire burns brightly and vigorously, it's no matter by what means it was at first kindled ; there is
the same force and the same refreshing virtue in it, kindled by a spark
from a ftint, as if it were kindled by a beam from the sun.

Perhaps, the most remarkable manifestation of material attributes by presumed spiritualities is that narrated by Damascius, a
stoic philoso,Pher of Syria, who flourished in the time of Justinian. Speakmg of him, Dr. Lardner writes: "He says expressly
that in a battle fou~rht near Rome with the Soythians commanded
by Attila, in the time of Valentinian (the third) who succeeded
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Honorius (in the year 4.25) the slaughter on both sides was so
great, that none on either side escalM:d except the generals and a
few of their attendants. And, wh1ch is very strange,'' he says,
"when the bodies were falren, the 1ouh stood upright, and oontinued fighting three whole days and nights, nothing inferior to
living men either for the activity of their hands or the fierceness
of their minds : " ...• the)' were " both seen and heard, fi~hting
together, and clashing With their armour."-Worka, viii. 143.
Southey thought this passage sufficiently curious for insertion in
his Commonplau Book, page 143.
MATERIALISM AND Sl'IRrrUALISM-l'ERSONAL IDENTITY.

Isaac Taylor bas well observed, in his Plzyaical Tkory oJ
Anotlzer Lift: "The doctrine of the materialist, if it were followed
out to its extreme oonsequences, and oonsistently held, is plainly
atheistic, aml is therefore inoompatible with an;y and with every
form of religious belief. 'It is so because, in affirming that mind
u notki11f! more tlta11 tlze product Clf animal orgat~izatiot~, it excludes
the belief of a pure and uncreatea mind-the cause of all things ;
for if there be a supreme mind, absolutely independent of
matter, then, unquestionably, there may be created minds, also
independent." ·
The question has been thus ably illustrated by Dr. Lardner, in
his J>OpUlar M1Ut!Um of Sciellce and Art, vol. 8:
"Man's nature, it IS admitted, is a oompound of the material and
tile intellectual. Acoording to some, to whom, on that account, the
name of Materialilta has been given, the intellectual is a mere
function or property of the material part of our nature. According to others, the intellectual is a futiction of a spiritual essence, ,
wliich is independent of our material organization, though inseparably connected with it during human life.
"Our nature being thus oompound, let us see how far we can
trace the oonnexion between its mere physical part and the thinking and intelligent principle which abides in it.
"There is a princi{lle called in metaphysics Peraonallrlentii!J,
which consists in the mtemal oonsciousness by which each individual knows his past existence, so as to be able, with the greatest
certainty of which the judgment of our minds is susceptible, to
identify himself exist~ at any: given moment with himself,
existing at any former tliD.e and place. Nothing in human judgment can exceed the clear certitude which attends this consciousness. The Duke of Wellington, on the eve of his death at
Walmer, had an assured certaint1 that he was himself the same
individual intelligent thinking being, who, on the 18th of June,
1815, oommanded at Waterloo the allied armies. Now, to what
did this intense conviction and consciousness of identity appl3 P
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What was there in common between the individuals who died at
Walmer and who commanded at Waterloo P To reply to this
question we must recur, for a moment, to our physical organization.
" The human bod,r consists of bones. flesli, and blood, each of
which is, however, 1tself a compound substance, and the whole is
largely impregnated with water. 'l'he ultimate materials of the
average human body are Hlbs. of charcoal and 10 lbs. of lime,
impregnated with 116lbs. of water, and l4lbs. weight of the
~es which form air and water, that is, oxygen, nitrogen, and

y~~e;-·those

who think that the intellectual principle residing in
the human body is nothing more than a qillility or a property
arising from the matter composing it, must be able to imagine
how l4lbs. of charcoal, 10 lbs. of lime, and 116lbs of water can
be so mixed up with l4lbs. of air as to make a material thingmachine let us call it-which can feel, think, judge, remember,
and reason. This power of intelligence, we know, is ascribed to
the organization of the materials ; but we are still left as far as
ever from any explanation as to how the mere arrangement and
peculiar juxta-position of the material atoms thus composing such
a body, can produce the prodigious powers of intellect.
"But even admitting"a supposition apparently so impossible, the
question of Peraonal Identity will raise an insuperable objection
to it. Physiologists and anatomists have proved that the matter
which composes our bodies is subject to continual change, with
varying rapidity, according to the habitudes and occupations of
individuals. According to some authorities the average length
of ihe interval within which the change takes place does not
exceed thirty days. It is, however, generally agreed that it is a
very brief period.
"This, then, being the case, let us again ask, what is it that was
identical in the Duke of Wellington aying at Walmer in Sept.
1852, with the Duke of Wellington commanding at Waterloo in
June, 1815 P Assuredly, it was not possible that there should
have been a sin~le particle of matter common to his body on the
two occasions. Tlie interval consist~ of 37 years 2 months,
the entire mass of matter composing h1s body must have undergone a complete change several hundred times-yet no one doubts
that there was aometliing there which did Mt undergo a c~
except in its relation to the mutable body, and which possessed
the same thought, memory, and consciousness, and constituted
the personal identity of the individual; and since it is as demonstrable as any problem in ~ometry, that that aometking which
thus abode in the body, retaining the consciousness of the past,
could not have been an atom, or any number of atoms, of matter,
it must necessarily have been something not matter, that is to
~ay, something spiritual-thus proving the existence of a spiritual
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e!Sence connected with the human organimtion. Here the proof
of the physical inquirer terminates. H there is nothing in the
disorganization of the human body and the phenomena of death
to demonstrate the simultaneous destruction of the spiritual principle, the existence of which is thus established, there is, on the
other hand, nothing to prove its continued existenoe, and for that
we are thrown upon the resources of revelation, which might,
indeed, hafe been foreseen; for, if the continued existence of the
spirit, or in other words, a future state, were capable of demonstration by the ordinary faculties of the mind, it would have been
incompatible with the divine economy to have rendered it the
subject of revelation. God does not suspend the laws of nature
to reveal by miraculous means those truths which are discoverable
by the exercise of our natural faculties."
MESMERISM AND SOMNAMBULISM.

In 1784, a Report was made to the King of France, signed,
other members of the Commission, by Franklin and
Lavmsier. It speaks in strong terms of the Magnetism of this
period, with its haquet1,. its cri.,ea, and its convulsions-against
.Mesmer's theory, too, or a universal fluid with flux and reflux,
the medium of influence by the celestial bodies on the human
system, and a universal curative agent-they express no opinion
whatever, favotuable or unfavourable, in regard to Somnamliulism
properly so called.
lt is equally admitted that somnambulism, with its attendant
phenomena, in the fonn now known to us; was observed, for the
first time, by the Marquis de Puysegur, on his estate of Buzancy,
near Soissons, on the 4th of March, 1784; but his observations
were not published until four months after the Commissioners'
report was made. Bailly, and his associates, learned and candid
as they were, did not condemn that which they had never seen nor
heard of. 'l'o this fact Arago testifies as follows : "the Report
of Bailly, upset from their foundations the ideas, the system, the
practice, of Mesmer and his disciples :" but we have no right to
evoke its anthorit;y against modem somnambulism, most of the
phenomena of which were neither known nor announced in 1783.
A magnetizer undoubtedly says one of the least {>robable things
in the world when he tells us that such an indiVIdual, in a state
of somm1mbulism, can see everything in perfect darkness, can
read through a wall, or even without the aid of the eyes.
Bailly does not notice such marvels. The naturalist, the physician, or the more curious im·estigator of somnambulistic experiments, who inquire, whether, in certain states of nervous excitement, individuals are really endowed with extraordinary faculties
-that, for instance, of reading through the epigastrium or the
amo~
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heel-who desires to ascertain positively up to what point the
phenomena announced with so much assurance by modem magnetizers, belong only to the domain of the rogue or the conjuror :
all such inquirers, we say, are not really opposin~ themselves to a
Lavoisier, a Franklin, or a B~lly. They are eutenng upon a world
entirely new, the very existence of which these illustrious sages
did not suspect. A little further on, Arago adds : " My object
has been to show that Somnambulism ought not to be rejected
priori, especiall,Y by those who have kept up with the progress of
modern physical science."
In 1826, a Commission was al?pointed from amo~ the Members
of the Royal Academy of Medicme of Paris, to examme the subject
of Animal Magnetism; and after five years' investigation (in 1831)
this Commission reported unanimously in favour of the reality of
certain somnambulic phenomena: among them, insensibility, vision
with the eyes closed, prescience during sickness, and, in one case,
perception of the diseases of others. Some years later, (in 1837,)
a second Commission of the Academy reported, expressing their
conviction that not one of these phenomena had any foundation
except in the imagination of the observers. They reached this
conclusion by examining two somnambules only. Still, the President of the Academy, on their first Report, observed on the
conclusions of the second Report, that "the negative experiences
thus obtained can never destroy the positive facts observed by the
previous Commission; since,~though diametrically opposed to each
other, both may be equally true."
Arago, also, speaking of "the actual power which one man ma,Y
exert over another without the intervention of any known physical
agent," declares that even Bailly's Report against Mesmer's crude
theory- shows "how our faculties ought to be studied exJ?erimentiilly, and by what means psi,chology may one day obtam a
place among the exact sciences. ' Cuvier, more familiar than
Arago with the phenomena of animated nature, says : "it scarcely
adnnts of further doubt that the proximity of two living bodies in
certain circumstances and with certain movements, has a real
effect, independently of all participation of the imagination of one
of the two ; " and he further adds : "it appears now clearly enough
that the effects are due to some communication established between
their nervous systems." This is conceding the principle lying at
the base of Mesmerism,-a concession which is sustained by
countless observations, little reliable in some cases, but in others
made by upr~ht and capable experimentalists, on the contested
ground of art1fical somnambulism and kindred phenomena.•
• Abridged from Owen's Footfalll,
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Dr. Carpenter, in his Principlea of Huma11 PAytiokgy, under tho
head "Mesmerism," discredits the higher phenomena of Clairvoyance, but admits, lst, A state of complete insensibility, during
wliich severe surgical operations may be performed without the
consciousness of the patient. 2ndly, Artificial somnambulism,
with manifestation of the ordinary power of mind, hut no recollection, in the wak.inlt state, of what has passed. 3rdly, Exaltation of the senses, d'urin~ such somnambulism, so that the somnambule perceives what m his natural condition he could not.
4tbly, Action during such somnambulism, on the muscular apparatus, so as to produce, for example, artificial catalepsy: and
lithly, perhaps curative effects.
Dr. Carpenter adds: his mind is made up as to the reality of
these phenomena, and that " he does not see why any discredit
should attach to them."
Rogers, the poet, relates that, when he was in Paris, he went
to Alexis, the clairvoyant, and desired him to describe the house
in St. James's Place. '' On my word," says Rogt!rs, "he astonished me ! He described most exactly the pecUliarities of the
staircase ; and that, not far from the window in the drawingroom there was a picture of a man in armour, (the painting li.Y
Giorgione,) and so on. Colonel Gurwood, shortly before hiS
death, assured me that he was reminded by Alexis of some circumstances that had happened to ·him in Spain, and which he
could not conceive how any human being, except himself, should
know. Still, I cannot believe in clairvoyance because the thing
is impossible." Not because the opportunities for observation
were too few, and the experiments needed repetition; but because
110 evidence would suffice. La Place, however, says: "it is exceedingly unpbilosophical to deny magnet 11henomena merely because tlley are inexplicable in the present state of our knowledge;"
and upon the above instance, Owen, in his Footjalla, observes :
" it is remarkable enough that in a matter liie this, usually
deemed to savour of imagination, the mathematician should
reprove the incredulity of the poet."

1
MIND AND BODY,

IT has been observed that the mental }lOwers, unlike the bodily,
do not suffer from the effects of time, but continue, as life advances, to enlarge and exalt themselves. Lord Brougham sa.rs ~
It ia an undoubted fact, and almost universally true, that the .Mind,
before extreme old age1 _becomes more sound, and is capable of greater
things, during nearly tnirty years of diminished bodily powers ; that in
most cases, it suffers no abatement of strength during ten years m<>re
of bodily decline ; that in many cases, a l'ew years more of bodily
decrepitude produoe no effect upon the mind ; and that in some .nstances its faculties remain blight to the l.llst, surviving almost toWly
the total extinction of the coryoreal endowments. It is oertain that. the
strength of the Body, it.s agility, its patience of fatigue, indeed, all its
qualities, decline from thirty at the latest ; and yet the mind is im·
proving rapidly from thirty to fifty; suffers little or no decline before
sixty ; and therefore, is better, when the body is enfeebled, at the nge
of fifty-eight or fifty-nine, than it was in the acme of the corporeal faculties thirty years before. It is equally certain that, while the body is
rapidly decaying, between sixty or sixty-three and seventy, the mind
suffers hardly any loss of strength in the generality of men ; that ::1en
continue to seventl.·five or seventy-six in the PQ88688ion of all their
mental powers, while few can then boast of more than the remains of
physical strength ; and instances are not wanting of persons who, between eighty or ninety, or even older, when the body can ~y be said
to live_. possess every faculty of the mind unimpaired.
We are authorised to conclude from these fMts, that unless some
unusual and violent accident interferes, such as a serious illness or a
violent contusion, the ordinary course of life presents the mind and the
body running couraes widely different, and in great part of the time in
opp<>!!ite directions : and this affords strong proof, both that the mind
Is mdependent of the body, and that it.s destruction in the period of its
eptire vigour is contrary to the analogy of nature.-Di1cour1~ of Natural
Tluology, pp. 119-121.

Dr. Cromwell gives as the leading doctrine of his work, that
Mind is no independent immaterial essence, but the most excellent
and exalted among the numerous alld varied phenomena of life.
"Though," says Mr. S~_>encer, "we commonly regard mental and
bodily life as d!stinct, ~t needs only to ascend somewha~ ~~?ave
the ordinary pomt of Vlew, to see that they are but subd!Vl810na
of life in general; and that a line of demarcation can be drawn
bet.ween tliem otherwise than arbitrarily." (Element 4 P~cllology,
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p. 349.) And if the oft-put question &gain follow, " Trltat is
life P " we repeat that it cannot be more closely defined than as
the expression by o~ration of the laws of the states, functiona,
and actions, by which an organism manifests itself to be alive."
MENTAL PROcESSES OF WHICH WE ARE UNCONSCIOUS.

It has long been our practice, in order to master a subject of
difficulty, to assemble the facts and reasonings, to weigh anu consider them thoroughly, and having done so, to take leave of the
matter until the next day, or for a short interval; when, on returning to it, we have, invariably, been the better able to master
the inquirr This result may, perhaps, be attributed to returning
to the subJect with a fresh eye and recruited brain; but this is
not precisely the explanation. In Sir Benjamin Brodie's Payckotogicat lnquiriea, we find it stated that a remarkable process takes
piace in the mind, which is independent of any direct act of volition ; "as if there were in the mind a princrple of order which
operates without our being at the time conscious of it." The
explanation is thus given in the First Dialogue :
Critu. It h88 often happened to me to have been occupied by a
particular subject of inquiry ; to have accumulated a store of facts connected with it ; but to have been able to proceed no further. Then,
after an interval of time, without any addition to my stock of knowledge,
I have found the obscurity and confusion in which the subject was
originally enveloped, to have cleared away ; the facts have seemed all
to have settled themselves in their right places, and their mutual relations to have become apparent, although I have not been sensible of
having made llny distinct effort for that purpose.
Eulw.lu.s. What you have now described has occurred repeatedly to
myself. It is certainly not very easy to comprehend the nature of this
mental operation. Is it that the subject every now and then comes
before us, and is considered without our recollecting it afterwards l-or
ia it, as a philosophical friend ':.39 suggested, that in the first inatance
we are perplexed by the multiplicity of facts presented to us, and that
a.fter an interval of time, those of less importance fade away, while the
memory retains those wh\ch are essential, in the subsequent arrangement or classifieation of which, being thus rendered more conspicuous,
there is no difficulty 1
Critu. The latter seems to be the more probable explanation of tho
two. At the same time, it must be admitted that they are not incompatible with each other.

Accordingly, as men possess this faculty- of keeping the attention fixed Qn a ~articular object until we have, as it were, looked
alt around it, wrU be the success of taking cognizance of relations
of which another mind has no perception. It is this, much more
than any difference in the abstract power of reasoning, which constitutes the vast difference whioh exists between the minds of
ilifferent individflllls. " I keep the subject/' said Sir Isaac
1l'
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Newton, "constantly before me, and wait until the first dawnings
open by little and little into a full ~ht." It was thus that, after
long meditation, he was led to the mvention of fluxions, and to
the anticipation of the modem discovery of the combustibility of
the diamol:ul.
THE VOLTAIC BATI'ERY, THE ELECTRIC EEL, AND THE
BRAIN OF MAN.

We boast of our Voltaic Battery ; but when we compare it
with the battery which Nature bas given to the electrical eel and
torpedo, bow insignificant are human operations compared with
those of the Architect of livin~ beings ! The stuilendous electrical eel exhibited some years smce at the Pol~techmc Institution,
when he sought to kill hiS prey, inclosed him m a circle ; then by
volition caused the voltaic force to be produced, and the hapless
creature was instantly killed. It would probably require ten
thousand artificial batteries to effect the same object, as the
creature was killed instanter on receiving the shock. As much,
however, as Smee's battery is inferior to that of the electric fish,
so is man superior to the same animal. Man is endowed with a
power of mind competent to appreciate the force of matter, and
IS thus enabled to make the battery. The eel can but use the
specific appamtus which nature has bestowed upon it.
If the lirain, (says Sir John Herschel,) be an electric pile constantly in action, it may be conceived to discharge itself at regular
intervals, when the tension of the electricity reaches a certain
point, along the nerves which communicate with the heart, and
thus excite the pulsation of that organ.
A GALVANISED HUMAN BODY.

The appearances produced by the agency of galvanism on the
human body are of the most frightful nature, and awaken horrible
fancies in the mind of the spectator : the eyes roll wildly, and the
countenance is distorted with ghastly gnns, whilst the limbs
move in forcible and convulsive actions. The most successful
effort to resuscitate by galvanism was that made on the body of
John White, who was executed for a murder at Louisville. The
body, after banging twenty-five minutes, was cut down, and whilst
yet warm, and even trembling, was subjected to the stimulus of
galvanism. The man suddenly rose from the bench to a sitting
posture, afterwards stood on his feet, opened his eyes, and gave a
terrific screech. His chest worked as if in res\'iration. One of
the surgeons .Present exclaimed that he was alive. On another
shock being gtven, he jumped up with a sudden bound, disengaged
himself frOm the wires, and ran into a comer of the roem.- He
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.frequently opened his eyes, and the breathing became so regular,
-that many addressed him, but he made no sign of understanding.
Nevertheless, by the assistance of a medical student, he took a
few steps on the floor, and seated himself in an arm-chair. He
seemed like a man intoxicated, and overcome with the exertion he
had made. Every efort was put in practice to egualise the circulation ; but congestion of the brain eventually came on, and
terminated his existence. A man named Clydesdale, who was
executed for murder at Glasgow, was also made the subject of a
similar experiment.-Harri.fon on tluJ Medical .A~pect1 of 1Jeat4.
CHANGES IN THE NERVOUS SYSTEM.

[,

Sir Benjamin Brodie considers it (1) very probable that the
Nervous Force is some modification of the force which produces
the phenomena of electricity and magnetism ; and he compares
the generation of it by the oxygenated blood on the grey substance of the brain and spinal chord, to the production of the
electric force by the action of the acid solution on the metallic
plates in the cells of a voltaic battery.
2. We know that the solid parts of the body are in a state of
perpetual change. There is a constant influx of new materials
supplied by the digestive orga.DS, and in other ways; and a corresponding efllu:x: of the old materials by means of the various
excretions, especially. by that of the kidneys. The brain itself
forms no exception to the general rule. We cannot otherwise
account for its growth in the early part of life, nor for the alterations in its structure which arise as the consequence of disease,
nor for those other ch~s which occur in extreme old age. The
mind preserves its identity, but there is no corresi>Onding identity
·of the corporeal organ With which it is associated ; and we may
even venture to assert that the brain of to-day is not precisely
and in all respects the same with the brain of yesterday, and that
it will not be the brain of to-morrow.
3. We cannot suppose that such deposition of new materials
and abstraction of ofd ones can be elected by mere mechanical
means, as you would take one brick from a building and substitute
another in its place. The elements of which the nervous system
is composed exist in the blood, but they mWit undergo a new
chemical combination before they can be incorporated with it;
and in like manner they must undergo a chemical change of an
O_Pposite kind before they can re-enter the current of the circulatlOn. The precise character of these chemical changes we have
no means of ascertaining; but whatever it. may, there is reason
to believe that it must be in proportion as the nervous system is
more or less exercised.
The nervous substance is dis:Tished from all the other tissu~s
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(with the excel!tion of the bones) by the very large proportion of
phosphorus which enters into its comyosition, amounting to 1·5
~rts in 100, and to as much as one-thirteenth of the solid matter
which remains after the evaporation of the wator; and that one
result of over exercise of the nervous system is the elimination
of an unusual quantity of salts containing phosphorus, by means
of the secretions of the kidneys. This fact was first observed by
Dr. Prout, who has given it as his opinion "that the llbospborus
in organized beings is in some measure connected with the nervous
tissues and nervous action."
Lastly, Sir Benjamin Brodie considers that even if we had
more perfect organs of sense, or more Jl6rfect microscopes,
we could trace exactly the changes which took place in the brain,
we should be just as far from identifying physical and mental
phenomena with each other as we are at present. The link
between them would still be wanting, and it would be as idle to
speculate on the nature of the relation between mind and matter,
as on the proximate cause of gravitation, or of magnetic attraction and repulsion.-&lected and .J.bridf!ed from Faycllowgical
I nfJUirie!.
Dr. Forbes Winslow has. thus sketched what may be termed
the ubiquitous existences of the Nervous System:
From the maggot that leaps from a nut as we crack it in onr
plate after dinner, and the caterpillar that eats up the leaves of
onr favourite convolvulus in the garden-from the fish that cleaves
the green, translucent wave, and the bird that wings the breeze
of incense-breathing morn-from the lion that roams the desert
wild, and the horse that tramps the battle field, or prances before
the lady's equipage-up to Man, the master of them all, there is
one all-pervridii!g Nervous System, progressively diminishing in a
downward scale of analytic exhaustion, till it ends in a mere
microscopic ~lobule of a brain, by which the~ all communicate
and hold thell" relative and inter-dependent eXlStences, according
to their various forms and needs, and types of organization,
function, growth, location, and pursuits.
WORKING OF THE BRAIN.

From several causes within medical experience, it would seem
that Motion of the Brain is, at least, coiiiCident with every mental
operation. Thus, "in a case rerrted by Dr. Pierquin, observed
by him in one of the hospitals o Montpellier in 1821, he saw, in
a female patient, part of whose skull bad been removed, the brain
motionless, and lying within the cranium, when she was in a
dreamless sleep ; in. motion, and protruding without the skull,
when she was agitated by dreams; more protruded in dreams reported by herself to be vivid; and still more so, when perfectly
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·awake, and especially if engaged in active thought or sprightly
oonversation."-Combe's 001Utitution ()/Man.
A British captain, whilst giving orders on the quarter-deck of
his ship at the Battle ~f the Nile, was struck on the head by a
shot, and immediately became senseless. He was taken home,
and removed to Greenwich Hospital, where for fifteen months he
evinced no sign of intelligence. He was then trephined, and
immediately upon the operation being performed, oonsciowmess
returned, and he immediately began 6usying himself to see the
orders carried out that he had given during the battle fifteen
months previously. The clockwork of the brain, u~aware that it
IJ.ad stopped, upon being set going again, pointed to the exact
minute at which it had left off. These sudden revivals of a lost
intelligence almost rival in their dramatic effect the effect of the
Prince's advent in the palace of the Sleeping Beauty, where at
the magic of a kiss, the mmates of the royal household, who IJ.ad
gone to sleep for a hundred years transfixed in their old attitudes,
leapt sudderily into life and motion, as though they IJ.ad only for a
moment slept.-Once a Week.
WHAT IS MEMORY 1

The eye, the ear, and the other organs of sense, are physical
instruments by means of which impressions are communicated
through the nerves to the brain. It does not, however, follow
that tile brain itself feels, or that it performs any other than a
subordinate office, conveying the impressions received from the
organs of sense to a superior principle in ·connexion with it.
Memory ia a recurrenc6 qf aematums, wkicll eziated formerly, produced b.11 the operation qf aome internal cllangea, after the causet,
§!/__ whick the first se11.8atiom wer6 excited, have ceased to exist.
When renewea, sensations are (with some rare exceptions,) fainter
and less distinct than those in which they originated. There is
also this difference between them, that the renewed sensations are
subject to the influence of volition, vanishing at once on the
slightest effort being made to direct the attention to anything
else; whereas, we have no such power over the impressions which
are made on our senses by the immediate presence of external
objl!tlts.
·
Notwithstanding these points of difference, it is plain that
memory is closely allied to sensation, and the resemblance between
the two orders of phenomena is so great as to justify the suspicion that the nervous system is instrumental in producing the
one as well as the other; while a multitude of facts show that
the suspicion is well founded. A blow on the head may destroy the memory altogether, or (which is more usual), it may
destroy it partially, or it may interrupt its exercise for a
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certain time, after which it may be gradually, or even sudderuy
restored. After fever, also, and some other bodily ailments, the
memory is not unfrequently impaired or lost. A blow on the head
which causes insen~nbility, generally aifeots the memory so fat
that when the patient has recovered from the state of insensibility,
he has no knowledge of the accident. (See page 69.) But in some
instances, the effect of a blow on the head 18 merely to disturb the
memory, the other functions being unimpaired.
It seems to be a legitimate conclusion, that impressions made
on the organs of sense, and transmitted to the brain, produce
some actual change in the minute organization of the latter; and
that this is subservient, and in our present state of existence,
essential to, the memory.
What the actual changes in the condition of the brain may be,
it is impossible for us to comprehend.
It is clearly not sufficient that an impression should be transmitted to the brain to be remembered. An act of the mind itself
is necessary for that Jlurpose; and that, as Dr. Hooke has observed,
is attention. It is oDly a small proportion of what we see, or hear,
or fee~ or imagine, tliat is not immediately forgotten, simply because there are very few of these things to which we pay more
than a momentary attention, while to many of them we pay no
attention at all. Now, attention implies volition ; that is, it is
that effort of volition by which an obJect, which would otherwise
have immediately passed away, is kept present to the mind during
a certain _period of time. Sensation and volition are the two
functions by means of which the mental principle is enabled to
maintain its communication with the extenial world. It is under
the influence of volition that the contraction of muscles takes
place for locomotion, speech, the pl'OOuring of food, and other
purposes, and that the torpedo diScharges his electric battery.
Here there is an impulse communicated from the mind to the
brain, and from hence to the nerves, and from these to other
organs, and producing a marked change in the condition of the
latter ; and apriori, there is no reason to doubt that the operation
of a similar cause may produce an equal change, though of another
kind, and more prominent in the minute structure of the brain
itself.
It appears probable that there is a special organ in the brain
for the purpose of memory, as well as for locomotion and speech.
But there our knowledge ends. At present, we must be content
to acknowledge that we know nothing as to the locality of the
function, nor of the minute changes of organization which are
connected with it.-From ~ir B. Brodie' I Paycllological l~tguiri11.
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HOW THE FUNCTION 0:1!' MEMORY TAKES PLACE.

Berzelius asks-Where, in the narrow emulsive mass of the
Brain lie those registers of the objects and occurrences of a man's
life ; those tablets which are the result of recitals or reading; the
numberless words of many languages understood by the same
individual; and the systems of facts belonging to the many
sciences which he understands, Where is all this knowle~
stored away ready for use P What part has the matter (the
water, the albumen, and the cerebral fat) in that sublime activity,
which, nevertheless, does not exist without it, and which, through
its least derangement, is altered, or entirely lost P
The method of transforming the valuation of time into space
by the rapid rotation of a ·cylinder rotating 1000 times in a second,
proposed by M. Fizeau, has been applied 'by M. Helmholtz to the
measurement of the rapidity of nervous impulse. In this way it
hall been found by experiments made with the utmost care,1. That sensations are transmitted to the brain with a rapidity of
about 180 feet per second, or at one-fifth the rate of sound ; and
this is nearly the same in all individuals. 2. The brain requires
one-tenth of a 1econd to transmit its orders to the nerves which
preside over voluntary motion; but this amount varies much in
dilferent individuals, and in the same individual at dift'erent times,
according to the disposition or the condition at the time, and is
more regular the more sustained the attention. 3. The time required to transmit an order to the muscles by the motor nerves is
nearly the same as that required by the nerves of sensation to
pass a sensation; moreover, it passes nearly one-hundredth of a
second before the muscles are put in motion. 4. The whole
operation requires one and a quarter to two-tenths of a second.
Consequently, when we speak of an active, ardent mind, or of one
that is slow, cold, or apathetic, it is not a mere figure of rhetoric.
-M. Ule, Rtmue Suiaae.
PERSISTENCE OF IMPRESSIONS.

There is reason to believe that tw idea whick ewr existed in tlte
•ind can be loaf. It may seem to ourselves to be gone, since we
have no power to recal it ; as is the case with the vast majority of
our thoughts. But numerous facts show that it needs orily some
c~ in our physical or intellectual condition to restore the longlost Impression. A woman-servBllt, for instance, twenty-four
years olil, who could neither read nor write, in the paroxysm of a
fever, commenced repeating, 11.uently ana pompously, passages of
Latin, Greek, and Hebrew ; and it afterwards appeared that, in
her early days a learned clergyman with whom she lived, had been
in the daily habit of walking through a portion of his house, that
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opened into the kitchen, and repeating aloud the very passages
which the servant uttered in her fever. This extraordinary state.
mentis made by Dr. E. Hitchcock, Boston, U.S,
Dr. Beattie tells of a gentleman who received a severe blow on.
the head, and completely lost for a time his knowledge of Greek.
but did not appear to have lost anything else. Dr. Gregory, again,
tells of a clergyman, who, while labouring under an affection of
the brain, could speak nothing but Hebrew, the language he had
part acquired. So, too, Dr. Prichard mentions a lady, who, after
a fit of apoplexy, could only speak French for a time, but after
that, recovered her knowledge of English. The most curious
instance, perhaps, is, however, that mentioned by Cuvier, in his
Lectures, of a person who for some weeks lost the power of pronouncing substantives, but could pronounce all his adjectives as
nsnal.•
That the brain constitute~~ IJ:ie material organ which is immediately subjected to the operation of the mind, is unquestionable.
The human brain consists of a congeries of matter so extensive
that its actual service has been computed to be equal to that of
the whole body. Phrenologists have long assigned to each part
of the brajn a separate office, and have estimated the capacity of
the mind by the relative quantities of the different portions of
that organ on wllich the,- suppose it to act; but in what way it
acts they have not explamed. If the distribution they have made
be well founded, it is obvious that a particular and distinctive part
of this organ must be the immediate subject of each mental operation; ann it may not be an unreasonable conjecture, that this
widely-extended surface is the part acted on.
·
Take, for example, one of the simJ?lest processes of the mind ;
the record it makes of the scenes whiCh are presented to us. If
an impression be made in early life, before the brain has been
overtasked, it is always easily revived :-latent it may be for
years, for many years ; but so far is it from becoming extinct that
some accidental occurrence, the mention of a person or incident
connected with it, immediately brings up the "(IICture of the past
in all its marked outlines, and with all its glowmg colours.
And it does more : it brings up a hundred other pictures which
have also lain in total obscurity, and which seem to have no
further connexion v;ith each other than the views that are in the
same portfolio. May we not suppose that the surface of certain
orF.s or parts of the brain constitute a living portfolio? The
obJects we look upon pass through that small but highly finished
telescope, the eye, and paint their image on the retina; the retina
does not retain the picture, but transmits it to the brain. Why
should not the next operation be that of engraving it on the surface of that part of the brain which is appropriated for its pre·
* The Critic, 1859.
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servation P and why should not the picture be actually indented on
the brain, there to remain until the final destruction of that
organ P How well does such a supposition correspond with the
mental operation P A scene is viewed,-is recollected for yeal'!l ;
-so vividly recollected, that we fancy the impression incapable
of being strengthened :-the scene is again visited, how well does
it corresl?ond with the ola impression, but for a time how much
more viVId is the picture! How indelible, as we have already
remarked, are the Impressions which are lnade in early life. when
the brain is unoccupied ! How evanescent are those which are
made when eTery part is crowded with impressions-when the
same ground has been occupied and re-occup1ed, until a confused
blending takes place, and the outlinee are too faint to be accurate!~
retained, even for a short period, if thev pass not away beyon<.
the da.wn or our earthly consciousness. •
VALUE OF ME:MORY.-REGISTRATION.

To estimate the value of Memory in regulating our proceedings,
we should compare examples of powerful memories with other
instances in whiCh the facUlty is lost. Mr. Smee relates a case of
a poor fellow who could not tell what he had done the day before,
or even on the morning he was examined ; and he would, in a few
minutes, totally forget anything that was told him. Where
memory is lost, all the properties of the mind dependent upon it
are also lost. 'i'he man without memory cannot compare a present event with a past event, or judge in anv way of the difference.
He cannot exercise the powel'!l of reflection· or imagination, and is
said to be fatuous or foolish,-a state which destroys all that
ennobles the man, and lowers him almost to the condition of p
plant.
·
From various facts we know that memory entirely depends
upon organization, which is the word used for mechanism contrived by the Infinite Cause. :J.t is, therefore, a physical property
arising from that mechanism. It ultimately resolves itself into
an action, determined b:y some previous impression on the body,
and as such, can be obtamed by human contrivances. Now, here
a difficulty ensues ; for if you pass a voltaic current through a
solution, and so alter it that it ever afterwards shows that phenomenon, you obtain the same eft'ect which is produced in the brain
by memory.
Mere registration may be imitated by mechanical means. At
the Bank of England there are many presses for printing Banknotes ; and every time the press acts, a communication is made to
a series of num bel'!l, and the event is registered ; and the clerk
who sits in an adjoining apartment, has only to look to the numbers, when he can tellliow many times the pressm~ at any
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given moment of the day. This, however, is an instance of
registration, not of memory. Memory involves a new tendenc.r
to act, while registration is a passive result; and we thus find
that registration may exist Without memory, although memory
cannot act without registration.
·
Memory is a v.roperty of the mind of extreme importance. It
is the baSis of 1ts other more noble qualities ; and, as man possesses it, we must admit that it reqmres a mechanism so extensive as only to be exemplified in the glorious works of God.*
Nothing so strengthens memory as the exercise of it. We have
heard of persons losing their powers of memory by the use of a
Ready Reckoner, instead of exercising their own. calculation.
Mason, in his Treatise on &lf-!cttowledge, says : "Recur to the help
of a common-place book, according to Mr. Locke's method, and
review it once a-year. But take care that by confiding to/our
minutes or memorial a:~lou do not excuse the labour o the
memory ; which is one · vantage attending this method."
DECAY OF MEMORY.

In old age, tl!.e Brain loses its power to receh·e new images, to
restore bygone impressious, to connect difi'erent images, or to
apply general laws to specific instances. That which ennobles
the man has passed away : the outward form remains, but the
inward structure has lost its power to act. Childhood again
ensues-not to acquire new ideas, but to forget those before implanted. All that is beautiful and desirable in this world has
passed away ;-the brain has lost its power-the mind ceasesthe very existence of the man is unknown to himself, till death
gives nse to a new life, and discloses that new and glorious state
m which our organization teaches us that man will be immaterial
and immortal.t
Mr. Stewart conceives, (says the Rev. Sydney- Smith,) and, as
it appears to me, with great justice-that the decay of memory
obse"able in old men, proceeds as frequently from the very little
interest they take in what is passinll' aronnd them, as in any bodily
decay by which their powers of mmd are weakened:-" In so far
as tliis decay of memory, which old age brings along with it, is a
necessary cousequence of a physical cliange in the constitution, or
a necessary consequence of a diminution of sensibility, it is the
part of a wise man to submit cheerfully to the lot of his nature.
But it is not uureasonable to think that something may be done
by our own efforts to obviste the inconveniences which commonly
result from it."
Sir Benjamin Brodie observes upon_ this point: "It is worthy
of notice that. while in old age the recent impressious on the

* Smee, on l'llll:iMt and IUalon.
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memory are evanescent, it is quite otherwise as to those which
were made formerly ; and hence it is that the old man, whose
mind wanders when he speaks of what has happened to-day or
yesterday, maybe quite clear and coherent when he goes back to
the scenes of his early life ; and that it is on these especially that
he loves to dwell during the day, while they form almost the
entire subject of his dreams at night. At the same time, my own
observations lead me to believe that the failure of the mind in old
age is often more apparent than real. The old man is not stimulated by ambition, as when he felt that he might have many years
of life before him. He has, probably, withdrawn from his former
pursuits, and has substituted no others for them ; and we know
that the mind as well as the body requires constant exercise to
maintain it in a healthy state. Where it is still occupied we
frequently find it to survive the decay of the body, retaining its
energy and vigour even to the last."
INTUITIONS.

Animals carry out certain designs, which we infer to originate
in their organization, because we observe, that, under all circumstances, the same species conduct their operations in a similar
manner. Now, Man does not conduct any ordinary operation by
instinct, but is ~ded by a knowledge of the properties of matter
to obtain any g~ven resUlt.
Nevertheless, certain ideas are posseseed in common by all
mankind ; and under all circumstances, in every clime and re~on
of the world are held both by educated men and savages. Vanous
combinations of ideas give us other higher ideas. Thus, the ideas
of/ersonality and infinity give us the idea of the soul; pleasure
an infinit,-, of g<>od; pain and infinity, of evil; cause and infinity,
of God; tune and infinity, of eternity; infinity, pleasure, and time,
of heaven; infinity, pain, and time, of hell. Personality, and all
the units of sensation, give us the idea of the body; personality,
infinity, and time, of immortality; personality, and other totalities
of senses, give us the idea of the mind; thought and infinity, of
S{lirit; lastly, action, infinity, and pleasure, give us the idea of
virtue ; action, infinity, and pain, of vice.
Thus, we perceive that we know, from the very organization of
our bodies, that we are immortal ;-that God exiSts ;-that there
is vice and virtue,-a heaven and a hell. It is not in our power
to define these ideas; and if we attempt to descend to particulars
upon these mental conce_Ptions, very different specific ideas are
attached to the same pomt. That which is infinite must not, be
limited ;-time must not be confounded with eternity, matter
with space, the body with the soul, or material creations with

God.
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Man:r of these intuitive ideas cannot be deduced from the
exterruil world by any eft'ort of reason. For instance, man knows
that all mankind are mortal, but cannot deduce from experience
that man has an immortal soul. It is, in like manner, impossible
to prove by reason the existence of heaven and hell, of virtue and
vice. But when man obse"es the insect deposit its egg blindly,
to produce an offspring which it can never see, but which, nevertheless, comes to life and eats food which has been instinctively
supplied 'by its parent; when man observes the bird to build its
nest upon prinmples which never fail,-can he suppose that when
he himself aims at attaining a future reward in heaven, which be
intuitively believes, that he will be deceived P Can be believe
that these ideas have been implanted in him as a mockery of
Providence P and can he doubt the reality of his soul, and that
bis soul will live for ever P
WHAT IS GENIUS 1

From several pages of facts bearing on the faculty of attention,
in Sir William Hami.l.ton's Lecture1 on Metapnyaicl, we select the
following illustrations :
To one who COV'{Ilimented Sir Isaac Newton on his genius, he
replied, that if he .nad made any discoveries it was owing more to
patient attention than to any other talent. There is but little
analogy between mathematics and play-acting; but I heard the
great .Mrs. Siddons, in nearl:y the same language, attribute the
whole SUJ!eriority of her unnvalled talent to the more intense
study which she bestowed on her parts ..•. "Genius," says
Helvetius, "is nothing but a continued attention." "Genius,"
says Buft'on, "is. only a protracted patience." "In the exact
smences at least,"·says Cuvier, ''it is the patience of a sound intellect, when invincible, which truly constitutes genius." And
Chesterfield has also observed, that "the power of a,Pplying an
attention, steady and undissipated, to a single object, 18 the sure
mark of a superior l{enius."
Mr. Disraeli has, m his Coningaby, this striking page:
"Genius, when youn~;r, is divine .. Why, the greatest captains of
ancient and modern ttmes both oonquered Italy at twenty-five I
Youth, extreme youth, overthrew the Persian empire. Don John of
Austria won Lepanto at twenty-five-the greatest battle of modern
time; had it not been for the jealousy of Philip, the next year he would
hnve been Emperor of Mauritania. Gaston de Foix was only twentytwo when he stood a victor on the plain of Ravenna. Every one remembers Cond.S and Rocroy at the same age. Gustavus Adolphus died
at thirty-eight. Look at his oaptains-that wonderful Duke of Weimar,
only thirty-six when he died. Baner himself, after all his miracle.,, died
at forty.ftve. Cortes was litt.le more than thirty when he gazed upon
the golden cupolas of Mexico. When Maurice of Saxony died at
thirty-two all Europeackpowledged the loss of the greatest captain and
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the profoundest statesman of the age. Then there is Nelson, Clive; but
these are warriors, and perhaps you may think there are greater things
than war. I do not. I worship the Lord of Hosts. But take the most
illustrious achievements of civil prudence. Innocent III., the greate!lt
of the popes, was the despot of Christendom at thirty-seven. John de
Medici was a card.inal. at fifteen, and, Guicciardini tells us, baftled with
his craft Ferdinand of Aragon himself. He was Pope as Leo X. at
thirty-seven. Luther robbed even him of his richest province at thirtyfive. Take Ignatius Loyola and John Wesley-they worked with young
. brains. Ignatius was only thirty when he made his pilgrimage and
wrote the Spiritual Ezercilu. PasCI\1 wrote a great work at sixteen
(the greatest of Frenchmen), and died at thirty-seyen. Ah, that fatal
thirty-seven I which remindS me of Byron-greater even as a man than
a writer. Was it experience that guided the pencil of Raphael when
he painted the palaces of Rome 1 He died at thirty-seven. Richelieu
was secretary of state at thirty-one. Well, then, there are Bolingbroke
and Pitt, both ministers before other men leave oft' cricket. Grotius
was in practice at seventeen, and attorney,general at twenty-four.. And
Acquaviva-Acquaviva was General of the Jesuits, ruled every cabinet
in Europe, and colonised America, before he was thirty-seven. What
a career I the secret sway of Europe I Thai was indeed a position I
But it is needless to multiply instances. The history of heroes is the
history of youth.
·

:MENTAL ABSTRACTION.

In some persons the power of abstraction almost degenerates
into a habit akin to disease .... Archimedes was so absorbed in a
geometrical meditation that he was first aware of the storming of
Syracuse by his own death-wound. Joseph Sc~r, the most
learned of men, when a Prot.!Jstant student at Pans, was so engrossed in the study of H\,mer, that he became aware of the
Massacre of St. Bartholomew and of his own escape only on the
day subsequent to the catastrophe. The philosopher Carneades
was liable to fits of meditation so profound, that to prevent him
sinking from inanition, his maid found it necessary to feed him
like a child. Newton sometimes forgot to dine. Cardan, one of
the most illustrious of philosophers and mathematicians, was once
upon a journey so lost m thought, that he forgot both his way and
the object of his journey. 'l'o the questions of his driver whither
he should proceed he; made no answer; and, when he came to
himself at nightfall, he was surprised to find the carriage at a
standstill, and directly under a gallows. The mathematician Vieta
was sometimes so buried in meditation, that for hours he bore
more resemblance to a dead person than to a liv~. On the day
of his marriage, the great Budreus forgot everythmg in his J.>hilological speculations; and he was only awakened to the aft'a1rs of
the external world by a tardy embassy from the marriage-party,
who found him absoibed in the composition of his Commentarii.-

Sir William Hamilton's Lectures.
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El'FICT OF EMOTION ON THE INTELLECT,

In a clever paper, on the Pllfliology of Lawgltter, in Ma~illa•'•
Magazine for March, 1860, it JS remarked:
All know how generally it haJ)pens that a lar!1:e amount of emotion
disturbs the action of the intellect, and greatfy interferes with the
power of exJ?ression. A speech delivered with great facility to tables
and chairs, lB by no means so ellllily delivered to om audience. And
every schoolboy can testify that his trepidation, when standing before
a master, has often disabled him from repeating a lesson which he had
duly learnt. In explanation of this we commonly say that the attention
is distracted-that the proper train of ideas is broken by the intrusion
of ideas that are irrelevant. But the question is, in what manner unusual emotion produces this effect; and we are here supplied with a
tolerably obvious answer. The repetition of a lesson or set speech pre·
viously thought out, impli61 the flow of a very moderate amount of
nervous excitement through a comparatively narrow channel. The
thing to be done is simply to call up in a given sucoession certain previously arranged ideas--a process in which no great amount of mental
energy is expended. Hence when there is a large quantity of emotion,
which must be discharged in some direction or other, and when, as
usually happens, the restricted series of intellectual actions to be gone
through does not suffice to carry it off, there result discharges along
other channels beoddes the one prescribed; that is to say, there are
aroused various ideas foreign to the tnl.in of thought to be pursued, and
these tend to exclude from con8ciousness those which should occupy it.
And now, observe the meaning of those bodily actions spontaneously
set up under these circumstances. The schoolboy saying his lesson
commonly has his fingers actively engaged-perhaps in twisting about
a broken pen, or perhaps in squeezing the angle of his jacket.; and if
he is forbidden thus to occupy his hands, he soon again falls into the
same or a similar trick. Many anecdotes are current of public speakers
having incurable automatic actions of this class ; barristers who perpetually wound and unwound a piece of tape ; members of Parliament
ever putting on and taking off their spectacles. So long as such movements are unconscious they facilitate the mental actions. At least this
seems a fair inference from the fact that confusion frequently results
from putting a stop to them; witness the case na.r'rated by Sir Walter
Scott of his schoolfellow, who became unable to say his lesson after the
removal of the waistcoat-button that he habitually fingered while in
class. But why do they facilitate the mental actions 1 Clearly because
they draw off a portion of the surplus nervous excitement. If, as above
explained, the quantity of mental energy is greater than can find
vent along the narrow channel of thought that is open to it; and if, in
consequence, it is apt to produce confusion by rushing into other
channels of thought; then by allowing it an exit through the motor
nerves into the muscular system, the pressure is diminished, and irrelevant ideas are less likely to intrude upon consciousness.

· Instantaneous impressions are very deceptive. A visitor to the
Polytechnic Institution-a person of quick temperament-inadvertently placed his hand upon the head of one of the stuft'ed
tigers in tlie lr&llery of the Iristitutio.n. The affrighted ~ntleman
turned quickfy round, and started With horror : alllu tt~~lofll, he
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thought the tiger alive, an impression which another instant enabled him to correct.
The same susceptible person, whilst w~ through one of the
least frequented portions of Covent Garden ltarket was followed
by a famished dog; at the imtant, he took from his pouch a
penny, which he offered to the miserable animal. Here was the
same emotion at work, which would have led him to relieve a
starving man; if this was madness, there was some method in it.
MELANCHOLY OR POETIC FEELING.

\

Hypochondriacal feelings are, no doubt, in a great measure,
connected with constitution or temperament. Melancholy is much
more common than is generally conceived, and may be, perhaps,
in some degree inseparable from a mind which highly appreciates
the beautifUl, has quick s,rmpathies with all around, and a thoU!!htful regard to the possibilities and even probabilities of a changmg
world. On this account it has always been considered by the
poets as a poetic feeling. Ben Jonson alludes to this notion,
with respect to melancholy, as an accompaniment of sensibility,
in his E"ety Man in Ilia Humour:
Stephen. Ay1 trulv, sir, I am mightily given to melancholy.
M atlltew. Oil I it~s only fine humour, sir; your true mela.nclioly
breeds lour perfect wine wit, sir. I am melancholy myself divers
times, s1r; and then do I no more but take pen and paper preseutly,
~d overflow your half a score or a dozen of sonnets at a sitting.-Act

-m. sc.l.

Again, Stephen says, in Act 1, "I will be more proud and
melancholy, and gentfemanlike than I have been."
Sir Walter Scott, in his "Diary," (May, 1827,) says:
Imagination renders us the victim of oooasional low spirits. All be·
longing to this gifted, as it is called, but often unhappy class, must
have felt, but for the dictates of religion, or the natural recoil of the
mind from the idea of dissolution, there have been times when they
would have been willing to throw away life, as a child does a broken
toy. I am sure I know one who has often felt so.

In a letter to his daughter·in-law, Sir Walter says of Mathews,
the comedian : "It is very odd-he is often subject to fits of
melancholy."
A disposition to melancholy (says Mr. Harrison,) is by no
means, as might first be imagined, necessarily indicated by a staid
and grave deportment. In a large proportion of instance~, it is
even coupled with an exuberance of spirits, which· would seem to
promise a perpetual sunshine of cheerfulness. The mind, however, which is alive to joy, is also, and perhaps equally, alive toaorrow; and often passes_ by quick transition from the one to
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the other. Lord Byron, in his Corsair, touches upon this peculiarity of mind :
Strange though it seem, yet with extremest grief
h linked a mirth,-it doth not bring relief.
The playfulness of sorrow ne'er ~es,
And smiles in bittemess,-but still it smiles.

Dr. Currie describes Bums, notwithstanding the gaiety of his
writings, as constitutionally a melancholy man, and subject "to
those depressions of mind, which are perhaps not wholly separable from the sensibility of ~enius, but which, in him, rose to an
uncommon degree." .... " :Such a disposition is far from being
at variance with social enjoyments. Those who have studied the
affinities of mind, know tliat a melancholy of this description after
a while seeks relief in the endearments of society, and that it has
no distant connexion .with the :dow of cheerfulness, or even the
extravagance of mirth."
Mr. Liston, the celebrated comedian, the first sight of whom
was wont to set the audience in a roar, is said to have been a
melancholy man. This is not strictly correct. He, however, did
really imagine he could he a tr~~~Pc actor; and there were, undoubtedly, touches of pathos occasiOnally in his acting that seldom
failed to draw tears from feeling hearts: his suocess was in great
part the result of thought and study. He went into society but
little; his attention to religion was marked by devout sincerity,
and his knowledge of the Scriptures was very extensive.
Another phase of melancholy-that peculiar to youth,-may be
noticed here. The Rev. Dr. 'l'emple, Head Master of Rugby
School, in his admirable Essav on the Education of the 1fTorld,
observes:-" Young men are t'rone to extreme melancholy, even
to disgust with life. A young preacher will preach upon a111ictions
much more often than an old one. A young poet will write more
sadly. A young philosopher will moralize more gloomily. And
this seems unreal sentiment, and is smiled at in after years. But
it is real at the time ; and perhaps is nearer the truth 'at all times
than the contentedness of those who ridicule it. Youth, in fact,
feels everything more keenly ; and as far as the keenness of
feeling contributes to its truth, the feeling, whether it is pain or
pleasure, is so much the truer."
GAY MELANCHOLY.

The history of Madge Wildfire, previous to her derangement, is
well known to the leg_~on of readers of Sir Walter Scott's Heart
of Midlotkian. Illicit love and its consequences, in a character of
low extraction, whose beauty raised her above her station, were
the predisposing causes of her malady. Her personal charms
appear to have attracted much attention, and a considerable
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degree of vanity and self-love formed a prominent feature in her
character. The ruling passion of her mind runs through the
whole of her history when insane, and stamps all its workings
with a peculiar feature. Facts teach us that persons in whom
vanitl or amour-propre forms a predominating part of the disposi·
tion, if aftlicted with insanity, from whatever cause it may arise, have
the ideas of health renewed in a modified and exalted form in
the state of disease ; and, as the tenor of the mind when awake,
determines in a great measure the nature of our dreams, so does
the stamp of the sane intellect throw the hue of its colouring
over the imagination of the insane. 'l'he vain are apt, in this con·
dition, to imagine themselves queens and princesses, and are more
~eedy of admiration than ambitious of power. 'l'his turn of the
msane mind is peculiar to females. It is well exe'llplifi.ed in
some of Madge's ditties :
I'm Madge of the country, I'm Madge of the town,
I'm Madge of the lad I'm blithest to own ;
The lady of Beaver in diamonds may shine,
But has not a heart half so happy as mine.
I'm queen of the wake, and I'm lady of May,
And I head the blithe ring round the May-pole to-day ;
The wild-ftre that dances so fair and so free,
Was never so bright or so bonnie as me.

Bred at a distance from the Court, and in an obscure village, the
imagination of Madge wonderfully adapts itself to the circum·
stances of her previous life. Bad sho been accustomed to society
of a higher order, she would probably have fancied herself a royal
queen; but the fancy having no materials of this kind to work
upon, she exalts herself to that dig:rity which, in rural sport, is
generally awarded to the most beautlful.
The death.bed of this sufferer is one of the most feeling
scenes ever sketched. In the most violent and perfect maniacs,
alarming disease very commonly partially or completely restores
the mental facult.ies : the body acts by way of revulsion upon the
mind, and the disorder appears to be removed from one by the
action of disease in another. Most commonly this return of consciousness is rather an unsteady twinkling than 11 fixed and brilliant
light. 'l'he mind seizes ideas which it fancies are not new, and
looks upon objects in a truer light. The causes of its observa·
tion become apparent; and however gay the paroxysms of the
disorder may have been, there is frequently a tinge of profound
melancholy attends these periods of mental health, especially
when the occasion of its overthrow has been crime or great mis
fortune. When these periods immediately precede dissolution, as
theY. frequently do, there is always an instructive "persuasion"
of 1ts approach. The maniac is aware that his troubles are past,
that his toils are at R'l end, that his grief and his gaiety, the
G
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troubles of his spirit, and the wande~ of his imagination, will
all sleeJl the sleei> that knows no wakmg. • All the wande~
of Madge's ,P.Ill'tililly restored mind upon her sickbed centre m
her approaching death, and the whole of the portions of old
ballads, collectea in her roving life, bear upon thiS point :
Our work is over, over now :The l!ood man wipes his weary brow,
The l:&st long wain winds slowly away, '
And we are free to sport and play ;
The night comes on when sets the sun,
And labour ends when day is done ;
When autumn's gone and winter's come
We hold our jolly harvest home.

Again, in a strain of a dift'erent character :
When the fight of grace is fought,
When the marriage crest is wrought,
When faith hath chased cold doubt a-y,
And hope but sickens at delay.
When charity, imprison'd here,
Longs for a more extended sphere ;
Doff thy robes of sin and clay,
Christian, rise t and come away.

The next snatches are extremely pathetic, and indicate a
greater degree of consciousness than was exhibited by the former.
Memory assumes more power, and the poor maniac looking back
with sorrow and shame at the crimes and misfortunes of her past
life, and her once happy home, contrasts it with her present
situation as an outcast on the bed of charity; and prophecies
that an evil and sudden termination of existence must attend the
author of all her miseries :
Cold is my bed, Lord Archibald,
And sad my sleep of sorrow ;
But thine shall be as sad and cold,
My feJse true love, to-morrow.
And weep ye not, my maidens free,
Tho' death your mistress borrow:
For he for whom I die to-day
Shall die for me to-morrow.
• "It is rare," (says Foville ) "that the insane die in a state of
mentalahenation : they generally fall victims to some bodily disorder,
and the mind recovers, in some llleasure, its sanity before dissolution.
Even where the most complete fatuity bas been produced by long con·
tinued mental derangement, an unsteady glimmering of reason occasionally returns. The intellect appears to approach once more the
throne of reason, to linger about the scenes in which she once delighted,
and to recal for once more, and but for a moment, ideas which she once
possessed, and which she is about to part with for ever." How true is
our author's chara.cter to nature t
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, Her last words relate to her buria.l, which a strauge mixture of
ideas confuses with a wedding:
Tell me, thou bonnie bird,
When shall I marry thee !
When six braw gentlemen
Kirkward shall carry ye.
Who makes the bridal bed!
Birdie, say truly !
Tbe grey-headed sexton,
That delves the grave truly_
Tbe glow-worm o'er grave stone,
Shall light there steady,
Tbe owl, from the steeple, sing
Welcome, proud lady l

Such is au example illustrating the im~nations of that form
of mental derangement termed mania mitu, amerwmatJia, or gay
melancholy.-The Analyst, 1837.
INSANE IMPULSES.

Mr. Harrison speaks of these peculiar states of miB.d. which
attend certain peculiarities of temperament, and though not incompatible with mental sanity, are yet to be considered as
bordering upon derangement. These strange sensations are not
common to everybody, and are far more frequent or powerful in
the imaginative and eccentric, than in others.
Amongst this class of feelings may be placed the disposition
which is sometimes manifested liy those who stand on preci}litous
cliffs to throw themselves over; or when standing on the brink
of deep water, to plunge into it ; although such impulses are
dreaded by the very persons who indulge them.
Shakspeare alludes to such a feeling, in Hamlet, when he is
cautioned by Horatio not to follow the Ghost :
What if it tempt you towards the flood, my lord,
Or to the dreadful summit of the cliff
That beetles o'er his base into the sea ;
And there MSume some other horrible form,
Which might deprive your 86VQf&ignty of reason,
And drafiJ you into madneu I Think of it,Tbe very place puts toys of desperation,
Without more motive, into every brain,
That looks so many fathoms to the - ,
And hears it roar beneath.

Mr. Harrison considers under this head the oases of suicide
•hich seem to have been su~gested by the contem}llation of
frightful precipices, lofty buildings, deadly J.lOisons, or ilangerous
weapons. The same kind of feeliug sometliDes urges persons to
contemplate seenes of suffering and distress, which are painful to
·a 2
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he witnessed, or impels them on to acts which they at the time
dread.
There are feelings sometimes which are contradictory in their
nature and objects. The mind is strangely perplexed in a war of
emotions, which are cherished while tliey are painful. Actions
are not always dictated by the simple feelings which seem to have
given them birth. How many persecuting spirits have wept for
those they have persecuted [ There are those whose feelings
of mercy and forgiveness have struggled hard, and yet yielded
to pride and an ignoble revenge. Such contradictory feehngs do
indeed partake of an insane character, and there is a fine signifielPlce m the words of the poet :
That to be wroth with those we love,
Doth work like madness in the brain.

Such states of mind should be at once deprecated as unhealthy
and insane feelings; since the proper control of the mind, which
constitutes virtue, is in reality the most conducive to a sound
understanding.
Goethe speaks of an evil disposition of mind. which often misleads us so far as to make us :fin.d a pleasure in tormenting those
whom we love. He tells us how he abused the fondness of a
young female by tyrannical and arbithry caprices; and secure of
her affection, vented on her all the ill humour caused by the failure
of his poetical essays, and everything else that occurred to vex
him. He poisoned iill. her best days by woundless and unworthy
jealousies; she long endured all tb.ese folhes with angelic patience;
but he had the cruelty to tire it out. (See Goethe's Characteristic&.)
Hazlitt observes, m his acute Ckaracteristic8, tilat men often
take a perverse del~ht in acting, not ODI.y contrary to reason, but
, in opposition to then own inclination.
KEEP THE BRAIN FALLOW IN CHILDHOOD.

Mr. Art:hur Helps makes the following suggestive remarks upon
what may be termed the forcing system of early education:
When we are considering the health of children, it is imperative not

to omit the importance of keeping. their brains fallow, as it were, for
several of the first years of their existence. ·rhe mischief perpetrated
by a contrary course, in the shape of bad health, peevish temper, and
developed vanity, is incalculable. Some· infant prodigy, .which is a
standard of mischief throughout its neighbourhood, misleads them.
But parents may be assured that this early work is not, by any means,
all gain, even in the way of work. I suspect it is a 10&1 : &nd that
children who begin their education late, as it wowd be called, will
'I"!Lpidly overtske those who have been in harness long before them.
And what advantage can it be that a child knows more at six years old
than ;ts compeers, especially if this is to be gained by a sacrifice of
health, which may never be regained I There may be some excuse for
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this ee.rly book-work in the case of those children ·who are to live by
manual la.bour. It is worth while perhaps to run the risk of some
physical injury to them, having only their early years in which we can
teach them book-knowledge. The chance of mischief too will be less,
being more likely to be counteracted by their after life. But for a child
who is to be at book-work for the first twenty-one years .of its life,
what folly it is to exhaust in the least its mental energy, which, after
all, is its surest implement I

Sir Henry Holland, in his book on Mental Phyaiolog!/, has the
following passage bearing upon this intellectual exhaustion:
It is a fact well attested by experience, that the memory may be
seriously injured by pressing upon it too hardly and oontinuousfy in
early life. Whatever theory we hold as to this great function of our
nature, it is certain that its powers are only gradually developed ; and
that if forced into premature exercise, they are impaired by the effort.
This is a maxim, indeed, of general import, applying to the oonditior
and culture of every faculty of body and mind ; but singularly to the
one we are now considering, which forms in one sense the foundation of
intellectual life. A regulated exercise, short of fatigue, is improving to
it, but we are bound to refrain from goading it by constant and la.boriou~ efti>rts in early life, and before the instrument is strengthened to its
work, or it decays under our hands.

:PERVERTED REASON.

In all cases of perverted reason, (says Mr. Smefl,*) there appears
to be an irregular action of the brain, analogous to the irregular
action of machine!J'. If a steam-engine be subjected to the
undue stimulus of heat, it will, like the overstimulated man,
exhibit _i~creased action; and i! to? much P?Wer were ~ppli~d to
-the stnkmg part of a clock, 1t IDight contmue to stnke, rodependently of a corresponding action in the other parts of the
machinery. So with contrivances for ascertaining force; as a
mere spider's cord might materially interfere with the correct
action of the vertical force of the magnetic needle, which is said
by Professor A.iry, to appreoiate the one-ten-millionth part of a
grain. With all pieces of human mechanism we thus find that
proper care must be .taken that they act correctly. 'l'he elaborate
mechanism of the brain, formed by nature, requires that its action
should be conducted upon the laws of the Creator. Whoever
ventures to set at nouglit these laws will most assuredly fall into
the erron and delusions or pervert-ed reason.
WHAT IS MADNESS ?

Madness, like sense, admits of no adequate definition; no one
set of words will include all its grades and varieties. Some of
the existent definition& of insanity would let loose half the in- .
mates of Bedlam, while others are wide enough to place nine* In his popnlar wotlt On Imtinct and Recuon.
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tenths of the world in strait-jacket~. The vulgar error COllllists
in believing the powers of the mind to be deltroyed by the malady;
but general disturbance of the intellect is only one form. The
aberration may be confined to a few objects or trains of ideas ;
sometimes the feBlings, passions, and even instincts of our nature
may assume an undue ascendancy over a mind not disjointed, bu~
warped, urging it with resistless force to the commission of forbidden deeds, and to form the most consistent plans for their
accomplishment.-Quarler/y Review.
In a lecture delivered at the Royal Institution, Dr. Conolly, of the
Hanwell Lunatic Asylum, speaking of the moral treatment of the
insane, stated as the result of tbe experience of his whole life, that distorted views on religious subjects are the cause of at least two-thirds of
the cases of mania in women, especially those belonging to the upper
classes. Touching with all reverence on the proper study of religious
books, Dr. Conolly lamented that morbid brooding over subjects of
theology and points of doctrme, is such a fruitful cause of mental diseases : and he remarked, that of all tbrms of insanity, religious monomania is the one most prone to lead its unfortunate po<i88880r to th8
oommission of suicide.

Among the most frequent sources of mental derangement are
the mind breaking down under some sudden afHiction; or its more
w-adually yielding to the apprehension of poverty, especially when
1t rna! arise from the misconduct of the individual; while, on the
other hand, the unexpected acquisition of wealth, and overweening
vanity and pride, overturn even a strong mind.
lNTELLECTUALITY AND INSANITY.

The division between the intellectual and insane portion of
mankind is by no means so broad as it appears on a cursory
examination. There are minor aberrations of the mind, which do
not come within the limits of actual madness ; nor is real insanity
so far dissevered from the more healthy operations of the mind as
to be. altogether incompatible with intermissions of extraordinary
brightness. Dryden bas sung with nervous truth :
Great wits are sure to madness near allied,
And thin partitions do their bounds divide.

And, in the masterly satire whence these lines are quoted, how
truly are insane workings portrayed in the character of "the
false Achitopel : "
A fiery soul, which, working out its way,
Fretted the pigmy body to decay,
And o'er inform' d the tenements of clay. •
• Absolom and Achitopel: This character ofShaftesbury, (Achitopel,)
is drawn with as much truth as power. He hated a calm, lived all his
life in intrigues, and in his sixty-seoond year his "fiery soul " wore out
'his amall and fragile body. A curious parallel to these famous lines
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Mr. Harrison observes: • "It is well known that many of our
eminent writers, ll_tpecially those of an imaginative kind, were
h~ochondriacs. The unfortunate Cowper and Collins were of
this class; and Chatterton and Haydon, it will be remembered,
destroyed themselves under its influence. The Rev. Robert Hall
had periods of actual insanity, and the elegant Charles Lamb
probably escape<! from his sister's fate only by the necessities of
his position. Whitbread, Romilly, Londonderry, and Calcraft,
put an end to their own existences ; but the list is too great to
particularize, and it is enough to know, that learning and genius
are not removed from the worst of human calamities."
How tenderly has Johnson spoken of the aflliction of Collins,
in his letters to Joseph Warton.
" But how little can we venture to exult in any intellootual powers
or literary. attainments when we consider the condition of poor Collins.
I knew him a few years ago, full of hopes and full of projects, versed in
many languages, high in fancy, and strong in retention. This busy
and forcible mind is now under the government of those who lately
would not have been able to comprehend the least and most narrow of
its designs."
"The motalists all talk of the uncertainty of fortune, and the transitoriness of beauty ; but it is yet more dreadful to consider that the
powers of the mind are equally liable to change, that understanding
may make its appearance and depart, that it may blaze and expire."

To the list of sufferers must be added Robert Southey, who,
in early life, professed a democratic and half-deistical creed : his
overtasked men.W faculties gave way, and he sank into a condition which gradually became one of deeper unconsciousness, in
which state he died, after four years' suffering. The poet Moore,
for the last three years of his life, was afD.icted with a softening
of the brain, which reduced him to a state of mental incapacity,
though without pain.
Tlie fate of Swift is well known; but even before the period
at which his mind gave way, it is too probable that he inwardly
laboured under a mental infirmity which, in itself, might be nearly
allied to his genius. His own account of the source of his affiiction is curious. In a letter to Lord Bo~broke, Swift says :
"I remember when I was a little boy, I felt a great :fish at the
end of my line, which I drew up almost on the ground, but it
dropt in, and the disappointment yexes me to this very dal,, and,
I believe it was the type of all my future disappointments. '
This little incident, (says Percival,) perhaps gave the first wrong biu
to a mind predisposed to such impressions ; and by operating with so
occurs in Fuller's Profane State: "He was of a lean body and visage,
as if his eager soul, biting for anger at the clog of his body, desired to
fret a passage through it."-Bell'a Annotated Edition of Dry!WK1
Poetical W orb.
" Medical A111ect1 of the Human Mind.
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much stre~h and permanency, it might possibly lay the foundation
of the Deans subsequent peevishness, pass1vn, misanthropy, and final
insanity. The q_uickness of his sensibility furnished a sting to the
slightest disappomtment; and pride festered those wounds which selfgovernment would instantly have healed. As children couple hobgoblins with darkness, every contradiction of his humour, every obstacle
to his preferment, was, by hint, associated with ideas of malignity and
evil. By degrees, he acquired a contempt of human nature, and a
hatred of mankind, which at last terminated in the total abolition of
his rational faculties.

Swift himself, in the last document which we possess of him,
as a rational and reflecting' being, thus awfully foretels the catastrophe which shortly afterwards took place :
" I have been very miserable all night, and to-day extremely deaf
and full of pain. I am so stupid and confounded that I cannot exprees
the mortification I am under, both in body and mind. All I say is,
that I am not in torture ; but I daily and hourly expect it. Pray let
me know how your health is, and your family. I hardly understand
one word I write. I am sure my days will be very few-few and miser·
able they must be.
I am, for those few days, yours entirely,
If I do not blunder, it is Saturday.
J. SWU'r."

Dr. Ferriar obsenes that what we call genius has often a degree
of eccentricity connected with it, which he hints, may even have
an alliance with insanity. "No doubt," says he, "the same
causes, which, in a strong degree, produce madness, may, in a
lower, increase the natural powers of the mind."
Lord Byron has left a "trivial fond record" of a mind, ren·
dered more subtle and more oppressed with thouP.ht and ambition,
looking back even to its primitive simplicity, with a,feeling little
short of regret :
.
I feel almost at times as I have felt
In happy childhood ; trees, and flowers, and brooks,
Which do remember me of where I dwelt
Ere my young mind was sacrificed to books,
Come as of r.ore upon me, and can melt
My heart wtth recognition of their looks.

Wordsworth thus expresses a feeling akin to the above :
My eyes are dint with childish tears,
My heart is idly stirr'd;
For the same sound is in my ears
Which in those days I heard.
Thus fares it still in our decay ;
And yet the wiser mind
Mourns less for what time takes away
Than what he leaves behind.

·Personal attachment sometimes exists to a morbid degree in
sensitive minds. Sheridan, in his play of 'I'he Rivals, apostrophises Love as the tormentor and fiend, " whose inftuence acting
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on men of dull souls makes idiots of them, but meeting subtler
spirits, betrays their courses, and urges sensibility to mailness."
There are few persons who have not, at particular seasons,
experienced the effect of certain accidental aaaocitltiotu, which
obtrude one impertinent idea, or set of ideas, on the mind, to the
exclusion of every other. Locke has noticed this weakness, and
he humorously describes it as, "a childishness of the under·
standing, whorein, during the fit, it plays with and dandles somt
insignificant puppet, without any end in view." Thus, at time:s,
a proverb, a scrap of poetry, or some other trivial object, wili
steal into the thoughts, and continue to possess them long after
it ceases to be amusing. Persuasives to dismiss a guest that
proves so troublesome, can hardly be necessary; and bodily exertion is generally the best remedy for this mental infirmity.
HOW THE EGYl'TJ;ANS TREATED THEffi INSANE.

How strange is it to &nd that the mild system now adopted in
our asylums should have been that actUally pursued m that
"cradle of civilization,"-Egypt!
The system of treatment seems to have been excellent. At both ex·
tremities of Egypt were temples dedicated to Saturn, to which melan·
cholics resorted in great numbers in quest of relief. In these abodes,
surrounded by shady groves and beautiful gardens, varieties of games
and recreations were established for the amusement of the mind and the
invigoration of the bod,v, while the imagination was impreBBed with the
finest productions of t~e sculptor and painter. This was nothing less
than the treatment which Pinel laboured to restore when he struck off
the chains from the lunatic, and by reverting to the system of a compara-·
tively benighted age, destroyed that barbarous and cruel system which
was disgracing the character and satirizing the vaunts of an advanced
civilization. They were, indeed, wonderful people, those ancient
Egyptians, with their tenets of a resurrection. a day of judgment, a
future retribution and an incarnation of God ; perhaps justice has
scarcely been done them by those who owed so much to them. Thus
Pythagoras, who was the first Greek philosopher who practised medicine,
seems to have inhente~ most of his philosophy from them ; and may
well have introduced into Greece, with the doctrine of metempsychosis
the plan after which the Egyptians treated insanity. At any rate the
method of Asclepi~es, who is looked upon as t}j.e real founder of a
psychical mode of cure among the Greeks, was Egyptian. "Music,
love, wine, employment, exercising the memory, and fixing the ntten·
tion were his prinoipi!J remedies." • He recommended that bodily re·
straint should be avoided as mnoh as possible and that none but
the most dangerous should be confined by bonds. It was reserved,
however, for more recent times to discover the ingenious plan
of once for all disposing of lunatics by burn,ing them ali?Je, and to
mingle with a 1M!rbarity scarcely paralleled in the most barbarous time
the degraded foliy which discovered in some of them saints worthy of
" Feuchterleben's Medical Paychology.
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canonization. The cella, the whip, and the chains were of even yet
more recent date;* but now, happily, resting on the solid basis of the
highest moral law, we apply every comfort which huiDBility can suggest, and every instrument wnioh science can devise, to relieve the
unhappy beings whom destiny bas so fearfully alllicted. t

OPERATION OF MIND.-" THE GREAT BOOK."

Mr. Samuel Warren says : "I do not know how to express it,
but I have several times had a transient consciousness of mere
ordinary incidents then occurring having somehow or other happened before, accompanied by a vanishina- idea of being able to
:predict the sequence. I once mentioned tliis to a man of powerful
mtellect, and he said, 'So have I.' Again, it may be that there
is more of truth than one suspects in the assertion which I met
with in a work of M. de Quincey's, that forgetting-absolute
forgatting-is a thing not possible to the human mind. Some
evidence of this may be derived from the fact of long-missed
incidents. and states of feelinl:t suddenly being reproduced, and
without any perceptible train o( association. Were this to be so,
the idea is very awful; and it has been su~sted by a !Veat
thinker that merely perfect memory of every t1ifug may constitute
the great hook which shall be opened in the last day, on which
man has been distinctly told that the secrets of all hearts shall be
made known; for all things are naked a11d opeMd unto tke eyes of
him with whom we ka1Je to do." (Heb. iv. 13.)
Sir Francis Beaufort, (in a letter published in the .&utohiograpliy
of Sir John Barrow,) describes what happened to himself when he
was preserved from being drowned; when "every incident of his
former life seemed to glance across his recollection in a retrograde succession, not in mere outline, but the picture be~ filled
with every minute and collateral feature,"· forming "a kmd of
panoramic picture of his entire existence, each act of it accompanied by a sense of right and wrong." All this must have
happened in the brief space of a very few minutes.
Other instances are related of mdi,·iduals whose minds had
been a.ft'ected very much in the same way when they were suddenly j>laced in a sitnation which threatened immeaiate death,
although they were not at all deprived of their sensibility and
self-possession.
The accounts, however, given after recovery from drowning
dift'er very much. Some, whatever they may have felt at the time,
remember nothing except their having been overcome by a sense
of insuperable drOwsiness. In one instance, a sailor who had been
~ Scarcely half a century has elapsed since the Parliamentary Inqutry was instituted, which led to the reform of the treatment of
lunatics in Beth)em HospitaL
t JQUf'1U1/. of Mental St:le71,Cf1 July, 1860,
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snatched from the waves, after lying for some time insensible on
the deck of the vessel, proclaimed on his recovery that he had
been in Heaven, and complained bitterly of his being restored to
life as a great hardship.
We may conclude that drowning, terrible as it apJ~ears to be, is
not, after all, either morally or physically, a painfUl death; and
this is confirmed by the experience of one wno had nearly lost
his life in this manner. He says that the last thing which he
:remembers is looking at the pebbles and weeds at the bottom of
the river, with little or no fear of what was about to happen, and
no bodily suJfering. (Sir B. Brodie.)
We remember to have heard the Bishop of Oxford relate from the
pulpit of St. James's Church, Pit'.cadilly, an incident which. illns•
trates this consciousness. An acquaintance of his Lordship, a man
of remarkably clear head, was crossing a railway in the country,
when an express train, at full speed, appeared closely approacq
him. He liad just time to throw himSelf down in the centre o1
the road between the two lines of rails ; and as the vast train
passed over him, the sentiment of impending danger to his Vflrl
existence, brought vividly into his recollection every incident of
his former life-in such an array as that which is suggested by'
the promised opening of "the great book, at the last great day."
DISCIPLINE OF THE INTELLECT.

Dr. Temple has thus ably illustrated the importance of the
teaching of discipline in mature life which is needed for the
intellect even more than for the conduct : There are many men
who, though they pass from the teaching of the outer law to that
of the inner in regard to their practical life, never emerge from
the former in regafd to their sp~culative. They do not think ; they
are contented to let others think for them, and to accept the
results. How far the average of men are from having attained
the power of free independent thought is shown by the staggering
and stumbling of therr intellects when a completely new subject
of invest.igation tempts them to form a judgment of their own on
a matter which they have not studied. 1D. such cases a really
educated intellect sees at once that no judgment is yet within its
:reach, and acquiesces in suspense. But the uneducated intellect
hastens to account for the phenomenon; to discover new laws of
nature, and new relations of truth ; to decide, and predict, and
perhaps to demand a remodeling of all previous knowledge. The
discussions on table-turning, a few years ag(l, illustrated this
want of intellects able.to govern themselves. The whole analogyof physical science was not enough to induce that suspension of
judgment which was elfected in a week by the dictum of a known
philosopher.-The Education of the 1Yorld; Ea1ays and Re?Mw1.
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THE CHILD FATHER TO THE MAN.

The outer law of childhood is often the best vehicle in which
the inner law of mature life can be contained for its various purposes. The man remembers with affection, and keeps up with
delight the customs of the home of his childhood; tempted, perhaps, to over-estimate their value, but even when perfectly aware
tWit they are no more than one form out of man.r which a wellordered household might adopt, prefer~ them because of his
long familiarity, and because of the memones with which they are
associated. So, too, truth often seems to him richer and fuller
when expressed in some favourite phrase of his mother's, or some
maxim of his father's. He can gtve no better reason very often
for much that he does every day of his life than that his father
did it before him; and provided the custom is not a bad one the
reason is valid. And he likes· to go to the same church. He
likes to use the same prayers. He likes to keep up the same
festivities. There are lim1ts to all this. But no man is quite
free from the infiuence ; and it is in many cases, :perhaps in most,
an influence of the highest moral value. There lS great value in
the removal of many indifferent matters out of the rr.gion of discussion into that of precedent. There is greater value still in the
link of sympathy which binds the present with the past, and fills
old age with the fresh feelings of childhood. If truth sometimes
suffers in fonn, it unquestionably ~ains much in !lower; and if its
onward progress is retarded, it garns immeasuralily in solidity and
in its hold on men's hearts.
We quote this exquisite and life-like sketch from Dr. Temple's
essay on the Education of the World.
LIFE NOT GREATER THAN ITS REFI....!:X.

The opinion tha.t Life in spontaneous unconscious evolution, is,
relatively to us, or to life's progress, greater tban its reflex-is
thus eloquentl:r controverted by Mr. .A.. Wilson, in the Edinhur!JA
Essays, 1856 :
As the flower on the mountain-side, and the crystal in the vein of the
rock, may be more lovely and more perfect to us than the mountain
itself, so individual souls may be, as it were, the flowers and highest
perfection of the ~t existence of ~hich they ar'! a ~art, w~ile th~se
souls again have their flower and highest perfection m the Ideal hfe
which they project beyond the confines of the real. The highest life
known to us exists not in the ages of our past, not in the distant stars,
whioh look so blue and ~utiful, wh~e p~b~bly they are ~ull of wildly
conflicting forces, but m our own tmagmmgs and longmg dreanls,
which can harmonize all antagonisms. and shadow forth a perfect world.
It is even this draping glorifying power of imaginative thought which
renders possible our conscious recognition of things existent. Omni·
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potent Phantasy, that divinest goddes8, is the true mater gl01"io1a and
Queen of Heaven, the mistress of souls and benefactreu of mankind,
ever gathering our knowledge and ignornnce into shapes of beauty,
weaving the rainbow across our path, and veiling the dark deep with
lucid azure. From the cradle to the grave, what were the children of
men but for her 1 Before the child's gaze, where the epeculation is but
small, she forms this our world as before the clear earnest eyes of the
bravest' man ; and when the strong thought is about to slumber for
ever, in the wearied brain, the heart of feeling beats faintly, and the
dim eye is closing, she is there, painting the blessed fields, on the awful
darkness, with the very mists of death. In her gift is an ordet'ed
world. How often, in her highest exercise, has she formed it anew for
the races of men !-now giving, as centre, some misty Olympus, among
the peaks of which are gods : now some unfathomable source of creative
power, itself unmoved; now some omnipotent ruler-" Jehovah, Jove,
or Lord.~· Slight her not, poor Thinker !-and worship at her nod, for
without her, there is only the blacknese of darkness for ever- the
melancholy waste of waters on which no Columbus has found the New
Land. Painful and dangerous is her service, 1pe1 et jJrumtia in ambiguo-certa, funera et luctru; but even to him who is destroyed by it
there is compensation ; for in the very perception of genius-in its love
penetrating to all stars, its sigh.t, which vindicates existence, and hails
the golden age,-there is a pure joy, an exceeding sense of glory, which
can raise and transfigure it above the sufferings of earth.

After all, though you may look to your undt>rstanding for
amusement, it is to the affections that we must trust for happiness. These imply a spirit of self-sacrifice ; and oft.::A our virtues,
like our children, are endeared to us by what we suffer for them.
Conscience, even when it fails to govern our conduct, can disturb
our JMll!-00 of mind. Yes ! it is neither paradoxical, nor merely
poetiCal, to 11ay
That seeking other's good, we find our own.

This solid yet romantic' max.im is found in no less a writer than
Plato; who, sometimes, in his moral lessons, as well as iR his
theological, is almost, though not altogether, a Christian. These
are the opinions of Richard Sharpe, .a man of refined conversation
and practical virtue.
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WHAT IS FAITH?

Sm WILLU.ll H.um.TON, in his Lectwre1 011 M~tap!ylie~, gins, as
a joint reason for the desire of unity as one of the essential causes
of philosophy, the existence of a corresponding unity in the order
of nature, and the ultimate dependence of all elfects on one cause,
the Creator. That he did not believe the human mind capable of
any direct knowledge of this highest unitY. is plain from his
..ti.lphabet of Tlwug!t. It would be vain to cnticise his few words
which remain : " We must believe in the infinity of God; but the infinite God
cannot by us, in the present limitation of our faculties, be comprehended or conceived. A. Deity understood would be no Deity
at all; and it is blasphemy to say that God only is as we are able
to think Him to be. We know God according to the finitude of
our faculties, but we believe much that we are incompetent
properly to know. The Infinite, the infinite God, is wliat, to
use the words of Pascal, is infinitely inconceivable. FaithBelief-is the organ by which we apprehend what is beyond our
knowledge."
On the nature of this organ, Sir W. Hamilton has left us
nothing. This has made his philosophy popular among those who
do not seek a reason for the faith that is in them. With pardonable confusion of thought, many of them have also welcomed the
work of the disci,Ple, who has included Faith itself in the demonstration that the spirit of man has no direct knowledge of the Infinite
Spirit. How far the teach~ of Sir W. Hamilton tended to such
conclusions, is a question which has excited much controversy.
Lord Erskine lias left us this J,>taetical picture of Faith. " I
can conceive a distressed but virtuous man, surrounded by his
children, looking up to him for bread, when he has none to give
them, sinking under the last day's labour, and unequal to the
next, J'et still supported by con6d'ence in the hour, when all tears
shall be wiped frOm the eyes of aflliction-bearing the burden laid
upon him by a mysterious Providence, which he adores, and anticipating with exultation the revealed promises of his Creator,
when he shall be ~ter than the greatest, and happier than the
happiest of mankind."
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WHAT IS REVELATION ?

The idea of a politi1Je eztertUJl 1Ji1JiM rtiJelatiott of some kind
bas formed the very basis of all hitherto received systems of
Christian belief. The Romanist indeed regards that revelation aa
of the nature of a standing oracle accessible in the living voice of
hia Church ; which being infallible, of course, sufficiently accredits
all the doctrines it announces, and constitutes them divine. A
more modified view has prevailed among a considerable section of
Anglioan theologians, who ground their faith on the same principles of Church authority, divested of its divine and infallible
character. Most Protestants, with more or less difference of
meaning, profess to regard revelation as once for all announced,
long since finally closed, permanently removed, and accessible
only in the written Divine word contained in the Scriptures.
And the discussion with those outside the pale of belief has been
entirely one as to the validity of those external marks and attestations by which the truth of the alleged fact of such communication of the Divine wil~ was held to be substantiated.-Prl/f.
Barlett P01Cell; E88ays and Re1Jiew1.
Mr. Locke says: "He that takes away Reason to make way
for Revelation puts out the light of both ; and does much about
the same as if he would persuade a man to put out his eyes, the
better to receive the remote light of an invisible star by a telescope."
Much sceyticism bas been engendered of late years by tyros in
science siraming after identities of physical truths with Scripture.
"There are, indeed," observes the Rev. W. L. Harcourt, "certain
common points in which Reason and Revelation mutuall[ assist
each other; but, in order that they may ever be capable o doing
so, let us keep their patlu distinct, and observe their accordance•
alone ; otherwise our reasonings run round in a circle, while we
endeavour to accommodate physical truth to Scripture, and Scripture to physical truth."
CHILDISH DESffiES.

Archbishop Le'ghton, speaking of unreasonable and childish
Desires, says : ·
" And what would we have f Think we that ContentmP.nt lies in so
much and no less 1 When that is attained, it shall be as far oft' as
before. When children are at the foot of a high Hill, they think it
reaches the Heavens, and yet if they were there, they would find them·
selves as far oft' as before, or, at least, .not sensibly nearer. Men think,
oh, had I this, I were well ; and when it is reached, it is but an
advanced standing, from which to look higher, and spy out for aome
other thing.-ComtJUnt otl Be. Pelw.
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Compare this with Norris's fine poem, entitled TM Infidel:
Farewell Fruition, thou grand cruel cheat
Which first our hopes doth raise, and then defeat ;
Farewell thou midwife to abortive Bliss,
Thou mystery of Fallacies,
Distance presents the object fair,
With charming features and a ~Cul air,
But when,we come to seize th' mviting prey,.
Like a shy Ghost, it vanishes away.

So to th' unthinking Boy, the distant Sky
Seems on some Mountain's surface tc rely ;
He with ambitious haste climbs the ascent,
Curious to touch the Firmament ;
But when with an unweary'd pace
Arrived he is at the long-wished-for place,
With sighs the sad defeat he does deplore, ·
His Heaven is still as distant as before.

We conclude with a beautiful passage from Bishop Hickes's
Dl!flotions:

'Tis to be happy that we run after Pleuures ; and cover (..:C) in every
thing our own proud WilL But we, alas I mistake our Happiness,
and foolishly seek it where it is not to be fotmd. As silly children
think to catch the stm, when they see it setting at so near a distance.
They travel on, and tire themselves in vain ; for the thing they seek is
in another World.
WEAK BELIEF.

There is in the world a great deal of this lukewarm reception
of divine truths : it does not amount to unbelief, but it is thickly
beset with its perils. "It is easy and agreeable to believe," said
Bonnet, the learned Genevese: "to doubt requires an unpleasant
effort." But how important is the conviction. 'l'here can be
no reasonable doubt that it is better to believe too much than too
little; since, as Boswell observes (most probably in Johnson's
words), "a man may breathe in foul air, but he must die in an
exhausted receiver."
How many, too, content themselves with expressin~ their sense
of the importance of a firm religious belief, and a desire to attain
it, rather ihan an assertion that they themselves have found all
they sought. 'l'his shortcoming is very observable among leaders
of science, and hence it has a baleful effect. What can be more
encouraging on the one hand, and disheartening on the other,
than the following eloquent declaration of Sir Humphry Davy:
I envy no qualities of the mind and intellect in others-nor genius,
nor power, nor wit, nor fancy : but if I could chooae what would be the
most delightful and, I believe, most useCul to me, I should prefer a firm
religioua belief tc everv other blessing. For it makes life a discipline
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<>f goodness, .cre11tes new hopes when all earthly hopes vanish, and
throws over the decay, the destruction of existence, the most gorgeous
of all lights ;• awllkens life in death, and calls out from corruption and
decay beauty and everlasting glory.

Twenty years ago, it was sagaciously remarked that "au
absence of religious principle and belief, similar to that which
has, of late years, characterised so much of the popular literature
of the day, appears in the speculations of several men of higlt
intdlectual endowments. And what is remarkable is, the productions of some of these philosophers have been received by the
most amiable and popular of our contemJ?Oraries, with scarcely a
remark upon the fact, that their spooulauons conducted directly
to the dreary gulf of utter scepticism. • . • It is not to the
appearance of. such rq>eculatious that we are to look as characteristic of the age, but to the fact that their publication excites
so little attention, that they blend ao readily, so much a matter
of course, with tl1e prevailin~ tone of its literature. (Britiln and
Foreign Review, 1840.) This omission to arrest, and apathy to
correct, the progress of infidelity has progressively increased since ·
the above was written ; for, as our great moralist observed :
" There are few persons who do not practise that which th1·y
cease to censure."
In the Spirit Qj Truth, by Delta, we find t.he following spirited
rebuke of the~e restless and sceptical tendencies of the day :
I mean what l~ay, and express it as a deliberate conviction, founded
on an extensive observation of young men, that no book in the world
was ever so generally possessed, and so little comprehended, as an
English Bible in the present day. I do not say E"1Jlil4 Bible, with
any reference to faults of translation, for whatever errors may cling to
the authorised venrion of the Scriptures, I do not believe that t/&u~
effect, in any appreciable degree, the question of its intelligent perusal.
The evil lies much deeper. E?JtrytMttg, in English society, is unfavourable to the profitable study of the Bible : the oeaaeless activities of the
good, and the restless insinuations of the bad..-textual preaching, and
tormenting criticlsm1-the multifl.ication of books, and the mingling
of things sacred ana profane, al tend to keep men from feeding in
green pasturee, or reposing by the side of still waters. The result i&for that which affects the people affects the Priest,-that while public
worship was never [1] so well attended as at present, the pulpit was
never so powerless ; conduct in the counting-house never so independ·
ent of attention in the pew ; scepticism never so rampant ; and llappy
Christians never so rare.

Most unfortunately, in the present day, a very large class of
persons are unsettled by others in their belief : they doubt unwillingly, but they cannot resist the difficulties thrust upon. thoou.
Of such an one the author of the Eclipse ofFait!., (Henry Rogers.)
gives the following as a confession :
I have been rudely driven out of my old beliefs ; my early Christian
faith baa given way to doubt; the little hut on the mountain· side in which
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I had thought to dwell with pastoral simplicity baa been ahattered to
the tempeet, and I turned out to the blast without a Rhelter. I have
wandered long and far, but have not found that reet which you tell me
is to be obtained. Aa I examine all other theories, they seem to me
preaaed by at least equal diftioultiee with that I have abandoned. I
cannot make myaelf co.uenud, aa others do, with believing nothing ;
and yet I have nothing to believe. I have wrestled long and hard with
my Titan foee, but not auoceMfully. 1 have turned to every quarter of
the universe, but in vain. I have interrogated my own soul, but it
answers not. I have gazed upon nature, but ita many voioee apeak no
artioulate language to 1M ; and more eepecially when I gaze upon the
bright page of the midnight heavens, those orbs gleam upon me with
ao oold a light and amidst ao portentous a ailenoe, that I am, with
Paacal, terrified with the apeotacle uf the infinite solitude.

The Ron. &bert Boyle has this OcctJ8ioMl Merlitatirm upon
the resemblance between those disturbers of belief,-:-profane and
atheistical wits,-and the black clouds in a thunderstorm : as
the clouds, when raised, afford ftashes of light, so these irreli~ous
wits are sometimes oonspicuous enou~h to b~ forth surpnsing
notions; but as the same clouds, while they gtve us their own
momentary light, obscure by darkness the sky, and hinder us
from receiving the light of the sun, which i~ preferable to vanis~
ing coruscations; so these wits, while they seem to enlighten
those they dazzle, with their own new opinions, do really depri?e
them of the true heavenly light, that would else shine forth t.o
them in the revealed Word of God; and as the light we do
receive from the clouds may deceive and astonish us, but is not
sufficient to travel by ; so the admired reasonings of theBe
sophisters may surprise and amaze us, but will never prove sufficient to be, like the Scripture, a CQIUtald Lamp wldo owr feet, tutd
LifiM wtdo owr patlu.-P,a/m cxix. 105.
REAL GROWTH.

The only real growth is spiritual growth. Behind the pbvsical
the savage sees a demon, the civilized man a soul. Philos~phy,
indeed, will bake no bread, but it will procure us God, freedom,
immortality. It is t.he marriage of nature with the human soul.
The principles of psychology, of all philosophy: like those of all
religion, all truth, have subsisted from the lieginning; not. so,
however, man's appreciation of them, which is progressive.
The soul. (observes a recent writer,) in its attempts to bring
the divine into closer union with the consciousness, bas gradually
built np its appreci~tion of the character of Christ. And thus it
is more or less in all our delineations of greatness and goodness,
our conceptions of the ideal, and its realization in man.
It bas been asserted that psychology, in place of converting,
rati6.es the delusions of ordinary thought. This, however, muat
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:mean an erroneous psychology. Ot.herwise we may gladly subscribe to Ferrier's eloquent remark, that all God's truths and
man's blessings lie in trodden ways, and that intellect and geniu•
al'e but the power of discerning wonders in common things.-Dr.
:M'Cormack's A.apirotiotu from the Inner Life.
EXPERIENCE FALLffiLE.

In our searches after truth, we should bear in mind that the
possibility of "clla11f!e-1Jeari11f1 law1 " having been established,
then, in regard to any llccnrrence, strange, but c'Jming to us well
attested,-we must not assert that, because contrary to past
experience, it would be miraculous, and i! consequently impossible.
Professor de Morgan has ably illustrated this position in the
following paragra~h :
The natural philosopher, when be imagines a p!Jylical imp088i/Jility which is not an mconceivability, merely states that his phe·nomenon is against all that has been hitherto known of the course
of nature. Before l1e can compass an impossibility, he has a hnge
postulate to ask of his reader or hearer, a postulate which nature
never taught: it is that the future is always to agree with the
past. How do you know that this sequence of phenomena always
will be P Answer, Because it must be. How do you know that
it must be P Answer, Because it always has been. But then,
i)Ven granting that it always has been, how do you know that
what always has been always will be P Answer, I feel my mind
com~lled to that conclusion. And how do you know that the
beanngs of your mind are always towards truth P Because I am
infallible, the answer oug!tt to he--but this answer i.~ never given.
-A.thenteUm, No. 1637.
INTOLERANCE AND UNBELIEF.

To tax any one with want of reverence, (says Dr. Arnold, in
his Lecture• on Modem Hutorg,) because he pays no respect to
what we venerate, is either irrelevant, or is mere confusion. The
fact, so far as it is true, is no reproach, but an honour; because
to reverence all persons and all thmgs, is absolutely wrong: reverence shown to that which does not deserve it is no virtue ; no,
nor even an amiable weakness, but a plain folly and sin. Bnt if
it be meant that he is wanting in proper reverence, not respecting
what is really to be respected, that is assuming the whole question at issue, because what we call divine, he Calls an idol ; and
as, supposing that we are in the right, we are bound to fall down
and worship, so, supposing him to be in the right, he is no less
bound to pull it to the ground and destroy it. Considering the
ability of Dr. Arnold, considering his great infl.nence, and consi·
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dering his profession, his antecedents, and the character of the
university in which he was speaking, it must be allowed that this
is a remarkable passage, and one well worthy the notice of those
who wish to study the tendency of tbe English mind during the
present generation.
HOW MEN BECOME SCEPTICS.

Locke, in his profound Esaa.v on tke Human Under&tandili!J,
book i. says:
'
Men extending their inquiries beyond thefr capacities, and letting
the\r thoughte wander into those depths where they can find no sure
footing, it is no wonder that they raise questions, and multiply disputes ; which, never coming to any clear resolution, are proper only to
continue and increase their doubte, and to confirm !Mm at last in tHJifecl
acepti.cUm. Whereas, were the capscitiiiS of our understandings well
OQIISidered, the extent of our knowledge once discovered and the
horizon found which sete the bounds between the enlightened and dark
}>lLl'te of thing9 ; between what is, and what is not, comprehensible by
us, men would perhaps, with less scruple, acquiesce in the avowed
ignorance of the one, and employ their thoughte and discourse with
more advantage and satisfaction in the other,

INFIDELITY IRRATIONAL.

When speaking of infidelity, we usually mean the conduct of
those persons who disbelieve the evidences of the Christian religion. Doubtless, a Deist may be a very good man; • and such
were some of the philosophers of ancient times, and such were
many of the Jews, who coUld not discern the person or terms o£
the Christ in the book that guided their moral and humane life.
But whether an utter infidel can exist, one who beholds all the
orderly arrangements of the celestial and terrestrial systems, and
yet can discern no power more than human, is a problem indeed.
Hannah More makes mention of the only atheist, {poor Ayrey,)
she ever knew. "He was an honest, good-natured man, which
certainly," she observes, "he should not have been on his principles." Yet be was not without a belief. "He was a fatalist,
and i£ he snuffed the candle, or atirred the fire, or took snuff, luJ
1olemnly protested he was com,Pelled to do it." What made him
believe in this necessity of thmgs P must be our question. She
adds : " He always confessed he was a coward, and had a
• ~~use a Deist may be a good man, lE)t it pot be thought that
any encouragement is held out to a profession of deism. There is a
wide difference between the case of a heathen who hu never heard of
Christ, and a man in a Christian country who wilfully rejects evidences
interoal and external, the disbelief of which is 110metimes attributable
to defective moral COillltitution, but in the vast majority of cases to
VJ.C'tiatE)d ~ol'l!l feeling, and a dislikE! of the humbling doctrines of the
roas.
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natural fear of pain and death, thou~h he knew he should be as
if he never had been." This was, mdetd, in him cowardly and
irrational, and quite opposed in principle to the fear of death
which a Christian may entertain. " God's purpose shall stand,"
said the devout Charles Simeon ; " but our liability to fall and
perish is precisely the same as ever it wa.' : our security, as far
as it relates to him, consists infaitk, and as far aa relates to ourselves, it consis1s inftar."
CONFESSIONS OF SCEPTICS.

Dr. .A.mold, in his sermon Of Ckriatian Lift, its Course, its Hindrances, and ita Helps, says :
One of the greatest men of our time has declared, that, in the early
part of his life, he did not believe in the divinity of our Lord ; but he has
stated expressly, that he never, for a moment, persuaded himself that
St. Paul or St. John did not believe it ; their language he thought was
clear enough upon the point ; but the notion appeared to him so unreasonable in itself, that he disbelieved it in spite of their authority•
. . • The language of the Scripture was as clear to him at first as it was
aft.erwards ; but in his early life he disbelieved it, while, in his latter
life, he embraced it, with eJl his heart and soul.

Now the "greatest man" here alluded to was Samuel Taylor
Coleridge, and here is his confession:
Take myself, S. T. C., as a humble example. I WBS never so beb>led
as to think that the author of the fourth Gospel, or that St. Paul, ever
taught the Priestleya.n Psilanthropism, or that Unitarianism (presumptuously, nay, absurdly so called) was the doctrine of the New
Testament genere.Uy. But during the sixteen months of my aberration
from the Catholic faith, I presumed that the tenets of the divinity of
Christ, the Redemption, and the like, were irrstional, and that what
was contradictory to reason could not have been revealed by the
Supreme Reason. As soon as I discovered that these doctrines were
not only consistent with reason, but themselves verr reason, I returned,
at once, to the literal inte!f>ret&tion of the Scriptures, and to the
Faith.-Notu on Et~-glulo DivifiM, p. 179.
I owe, under God, my return to the faith, to my having gone much
further than the Unitarians, and so having come round to the other
side. I can truly say, I never falsified the Scriptlll'e : I always told
them that their interpretations of the Scripture were intolenhle upon
any principles of sound criticism, and that if they were to offer to con·
strue the will of a neighbour as they did that of their Maker, they
would be scouted out of society. I said then plainly and openly tbR.t it
was clear enough that John and Paul were not Unitarians. But at that
time I had a strong ....nse of the repugnance of the doctrine of Vicarious
Atonement to the moral being, and I thought nothing could counterbalance that.

'l'he old Unitarians of Birmingham have never forgiven Coleridge these strictures.
Paley truly says: "No one in his heart derides religion long.
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What are we, any of us P Religion will soon be Olll" only care and
friend."
Charles Lamb has been accuaed of soepticism ; but Coleridge
has thus manfully rescued him from the heinous charge:
"No, no; Lamb's scepticism has not come li~hLiy, nor is be a
soeptic. The harsh reproof to Godwin for hJS contemptuous
allusion to Christ before a well-trained child, proves that he is not
a soeptic. His mind, never prone to analysis, seems to have been
disgusted with the hollow pretences, the false reasonings and
abslll"dities of tbe rogues and fouls with which all establisliments,
and all creeds seeking to beeome established, abound. I look UJ?On
Lamb as one hovering between earth and heaven ; neither hopmg
much nor fearing anything.
"It is curious that he should retain many us~s which he
learnt or adopted in the fervour of his early religiOUS feelings,
now that his faith is in a state of suspended IU!imation. Believe
me, who knew him well, that Lamb, say wbat he will, had more
of the eaaentiah of Christianity than ninety· nine out of a hundred
professing Christians. He has all that would still have been
Christian had Christ never lived or been made manifest upon
earth."
We may here refer to the scepticism of Lord Bolingbroke, upon
which some new light has been thrown of late by the publication
of the Diary of one of his contemporaries. The opposition of
his philosophical sentiments to revealed religion, and the system
which he would substitute in its place, are principallf detailed in
the third of his Euaya on the st~dy of Hiltory i and ln his Euayll
addressed to Pope.
It 11.ppears from an entry in the DW.riu and COtTuponde'll« of tile

Rt. Hon.. George R<ne1 edited by. the Rev. L. V. Haroourt, and pub-.
lished in 1860,-that, by a letter of Lord BoliDgbroke's, dated 1740, he
bad actuall'- written some Essays dedicated to the Earl of Marchmont
of a very diJferent tendency from his former works. These essays, on
his death, fell into the hands of Mr. Mallet, his executor, who had, at
the latter end of his life, acquired a decided infiuenoe over him, and
they did not appear among his lordsbip"s works published by Mallet ;
nor have they smoe been heard of. From whenoe it must be naturally
conjectured that they were destroyed by the latter, from what reason
cannot now be known : possibly, to conoeal from the world the change,
auelh as it was, in his lordship's sentiments in the latter end of his
life, and to avoid the discredit of his former works. In which reepect,
he might have been infiuenced either by regard for the noble Visoount'a
consistency, or by a desire not to impair the pecuni&ry advantage he
expected from the publication of his lordship's works.

Upon this Mr. Harcourt observes:
The letter to Lord Marchmont here referred to, has a note appended
to it by Sir George Rose, the editor of the Marcll:numJ; Paper1, who
takes a very diJferent view of the contm>ts from his father. He gravely
remarks, that as the posthumoua disclosure of Lord Bolingbroke's inDigitized
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veterate hostility to Christianity lays open to view as well the bitterness

a. the extent of it, so the manner of that diecl08Ul'8 precludes any doubt

of the earneatneaa ofhis desire to give the utmost efficiency and publicity
to that hostility, as soon as it could safely be done: that is, as soon as
death should shield hiD,l against responsibility to man. Sir George saw
plainly enough that when he promised in these eaaaj'» to vindicate
~on against divinity and God against Ul&ll, he was r e m a l l
that
he llad occasionally said against llhristianity ; he was uphol · the
religion of Theism against the doctrinea of the Bible, and the
of
nature against the revelation of God to man.

Bolingbroke was the last of the professed Deists.* It is
painful to rell.ect upon this prostration of a splendid intellect,
and we are but slightly relieved by Lord Chesterfield's statement
in one of his Letters, (published by Lord Mahon, in his edition
of Chesterfield's 1Yorka,} that " Bolingbroke only doubted, and by
no means rejected, a future state." Lord :Brougham says :
The dreadful malady under which Bolingbroke ~red, and at
length sank-a cancer in the face-he bore with exemp
fortitude,
a fortitude drawn from the natllr&i resouroes of his mind, an unhappily
not aided by the consolation of any religion ; for, having early cast off
the belief in revelation, he had substituted, in its stead, a dark and
gloomy naturaliam, which even rejected those glimmeringa of hope
u to futurity not unta.sted by the wiser of the heathens.

We know that Bolingbroke denied to Pope his disbelief of the
moral attributes of God, of which Pope told his friends with
great joy. How ungrateful a return for this "excessive friendliness" was the indignation which Bolingbroke expressed at the
priest having attended Pope in his last moments !
It will be recollected that the l:J~lication of Bolingbroke's
})OSthumons works by his executor,
et, drew from Dr. Johnson
the severe remark,-that "having loaded a blunderbuss and
~ted it against Christianity, he bad not the courage to discharge
it himself, out left half-a-crown to a hungry Scotchman to pull
the trigger after his death." To talk Deism had ceased to be
fashionable as soon as it ceased to attract attention.
It is now, we believe, admitted that Christianity has not found
a very formidable or lasting opponent in Bolingbroke : his objections betray his half-learning, but their s~iousness, in the latter
half of the last century proved very mischievous. His rashness
was condemned even DI that "mall assassin and low wretch,"
Lord Ferrers, who said, on his way to execution, "I always
tho~ht Lord Bolingbroke in the wrong to v,ublish his notions on
religion: I will not fall into the same error. '-Walpole.
• Yet Bollnltbroke encouraged the hope of better things : he occasionally visiteCl the Counteas of Huntingdon, who tells us that he was
seldom in her company without discussing some topic beneficial to his
eternal interests ; and he always paid the utmost respect and deference
ta her ladyship's opinion. Bo~broke's collectecfWorks were preIIIID.ted as a nuisance by the grand Jury of Middleaex in 1752.
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RENUNCIATION OF INFIDELITY.

Well-directed efforts are unoeasingly made to check the :progress of infidelity, and this rather by steady and small-vOJccd
operations than by more pretentious means. lt affords us much
pleasure to quote an instance of this progress (to use a cant word
of the day), recorded in the Times journal of August 5, 1858:

~

" Some years ago there was a rather numerous society of persons at
Nottingham, chiefly operatives, who profeBSed to disbelieve the tenets
of the Christian religion, and set up a peculiar creed of their own.
Great numbers of the working people were from time to time attracted
to the lectures of these free-thinkers, and some conversions were made;
but after the first excitement of the thing was over the members of the
party began to drop off, and under the influence of repeated discussions
between the leaders of the sceptics and various religious ministers of
the town, particularly the Rev. J. W. Brooks, the vicar, the society
gradually collapsed, and last week its president, a framework knitter,
named Jonathan Barber, publicly announced his secession from the
doctrines he had so long advocated. After a lecture by the vicar in the
school-room, Barker-gate, Barber stated that it was about 14 years
since he and other infidels first met in that room, on the invitation of
their much esteemed vicar, for the purpose of holding discussions on
infidelity; and he now thought it right publicly to acknowledge in the
same plsce that throughout those discussions he had had misgivings in
regard to the existence of a God, and that for the last five years he had
been uneasy in his mind with respect to Christianity. This uneasiness
increased when he found himself upon a sick bed, and on reviewing his
creed be found it worthless in the prospect of death. He had therefore
determined, after a considerable struggle with his pride, to avow his
entire renunciation of his infidel sentiments, and his belief in Divine
revelation. A working man named Start, in proposing a vote of thanks
to the vicar for his very able and convincing lecture, to which he had
listened with the deepest attention and found singularly useful to him- ·
self, avowed that he had held the same infidel sentiments as Barber,
but had been led to see his error, and now publicly thanked God, who
had in great mercy brought him out of darkness into His marvellous
light. Two other men in the room admitted a similar change of sentiments. The infidel party in Nottingham i.~ now broken up."

MATERIALISM OF THtl DEVEWPMENT THEORY.

This theory (see pp. 11-13) when taken in its full extent, is
manifest Materialism. The animals of lowest organization have
been derived, it asserts, from inanimate matter by some ordinary
and general process of nature ; and those of higher forms have
been derived from the lower, till man was finally arrived at the
crowning point. Thus, not only are all the ordinary phenomena
of organic life, but likewise all our intellectual and moral attributes, derived primarily from inert matter by the operation of
natural causes, without any separate creation, either of animal
lire, or of the spiritual life of man. 'l'he admcates of the theory
wil~ doubtlebs, admit the former fluid and incandescent state of
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the glohe; and it then follows, necessarily, from thei1 theory that
the noblest qualities of man's intellect, the tenderes11 feelings of
his heart, the deepest consciousness of his moral responsibilities,
and his highest aspirations for the future, must all have been contained in a molten mass of matter, to be finally evolved from it
by natural causes a few thousand years ago. Yet there are men
who, in the confidence of their own intuitive insight into the
Creator's ways, shrink not from conclusions which, we doubt not,
will appear so preposterous to most of our readers.
These views present one of the alternatives if we reject the
theory of successive creations, and the permanence of species in
the animal and vegetable kingdoms. Such views differ from those
of the author of an Essay on the Philosoph!! of Creation, by a
distin~shed member of the University of Oxford. According
to this latter theory, the offensive part of the materialism is
avoided, b_y regarding the spiritual part of man's nature as the
special obJect of a separate and independent creation; while, to
the merely animal part he is indebted for the same material elements and natural causes as those from which the brute creation
is supposed to derive its origin.
Tliough this theory avoids the more monstrous extravagance of
development, which, in the Vestiges of Creation, assumed the un·
equivoCal form of materialism,-it loses the greater simplicity of
the more unrestricted theory; and still involves, what appears
to us, the enormous difficulty of conceiving how the sensation,
volition, memory, foresight, and all the instincts of animals, can
be derivable from inanimate matter. We believe that a careful
consideration of such theories must generally lead to increased
confidence in that which maintains that the Creator, for the introduction of new classes of animate beings from time to time, has
called into action powers altogether different from those which we
recognise in the ordinary course of nature.-W. Hopkins, F.R.S.;
Cambridge Essays. 1857.
COMBUSTION-THE METEMPSYCHOSIS.

Berthollet, in his Chemical Statics, observes : "When bodies
are burnt, none of their principles are destroyed : they had previously formed t.ogether one kind of compound, and they now
separate from each other, at the high temperature to which they
are exposed, in order to form others with the vital air in contact
with them : and such of the principles as cannot unite with the
vital air, viz. the earth, some saline and some metallic particles,
compose the cinder. The new compounds formed are carbonic
acid IUld water. 'l'he proportion of these varies according to the
proportion of the carbonic particles, and of the hydrogen that
had been contained in the inftammable body.
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It was said of old. that the Creator weigll4d the dnst ana:
flte(UUred the water when be made the world.

The first quantity

is here still, and though man can gather and scatter, move,
mix, and unmix, yet be can destroy nothing : the putrefaction of
one thing is a preparation for the being, and the bloom, and the
beauty, of another. Something gathers up all fr&g!llents, and
nothing is lost. 'l'hua, the laws by which matter is mOdified. eirect
so many desirable purposes, and at the same time prevent the destruction of those elementary principles which are aCtnally essential
to the preservation of the world.
Pernaps it was in some such light as this that Pythaltoras
meant the Metempsychosis to be understood. It might 'be a
curions inquiry, whether or not he received the doctrine from the
Egyptian priests, liS they from the philosophers of India. An
ancient Shilstre, called the Geeta, has a beautiful stanza upon this
subject, in. which the varied form that nature assumes is compared to a change of dress. (See Halhed's .Jccoulll ojtll4 Hindoo
Land.) Ovid. in the speech he forms for Pythagoras, compares it
to wax, where the substance is always the same though the outward form is varying. Dr~ Darwin thns pursues the same idea:
" Hence when a monarch or a mushroom dies,
A ..,hile extinct the organic matter lies ;
But, as a few short hours or years revolve,
Alchemic powers the changing mass dissolve ;
Emerging matter from the grave returns,
Feels new desires, with new sensations burns :
With youth's first bloom a finer sense acquires,
And loves and pleasures from the rising fires."

Metempsychologic appellations are used in a good as well as
bad sense. Thns, the designation of wolf has been applied to
St. Paul; Christ is the lion of the tribe of Judah, although
Satan, "as a roaring lion, walketh about seeking whom he may
devour."
The doctrine of Pythagoras and Plato is humorously illustrated
in the Dreamer, (a series of dreams forming an indirect satire on
the abuses of religion, literature, &c. by Dr. William King,) by
quotations from sacred as well as profane writers, e.!/. Isaiah;ln.

10, ll; Nahum, ii. 12:

A judicious critic, (Dr. King writes,) or observant reader, will sca.ree
allow that more than {our or fiVe, in the long catalogue of Roman
Emperors, had any humanity ; and although they might perhape have
a just claim to be styled Lords of the Earth, they had no right to the
title of Man. There is an excellent dissertation in Erasmus on the
princely qualities of the Eagle and the Lion ; wherein that great wit
has demonstrated that Emperors and Kings are very justly represented
by those animals, or that there must be a similarity in their souls, as
all their actions are similar and correspondent,
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" TO DIE CHILDLESS."

Tllll origin of the word Superstition has been described as some
mysterious belief respecting the relations between the Dead and
the Living-the deceased and those who survive them-the
World that is seen, 11Ild the World that is not seen.
Cicero thus defines the word : "Not only Philosophers, but all
onr forefathers dydde ever separate Superstition from trne Religion; for they which prayed iill da7 that theyr children mought
overlyve them, were Clilled superstit1ous ; whiche name afterwards
was larger extended."-Old Tramlation.
Lactantius, however, says "the word got its meaning from the
worship of deceased parents and relatives, by the Superstites or
Survivors; or from men holding the memory of the dead in superstitious veneration."
Cicero and Lactantius thus agree in connecting the word with
some visionary notion respecting the relation between the Dead
and the Living who 8U1'1lille them.
The question ma~ be said to turn mainly upon' the rite& of
~ep~~lt11re. The Ancients believed that the manes of unburied men
were restless and unhappy, and haunted the earth; and in this
point of view the1, deemed it unfortunate not to have a child to
Close their ey_es after death, and to perform dnly the last solemn
rites : accordingly, they even adopted children with this view,
rather than die Without snrvifors.
This may not seem a very satisCactory solution of the matter,
as it might be asked, Why should one's own children be absolutely
r~uired ? Could not others perform the last rites P The question
then still remains : Why was it considered so terrible a miSfortune
to survive one's childrim P It is obvious that there was somethiDg more at bottom than mere natural feelings.
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Passing over the use of Prayers to the Dead,• and Prayers for
the Dead, among the Ancients, we come to the Doctrine of
Vicarious Sncrifice.
The Ancients believed that the Death of one person might be
prevenUld by that of another. From hence came the custom of
those Devotements we read of, made for the life of a friend, a
nation, or a prince.
We now proceed to illustrate the belief of the Ancients in the
importance of securing to themselves the rites of Sepulture by
their surviving childr~n. Solomon declares, in Ecclesiastes vi. 3 :
If a man beget an hundred children, and live many years ... and
that h~ have no burial: I BIIY that an untimel.'l birth;., better tl.an he.

Bishop Pearson, in trrating of the Fifth Article of the Creed,
in whicli, arguing that Hades is a place, and not a stale, refers
"to the judgment of the Ancient Greeks," because there were
many which they believed to be dead, and to continue in the
state of death, which yet they believed not to be in Hades, as
tlwse wlw died befort! their time, and tlzostJ whoat! bodies were rmburied.
The souls of the latter bodies were thought to be kept out of
Hades till their funerals were performed ; and the souls of those
who died an untimely or violent death, were kept from the same
plnce until the time of their natur;U dtath shouia come.
Bishop Pearson then quotes from Virgil's account of the souls
who wander and flit about the shores of Hades for a hundred
years. Thus he (Virgil) is understood in the description of the
funeral of Polydorus, ...En. iii. 62 :
Ergo instauramus Polydoro funus, et ingens
Aggeritur tnmulo tellus : • . •
anima.mque sepulchro
Condimus.

Not that anima does here signify the body, as some have observed, but that the soul of Polydorus was at rest when his body
had received funeral rites,-ad quietem it!ferni, according to the
petition of Palinurus. And that the sou1 of Polydorus was so
wandering about the place where his body lay unburied appeareth
out of Euripides in Hecuba ; and in the Proatks of the same poet
this is acknowledged by the Chorus. And when th11ir bodies were
buried, then their souls passed into Hades, to the rest. So was
it with Polydorus, and that 'man mentioned in the history of the
:>hilosopher of Athenagoras, whose umbra or phasma, (according
to Pliny,) walked about after his death.
• "When a father mourned grievously for his child that was taken
away suddenly, he made an Ima.,<Ye of him that was then dead, and
worshipped him as a god, ordaining to those under him Ceremonies and
Sa.criflces. Thus, in pl'OC888 of time, this wicked custom prevailed, and
was kept as a law."
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A curious illustration of the wide prevalence of those ideas
which lie at the root of Superstition, occurs in the narrative of
the sufferings of Byron and the crew of H.M. Ship, Wuger,
on the coast of South America. The crew had disgraced themselves by rioting, mutiny, and recklessness, in the island upon
which they were thrown, after a most tempestuous navigatiOn.
Long before they left the bay. the body was found of a man, supposed to have been murdered by some of the first gang who left
the island. The corpse had never been buried, and to this ne~lect
did the crew now ascribe the storms which had lately afllicted
them; nor would they rest until the remains of their comrade
were placed beneath the earth, when each (says the narrative)
evidentl,Y felt as if some dreadful spell had been removed from
his spirit.* "l!'ew would expect to :lind many points of resemblance between the Grecian mariners of the heroic ages, who
navigated the galleys described by Homer, to Troy, and the
sailors of George II. ; yet here, in these English seamen, was the
same feeling regarding the unhuried dead which prevailed in
ancient times."
The Desire for Posterity, though it seems, perhaps, hardl:; sufficient to account for the acts of the Superstitiosi, is so deeply implanted in the human heart, and is so connected with Man·s instinctive longing and striving after lromortality, that, after all, it
may possibly have been their ultimate and only motive. Hooker
has forcibly said;
It is the demand of nature itself,-" What shall we do to have
Eternal Life 1" The Desire of Immortality 9.11d the Knowledge of that
whereby it may be attained, is so natural unto all men, that even they
which are not persuaded that they shall, do, notwithstanding, wish
that they might know a way hfYIIJ to see no end qf bje. A longing, therefore, to be saved, without understanding the true way how, hath been
the cause of all the superstitiona in \he world.-Bool:er, Serm. ii.

The erudite correspondent (Eirionnach) who has contributed
to Notes and Queries the very interesting papers whence these
details have been selected, proceeds to illustrate the subject from
" the intense humanity and domesticity of minds such as Dr.
Arnold's," whose tastes and feelings were strongly _domestic:
"he thought, and he taught, and he worked, and he played, and
he looked at Sun, and Earth, and Sky, with a domeatic heart.
The horizon of family life mixed with the skiey life above, and
the Earthly Landscape melted by a quiet process of nature, into
the Heavenly one,"-( Christian lleme111lrr(ltzcer, 1844.)
Dr. Arnold himself declared :
• "Yet, in Christian England, (but the Qther day,) we remember more
than one unseemly squabble about the Iia bility to bury a corpae-tunilng
upon some obscure point of parochial law !
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I do not wonder that it tM8 tlwuglll. a great miiforluru to du clildl•
in old timu, when they had not fuller light-it IMIIIIO completely wipi11{J
a man out of txiltence •.• The anniversaries of domestic events-the
passing awsy of auooessive generations and the entrance of his sons on the
eeveral stages of their eduoation-i!ltruck on the deepest chords of m.
nature, anil made him blend with every J)roapect of the Future1 the
keen sense of the continuance (so to speak) of hia own ~ \n tk
good and nil forlunu of hu childrA1 and to unite the thought of these
with the 7et more solemn feeling, With which he was at all times wont
to regard_ "the blessing of a whole house transplanted entire from
Earth to Heaven, without one fa.ilure."-Dr . .Arnold'• Life.

This reminds one of what the Son of Sirach says :
He that teaeheth his son grieveth the enemy ; and before his friend&
he sball rejoice him. Though hufatkr die, yet he u u tlwugh he t/JIN
not dead, for he hath left one behind him that u like him~elf, While h11
lived, he saw and rejoiced in him ; and when he died, he was not sorrowful. He left behind him an avenger against his enemies, some that
sball requite l:indMU to hiljrUndi.-Ecclw. :nx. 8--6.

Bacon ("Essays, xxvii.) uses similar language with regard to
Friends:
It was a spa.rinjr speech of the Ancients to say " That a Fmnd· u

another Mm~elf;' for that a Friend is fa.r more than hifltlelf. Men
have their time, and die many times of some things which they principa.lly take to heart ; the bestowing of a Child, the finishing of a Work,
or the like. If a man have a true friend, he may rest almost secure
that the care of those things will continue after him ; so that a man
hath, as it were, two lives in his desires.

In the same Essay, Bacon mentions that Septimius Severns had
snch a friendship for Plautianus, that he pieferred him to his
own son, and wrote to the Senate, in the words of the S~tperlli
tiOBi: " I looe thia man 10 wll, that I fDilll lie •ay outlioe me."
The domesticity of character to which we have just alluded
would appear to be concentrated, as it were, in the _ , , of conjugal life. How often do we read in the news,Paper obituary lists
of the death of a husband in a few days followmg that of his wife,
and a wife that of her husband. These remarkable instances are
in our recollection. On October 211, 1817, died Lady Romilly;
and on November 2, following, Sir Samuel Romilly, in an aberration of mind, indaced by grief for the loss of his wife, committed
suicide. It is a s~r coincidence, that in the church of St.
Bride, Fleet Street, JB a tablet with an inscciption to the memorv
of Mr. Isaac Romilly, F.R.S., who was the nncle of Sir Samuel,
and who died in 1759, of a brow lleart, seven days after the
decease of his beloved wife. There is still another coincidence
connected with Sir Samuel Romillts death: he had just been returned to Parliament for W estmmster, after a severe contest,
principally with the supporters of Sir Francis Burdett, who,
twenty-seven years later, exj>ired of grief for the loss of his wife
-Lady Burdett having died thirteen days previously!
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IDGH SPIRITS A PRESAGE O.F EVIL.

Among the minor J>erple:rities which beset life's thorn' path,
iB this curious psychological question-Whether high spirits do
not often forebOde evil, and fancied good fortune prove the forerunner of adversity.
Shakspeare, (llotMo a~rd Juliet, Act v. Sc. 3,) has:
How oft when men are at the point of death
Ha'l'e they been merry ; which their Keepers call
A lightning before death.

This phenomena has, however, a physiological explanation ;
but it may have favoured the popular notion of high spirits 'Presaging calamity. This historical incident has been pressed mto
the illustrstion of the above feeling : upon the morning of the da.Y
of the assassination of the Duke of Buckingham by Felton, his
Grace "did rise up in a well-disposed humour, out o( his bed,
and cut a caper or two."-HoWt!ll'• Fam. Lett.
Tytler, innis Hittory Q/ Scotla~rd, tells us of the death of King
James I. : "On this fata1 evening, {Feb. 20, 1436,) the revels of
the Court were kept up to a late hour. . • . The Prince himself
appears to have been m unusually gay and cheerful spirits. He
even jested, if we. may believe the contemporary manuscript,
about a prophecy which bad declared that a King should that
year be slain."
In Guy ManMri"ff, chap. 9. "I think," said the old g&!'dener
to one of the maids, "the gauger's .fie," by which words the
common people express those violent spirits which they think a
presage of death.
In the evidence given at the inquest upon the bodies of four
persons killed by an explosion at a firework manufactory in Bermondsey, Oct. 12, 1849, one of the witnesses stated: "On Friday
ni~t, they were all very merry, and Mrs. B. said she feared something would happen before they went to bed, /;ecaUie t!Jey were
80

llappy."

We return to Sbakspeare, in the &co11d Part of KitiQ Henry IV.
Act iv. Sc. 2 :
Wut1Mf'tland. Health to my lord and gentle cousin, Mowbray.
M OfiJbray. You wish me health in very happy lle88on :
For I am, on the sudden, something ill.
· .A.rc!Wi1hop of Y or.I:. Against ill chance, men are ever merry ;
But heavinet!S foreruns the good e'l'ent.
Wut. Therefore, be merry, cos; since sudden sorrow
Serves to say tht111-some good thinfS'. comes to-morrow•
.A. t·ch. Believe me, I am passing light in sr.irit.
MOfiJ. So much the worse, if your own ru a be true.

In the last act of Romeo and Juliet, Sc. 1, Romeo comes on,
saying :

11:2

What is Superstition 1
If I may trust the flattering eye of sleep,
My dreams presage some joyful news at hand:
My bosom's lord sits lightly on his throne;
And all this day, an unaccustomed spirit
Lifts me above the ground with cheerful thoughts.

Immediately, a messenger comes in to announce Juliet's dea.th.
ln Act iii. Sc. 2, of King Rickard III. Hastings is represented
as rising in the morning in imusually high spirits. Stanley says :
The Lords at Pomfret, when they rode from London,
Were jocund, and suppos'd their states were sure,
And they, indeed, had no cause to mistrust;
And yet, you see, how soon the day o'ercast.

This idea runs through the whole scene. Before dinner·time,
Hastings is beheaded.
Shelley, the ~t, whose life was a dream of romance, a tale of
mystery aud gnef, strongly enterlained this feeling : " during all
the time he spent in Leghorn, he was in brilliant spirits, to him a
mre prognostic of coming e~il."
The following incident is strange, but scarcely comes within
our purpose. A.t an inquest held in l!'eb. 1853, concerning the
death of a poor girl, supposed to have been murdered by her ,
paramour ·throwing her into the Re~ent's Canal, one of the witnesses deposed that the girl was in h1gh spirits, and insisted upou
singing the song, " I've wander'd by the brook-side." The deceased then left in company with the accused; and met with her
death within half an hour after.
"THIR'rEEN TO DINNEll.."

There is a prejudice existing, generally, on the pretended
danger of being the thirteenth at table. If the probability be re·
quired, that out of thirteen persons of ditrerent ages one of them
at least shall die within a year, it will be found that the chances
are about one to one that one death at least will occur. This
calculation, by means of a false interpretation, has given rise to
the prejudice, no less ridiculous, that the danger will be avoided
by inviting a greater number of guests, which can only have the
elfect of augmenting the probability of the event so much
apprehended.-QU8t4kt, on the Calculation of Probabilities.
This superstition obtains in Italy and Russia, as well as in
• England. Moore, in his IJiacy, vol. ii. p. 206, mentions there
being thirteen at dinner one day at Madame Catalani's, when a
French countess, who lived with her upstairs, was sent for to
remedy the grievance. Again, Lord L. said he had dined once
abroad at COunt Orloft"s, who did not sit down to dinner, but
kept walking from chair to chair, because "the Naristiken were
at table, who, he knew, would rise instantly if they perceived the
o'
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number IMrleet~, which Orloft' would have made by t~ittioqg .down
himself."
The following instance is related by Rachel, the celebrated
trageaiemte. When she returned from Egn~t, in the spring of
1857, she installed herself in .a villa in tlie neighbournood .of
:Montpellier. There she received the visit of the poet Ponsard,
and Arsena Houssaye, who was making a tour as inspector of departmental museums. "Do you recollect the dinner we had at
the house of Victor Hugo, at the close of the repetition of L' Angelo P" she said to the former director. "You remember there
were tnirtem of us P There was Hugo and his wife, ,YOU and your
wife, Rebecca and I, Girardin and his wife, Gerard de Nerval,
Pradier, Alfred de :Musset, Perree, of the 8i8cle, and the Count
d'OrsaJ. Well ! where to-day are the thirteen P Victor Hugo
and his wife are in Jersey; ,YOur wife is dead; Madame de Girardin is dead; my poor Rebecca is dead; Gerard de Nerval,
Pradier, Alfred de :Musset, are dead. I-aay no more. There
remain· but Girardin and you. Adieu ! my friends. Never laogil
at thirteen at a table."
WJIAT IS CHANCE?

OllanctJ is frequently personified and erected into a chimerical
being, whom we conceive as acting arbitrarily, and producing all
the eft'ects the real causes of which do not appear to us ; in which
sense the word coincides with the nx.rhfortuna, of the Ancients.
The ancient aortilege or cllance, M. Placette observes, was
instituted b,r, God himself; and in the Old Testament we find
several standing laws and express commands which prescribed its
use on certain occasions. Hence the Scripture says, " The lol
or cllanctJ fell on Matthias," when it was in question who should
fill Judas's place in the apostolate; and hence also arose the aorta
1anctorum, or m~thod of determining t~, among the ancient
Christians, by opening some of the sacred oooks, and pitching on
the first verse the eye rested on as a 8'f.ll'6 progn011tic of what was
to happen. The ~oriel Homericm, Ylrgilitmm, Prtmellillfll, and the
like, used by the heathens, were resortecl to with the same viow,
and in the same manner. St. Augustin seems to approve of this
method of dete~~~~~ltS future, and owns that he had practised it himself, gro · his doing so on the prinoiplo. that God
presides over cll.a.nM.
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How prevalent is the fear of being "buried alive" may be,
gathered from the number of instances in which men have requested, that before the last offices are done for them, such
wounds or mutilations should be in11icted upon their bodies as
would effectual~! prevent the possibility of an awakening in the
tomb. Dr. Dilidfu relates that FranCIS Douce, the antiquary,
requested, in his will, that Sir Anthony Carlisle, the surgeon,
should sever his head from his body, or take out his heart, to
prevent the return of vitality; and his co-residuary legatee, Mr.
Kerrick, had also requested the same operation to be performed
·
in the presence of his son.
Sometimes the burning of the body has been enjoined as an assuranoe
against living interment. • Dr. Paris tells us, that the daughter of
Henry Laurene, the first President of the American 6ougress, when an
infant, was laid out as dead of the small-pox; upon which the window
of the apartment, that had been carefully closed during the progress of
the disease, was thrown open to ventilate the chamber, when the fresh
air revived the corpse, and restored her to her family: this circumstanoe
occasioned in her father so powerful a dread of living interment, that
he directed by will that his body should be burnt, and enjoined on his
children the performance of this wish as a sacred duty.-Medical J•rislJ'I"ldence, p. 5.

In 1703, a sermon was preached in the Presbyterian chapel of
Lancaster, "On the Duty of the Relations of those who are in
dangerous lllness, and the Hazard of Hasty Interment ; " wherein
it is stated by Dr. Hawes' that thirty years previously, M. Bruhier,
the physician, of Paris, in a work entitled TA4 Uncertainty qf tll4
SigM ofDtatA, clearly proved, from the testimonies of various
authors, and attestations of unexceptionable witnesses, that many
persons who have been buried alive, and were providentiallY
discovered in that state, had been rescued from tlie grave, ana
lived for several years afterwards. Notwithstandh!g these numerous instances, the custom then remained in full force. All
soon as the 1emblance of tleatk appears, the bed-clothes are removed, and the body is exposed to the air; which, when cold,
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mtut eztinguis4 tile little spark qf life that mav remain, and which,
by a different treatment, might be 'kindled in~ flame.
Mrs. Godfrey, mistress of the Jewel Office, and sister of the
great Duke of Marlborough, is stated to have lain in a trance,
apparently dead, for seven days, and was even declared by her
medical attendants to have been dead. Colonel Godfrey, her
husband, would not allow her to be interred, or the body to be
treated in the manner of a corpse ; and on the eighth day she
awoke, without any consciousness of her long insensibility. The
authority assigned fo~ this .story is Mr. ~eckard, Master of Mag·
dalen College, Cambndge, m a work ent1tled Further Obserf!atiOM
on tile Doctrine (}(an Intermediate State.
Stories are also told of a Mr. Holland, improperly treated as
dead, who revived,-only to die, however, from the effects of
exposure to cold in the grave-dress ; and of a Mrs. Chaloner, a
lady of Yorkshire, who was buried alive, and who was found, on
the re-opening of the vault in which she was interred, to have
burst open the lid of her coffin, and to be sitting nearly upright
in it.
Dr. Doddridge, at his birth, showed so little signs of life that
he was laid aside as dead; but one of the attendants perceiving
some motion in the body, took the infant under her charge, and
by her treatment the flame of life was gradually kindled.
In 1814, Anne Taylor, the daughter of a yeoman of Tiverton,
being ill, lay six. days insensible, and to all appearance dead :
during the interval she had a dream, which her family called
a trance, an account of which was subsequently printed. On.
awaking from her stupor, by her re'luest a person wrote down all
she had to relate, whiCh she desire«j. her father would eause to be
printed. This request he evaded until, as she told him, it. would
be too late. She died the same evening. Next morning her voice
was heard by the person who wrote the narrative, inquiring if it
was printed. Between ten and twelve o'clock the undertaker's.
men placed her in the coffin; and while the family were at dinner
her voice was again heard, saying, "Father,. it 1s not printed."
This was attested by six. witnesses; but,. after her death, Mr ~
Vowles, a dissenting minister of Tiverton, in a sermon, was considered to have proved the fraud of the whole 8tory.
More veracious is the case of the Rev. Owen Manning, the
historian of Surrey, who, during his residence at Cambridge University, caught small-pox, and was reduced by the disorder to a
state of insensibility and apparent death.. The body was laid eut,
and preparations were made for the funeral, when Mr. Manning's
father, going into the chamber to take a last look at his son,
raised the imagined corpse from its recumbent position, saying,
"I will give my poor bOy another chance;" upon which signs of
vitality were apparent. He was therefore removed by his friend
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and fellow-student Dr. Heberden, and ultimately restored to
health. He had another narrow escape from death ; for becoming
subject to epilepsy, and being seized with a tl.t as he was walking
bes1de the river Cam, he fell into the water, and was taken out
apparently lifeless ; Heberden, however, being called in, again
berame the means of Manning's restoration.
·
A monument in St. Giles's church, Cripplegate, has strangely
been associated with a trance story. In the chancel is a tablet in
memory of Constance Whitney, representing her rising from a
coffin : and the story relates that she had been buried while in a
trance, but was restored to life through the cupidity of the sexton,
which induced him to disinter the bOdy to obtain possession of a
valuable ring left upon her tl.nger.*
In Smith's Hutory of Cork, vol. ii. P· 428, we tl.nd recorded that
"Mr. John Goodman, of Cork, died m January, 1747, aged about
Courscore ; but what is remarkable of him, his mother was interred while a!te lay in a tranee; having been buried in a vault
which she found means to open, she walked home, and this Mr.
Goodman was born some time after."
Raikes, in his Journal, under August 8rd, 1837, mentions the
horrible death of the Cardinal Somaglia, who recovered from his
trance for one moment to put away the surgeon's knife, which
had begun the preparatory incision before embalming,-and then
died in agony.
.
Peter Klaus, the goatherd, a tradition of the Hartz, furnished
Washington Irving with the plot of Rip ran Winkle. There ar.e
several "German traditions and ballads which tum on the uMUSpected lapse of ti1111J under enchantment; and we may remember, in
counexion With it, the ancient story of t!te Seven Sleepera of the
tl.fth century. (Gibbon, vi. 32.) That tradition was adopted by
Mahomet, and has, as Gibbon observes, been also adopted and
adorned by the nations from Bengal to Africa, who profess the
Mahometan relilnon. The next step is to animate the period
4ropt from real rue-the parenthesis of existence-with characteristie adventures, as in the story of t!te E{/in Gt-01Je in Tieck's
Plzsntaaua; and as in the JJegn of Santiago, a Spanish tale from
tile Coode ~Meanor.
There is a yery pretty story in the Turkish Tales, (of a Sultan
Cff Egypt ·iUld -a Mahometan doctor,) the moral~ of which is:
The doctor tod~ this occasion of instructing the Sultan that
Bot~ was illl:po~aible with God; that He, with whom a thoullllllll yearsiU'e'l:iut !WI one day, can, if He pleases, make a single
day, Bay. -a sing}fl ·IDQment, appear to any of His creatures as a
thousan« years.
Emel'IIO!I, in '/!he tfJfJ~-&tel, says :
• !'rom ·f'Mttgl ,.., generally K11011m, Second Series.
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. The Soul oircumacribeth all things. It contradicts all experience.
lB like manner, it abolishes time and space. The influence of the
Senses has, in most men, overpowered the mind to that degree that the
walls of time and space have come to look solid, real, and insurmountable ; and to speak with levity of those limits is, in the world, the sign
ofinsanity. Yet time and space are but the inverse measures of the forces
of the soul A man is capable of abolishing them both. The spirit
sports with time,Can crowd eternity into an hour,
Or stretch an hour out to eternity..
We are often made to feel that there is another youth and age, than
that which is measured from the year of our natural &irth. Some
thoughts always find us young, and keep us so. Such a thought is the
love of the universal and eternal beauty. Every man parts from that
contemplation with the feeling that it belongs rather to ages than to
mortal life. The least activity of the intellectual powers redeems us, in
a degree, from the influences of time. In sickness, in languor, give us
a strain of poetry, or a profound sentence, and we are refreshed ; or
produce a volume of Plato or Shakspeare, or remind us of their names.
and instantly we come into a feeling of longevity ..•• Always the soul's
scale is one ; the scale of the senses and the understanding is another.
Before the great revelations of the Soul, time, space, and nature shrink
away.

Trance legends beao.tifull,r illustrate the great truth that the
soul is "its own place and time," and the so.blime passage in the
Apocalyptic Vision:
And the angel, which I saw stand upon the sea and upon the earth,
lifted up his hand to heaven, and sware by Him that liveth for ever and
ever, who created heaven and the things that therein are, and the earth
and the things that therein are, and the sea and the things which 8.l"e
therein, that there should be time no longer.

Lord Lindsay, in his work on Okri8tiQ11 ..J.rt, refers to
A very beautiful legend of a monk on whose heart the benumbing
thought had settled, "Must not the bliss of eternity pall at last, and
shall we not weary of heaven ! ''-and who, after having been beguiled
inio a wood by a song of a bird, and having passed as it seemed an hour
there listening to it, returned to the monastery to find a whole generation had passed away during his absence, and to le~ by this experience, that an eternity will not suffice to exhaust the bliss of paradise.

According to the legend, the book which the monk was reading
before his trance waa the famous treatise of St. Austin, ])e Oivitate
JJei-(Of the City of God). The penult chapter of this noble
work treats "Of the Quality of the Vision with which the Saints
shall see God in the World to come ; " and the last chapter tre!\ts
"Of the Eternal Felicity of the City of God, and the Perpetual
Sabbath."-See Natea at~d Queries, 2nd S. No. 61.
Another trance legend is that of Dorurosnken or Thorn Rose,
commonly called the Sleeping Beauty: this is a Hessian story,
which Mon. Grimm triiC6s to the ancient tradition of the Restoration of Brynhilda by Si.,.urd,
aa narrated
in ·h"~
-mdda,
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Sresmund, in 'JTollrmga Sapa. The heroine fells a king in fight, but
Odin strikes her head with the Sleepy '.Fhorn, (the Thorn-rose or
Dog-rose,) and says, she shall never be again victorious; and
shall be hereafter wedded. Tho~h the allusion to the SleepRose is preserved in our heroine s name, she su.ft"ers from tlie
wound of a spindle, as in the Pentanlerone of G. B. Basil.
Trance legends afford momentary glimpses of eternity; anci
the ecstasy, or "Pylgrimage of the Sowle' out of itself, Its rupture into spirit-land and beatific vision of the joys of paradise,
and its sorrowful return into the prison of tlie body and the
dominion of time and change, are set forth in countless instances,
not forgetting that of Timdall, treating of a vision supposed to
have taken place in 1149. Trance legends comprise also those
tales of the giants who are wrapt in a magic slumlier in enchanted
caves until the great day of doom ; besides descriptions of terrestrial paradises : out the most interesting are those legends, the
leading ideas of which are nullity of time as r~s the soul when
apart from the body; and, on the other hand, tlie manifold changes
of this earthly life and the power of time.
In a rare work, printed by Wynkyn de Worde and CaxtonTfle Art and Oraft to lr,ce well and to dye well, trauslated from
the French, is a beautiful legend of "The Joyes of Paradise,"
which Longfellow has versified in his Golden Legenrl. This idea is
also embodied in The &ven Sleepers of Ephesru, of which the
popular German tale of the Slumbers of the Emperor Frederick
Barbarossa is a late version; and the old Welsh tradition of King
Arthur's enchanted slumber, from which he will awake before the
last day arrives, and join in the holy wars of the times-bears a
strong likeness to the German legend. The Welsh legend of
Owen Lawgoch, the Red-handed, • corresponds with that of King
Arthur. Mr. Faber has traced "the Origination of Romance from
old Mythologic Idolatry," Thus with
"The le~nd of the wandering Jew; who for insulting the
• Messiah while upon his mock trial, is doomed to await in the flesh
the Second Advent. Like the fabled Great Father, he rambles over
the face of the whole globe, and visits every region. At the close
of each revolving century, bowed down with age, he sickens and
falls into a deathlike slumber; but from this he speedily awakes
in renovated youth and vi~ur, and acts over again the part which
he has so repeatedly sustame4,r As these romances have originated
from the periodical sleep of the Great Father ll.nd his family, so
that of St. Anton,r has been copied from the various terrific transformations exhibited in the funeral orgies of Dionusus, or Osiris,
or Mithras."

* This Legend has some resemblance to the ancient legend of Epimenides, as related by Diogenes Laertius. See Nota att.d Qttma, Nos.
267, 268.
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The Eastern prediction, "The child shall die an hundred years
old," is thus illustrated by Addison:
In- the Koran it is said that the ~1 Gabriel took Mahomet
out of his bed one morning, to give him a sight of all things in
the seven heavens, in -paradise, and in hell, which the prophet
took a distinct view of, and after having held ninety thousand
conferences with God, was broJ!ght back again to his bed. All this,
says the Koran, was transacted in so small a space of time, that
Mahomet, on his return, found his bed still warm, and took up an
earthen pitcher which was thrown down at the ve11. iustant that
the angel carried him away, before the water was spilt !
.d.~retli deatA is not always accompanied by a suspension of
cousc1ousness. In the P8f1cnolcgical Magazine, No.5, we read
that a young lady, after lying ill for some time, to all appearance
died. She was laid in her coffin. and the day of her funeral was
fixed. When the lid of the coffin was about to be screwed down,
a perspiration was observed on the body ; life soon appeared, and
at length she opened her eyes, and uttered a most pitiable shriek.
She said it seemed to her, as if in a dream she was really dead;
~et s~e was _perfectly couscio~ .of all that happe~ed around _her
m this dreadful state. She distmctly heard her fnends speaking,
and lamenting her death,-at the side of her coffin. She felt them
pnll on the dead clothes, and lay her in them. 'l'his feeling proanced a mental anxiety which was indescribable : she tried to cry,
but her soul was without power, and could not act on her body.
She had the contradictor! feeling as if she were in her body, and
yet not in it, at one and the same time. It was equally impossible
for her to stretch out her arm, or to open her eyes, or to cry,
although she continually endeavoured to do so. The internltl
anguish of her mind was, however, at its utmost height, when the
fmieral hymns were being sung, and when the lid of the coffin
was about to be screwed on. The thought that 11he ·was to be
IJt~rierl ali1Je was the one that gave activity to her soul, and caused
it to operate on her corporeal frame.
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HOURS FATAL TO LIFE.

A WRITER in the Q#arlerly Reoiew states : "We have ourselves
ascertained the hour of death in 2,880 instances of all ages, and
have arrived at interesting conclusions. We may remark that the
population from which the data are derived is a mixed population
m every respect, and that the deaths occurred during a period of
several years. If the deaths of the 2,880 persons had occurred
indifferently, at any hour during the twenty-four, 120 would have
occurred at each hour. But this was by no means the case.
There are two hours in which the proportion was remarkably
below this, two minima in fact, namely, from midnight to one
o'clock, when the deaths were 53 per cent. below the average,
and from noon to one o'clock, when they were 20£ per cent. below.
From three to six o'clock A.M. inclusive, and from three to seven
o'clock P.M. there is a gradual increase; in the former 23f per
cent. above the average ; in the latter of 5f per cent. The
maximum of deaths is from five to six o'clock A.M. when it is 40
per cent. above the average; the next, during the hour before
midnight, when it is 25 per cent. in excess; a third hour of excess is from nine to ten o'clock in the morning, being l7i per
cent. above the average. From ten A.M. to three o'clock P.M. the
deaths are less numerous, being l6i per cent. below the average,
the hour before noon being the most fatal. From three o'clock .
l'.M. to. seven P.H. the deaths rise to 5f per cent. above the
average, and then fall from that .hour to eleven P.M. averaging 6f
per cent. below the mean. During the hours from nine to eleven
m the evening there is a minimum of
per cent. below the
average. Thus, the least mortality is durmg the mid-day hours,
namely, from ten to three o'clock; the greatest during early
morning hours, from three to six o'clock. About one-third of the
total deaths noted were children under five years of age, and they
show the in1luence of the latter still more strikingly. At all the
hours from ten in the morning until midnight the deaths are at or
below the mean: the hours from ten to eleven A.M. four to
five P.M~ and nine to ten P.M. being minima, but the hour after
midnight being the lowest mazimum: at all the hours from two to
ten A.M. the deaths are above the mean, attaining their mazimu111
at from five to six A.K. when it is 45i per cent. above.
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PREMONITIONS OF DEATH.

The first symptom of approaching death with some is the strong
presentiment that they are about to die.
Oza.nam, the mathematician, while in apparent health, rejected
pupils from the feeling that he was on the eve of resting from his
labOurs ; and he e~iroo soon after of au apoplectic strolte.
Fletcher, the divme, had a dream which sliadowed out _his al·
pending dissolution, and believing it to be the merciful warning of
Heaven, he sent for a sculptor and ordered his tomb. "Begin
your work forthwith," he said, at parting, "there is no time to
lose." And unless the artist had obeyed the admonition, death
would have proved the quicker workman of the two.
The case of Wolsey was singular. After his arrest by the Earl
of Northumberland, the Cardiilal proceeded from Cawood Castle
towards London on his mule, but by the way he was attacked
with dysentery. As he entered the gate of the monastery at
Leicester, he said, "Father Abbot, I am come to lay my bOnes
amongl,ou;" and so the event proved : the monks carried him to
his be upon which, three days afterwards, he expired. The
morning before he died he asked Cavendish, his gentleman-usher,
the hour, and was answered, " Past eight." "Eight of the
clock P,. reJ.llied Wolsey, "that cannot be; eight of the clocknay, nay, 1t cannot be eight of the clock, for by eight of the
clock shall you lose your master." The day he miscalculated, the
hour came true. On the following morning, as the clock struck
eight, his troubled spirit passed from life. Cavendish and the
bystanders thought he must have had a revelation of the time of
his death; and from the way in which the fact had taken possession of his mind, we suspect that he relied on astrological prediction, which had the credit of a revelation in his own esteem.
Shakspeare has little altered the words Wolsey u5ed on his
death-boo, though they were spoken to Kingston, the lieutenant
o£ the Tower, and not, as in the play, to Cromwell:
Had I but served my God with half the zeal
I served the King, he would not in mine age
Have left me na.ked to mine enemies.
Henry VIII. Act iii. Sc. i.

It is unnecessary, as well as uncharitable, to supJlOSe, what
there is no proof of, that Wolsey died of poison, either by himself
or others. The obvious aud proximate cause of his death was
aJlliction. A great heart opprest with indignities, and beset with
dangers, at length gave way, and Wolse1. received the two last
charities of a aeath-bed anii a grave, Wlth man~ Circumstances
affectingly told by Cavendish, in the Abbey of Leicester.
Of "The Renowned Confessor,'' Philip Howard, Earl of ~del,
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who died in 1589, in the Tower of London, where he was imprisoned for high treason, we find an impressive narrative, in the Life of
him, edited from the original.MSS. oy the late Duke of Norfolk, and
published in 1857. The Earl's piety was remarkable. He constantly
rose in the morning at five o'clock, and "as soon as he was risen
out of bed, he fell down upon his bare knees, and breath'd forth
in secret his first Devotions to Almighty God, his eyes and hands
lifted up to heaven. With his kneeling in that manner then and
at other times, his knees were grown very hard and black." ..•.
"In those times which were allotted to walk:ine: or other recreation, his discourse and conversation either with his Keeper, or the
Lieutenant, or his own servants, was either tending to Piety, or
some profitable disoourse, as of the lives and examples of holy
men, of the suft'erances and constancy of the martyrs of ancient
times, from which he would nsually deduce some gOod document
or other: as of the facility of a virtuons life, after a man had
once overcome his sensualit~ ; of the happiness of those that
suft'ered anything for our SaVIour's sake, With such like; to which
purpose he had writ with his own hand upon the wall of his chamber this Latin sentence : Quanto pltu qjflictioni8.P_ro Ckriato in !toe
a,zculo, tanto pltu glorite cum Ckriato in futuro. The more a.filiction
we endure for Christ in this world, the more glory we shall obtain
with Christ in the next." The Earl's last moments are thus
pathetically deacribed:
The last night of his life he spent for the moet part in prayer, sometimes saying his Beads, sometimes such Psalms e.nd Prayers as he knew
by heart. And oftentimes used these holy Aspirations : 0 Lord into
thy he.nds I commend my spirit. Lord thou ar't iny hope · and life.
Very frequently, moreover, indicating the holy names of jesus e.nd

M&y.

.

Seeing his serve.nts in the morning ste.nd by his bedside weeping
in a mournful me.nner, he ask'd them what o'clock it was; they answering that it wu eight, or there about. Why then, said he, I have
almost run out my course, e.nd come to the end of this miserable aud
mortal life, desiring them not to weep for him since he did not donbt
by the grace of God but all would ~ well with him. Whioh being said,
he return'd to his Prayers upon his Beads again, though then with a
very slow, hollow, e.nd fainting voice, and so continued as long as he
was able to draw so much breath as was sufficient to sound out the
names of Jesus a.nd. the glorious Virgin, which were the last words
which he was ever heard to speek. The last minute of his last hour
being now come, lying on his back, eies firmly :firl tOwards Heaven, e.nd
his long lean aonsumed armes out of the bed, his he.nd upon his breast
laid in cross one upon the other, about twelve o'clock at noon, in which
hour he was also bom into this world, arraign'd, condemn' d. and adjudg'd unto death, upon Sunday the 19th of October, 1595, \after
almost 11 yeers Imprisonment in the Tower) in a most sweet manner
without any sign of grief or groan, only turning his head a little aside,
as one falling into a pleasing sleep, he surrender'd his happy soul into
the he.nds of Almighty God, who to his so great glory had created it.
Some have thought, a.nd perhaps not improbably, that he had some
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fore knowledge of the day of his death, because about seven or eigM
dayes before making certain notes (understood only by himself) in his
Calendar, what Prayers and Devotions he intended to say upen every
day of the week following, on Monday, Tuesday, &c. : 'lOken he canu to
IAe Su'IUip,y on IDhich he dy' d, he tAere ~ a. pattie, aa.ying, Hitherto and
.w jwrthtr: this is enough: and so writ no more, as his servants who
lhen heard his woros, and saw him write, have often teatitied.

In the following chapter occurs this curious record :
I forgot to note in the. due place, that upon ~e night precedent to
the Earl's 8l'l'aignmentand condemnation, a Nitingale was heard to sing
with great melody in a Jessamine tree all y• night long in the Garden
of Arundel House, where his Countess and children then did remain,
the which may seem the more strange in regard the like was neither
before, nor since that time ever heard in that place. Another thing u
strange did.happen in the Tower soon after his death ; for two tame
.tags which the Lieutenant kept there for his pleasure falling into a
fury, never de.aisted knocking their horns against the walls till their
brains being beaten out they dy'd."

Foote, the dramatist, shortly prior to his death, stood contemplating the picture of a brother author, and exclaimed, his eyes
lull of tears, " Poor Weston ! " In the same dejected tone he
added, after a pause: "Soon shall others say, 'Poor Foote ! ' "
and, to the surprise of his friends, a few days proved the justice
of his prognostication. While performing at the Haywarket
theatre, he was seized with paralysis on the stage: he shortly
after went to Brighton, returned to London, set out for Paris,
but died on his way, at Dover. The expectation of the event
had a share in producing it ; for a slight shock completes the
destruction of prostrate energies.
Another great artist, in a different department, convinced that
, his hand was about to lose its cunning, chose a subject emblemstical of the coming event. J.Iis friends inquired the nature of his
next design, and Hogarth replied, " 'l'he End of All Things." "In
that case," rejoined one, "there will be an end of the painter."
What was uttered in jest was answered in earnest, with a solemn
look and a heavy sigh: "There will," he said, "and the sooner
n1y work is done the better." He commenced next day, laboured
upon it ~th unremitting diligence, and when he had given it the
last touch, seized his palette, broke it in pieces, and said : "1
have finished." The print was published m March, under the
title of "Finis," and in October the curious eyes which s&w the
;manners in the face were closed in the dust. Our ancestors, who
were prone to look in the air for causes which were to be found
upon the earth, attributed these intimations to various supernatural agencies.
.
John Hunter has solved the mystery, if mystery it can be
called, in a single sentence. " We sometimes," he says, " feel
wit.hin ourselves that we shall not live ; for the living powers
become weak, and the nerves communicate the intelligence to the

•
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brain." His own case has often been quoted among the marvels.
of which he offered this rational explanation.
Dr. Ridge, in an eloquentlr written Oration, delivered by him befonr
the Hunterian Society, has mtroduced some valuable information on
the nature of govJ. and angina. ptctori8, incidentally in his examination
of the various attacks under which the great anatomist 8U11'ered, with
judicious remarks on the mental and bodily health, which left
unDlllltakable evidence of the affection under which 'Hunter laboured,
and which at length suddenly terminated his most extraordinary and useful career. Dr. Ridge thus described the death-scene. "On the 16th of
Octcber, 1798, says Mr. Ottley, the Board was to meet; and Hunter
prepared to ful1ll his promi8e, though he was not so well a ware of the
risk he incurred in undertaking a task which he felt would agitate him,
that in mentioning the circumstance to a friend who called on him in
the morning, he expressed his apprehension lest some unpleasant di&o
pute might occur, and his conviction, that if it did, it would certa.iBly
prove fatal to him. At his aocustomed hour he left his house to commence his morning rounds, and by aocident forgot to take with him his
list of appointments. He had left his house but a few minutes when it
was discovered; and M.r. Cleft, who was residing in his house, hastened
with it to York-street, St. James's, the first place on the list, where he
found the carriage waiting. Hunter now made his RJ?pearance, took the
list, and in an animated tone, bade his coachman drive to St. George's.
Arrived at the Hospital, he found the Board already assembled; and
entering the room, presented the memorial of the young men, and proceeded to urge the propriety of their being admitted. In the course of
his remarks he made some observation which one of his colleagues
thought it necessary instantly and flatly to contradict. Hunter immediately ceased s~, retired from the table, and, struggling to
suppress the tumult of his passion, turned into the adjoining room,
where he had scarcely reached, when, with a deep groan, he fell lifeless
into the arms of Dr. Robertson, one of the Physicians of the Hospital,
who chanced to be present." • Dr. Ridge has also traced the hereditary
affection which Hunter inherited, to its fatal termination. He has discriminated the different results of the ordinary wear and tear of the
organic functions, and the aggravated form, which, as in the case of
John Hunter, was induced by too much mental application and the
neglect of the ordinary means of health ; at the same time distinguish·
ing some forms of disease (gout and angina pectoris), which were shown
to be in the life of the illustrious John Hunter.

manr

It is remarked in the Pkre11()logical Journal :-There was every
thing to lament in the circumstance, but nothing at which to
wonder, except that any individual could show such disrespect to
the great genius, a single year of whose existence was worth the
united lives of his opponents. Hunter, in-utte~ the prediction,
had only to take counsel in his own experience, Wlthout the intervention of jnvisible spirits. He had long laboured under a disease
of the heart, and he felt the disorder had reached the point u
which any sharp agitation would bring on the crisis.
• He was carried to his house in Leicester-square, in a close chair
belonging to the Hospital, and was interred on the Wednesday following
in the public vault of St. Martin's-in-tbe-Fields, whence the ocffin waa
zemoTed in 1859, to Westminster Abbey.
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Mrs. Schimmelpenninck, in her amusing Memoirs, relates the
following well-attested instance.
"While Dr. Priestley occupied the post of librarian to Lord
Shelburne, one day, Mr. Petty,, the precocious and gifted youth,
sent for Dr. Priestley (Lord Shelburne being then absent, I think,
in London). When the doctor entered, Mr. Petty told him he
had passecl a very restless night, and had been much disturbE'd
by uncomfortable dreams, which he wished to relate to Dr.
Priestley, hoping that, by so doing, the painful impression would
pass away. He then sa1d he drellmed he had been very unwell,
when suddenly the whole house. was in preparation for a journey;
he was too ill to sit up, but was carried lying down into the
carriage ; his surprise was extreme in seeing carriage after
carriage in an almost interminable procession. He was alone,
and could not speak; he could only gaze in astonishment. The
procession at last wound slowly off. After pursuing the road for
many miles towards London, it at last appeared to stop at the
door of a church. It was the church at High Wycomoo, which
is the burial-place of the Shelburne family. It seemed, in Mr.
Petty's dream, that he entered, or rather was carried into, the
church ; he looked back ; he saw the procession which followed
him was in black, and that the carriage from which he had been
taken bore the semblance of a hearse. Here the dream ended,
and he awoke. Dr. Priestley told him that his dream was the
result of a feverish eold, and that the impression would soon pass
ofr. Nevertheless, he thought it best to send for the fanilly medical
attendant. The next day Mr. Petty was much better; on the
third day he was completely convalescent, so that the doctor permitted him to leave his room; but, as it was in January, and
illness was prevalent, he desired him on no account to leave the
house, and, with that precaution, took his leave. Late the next
al'ternoon the medical man was returning from his other patients ;
his road lay by the gates of Bowood, and, as Lord Shelburne was
aWBJ, he thought he might as weH call to see Mr. Petty, and enforce
his directions. What was his surprise, when he had ~passed the
lodge, to see the youth himself, without his hat, playfully running
to meet him ! The doctor was much astonished, as 1t was bitterly
cold, lilld the ground covered with snow. He rode towards Mr.
Petty to rebuke him for his imprudence, when suJdeulv he disappeiued ~ whither, he knew not-but he seemed instantaneously
to vanish. The doctor thou~ht it very extraordinary, but t'hat
probably the youth had not~wished to be found transgressing
Orders, imd he rode on to the house ; there he learnt tltat Mr.
PettY' had just exeired."
SOldiers and sailors are remarkable for their presentiments of
death. Here are three inl!tances :
At the battle of Bamilles, was engaged a young officer, who
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had been intimate with Sir John Friend, executed by William of
Orange for adherence to the interests of the e:illed family. The
officer ·assured his friends that he should not survive the battle.
At its close, while the allied forces were pursuing the remains of
the enemy, a knot of his acquaintance rallied him on his despondency, and congratulated him on his safety. "You speak," he
replied, "as you think. I shall die yet." Scarcely had he said
these words when the last cannon.ball fired by the enemy laid
him dead on the spot. In his pocket was found a slip of peper,
with these words, after a certain date : "Dreamed, or
"
(the blank was supposed to be .intended for " was told by a
spirit") that on May 22, 1706, Sir John Friend meets me." On
that May 22 the battle of Ramilles was fought.
The following is related jn Cadell's CampaigM in Egypt:" When the inlying picquets turned out in the morning, a soldier
of my company (the Grenadiers), named M'Kinlay, came up to,
me, handing a paper, and said : 'Captain, here is my will; I am
to be killed to-day, and I will all my arrears, and everJthing I
have, to my comrade, Hugh Swift.' 'What nonsense, M 'Kinlay,'
I replied to him ; 'go into action, and do what you have alwa;r.s
done : behave like a brave soldier.' He answered: 'I will
do that, sir; but I am certain I am to be killed to-day, and I
request you to take my will. To satisfy him, I took it; and the
man fought with the picquets during the whole day with gre!'t
coolness and gallantry. In the afternoon, a little before the
action was over, we rejoined the regiment; we had su1l'ered
much, but M'Kinlay was standing_ unhurt close to me ; upon
which I observed to him : ' So, M'Kinlay, I snspect ;you are
wrong this time.' The right of the rewment being postea <ln the
round of a hill cut into steps for the vmes, a body of the enemy's
sharp-shooters came close under us, and opened a fu:e to cover
their retiring columns. M'Kinlay, seein~ one of them taking aim
over the arm of a fig-tree in our direct10n, exclaimed, " Look at
that rascal going to shoot our captain ! ' And, advancing one
step down tlie hill, he presented at the Frenchman, who, however,
was unfortunately too quick for him, for in an instant afterwards
poor M'Kinlay- was shot through the neck, and killed on the spot.
The same ball gave me a severe contusion on the breast, ana I
fell with the unfortunate man, and was actually covered with his
blood. He was one of the best soldiers in the Grenadier company-,
and was much res-retted; indeed, but for him, it is probable I
should not have lived to tell this tale. The will was duly forwarded to the War Office, whence an order was issued for his
comrade Swift to receive all that was due to him."
A correspondent of Notes and Queries, 2nd S. No. 34, relates:
"Having been several months in the Crimea during the severest
period of the bombardment, I can state that many cases of preDigitized
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#fditllent were fulfilled; as also, that some were falsified.

There
were also many deaths without any accompanying presentiment
lJaving been uiade known. A sergeant in the Lignt Division,
who was in the second boat which reached the shore before the
Alma, and went through all the severest work up to the final
storming, frequently, in his letters home, remarked, ' Something
tells me I shall escape;' hut, poor fellow, he was hit severely in
two places, at the Redan. In one of his letters he stated:
'Many of our men knew when they would fall, and prepared accordingly by paclcing up letters and papers, and leaving instructions as to sending and writing to friends : n~re Bn011f1ll t!H!y did,
fall.'"
It will be remembered ,that Dr. Johnson, in his Rauela8, puts
into the mouth of the sage Imlac, these words :
That the dead are seen no more, I will not undertake to maintain
apinst the concurrent testimouy of all ages and alluations. There is
no people, rude or unlearned, among whom apparitions of the dead are
not related and believed. This opillion, which prevails, as far as human
nature is diffused, could become universal only by its truth : those that
never heard of one another would not have 8lll'e8d ill a tale which
nothing but experience could make credible. '!'hat it is doubted by
single cavillers can very little weaken the general evidence ; and some
who deny it with their tongues, confeBB it with their fears."

To this passage Lord Byron thus alludes :
I merely mean to say what Johnson said,
That in the course of some six thousand years,
All nations have believed that from the dead
A visitant at intervals appears.
And what is strangest upon this strange head
Is, that, whatever bar the reason rears
'Gainst such belief there's somethillg stronger still
In its behalf, let those deny who will.

Lord Byron was "superstitious:" he believed in the ill-luck
of Friday, and was seriously disconcerted if anything was to be
done on that frightful day of the week. Yet he sometimes laughed
at the idea of ghosts. In 1811, Byron, writing to Mr. Murray,
says: "My old school and form-fellow Peel, the Irish secretary,
told me he saw me in St. James's-street; I was then in Turkey.
A day or two afterwards he pointed out to his brother a person
across the way, and said, 'There is the man I took for Byron: '
his brother answered, 'Why, it is Byron, and no one else.' I
was at this time 86en to write my name in the Palace book. I
was then ill of a malaria fever. If I had died, here would have
'
been a ghost-story."
Not long after the death of Lord Byron, Sir W alt.er Scott was
engaged in his study, during the darkening twilight of an auo; ,;,;,ed by
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tumnal evening, in reading a sketch of B!lOJl'S form and habit&,
his manners and opinions. On a sudden, he saw, as he laid down
his book, and passed into his hall, the eidolon of his departed
friend before him. He remained some time impressed by the intensity of the illusion, which had thus created a phantom out of
skins, and scarfs, and plaids, hanging on a screen, in the gothic
hall at Abbotsford.
Harriet Duchess of St. Albans frequently expressed a wish
that her own demise should take place on a Su~rrlay; which was
fulfilled; she died on Sunday, Aug. 6, 1837. In reply to a question why she so fervently desired to die on the Sabbath, she said :
"As it was on the Sunday after the Crucifixion that the Resurrection took place, those who would believe in their salvation by
the Lord Jesus naturally wish to leave earth on the same day, in
the humble hope of gaining admission where there are many
mansions."
Burton, in his .dwo;';f..;(" Melanclloly, Part i. sec. 2, tells us that
near Rupes Nova, in F"
d, in the ~om of Sweden, there is a
lake, in which, before the governor of tli.e cattle dyes, a IJ!ect~
in the habit of Arion with his harp, appears, and makes excellent
musick, like those blocks in Cheshire, which, (the~ say,) _l)resag&
death to the master of the family ; or that oak m Lanth.adriR
park in Cornwall, which foreshows as much. Many families in
Europe are so put in mind of their last, by such J>redictions, and
many men are forew&.rned (if we may believe Paracelsus) by
familiar spirits in divers shapes, as cocks, crows, owls, which often
hover abOut sick men's chambers, fJB quia morientium jflfditatea
1nelient, as Barcellus conjectures, et ideo IUperiectum itrjif71Wf'#•
crocitant, because they smell a corse ; or for that (as Bernardinua
de Bustis thinketh) God permits the devil to appear in the form
of crows, and such like creatures, to scare sucli as live wickedly
here on earth. A little before Tullie's death (saith Plutarch)
the crows made a mighty noise about him; tumultu01tJ perlirep/JIIIu, they pulled the pillow from under his head. or
course, allowance must be made for the classic garniture of
these prodi~es.
Persons m health have died from the expectation of dying.
It was once common for those who perished liy violence to summon their destroyers to appear, within a stated time, before the
tribunal of their God ; and we have many perfectly attested instances in which, through fear and remorse, the perpetratorS
withered under the curse, and died. Pestilence does not kill with
the rapidity of terror.
The prolligate abbess of a convent, the Princess Gonzaga of
Cleves and Guise, and the profligate Archbishop of Rheims, took it
into their heads-for a jest-to visit one of the nuns by night,
and exhort her as a person who was visibly dying. While in the
o; ,;,;,ed by
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performance of their heartless scheme they whispered to each
other, " She is just departing,'' she departed in earnest. Her
ngour, instead of detecting the trick, sank beneath the alarm;
and the profane pair discovered, in the midst of their sport, that
th~ were J:llllkinilo merry with a corpse.-Phrenological JouNUtl.
Mrs. Crawford relates in the Metropolitan Magazine, 1836, that
Lord Chedworth (father of the late lord) had living with him the
orphan daughter of a sister of his, a Miss Wright, from whom
Mrs. Crawford heard this circumstance. Lord Chedworth had
some lamentable doubts as to the existence of the soul in another
world. He had a great friendship for a gentleman, who was as
sceptical as himself. One mornmg, Miss Wright observed, on
her uncle's joining her at the breakfast table, that he was very
thoughtful, ate little, and was unusually silent. At last, he said,
•Molly, (for thus he familiarly called her,) I had a strange visitor
last night. My old friend B-- came to me." "HowP" said
Miss Wright, "did he come after I went to bed P" "His spirit
rlifl," said Lord Chedworth, solemnly. "Oh, my dear uncle!
bow could the spirit of a living man apJ!ear P" said she, smiling.
'' He is dead, beyond doubt,'' replied hiB lordship : "listen, and
then laugh as much as you please. I had not entered my bedroom many minutes, when he stood before me. Like you, I could
not believe but that I was looking on the living man, and so
accosted him; but he (the spirit) answered, 'Chedworth, I died
this night at eight o'clock. I came to tell ;ron, there is another
world beyond tbe ~ve; th~re is a righteous God that judg_eth a.J!.''
· "Depend upon 1t, uncle, 1t was only a dream;" but wliile MIBs
Wright was yet speaking, a groom on horseback rode up the
avenue, and Immedistel,- afterwards delivered a letter to Lord
Chedworth, announcin~ the sudden death of his friend. The effect
that it had upon the mmd of Lord Chedworth was as happy as it
was permanent : all his doubts were at once removed, and for
ever.
Haydon, the painter, in his Journal, February 15, 1815, has
this extraordinarY entcy : "About this time, I bad a most singular
dream. I dreanit Wilkie and I were both climbing up an immensely high wall, at the top of which were sweet creatures smiling
and welcoming us. He could scarcely keep hold, it was so steep
and slippery; when all of a sudden he let go, and I saw him wind
and curve m the air, and felt the horrible conviction that his body
would be dashed to pieces. After a moment's grief, J persevered
and reached the top, and there found Mrs. Wilkie and his sister,
lamenting his death."-Upon this Haydon subsequently noted:
"This is like a presentiment of his (Wilkie's) dying first."B. R: H. 1843.
K
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DEATH OF LORD LYTrELTON.

The premonition said to have been received by Thomas Lord
Lyttelton, a short time before his death, at the precise period
foreshadowed, at Pitt Place, Epsom, is well known; but there
are many versions of. the circumstances. That most to be relied
on is by Mr. William Russell, an organist, of Guildford, whose
company was much courted on account of his musical talent, and
who was a visitor at Pitt Place, on the night of Lord Lyttelton's
death. We have in our possession Mr. Russell's narrative in
his own ha)ldwriting,, but it is iucomJ>lete as re~ards the dream
in which the time of death was foretold. The Circumstances are
related, though with a difference, by a Correspondent of No/U and
~8, 2d Series, No. 113, who, however, received his version
from a gentleman who had it from .Mr. Russell.
The story ordinarily told is, that Lord Lyttelton dreamed the
ghost of a lady whom he had seduced, appeared to him, and predicted his death at twelve at night on the third day following. The
informant's version differs only thus far: that the supposed apparition was that of Mrs. Amphlett, the mother of the lady in question,
who had died of a broken heart, in consequence of her daughter's
dishonour. Lord Lyttelton was, at this time, in a very bad state
of health, in consequence of his excesses, and was subject to
" suffocating fits," probably nervous hysteria. Be this as 1t may,
it appears that on the day of his death, the foretold third day, be
had a party of friends at Pitt Place, among whom was Mr.
Russell, the organist. He said that Lyttelton was in a state of
eome agitation, and had told the story of the dream to his friends.
As the night wore on, and midnight approached, his nervousness increased painfully; and some of his visitors said, during
his absence, "Lyttelton will frighten himself into another fit
with this foolish ghost-story :" they determined to put a clock,
which stood· in the room, forward; and when he returned to
them, they said,-"Hurrah, Lyttelton, twelve o'elock is past,
you've jockied the ~host-now, the best thing to do, is to go
quietly to bed, and m the 11\0rning you will be all right." He
accordingly went upstairs; and while some of his guests were.
preparing to depart, his valet came down to fetch some mintwater which he was in the habit of taking, leaving his Lordship
alone. At this period, the clock of the parish-church, which was
not far oft', and which, of course, could not have been touched,
began slowly to peal forth the true midnight hour. The valet
returned upstairs, and called out loudly; the company l'lln up,
and found his Lordship had fallen dead.
Now, the impression of the nluTator was, that the sudden revulaion of feelirig, from a state of fancied security to the finding
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of himself in the very instant of the dreaded danger, had caused
such a reaction as to bring on the fits which carried his Lordship
otr. - He, no doubt, had heard the first stroke of the clock, aa
well as others downstairs ; and as each su.:cessive blow struck
slowly upon the bell, the sense of danger, and the remembrance
of the dream, became greater and greater-and to so weakened a
frame, and so distressed a mind, no doubt, these caused the
catastrophe.
It is also stated that Mrs. Amphlett died of grief at the precise
time whep. the fiaure appeared to Lord Lyttelton; and that at
the period of hisl..ordsh1p's own dissolution, a 6gure answering
his descri1>tion appeared at the bedside of Miles Peter Andrews,
Esq., (his Lordsh1p's friend and companion,) and auddenl,Y throwing open the curtains, desired Mr. Andrews to come to him. The
latter, not knowing that his Lordship had returned from Ireland~
got up, when the phantom disappeared. Mr. Andrews (then at
his partner's, Mr. Pigou, at Dart£ord,) had, in consequence, a
short fit of illness; and in his subse~uent visits to Pitt Place, no
solicitations could ever prevail qn him to take a bed there ; but
he would invariably return, however late, to the Spread Eagle
inn for the night. Mr. Croker, in his edition of Boswell's Life of
JolJnson, notes that he had heard Mr. Andrews relate these details,
more than once, but always reluctantly, and with an evidently
solemn conviction of their truth.
In N(Jtel and Queriu, 2d Series, No. 158, we find another
version of the above story, copied from a MS. at least fifty_ years
old, of a gentleman of Derbyshire, whose mother was a collateral
descendant of Lord Lyttelton. This version states that his
Lordship died at his house in Hill-street, Berkeley-square; but
of the accuracy of Mr. Russell's statement that his Lordship died
at Pitt Place, there can be no doubt. This version repeats the
statement, that the next post, on the morning after Lord Lyttelton's death, brought the account of the death of Mrs. Amphlett,
" who departed precisely at the time Lord Lyttelton saw the
vision."
We lind the following narrative in the Supplement to Nash's
BiltOty of 1Yorce1ter1ki1'6:
Thomu, the aecond Lord Lyttelton, • had great pa.rts and ambition.
He had all his father's foibles,· but without his sound principles of
religion and morality ; for want of which he fell into great enormities
" Lord Lyttelton married in 1772, Apphia, relict of Joseph Peach,

Esq., Governor of Calcutta. She survived her lord 60 years, dying &t
Peach Field Lodge, Great Malvern, at the age of 96. With means com.
paratively slender she was eminently charitable ; and the schools .
founded by her, the public walks la.id out and improved, and the Home
of Industry at Malvern, are interesting memorials of hor beneftcenqe.
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and vices. His pleasures were restrained by no ties of relationship,
friendship, or decency. He Willi a gre&t lover of gaming ; in his youupt
ye&rB he waa unsuooesaful, but he &fterwa.rds became more artful, 8lld
at his death he Willi t!Upposed to have all<\uired 30,000l. by play. His
constitution waa feeble1 _and by his vices so enervated, that he died an
old man at the age of Ill). He waa, like his father, a believer in ghosts.
and many stories are told, with considerable confidence, which have relation to his death. About three days before he died, a female 1igure1
with a bird on her hand, • appeared to him, aa he imagined, and tola
him he should die in three days. The day of this t!Upposed appearance
he went to the House of Lords, and spoke with gre&t earnestneBB on
some busineBS then in agitation. The next day he went to a villa he
had at Epsom, apparently aa well aa he had been some time before.
The succeeding day he oontinued there, and waa in as good health and
spirits aa usual, though the apparition still hung upon his mind. He
spent the evening in company with the Miss Ampbletts, Admiral
W olseley, Earl Fortescue, and some other persons: he seemed perfectly
well, and pulling out his watah, said jocularly, it waa ten o'cfoek, and
if he lived two•hours, he should~ the ghost.· In about an hour, he
retired to his chamber, and ordered"' his valet to bring his powder of
rhubarb, which he frequently took at night. His servant brought it,
and forgetting to bring a spoon waa going to stir it with a key; upon
which his Lordship called him a dirty fellow, and bid him fetch a spooii.
Accordingly, he went out, and returning in a few minutes, found his
Lordship in the agonies of death.
.

DEATH OJ!' ARCHlUSHOl' LEIGHTON.

Bishop Burnet records of the saintly Robert Leighton :
He often used to say that if he were to choose a place to die in, it
should be an Inn. It looked like a Pilgrim's going Home, to whom
this world was allaa an Inn, and who was weary of the noise' and confusion in it. He added that the officious tenderness and care of friends
waa an entanglement to a dying man; and that the unconcerned
attendance of those that could be/rocured in such a place would give
leBS distur~. And he obtaine what he desired ; for h4 dud at the

Belt inn, in WanDicb-lane.

Dr. Fall, who was well acquainted with Leighton, after a glowing eulogy on his holy life and "heavenly converse," proceeds :
Such a life, we may ee.sily persuade ourselves, must make the th:mght
of Death not only tolerable but desirable. Accor<lin~Cly, it had this noble
effect upon him. In a paper left under his own hi>.nd (since lost) he
bespeaks that day in a most glorious and triumphant manner: his ExpreBBions seem rapturous and ecstatic, as though his Wishes and Desires
• In Devonshire the appearance of a tJJhiu-brtaated bird baa long been
considered an omen of death. This belief has been traced to a circumstance stated to have happened to one of the Oxenham family in that
county, and related by Rowel, in his Familiar Letter•; wherein is the
following monumental inscription: ''Here lies John Oxenham, a
goodly young man, in whose chamber, as he was struggling with the
pangs of death, a bird, with a white breast, was seen fluttering about
his bed, and so vanished... A similar circumstance is related of the
death of his sister Mary, and two or three others of the family.
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bad anticipated the real and solemn celebration of his Nuptials with
the IAmb of God•••. He sometimes expressed his desire of not being
troublesome to his friends at his Death ; and God ~tified to the full
his modest humble choice : he dying at an Inn in hu llup . •.. So kind
and condeecending: a Master do we aervel..who not only enriches the
80nls of his fil.ithful aervants with His best Treasures, but often indulges
them in lesaer matters, and giveth to his beloved, even in their sleep.

Diodorus tells us that the E~m~tians used to style the dwellings
of the living "Inns," rega.rdirig the Life as the Journey of a
Traveller towards his home. Cowley has a similar thought in one
of his Pindaric Odes, of which the following is the first stanza:
Lll!'B.

NaJJcenlu morimur.-.Manil.
Wo're ill by those Gramma.rians us'd,
We are abused by W ordl, grossly abused ;
From the Maternal Tomb
To the Grave's fruitful Womb
We call here Life; but Lifi• a Name
That nothing here can truly c1a.im :
This wretched Inn, where we scarce stay to bait,
We call our D'IJJelling-place;
W.e call one Step a Race;
But A nget. in their full enlightened state,
Angel& who Live, and know what 'tis to Be,
Wlio all the nonaense of our Language aee,
Who speak Thing&, and our Words (their ill-drawn Pictures) scom:
When we by a foolish F'Wlre say
Behold an old Man dead 1 then they
Speak properly, and cry, "Behold a Man-child bom !"
OLD AGE AND DEATH.

M. Richerand, in his Elements
picture of the closing scene :

of Physiology, has

this pathetic

New impressions are now less easily made, and the motions necessary
to the operation of the understanding are performed with difficulty.
Hence in decrepitude, man returns, as far as relates to his intellectual
faculties, to a state of &econd childhood, limited to certain recollections
which are at first confused, and at last completely lost, incapable of
judgment or will, or of new impressions.
The close of life is marked by phenomena similar to those with which
it began. The oirculation first manifested itaelf, and ceaaes last.
The ~ht auricle is the first to pulsate, and in death the last to
retsin 1ts motion.
The following is the order in which the intellectual faculties oeft!l8 and
a.re decomposed-! am not here speaking of the immortal soul, of that
divine emanation which outlives matter, and freed from our perishable
part, returns to the Almighty ; I am spea.lr:ing merely of those intel·
lectual faculties which are common to m&n, and to those aninlals which,
like him, are provided with a brain. Beason, the exclusive faculty of
man, first forsakes him. He begins by losing the faculty of associating
judgments, and then of comparing, bringingtogetherl..andofconnecting,
a number of ideas, so as to JUdge of their relatioo. :.:he ~ent is then
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said to have lost his consciousness, or to be delirious. This delirium
has generally for its subject the ideas that are most familiar to the
patient, and his prevailing passion· is easily recognised. The miser
talks, in the most indiscreet manner, of his hidden treasure ; the unbeliever dies haunted by religious appl'ehensions. Sweet recollections
of a distant native land I then it is that ye return with your aU-powerful
energy and delight.
At last, he ceases to feel ; but his senses vanish in succession, and in
a determinate order. The taste and smell cease to give any sign of
existence ; the eyes become obscured by a dark and gloomy cloud ; but
the ear is yet sensible to sound and noise; and no doubt, it was on
this a.ccount that the Ancients, to asoertain that death had really taken
place were in the habit of calling loudly to the deceased.
A dying m~ 1 though no longer capable of smelling, tasting, hearing,
and seeing, still retains the sense of touch; he tosses about in his bed,
moves his arms in various directions, and is perpetually changing his
posture.

DEATH AT WILL.

An instance of this kind, which may also be termed fJohmtaty
#ranee, is quoted by Mrs. Crowe, in her Nipktsiile of Nature.
Doctor Cheyne, the Scottish physician, who diei:l in 1742, relates the case of Colonel Townshend, who could, to all appearance,
die whenever he pleased: his heart ceased to beat, there was no
perceptible respiration, and his whole frame became cold and iigid
as death itself; the features being shrunk and colourless, and the
eyes glazed and ~hastly. He would continue in this state for
several hours, and then gradually revive; but the revival does not
appear to have been an e:ft'ort of will, or rather, we are not informed whether it was so or not. The Doctor, who attended the
Colonel, states that his patient said, he could "die or expire when
he pleased; " and ;y:et, by an effort, or somehow, he could come to
life again. He performed the experiment in the t>resence of three
mediCal men; one of whom kept his hand on his heart, another
held his wrist, and the third pla:ced a looking-glass before his lips:
and they found that all traces of respiration and pulsation gradually ceased, insomuch that after consulting about his condition
for some time, they were leaving the room, persuaded that he was
reall.r dead, when signs of life appeared, and he slowly revived.
He did not die while repeating the experiment, as has been sometimes asserted.
SLEEP AND DEATH.*

Aristotle, who hath written a singular tract of sleep, hath not,
methinks, thoroughly defined it ; nor yet Galen, though he seem
to have corrected it ; for those noctambulot and night walkers,
though in their sleep, do yet enjoy the action of their senses.
* From Sir Thomas Browne's Religio M6dici, Part II. Beet. xii.

·
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We must, therefore, say- that there is something in us that is not
in the jurisdiction of Morpheus ; and that those abstracted and
ecstatic souls do walk about in their own corpses, as spirits with
the bodies they assume, wherein they seem to hear, see, and feel;
tho¥h indeed the Orgai!S are destitute of sense, and their natures
of tliose faculties that should inform them.
We term sleep a death ; and yet it is wakin~ that kills us, and
destroys those spirits that are the house of hfe. 'Tis indeed a
part of life that best expresses death ; for every man truly lives,
so long as he acts his nature, or some way makes ~the faculties
of himself. Themistocles, therefore, that slew h111 soldier, was a
mercilul executioner : 'tis a kind of punishment the mildness of
no laws hath invented; I wonder (says Sir T. Browne) the fan01
of Lucan and Seneca did not disoover it. It is that death b1
which we may be literally said to die daily; a death which Adam
died before h1s mortality; a death whereby- we live a middle and
moderating point between life and death. In fine, so like death,. I
dare not trust it without my prayers, and an half adieu unto tb
YOrld, and take my farewell in a colloquy with God :

:

.

The night is come, like to the day;
Depart not thou, great God, away.
Let not my sins, black as the night,
Eclipse the lustre of thy lia'ht.
Keep still in my boriz<>n ; for to me
The sun makes not the day, but thee.
Thou whose nature cannot sleep,
On my temples sentry keep ;
Guard me 'gainst those watobful foes,
Whose eyes are open while mine close. '
Let no dreams my head infest,
But such as Jacob's temples blest.
While I do rest, my soul adVIUlce ;
Make my sleep a holy trance :
That I may, my rest being wrought,
Awake into some holy thought.
And with as active vigour run
My course as doth the nimble sun.
Sleep is a death ;-0 make me try,
By sleeping, what it is to die I
And as gently Jay my head
On mr grave aa now my bed.
Howe er I rest, great God, let me
Awake again at last with thee.
And thus assur'd, behold I lie
Seourely, or to wake or die.
Th- are my droway days ; in vain
I do now wake to sleep again :
0 come that hour, when 1 shall never
Sleep again, but wake for ever I

This is the dormitive I take to bedward; I need no other laudat~u•
than this to make me aleep ; after which I close mine Ofetl ia
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security, content to take my leave of the sun, and sleep unto t1le
resurreotion.

DOES THE SOUL SLEEl' 1
The Cartesian doctrine, that the Soul never slee,PB, it is extremely dillicult if not impossible to test. If we lJ!IIIgine that
the soiil has need of rest, then we must admit that sleep will be
found in the next world, as in this. This, however, does not
acoord with our ideas of an immortal spirit, which has tho~hts
and sensations, which we on earth apply to mental conditions
which presuppose the action of the human brain; and our present
existence furil.ishes us with no idea of the action of tlie soul
without the action of the brain.

OONTRITION OF THE ANCIENTS AT THE POINT 0:1!' DEATH.
Diogenes Laertius relates of the atheistic philosopher, Bion,
that on his deathbed he changed his opinion, and repented of the
sins he had committed ~t God. The notion of penitence for
oft'ences against the gods _scaroely ever presents itself in polytheism. Their oft'erings and prayers had rigard to the conciliation
of the deities, with a view to some prospective temporal benefit;
for spiritual or etenml benefits do not seem at all to have occupied the heathen mind. Even the concluding scene of Socrates,
ilepicted by Xenophon and Plato, leaves the result arrived at by
Cicero, that philosophy can reckon a future state of rewards and
punishments, oulJ among the proiHJ!Jilia. The cultivated Greek,
according to Tholuck, believed in no future stste : as for example,
Polybius, Pausanias, and Simonides. The second Alcibiades (of
Plato) is designed to show that prayer itself should be seldom, if
at all, addresSed to the gods, lest a person should uncouscioua.ly
pray for great evils upon himself, whilst thinking that he prays
for good; and lest the gods should not happen to be in a disposition to ~t what he happens to pray for.
Particular prayers, as for rain, are objected to by Marcus
Antoninus; • and Socrates prayed simply for what was good,
leaving the gods to decide, as knowing better than himself what
was or was not for his go<>d. Some of the philosophers decided
not to pray at all. (See Tholnck onHeat~.)-.T.1'. Bucld011;
Nota atul Qrleriel, 2d S., No. 112.
• Some Christiall8 of the preeent d&y have not, In this respect, disdained to follow the practices of the Heathens. In the wet autumn of
1860, prayer~~ for fine weather were objected to by certain correspondents
~~ewapapers of the day, 1111 had been in the previous year prayers
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In the Introduction to the RepwlJlic of Plato, Cephalns is made

to say:
De usured Socrates, that when a man is nearly persuaded that ho
is going to die, he feels alarmed and concerned about things which
never affected him before. Till then he haa laughed at those stories
about the departed, which tell us that he who haa done wrong here
must auft'er for it in the other world ; but now his mind is tormented
by a fear that these stories may possibly be true. And, either owing to
the infirmities of old age, or because he is now nearer to the confines of
a future state, he haa a clearer insight into these mysteries. However
t.hat may be, he becomes fuller of misgiving and apprehension, and seta
him8elf to the task of calculating and re1lecting whether he haa done
any wrong to any one. Hereupon, if he finds his life full of unjust
deeds, he is apt to start out of sleep in terror, as children do, and he
Jives haunted b:y gloomy anticipations. But if his conscience reproaches
him with no inJustice, he enJ,oys the abiding presence of sweet Hope,
that " kind nurse of old age, ' as Pinder calls 1t.
This~ (from Davis and Vaughan's excellent translation)
is alone sufficient to prove the belief of 1ome of the aneients in
remorse or contrition for crimes at the apv.roach of death; 'espe·
cially when taken in connexion with Plato s constant recognition
of a future state, in which "the rewards and honours that await a
good man surpass in number and magnitude all that one e~-pe·
riences in this life." (Rep. 6, L p. 614 n.)-Notu atul Q.eriu,
2d S., No. 115.

MAN'S RELUCTANCE TO THINK lJ.PON GOD.

A ~ incidental illustration of the aversion of the nnrenewed heart to meditate upon God occurs in Shakspeare's description of the Death-bed of Falstaft', for the hint of which the
dramatist may have been indebted to some actual gossiping Mrs.
Quickly, or to his own ever-wakeful observation, beSide the bed of
a dying person. "In other res_P,ects," says a writer in the Ck,.U.
tiatt OlnerrJer, "graphic and vina as it is, and so minutely correct
in delineation thAt one can scarcel:y believe it is not a description
of an actnal occurrence; it is so painfol to witness the solemnities
of death portrayed for scenic eft'ect, and even mixed up with associations of~ ribaldry, that it seems astonishing that persons
of refined mind, even tlio~h unimpressed by religious feelings,
do not shrink from such pictures 1n theatriCal representations.
Mrs. Siddons's mimicry (for what is it but mimicry~) of death is
related to have been awfully natural; but is death, after which
comes judgment, a subject for amusement P It is too solemn
even for t~y; in comedy it is revolting." Yet, how truthful
is the followmg passage :
'A made a finer end, and went away 111 it had been any chriatom •

. • "Chrystom," aeilicet c4tVom. From Mrs. Quickly's Teraion of the
•ord, (for, doubt1888, Shabpeare intended to give the popular dialect,
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child. 'A parted even just before twelve and one, e'en ai turningo'th'
tide ; for after I saw him fumble with the sheets, and play with flowers,·
and smile upon his fingers' -ends, I knew there was but one way : for his
nose was as sharp as a pen, and 'a babbled of green fields. " How now,
Sir John..!" quoth I: "what, man I be of good cheer." So 'a cried out,
"God, uod, God I" threo or four times. Now I, to comfort him, 'a
should not think of God: I hoped there was no need to trouble himself
with such thoughts yet. So 'a bade me lay more clothes on his feet : I
put my hand into the bed, and felt them, and they were as cold as any
atone. -King Henry 1M Fifth, Act ii. So. 8.

With incomparable skill-though the ~ are too painful to
be gazed at without distress in fiction by any person who has
witnessed them in reality-has Shakspeare here brought together
the visible prognosticators of dissolution. We have the facies
Hippocratica : " his face was as sharp as a pen ;" (P) and we
have the peculiar and characteristic restlessness alluded to by
and it may be supposed, his spelling has been retained), we may conclude· that uneducated persons, and perhaps, others, confused the
anointing chrinr., and the baptismal robe, called chmpm, with chrilten.:
that is, man's unwarranted addition to Christ's S&OJ'!UU8nt, with the
sacrament itself, whereby we are admitted visibly into the Christi&n
churoh ; in vernaoular phrase, chmtend. The rite of chrism was retained in the first I!Mirvice-book of Edward VI., but happily it was
expunged in the second. Chrisom was, in popular language, the holy
robe, or chrisom-cloth put about, or upon, the child, at, or in token of.
his baptism ; and with which the women used to shroud it, if it died.
"within the month;" otherwise, it was usually bro~ht to church
on the day of the mother's purification. Hence, Chrisoms, in the
bills of mortality, were properly such children as died within the
month, or before they had left oft' the chrisom-cloth ; but the parishclerks, "in their ignorance," justly says Wheatly, mean by the
word in those Bills, infants dying unbaptized, who, therefore were
'Mt chrisoiDS. It came to be popularly used as Sh&kspeare makes Mrs.
Quickly use it, in the sense of innocents,-infants who had not committed sin after baptism. That wonderful maD, Bh&kspeare, knew well the
rites, and even the technical language, of the church of Rome, to which
he often alludes; as in the well-known Jines of the ghost in Hamld:
Cut off e'en in the blossom of my sins,
Unhousel'd, unanointed, unassoil'd.

In some copies, " disappointed, unaneeled." The word " IIOiJ " is stiD
used in our Hymn in the Ordination office for priests : "Anoint and
cheer our soiled face." The penitent was " cheered" by being "as·
soiled." The word "ousel" is Saxonic for the sacrament of the Lord's Supper.-Abridged from the Christian. 0wtr11el'. See Nares's Glouaryl! 1841,
new edit. 1839, voce Ohri80TM, in which the Editor considers 1t plain
that we should reed·" chri.!om child;" unless Ml'B. Quickly be supposed
to disfigure the word, chrUotu child is used where no suspicion ol milluse can apply. The original use of this cloth was to, prevent the
rubbing oft' the chmm, or holy unguent, a part of the old baptismal
office. It afterwards came to signify the white mantle thrown over the
whole infant. We retain the word rob«, applied to the long frock in
which the child is christened : it is often finely embroidered, and is very
costly.
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Richerand-"1 saw him fumble with the sheets, play with the
:Bowers, and smile upon his fingers'-ends,"-which Shakspeart>
well knew betokened that "there was but one way."
Eut, perhaps, the most striking part of the description is the
half-disclosed intimation of what was passing in the dying man's
mind, even in its incoherence, when he "cried out, God, God,
God! three or four times;" with the counsel which the woman,
with the utmost sim~licity, tells us she gave him: "Now I, t.o
comfort him, bid him a should not think of God : I hoped there
was no need to trouble himself with any such thoughts yet."
How wonderfully in these few words has Shakspeare exhibited
the feelings of the unrenewed mind, which is "enmity with
God;" and also the popular delusion that it is not necessary _to
think upon God till it is too late to think of anything else. The
narrator dreams not that there could be two opinions UJ!On the
subject: she relates with perfeot complacency the adVIce she
gave ; she does not conjecture that any person could suppose that
a·man would think upon God except as a matter of necessity; it
~ht be requisite if he were in the very article of death; but
why should lie· "trouble himself"-a most apt expression to convey her idea-with such re:ftections, so long as any ray of hope
remained? It comes out also-for Shakspeare is evidently painting from nature-that such was, and it is feared, still is, the
advice given by ignorant, officious persons to the sick and dying.
The language put by Shakspeare into the lips of Mrs. Quickly
is the more stiiking, because lie is making her speak in character~
as an ignorant, irreligious woman ; her being dissolute does not
touch· the question, for he m~ht have caused her to speak thus
without her being grossly- vicwus. And, a few pages further on,
when Henry V., wliom Shakspeare means to represent as a re:ftecting, religious, and high-soUled man, is describing how a sick
person should feel and act, very different are the sentiments.
Speaking of the wicked lives of too many soldiers, before they
entered the army, he says:
Now, if these men have defeated the law," and outrun native punishment, though they can outstrip man, they have no wings to fly from
God : war is his beadle, war is his vengeance : so that men are here
punished for before breach of the King's laws, in now the King's
quarrel: where they feared death, they have borne life away; and
where they would be safe, they perish. Then if they die unprovided,
DO more is the King guilty of their damnation, than he was before
guilty of those impieties for the which they are now visited. Every
subject's duty is the King's; but every subject's soul is his own.
Therefore, should every soldier in the war do IU tve"l"Y l'icl: man in hill
lutl, vcu/1. every fiWU oul of hi• con~cien~; antl dying 101 deo1A il to him
a.tl11antag1; II.I not dying, tht! time t11a1 bleuedly lo8t, vn.erein l'llC4 ~e114~ation t11a1 gained; and in him that escapes, it were not sin to think,
that, making God so free an offer, he let him outlive that day to ~
his greatness, and to teach others how they should prepare.
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In this passage, which might have been written by Jeremy
Taylor, there is nothing of its being time enough to repent when
we are d)'ing. The time, he says, which men accounted lost, was
" blessedly li>st," wherein such preparation was gained. He vents
no such folly as the popular notion that a sick man is to seek his
comfort in 6anishing serious reflection. Shakspeare, though irre~ous himself, knew, as a matter of information, that it is the
wtcked who say unto God, "Depart from us ; for we desire not
the knowledlre of thy ways." The righteous man-the true
believer-find's comfort in t!rlnking upon God : though alienated
by nature, he is brought nigh by grace; though he fell in the first
Adam, he is restored bJ tlie second; thougli he had destroyed
himself, yet in God is hiS help; his off'endecl Creator has becOme
his reconciled Father in ChriSt Jesus ; God is his shield, and his
exceeding great reward; he has followed the advice which Eliphaz
gave to Job in his aftliction, and has enjoyed the blessing which
he Jlredicted should follow-" Acquaint now thyself with ~
and be at peace; thereby good shafi come unto thee."-Abridged
from the Cllriltian Ob•erwr, 1841.
STATE OF MIND PRECEDING DEATH.
Sir Benjamin Brodie, as the result of his long observation, concludes that the mere act of Dying is seldom, in any sense of the
word, a very painful process. It is true, (he adds,) that some
Jlersons die m a state of bodily torture, as in the case of tetanus;
that the drunkard d~ of delirium tr~nums is haunted by: terrific
visions ; and that tlie nctim of that most horrible of all diseases,
hydrophobia, in addition to those peculiar bodily suff'erings from
which the disease has derived its name, may be in a state of terror
from the supposed presence of frightful obiects, which are presented to him as realities, even to the last. But the ~neral iule
is, that both mental and bodily suff'ering terminate long before the
scene is finally closed.
Then, as to the actus! fear of death : it seems that the Author
{)f our existence, for tlie most part, gives it to us when it is
intended that we should live, ana takes it away from us when it
is intended that we should die. Those who have been loug
tormented by bodily pain are generally as anxious to die as they
ever were to live. So it often is with those whose life has been
protracted to an extreme old age, beyond the usual period of
mortalitJ, even when they labour under no actual disease. Sir
Benjamm describes the dying of old ageLike ri fruit to drop
Into his mothers' lap,
118 seeming to be a happy conclusion of worldly cares and ~·oys.
" Tt. is like falling to Sleep never to wake in this state o exDigitized
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istence. Some die retaining all their faculties, and quite aware
that their dissolution is at himd. Others o:ft'er no signs of recognition of external objects, so that it is impossible for us to form
an]' positive opinion whether they do or do not retain their sensibility; and otliers, again, who appear to be insensible and unconscious, when carefully watched, are found not to be so in. reality;
but they die contentedly."
Sir Benjamin Brodie has never known but two instances in
which, in the act of dying, there were manifest indications of the
fear of death. The individuals alluded to were unexpectedly
destroyed by hremorrhilge, which it was impossible to suppress.
The depressmg e:ft'ects which the gradual loss of blood produced
on their corporeal s,rstems seemed to in11.uence their mmds, and
they died earnestly 11Dploring that .relief which art was unable to
a:ft'ord. Seneca might have chosen an easier death than that from
opening his arteries.
With respect to the in11.uence of religious sentiments on the
minds of dying persons, Sir B. Brodie observes : " there is no
doubt that a pore and simple religious faith, and a firm reliance
on the Being who has placed us here, contribute more than anything besides to disarm death of its terrors, deprive 'the grave of
its nctory,' and smooth the passage of the humble and sincere
believer to the termination of his worldly career. Nevertheless,
according to my own e:xp~~ence, and what I have heard from
others, the in11.uence of religious feelings is for the most part, not
so much perce:ptible at the moment when death is actUally impending, as it IS at an earlier period, when the individual, who
was previousl,y: in health, or supposed himself to be so, first
discovers that it is probable that he shall die."
HOW MAN DIES.*

Although the fear of death is natural to man, in some cases.
illness gradually removes this dread, and the change is welcomed,
and even earnestly desired ; the su:ft'erer has ceased to take an
interest in the thfugs around him ; the,y: have lost all the charms
they borrowed from hope and anticipation, and he has no future
earthly prospect but the grave.
The fear of dying in sleep is not uncommon. The wife of
Mr. Edgeworth expressed this dread. She soon fell asleep, and
awakened smiling. "I am smiling," said she, "at my asking lou
to sit beside me as a sort of protection, and at my being afrai to
tlie in my aleep, when I never felt afraid of dying when awake."
Sometimes, consciousness remains to the last moment of existence, and even when the tongue refuses to speak, the wistful
* These additional illnstrations are, in the main, selected and abridged
from Mr. Harrison's excellent work on The Mul.ical A&p«tt of lJealk.
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ilye and waving of the hand serve to impress the dying injunction.
How touchingly has Sterne Jlictured tliis in the story of Lefevre,
where the poor soldier looks first at his son, and then at my Uncle
Toby; and the ligature, fine as it is, was never broken!
The changes which immediately precede death are, of course,
more or less painful, according to tlieir nature and severity; yet
there can be no doubt but dissolution itself is the cessation of
suft'ering. In some instances, the approach of death is betokened
by strange and awful sensations; and it is probable that where
consciousness remains to the last, the feelings are always peculiar
.and unmistakeable.
The premonitions of death. often give rise to a degree of rest~
lessness and a wish for change, which is odd and capricious in its
manifestations. Persons wlio have long remained tranquil will
suddenly express a desire to be dressed and go down stairs, or
have their beds moved to another position. Strange yearnings
for particular places and old scenes sometimes arise, wliich seem
like the shadowing forth of dim instincts, which have been concealed in the recesses of the mind.
With the exception of those who are worn down by long illness,
or reduced to despair by mental anguish and misfortune, there are
few who can believe that they have acaomplished all the purposes
of life; and we naturally look towards the infirmities of old age
to wean us from the interests of the world. But even then we
are reluctant to leave; and it is only when deserted by friends,
that we can sayI have lived long enongh; my way of life
Is fall'n into the sear, the yellow leaf.

In speaking of others it is common to regard life as properly
terminating when usefulness, activity, and fortune are declining.
When reverses succeed a happy and prosperous career, we say
that existence bas been too protracted: it IS on this account that
the poets have spoken of the happiest moment of life as the most
proper time for death; a notion more poetical than rational :
Why did they
Then not die !-They had lived too long
Should an hour oome to bid them breathe apart.
Lord Byrrm'1 Don Juq,n, canto iv.

And Shakspeare makes Othello exclaim :
If I were now to die,
'Twere now to be most happy • for I fear
My soul" hath her oontent so absolute,
That not another comfort like to this
Succeeds in unknown fate.

The absence of respiration is the most ordinary si~ of death,
but at the same time the most likely to deceive. To ascertain
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whether the breathin~ be entirely suspended, it is a common
practice to hold a looking-glass to the face : Lend me a looking-glass ;
If thAt her breath will mist or stein the stone,
Why, then she Jives.-King Ltar, Act v. Be. 3.

For the same reason, the stirring of any light substance, such
as down, which may rest about the mouth, has been regarded as
• fine indication of the act of respiration : but this, like the mist
on the looking-glass, is a deceptive or inaccurate method. Shak.
speare represents Prince Henry as having been deceived when he
carried olf the crown from his father's pillow :
By his gates of breath
There lies a downy feather which stirs not;
Did he suspire, thAt light and weightless down
Perchance must move.

If the observance of the respiration be taken as the indication
of life, and its absence as a proof of death, the e:~.posnre of the
naked chest and abdomen would enable the spectator to form a
much more accurate appreciation of it, especiaily if it be made
carefully, and for a sufficient length tJf time.
Death may be said to begin at dilferent parta of the body:; and
it will be found that the nature, symptoms, and peculiarities of
the act of dying, are determined by the organ first mortally
attacked. The alterations which directly occasion dissolution
seem principally effective, either in the arrest of the circulation
or the respiration.
As the heart is the great mover of the circulation, we can
easily conceive that whatever brings it to stop must be fatal to
life. Extensive losses of blood operate in this manner, and they
furnish us with a good illustration of the manner in which death
takes place. The sufferer becomes pale and faint, his lips white
and trembling; after a while the breathing becomes diStressed,
and a rushing noise seems to fill the ears. The pulse is soft,
feeble, and wavering; and the eilinstion and prostration are
more and more alaiming. Soon a curious restlessness takes
place, and he tosses himself from side to side. At length, the
pulse becomes uncertain, and the blood is feeblJ thrown to the
. brain. The surface assumes an icycolduess. The mind is yet
untouched, and the sufferer knows himself to be dying. In vain
the pulse is sought at the wrist-in vain efforts are IDade to reex:cite warmth-the body is like a living corpse. Now, a few
convulsive gaspings arise, and the countenance sets in the stitf
image of death. Such are the more striking phenomena which
attend the fatal hremorrhsges.
The failure of the vital powers, from the withdrawal of blood,
may be regarded as a sort of type of this mode of death, since the
o'
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nriou.s symptoms which have been named, arise from the cessation or the liealtby cireu.lation.
A dread of the loss of blood may almost be considered as an
instinctive feelliur; at any rate its importance is early impressed
on the mind, ana js never forgotten. In childhood, it is looked
at with alarm; ana the stoutest mind cannot but view with horror
those perilous gushes of blood which bring u.s into the very jaws
or destruction.
Byron has given a fearful description in his Manfred of the
state which Mr. Harrison has just portrayed :
.Abbot. Alas I how pale thou art-thy lips are white,
And thy breest heaves, and in thy gasping throat
The accents rattl-give thy pray81'8 to HeavenPray-albeit but in thought-but die not thus.
M atifred. 'Tis ove~my dull eyes oa.n fix thee not;
But all things swim around me, and the earth
Heaves as it were beneath me. Fare thee wellGive IXRl thy hand.

Independently of the mere loas of blood, other causes may
depress the action of the heart : it may be arrested by a sllock, or
sudden impression on the nervous system-so frequent in cases
or violent death, and disease in which life is extinguished with
fearful rapidity.
In many accidents, there is little loss or blood ; yet the injury
is great, and its consequences are terrible. The sufferer turns
pale-his countenance changes, and he feels that be is Catallv
wounded. Sickness and complete prostration follow, and the
heart never rallies. In this manner, extensive burns and scalds,
and dreadful blows, or internal lacerations, produce death. In
the same way, the strons mineral ac~ds, when taken interually,
appear to destroy, by the!l depressing influence on the heart.
The internal lesion ·of the stomach causes a sympathetic failure
or the circnlation.
But the elects of the shock are much more numerous and
interesting than might at first be imagined. At least, impres"
sions on the nervous system, analogous in their nature, play an
!~t£.~n:nt part in the fatal termination of many diseases. Violent
·
ations seem, when fatal, to act by their depressing inftuence, by lowering the vital powers, and bringing the circUlation
to a stand.
The introduction of some poisons, also, is peculiarly inimical to
the f!itality or the blood. Thus, the death is truthfully described
by Shakspeare, as commencing in the blood itself :
It is too late; tAe life of all.hu blood
Is touch'd OOITilptibly · and his pure brain,
Which some suppose the soul's frail dwelling-house,
Doth, by the idle comments that it makes, ·
Foretell the ending of mortality.
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Sir Benjamin Brodie states that he has been curious to watch
the state of dying persons, and is satisfied that, where an ordinary
ohlener would not for an instant doubt that the individual is in a
state of complete stupor, tli8 mitld " oftm fJery acti!HJ e!Jt111 at 1118
fJtJ1Y mommt of deatll.
Dr. Baillie once said, that "all his observation of death.beds
inclined him to believe that nature intended that we should go out
of the world as unconscious as we came into it." "In all my experience," he added, "I have not seen one instance in fifty to the
contrary." Yet even in such a large experience the occurrence of
" one instance in fifty to the contrary " would invalidate tho
assumption that such was the law of nature (or "nature's intention," which, if it means anything, means the same). The moment in which the spirit meets death is perhaps like the moment
in which it is embraced by sleep. It never, I suppose, (says Mrs •
.Jameson, whose observations we quote,) happened to any one to
be conscious of the immediate transition frOm the wakirig to the
sleeping state.
The mode of death, though not one of pain, may have been preceded by considerable suffering, as in the case of barns and scalds .
.But the act of _dying is one of relief; or if the sensations are
uneasy and fearful, tliey cannot be termed painful in' the common
sense of the term.
When 11.nids taken by the patient 11.ow back from his mouth, or
fall heavily down his throat, as if poured into an ordinary tube,
death is soon to be expected_
In young children a curious playing with the bed-clothes often
attends fatal aJrectious of the brain. Mr. Harrison relates that a
little child, who had in her hand her handkerchief, spread it out
repeatedly with apparent care, and in a fantastic manner, that
would have been amusing but for ita fatal import. The picking of
bed-clothes and catching of the hands, as if at imaginary objects,
are well known as terrible indications.
Charnel remarks, as of serious presage, the automatic manner
in which a patient will unceas~ly draw his hand to his side, in
spite of the eff'orta of the physiCian to ascertain his pulse.
When death occurs in advanced and feeble age, the vital powers
are so easilr depressed, and the heart's action is brouglit to a
stand in so Imperceptible a manner, that it is common to speak of
it as a quiet sleep : -a.nd our little life

Is l'OliD.ded with a sleep.

Shakspeare'a Tempat, Act iT. Se. 1.
Madame D'Arblay thus describes the death of her revered fatherDr. Burney : " an awful stillness penaded his apartment, and so soft
became his brea~, that I dropped m.r heail by the side of his
pillow, to be sure tllat he breathed at
Yet could I no~

an. ••.
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believe that all had ceased thus suddenly, without a movement,
without even a s~h."
The •#/fMI8 Of deat!t is often not fairl;y: established until the
body is already cold, and, when overcome by pressure, does not
retum, as the contractions which arise from nervous causes. The
rigidity comes on with various degrees of rapidity, and its duration is also various. It usually commences in abOut seven hours;
seldom if ever later, according to Sommer ; but it maJ' be deferred
even to twenty and thirty hours. When the body is greatly
weakened by disease, the rigidity comes on much sooner, but is
' more evanescent : it has been mown to arise in fifteen or twenty
minutes. Its duration is ordinarily from twenty-four to thirtjsix hours ; but it may continue many days. This stift'ening of
the body seems like the final act of life, and has been supposed to
be the last effort of muscular power. Every one must be struck
with the analogy it presents to the coagUlation of the blood :
indeed, it was long im~ed by some physiologists to be dependent
on that cause; but this is not the case. 'l'he rigidity does not
seem to be confined to the external muscles of the bOdy, but is
p&:tioularly manifested in the heart and great blood-vessels. · The
walls of the h~ contract forcibly after the external signs of death;
the arteries also contract, and propel their contents into the veins.
According to Dr. Ta;y:lor, the average time of the body cooling
after death is about fifteen or sixteen hours, when not warmly
clad, and when the temperature is about 60°. He has known a
body keep warm thirty or forty hours ; the heat rem!Wllng In~
when the death was nolent and the person robust. It is a cunous
fact in relation to the temperature of the body, that in cases of
Asiatic cholera, the body, previously quite cold, has become warm
immediatel:y before or even after death.
The brightening-up of the mind _previous to dissolution, or, to
use the common expression, "the Lightness before Death," has
led to a noti9n that dying peol'~e are favoured beyond others with
a spiritualised conception of things not only relating to time, but
likewise to eternity ; or, in other words, that they have visious of
angelic consolation. This li~~ting-up of the mind is stated by Mr.
Madden to amount to "not~ more than a pleasurably excited
condition of the mental faculties, following perhaps a state of
previous torpor, and continuing a few hours, or oftentimes
moments, before dissolution. This rousing up of the mind is
probably produced by the stimulus of dark venous blood circulating throngh the arterial vessels of the brain, in consequence of
the imperfect oxygenation of the blood in the lungs, whose delicate
air-cells become 1mpeded by the deposition of mucus on the surface,
which there is not sufficient energ:y in the absorbents to remove;
and hence arises the rattling in the throat which commonly precedes death."
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Of the general forerunners of death Mr. Harrison • says : "When
the evidences of dissolution begin to manifest themselves, a general
failure of the tem]Mlrature, with a cold dew on the skin, may be
considered an indicative that the scene is about to close. In
many cases it is easy to recognise the fatal turn which diseases
take by the alterations which the symptoms undergo. Where
internal inflammations are about to issue in death, there is mostly
a striking change in the expression of the face, and sometimes a
curious snrinkin~ of the body. The nose and lips are verJ characteristic in the dymg ; the lips become pale, the nostrils dilated and
dark-looking, and the hairs about the lips seem more than usually
apparent ; the teeth look like pieces of ordinary bone, and the e;yes
seem to shadow through the eye-lids, or are partiall;y turned uniler
the lids; the nails aJ.>pear dark', and the ends of the ~rs sodden.
"Finally, convulsive twitchings often show themse1ves in the
face, with singular elevations of the eyebrows, and staring of the
eyes. A gasping attempt to breathe terminates the struggle.
"When coma is present, a mucous rattle is generally of fatal
import; and, contrario, when the lungs are affected, the supervention of coma is equally to be dreaded."
From observations by D. A. T. Thomson, it is evident there are
no certain signs that a person is truly dead, except the total cessation of respirntion, and the commencing putrefaction of the body.
Take away but the pomps of death, (says Jeremy Taylor,)_ the
disguises, and solemn bugbears, t and the. actin~ by candle~ht,
and proper and fantastic ceremonies, the minstrels and the noiSemakers, the women and the wee~rs, the swoonings and the
shriekings, the nurses and the physicians, the dark room and the
minisklrs, the kindred and the watches, and then to die is easy,
ready and quit of its troubled circumstances.
How feamilly does the impressive poetry of Pope picture the
closing scene :

e

THE DYING CJIRIBTIA!I TO HIS SOUL

Vital spark of heavenly flame,
Quit, oh quit this mortal frame:
Trembling, hoping, lingering, llyingOh the pain, the bliss of dying I
Cease, fond nature, cease thy strife,
And let me languieh into life I

* On tM Medical A~pecll of Death.

t When we

read of these easy modes of shufllinJ!: oft" "the mortal
coil," we are the more displeased with the vulgar emblems of Deathas the "bugbear" of the scull and cross-bones, or "Death's Head1:'
which we owe to P.agan sen.quality. "I wonder," says Bishop Han,
" at the practice of the ancient both Greeks and RomADS, whose use
was, to bring up a death's head, in the midst of their feasts, oa purpose
to stir up their guests to drink harder, and to frolic more : the sight
whereof, one would think, should have rnther abated their oourage, and
have tempered their jollity."-Occarional Meditation~. ·
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Hark they whisper, angels say,
Sister spirit, come away I
What is this absorbs me quite I
Steals my senses, shuts my sight,
Drowns my spirit, draws my breath f
Tell me, my soul, can this be death f
The world reoedes, it disappears I
Heaven opens on my eyes I my ears
With sounds seraphic ring:
Lend, lond your wings I I mount ! I fly I
0 Grave I where is thy victory f
0 Death I where is thy sting f •
DEATH PROM HEART DISEASE.

Fatal fainting is not unfrequently the result of actual disease
of the heart, although death from affections of the heart is not
always of a sudden or uncomplicated kind. The walls of the
heart are sometimes thin and dilated;- and there is a soft, struggling palpitation which has been aptly compared to the .O.uttering
of a btrd against the bars of its cage.
At other times, the heart is overloaded with fatty deposits, so
that its natural 11.eshy structure is proportionally defective; and
it is unable to propel the blood with sufficient force to meet the
exigencies of the system. Occasionally, bon:y deposita are found
in. the heart and great vessels, and the natural contractions of the
heart are painful and irregular. From these and other causes,
which probably produce a spasm of the heart, arises the disease
called angi1111 pectoril.
John Hunter died of this disease. (See pagel24.)
The benevolent and acoomplished Dr. Arnold was taken from
ns by angi1111 pectoril. He awoke in the morning with a sharp
pain across his chest, which he had felt slightly on the preceding
lla:y, before and after bathing. He composed liimself to sleep for
a short time ; but the pain seemed to increase, and to pass down
the left arm, which called to Mrs. Arnold's remembrance what
she had heard of this fatal disease. Their usual medical attendant, Dr. Bucknill, was sent for, and found Dr. Arnold lying on
his back-his countenance much as usual-his J>ulse, though
regular, was very quick, and there was cold perspiration on the
brow and cheeks. He apologized in a cheerful manner for
troubling Dr. Bucknill at so early an hour, and inquired as to the
nature and danger of his illness : he was told it was a spasm of
the heart. The physician quitted the house to furnish himself
with remedies. On his return, Dr. Arnold said, "If the pain is
• A popular living poet, whose lyrics sing of the more cheerful
of life, has afforded us much gratification by declaring the

aspects

above to be one of the most perfeot embodiments of poetic geniua
iD our literature.
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again as severe as it was before you left, I do not kuow how I
can bear it." He again questioned Dr. Bucknill as to the danger
of his complaint-he was told of his danger-inquired as to the
remedies, and on being told, answered, "Ah! very well." The
physician, who was dropying the laudanum into a glass, tnrned
round, and saw him qwte Calm, but his eyes were shut. In
another minute he heard a rattle in his throat, and a convulsive
struggle,-fiew to the bed, and called to one of the servants to
fetcli Mrs. Arnold. The family soon arrived; but the sobs and
cries of his children were unable to aft'ect him-" the eyes were
fixed, the countenance was unmoved : there was a heaving of the
chest, deep gasps escaped at prolonged intervals, and just as the
usual medical attendant arnved, and as the old school-house
servant, in an agony of ~ef, rushed with the others into the
room in the hope of see~ his master once more, he breathed
his last." This occurred shortl,r before eight in the moruing.
. . • . "What that Sunday was iu Ru~by, it is hard
fully to represent,-the incredulity,-the bewilderment,-the
agitating inquiries for every detail,-the blank, more awful than
sorrow, that prevailed through the vacant services of the long
and dreary day,-the feeling as if the very {'lace had passed
away with him who had so emphatically been m every sense its
head.-the sympathy which IW-dly dared to contemplate, and
which yet coUld not but fix the thoughts and looks of all on the
desolate house, where the fatherless family were gathered round
the chamber of death."-...lT1Wlrl'1 Life, vol. ii.
Mr. Harrison, in whose work are quoted these details, adds:
"in Dr. Arnold's case, the heart was found soft and thin, but
without any valvular disease." Mr. Harrison then relates a case
of a gentleman, about .fifty-five years of age, in impaired hralth,
and who, from having been thin and muscUlar, was slightly tendin&' to fat and corpulency. One day, at dinner, he felt an unusual
pam in the region of his heart : he retired, warm applications
were made te the chest, and the pain soon ceased alto~ther.
He then beiMed to be left alone : in less than an hour, his wife
found him_ lying upon the sofa, just in the position she had left
him : she believed him asleep, but found him dead. The examination of his body disclosed nothing that could account for his
death, but a thin fat heart; fat was deposited on it at the expense
of its muscular substance.
BROKEN HEARTS.

The term "broken heart," as commonly applied to death from
grief, is not a vulgar error, as generally supposed. On the contrary, though not a very common circumstance, there are man1
cases on record in mediCal works. This aft'ection, it is believed.
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waa first described by Harvey ; but since his day several oases
have been observed. Morgagni has recorded a few examples.:
amongst them, that of Geor~ II., who died suddenly, of this
disease, in 1760; and, what 18 very curious, Morgagni himself
fell a victim to the same malady. Dr. Elliotson, iri his Lumle~
Lecture on Diseases of the Heart, in 1839, stated that he had
only seen one instance ; but in the Cycloptedia of Practical Medicine, Dr. Townsend gives a table of twenty-five oases, collected
from various authors. Generally, this accident is consequent
upon some organic disease, such as fatt;r degeneration ; but it
may arise from violent .muscnlar exert10n, or strong mental
emotions.
THE DEATH-BED.

BY OWEN FELTHA:M:.

Feltham lived in the time of James 1., and wrote a curious
book of pious and moral treatises, called Reaoloe11, rich in wit and
fancy, not flung about in idle and unmeaning sport, but employed
as the exponents of thoughts in themselves acute and profound.
Feltham delighted in reflection, but was at the same time a man
of the world,-of a cheerful and lively temper, and always preserving a clear understand!ng. He has left this naturally eloquent picture of a death-bed:
There is no spectacle more profitable, more terrible, or more humble,
than the sight of a dying man, when he lies expiring his soul on his
deathbed ; to see how the ancient society of the body and the soul is
divided ; and yet to see how, they stntggle at the parting ; being in
some doubt what shall become of them after.
·
The spirits shrink inward, and retire to the anguished heart; as if,
like sons pressed from an indulgent father, they would come for a Slid
vail, from that which was their life's maintenance; while that, in the
meantime, parts with affrighting pangs, and the hands and feet, being
the most remote from it, are, by degrees, enoolded to a fashionable
clay ; as if death crept in at the na.il.s, and by an insensible surprise,
suffocated the environed heart.
To see how the mind would fain utter itself, when the organs of the
voice are so dehilitated that it cannot.
To see how the eye settles to a fixed dimness, which, a little before,
was swift as the shoots of lightning, nimbler than the thought, and
bright as the polished diamond: and in which this miracle was more
eminent than in any of the other parts, that it being a material, earthly
body, should yet be conveyed with quicker motion than the revolutions of
an indefinite soul; so suddeuly bringing the object to conceits, that one
would think the apprehension of the heart were seated in the eye itself.
To see the countenance, (through which, perhaps, there shined a
lovely majesty, even to the captivating of admiring souls,) now altered
to a frightful paleness.
To think how that which oommanded & family, nay, perhaps, a kingdom, and bpt all in awe with the moving of a spongy tongue, is now
become a thin~!: to be transmitted from all these enchantag blandishments, to the <lark and noisome grave ; where, instead of shaking the
golden soeptre, it now lies imprisoned but in five feet of lead. There
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is even the difference of two several worlds between a king enamelled
with his robes and jewels, sitting in his chair of state, and his coniiit~on
in his bed of earth ; and yet all this change without the loss of any
visible, substantial, since all the limbs remain as they were, without
the least sight either of dislOCRtion or diminution. From hence it is,
I think, Scaliger defines death to be the cessation of the functions of
the soul; as if it were rather a restraint than a missive ill.
When thou shalt see all these things happen to one whose conversation had endeared him to thee ; when thou shalt see the body put on
death's sad and ashy countenance, in the dead age of night, when
silent darkness does encol)lpass the dim light of thy glimmering taper,
-tell me if thou canst then find a thought of thine, devoting thee to
pleasure and the fugitable 'joys of life ¥-0 what a bubble, what but a
wink of life, is man !
When Hadrian asked Secundus what death was, he answered in these
several truths: "it is a sleep eternal; the body's dissolution; the rich
man's fear; the poor man's wish; an event inevitable; an uncertain
journey; a thief that steals away man; sleep's father; life's fiight;
the departure of the living and the resolution of all"
Who may not, from such sights and thoughts as these learn, if he
will, both humility and loftiness 1 the one to vilify the b;;dy, the other
to advance the soul. .As I would not care for too much indulgiating of
the flesh, so I would ever be studious for such actions as may appear
the issues of a divine and noble soul.

DEATH-BED REPENTANCE.

In" a further continuation" of his Meditations, the Ron. Robert
Boyle adduces this Reflection on the great mistake of those
that think a death-bed the fittest and opportunest place to begin
repentance in : "but sure these men are very little acquainted,
either with the disadvantages of a dangerous sickness, or the
nature of repentance. 'Tis true that sin 8.nd death do more easily
frighten one, when they are looked on as both together: but I
much doubt whether the being frightened by hell, be sufficient tQ
give a man a well-grounded hope of Heaven: for when we see sin
and torment at one view, and so near one to another, 'tis not so
easie to be sure which of the two it is that, as we presume, scares
the sinner towards Heaven. And surely repentance, which ought
to be the change of the whole man, and in some sense the work
of the whole life, is very improperly begun, when men have
finished that course, \1 hich it should have ~ded them in : nor
bave men cause to presume, that when GQd 1s severely punishing
them for their sins, he will vouchsafe them so great a grace as
that of repentance, which they would none of, till it could not
make them serviceable to him. And as for the opportunity 'tis
hop'd an expiring state may give men for repentance, they must
needs be great strangers to great sickness, that can promise themselves so Unlikely a matter : who can secure them, that the acuteness of the disease will not invade the brain ? and as deliriums
and phrensies are not unfrequent in fevers, and other Mute disDigitized
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eases, so in case they happened to persevere, the wretched patient
is cast into a desperate condition, even on this side the grav~
and as near as the borlf is to its dissolution, the man may be dead
a pretty wbile before 1t.
"But supP.osing he escape these accidents, which make repentance imposstble, a dangerous sickness has other circumstances
enough to make it very uneasie : for the organical faculties of the
mmd cannot but be dull'd and prejudic'd by the discomposure of the
spirits, by which their functions are to be exercised ; and the
sense of pain, the troublesome prescriptions of physitians, the
loathsome and bitter potions, the weakening operation of physick,
the languishments produced by want of spints, the restlessness
proceeding from heat or want of sleep, the distracted importunities of those interested persons, especially if any of them be suspected to hover about the dying man's bed, as liirds of prey that
wait for a carcase, the sighs and tears of friends and relations
that come to take their laSt farewell, and to imbitter it the lawyer
that must be directed to draw up the will, the divine that must
be allowed to say something conce~ the soul, and the aft'righted
conscience, that alone brings more diSquiet than all the rest put
together, do make a dying man's conditton so amaz~, so disiDal,
and so distractin~, that to think this an opportune t1me to beain
such a work (which may well enough imploy the whole man in Trls
calmest state of mind), is a· madness as great as any, that ev'n a
death-bed can, by the translation of the humours into the brain.
occasion; for my part, I think it so wild, and so unadvisable a
thing_to put off the beginning to provide all graces to a death-bed.
that I think it uneasie -enough so much as to exercise tAm those
that were acquir'd before; men be~ in that state commonly
unable so much as to reap the consolatton they have been sowing
all along a pious life."
(Our author then considers the condition-that though it be
said, a true repentance cannot come too late, yet it is a hard
t~ to be certain, that so late a repentance is true. He then
contmues:)
" And as it is difficult, when a man already feels much }lunishment for sin, and sees himself in danger of more, to iliscem
clearly upon what account it is, that he is sorry for what he has
committed; so it must certainly be a state unsj>eakably anxious
and uncomfortable to find one's self dragged to the grave, without
knowing whether the last trumpet shall Call him thence to heaven
or to hell: and if he should be deceiv'd in judging of the validity
of his repent.ance, the fatal error would lie remediless, and the
mistake far sadder and more horrid than that of the Syrians, who,
when they thought they were arrived victorious at Dothan, found
themselves at the mercy of their enemies in Samaria, 2 Kings vi. 18.
To conclude, he that resolves not to renounce his sins, till he
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very :pro-

thinke Christ ready to renounce him for them, may
bably lose ~is soul, and has most certainly lost his in~nuity ;
and ·that Will appear a very sad loss for a man, that bemg b;r
death denied the opporturuties of actually leading a new and
pious life, must del;'lve his comfort from the assurance that he
sincerely intends it."
'' Still, a death-bed is a wonderful reasoner: many a proud infidel
hath it humbled and refuted, without a word, who but a short
time before would have defied all the ability of man to shake the
foundation of his system. All is well, as long as the curtain is up,
and the puppet-show of life goes on; but when the rapid repreaentation draws to a close, and every hope of longer respite is precluded, things will appear in a very different light. Would to
God I could say that tliat great and awful moment were as often
distin~hed by the dew of repentance as by the groan of
despm."
Sir Humphry Davy has well observed :

The laws of nature are all directed by Divine Wisdom, for the purpose
of preserving life and increasing happiness. Pain seems in all cases to
precede the mutilation or destruction of those organs which are essential
to vitality, and for the end of preserving them ; but the mere process
of dying seems to be the falling into a deep slumber: and in animals,
who have no fear of death dependent upon imagination, it can hardly
be accompanied by very intense suffering. In the human being, moral
and intellectual motives constantly operate in enhancing the fear of
death, which, without these motives in a reasoning being, would probably become null, and the love of life be lost upon every slight occa.Bion of pain or disgust : but imagination is creative with respect to
both these passions, which, if they exist in animals, exist independent
of reason, or as instincts. Pain seems intended by an all-wise Providence to prevent the dissolution of organs, and cannot follow their destruction. I know several instances in which the process of death has
been observed, even to its terminati~n 1 • by good philoeophers; the
instances are worth repeating. Dr. l.iUllen, when dying, is said to
have faintly articulated to one of his intimates : " I wish I had the
power of writing or speaking, for then I would describe to you how
pleasant a thing it is to die." Dr. Black, worn out by age, and a dis·
position to pulmonary hemon·hage, which obliged him to live very low,
whilst eating his customary meal of bread and milk, fell asleep, and
died in so tranquil a manner, that he had not even spilt the contents of
the spoon which he held in his hand. .And Sir Charles Blagden, whilst
at a social meal with his friends, Monsieur and Madame Berthollet, and
Gay Lussac, died in IUs chair so quietly, that not a drop of the coffe&
in the cup which he held in his hand was spilt.

THE LAST MOMENTS AND WORDS O:E' DISTINGUISHED
PERSONS.
Some of the following brief accounts of the closing scenes in the
lives of men of genius ma.y tend to show how far a predominant
paseion or favourite pursmt, may in11.uence th& miBd. iMll;l in the
'
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latest hour of life. In the majority of instances, "the ruling passion strong in death" is found to be exemplified.
Rousseau, when dying, ordered his attendants to place him
before the window, that he might once more behold his garden,
and bid adieu to nature. ·
Addison's dying speech to his sou-in-law was characteristic
enough of the man, who was accustomed to inveigh against the
follies of mankind, though not altogether free from some of the
frailties he denounced. " Behold," said he to the dissolute young
nobleman, "with what tranquillity a Christian can die."
Roscommon uttered, at the moment he expired, two lines of
his own version of 1Jie11 irtB.
Haller died feeling his pulse, and when he found it almost gone,
turning to his brother physician, he said, '' My friend, the artery
ceases to beat,'' and died.
Petrarch was found dead in his library, leaning on a book.
Bede died in the act of dictating.
. Herder closed his career writing an ode to the Deity, his pen
on the last line.
Waller died repeating some lines of Virgil.
Metastasio, who would never sufier the word " death " to be
uttered in his presence, at last so far triumphed over his fears,
that, after receiving the last rites of religion, m his enthusiasm he
burst forth into a stanza of religious ,poetry.
Lucan died reciting some wofd.s of his own Pllaraalia.
Alfieri, the day before he died, was persuaded to see a priest;
and when he came, he said to him, with great affability, "Have
the kindness to look in to-morrow-! trust death will wait fourand-twenty hours."
Napoleon, when dyi~, and in the act of S:P,eaking to his clergyman, reproved his sceptical physician for smiling; in these wordS,
-"You are above these weakD.esses, but what can I do P I am
neither a philosopher nor a physician ; I believe in God, and am
• of the religion of my father. It is not every one who can be an
atheist.'' The last words he uttered-Head-Army-evinced
clearly enough what sort of visions were passing over .fi.is mind at
the moment of dissolution.
Tasso's dying request to Cardinal Cynthia was indicative of the
gloom which haunted him through life : he had but one favour, he
said, to request of him, which was that he would collect his
works, and commit them to the flames, especi8ny his Jerusaleflf

DelitJered.

Leibnitz was found dead in his chamber, with a book in his

hand.
· Clarendon's pen dropped from his fiilgers when he was sick
with the pals;r, which terminated his life.
· Chaucer d1ed ballad-making. His last production he entitled
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.. A Ballad made by Geoft'ry Chaucer .on his death.-bed, lying in
great anguish."
Barthelemy was seized with death while reading his favourite
Jiorace.
Sir Godfrey Kneller's vanity was displayed in his last moments.
Pope, who viSited him ten da~s before lie died, says, he never
saw a scene of so much vamty in his life; he was sitting up
in his bed, contemplating the design- he was making for his own
monument.
Wycherly, when dying, had his young wife brought to his bedside, and having taken her hand in a very solemn manner, said, he
had bnt one request to make of her, and that was, that she would
never marry an old man again. There is every reason to beliel'e,
though it is not stated in the account, that so reasonable a request
could not be denied at such a moment.
"Bolingbroke," says ,Spence, "in his last illness, desired to be
brought to the table where we were sittin~ at dinner : his appearance was such that we all thought him dymg, and Mrs. Arbuthnot
involuntarily exclaimed, 'This is quite an Egyptian feast ! '"
On another authority, he is represented as beipg overcome by
terrors and excessive passion in his last moments ; and, after one
of his fits of choler, being overheard by Sir Harry Mildmay complaining to himself, and saying, "What will my poor soul undergo
for all these things ! "
Keats, a little before he died, when his friend asked him how
he did, replied in a low voice, " Better, my friend, I feel the
daisies growing over me."
The JliOUS Gerson, the chancellor of the church and university
of PariS, had the terror of his last moments assuaged by the
prayers of three hundred children supported and educated by
his charity, and who were congregated in his house from the
threshold to his bedchamber. "Now, 0 God," he exclaimed, in
a transport of holy joy, as he closed his eyes in death, " thou
dost let thy servant depart in peace ! The soul that is accompanied to eternity by the prayers of three hundred children,
may advance with humble hope into the presence of their Father
and their God."
Schiller, when dying, was asked how he felt. "Calmer and
calmer," he replied. Perhaps, this serenity wa5 mainly due to the
state of his body; for that degree of physical weakness which no
longer suft'ers the will to emploJ the muscles, but yet arrests not
the internal action of the bl'llln, is usually attended by an inde11Cribable calm of mind. If, indeed, the conscience be reconciled
to God, it is complete ; for then the torment of conJlicting aft'ections is over, the soul sees OnlJ that it is heir to a rich and eternal
inheritance. Thus, a tranquil ecstasy is often witnessed at the
death-bed of the Christian :
·
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Is that a dee.th·bed where the Chriotian lies f
Yes, but not his; 'tis Dee.th itself there lies.-C'oleridge. •

Sir James Mackintosh lived like a/hilosopher, and died like a
Christian. Not long before he cease to speak, his daughter said
to him, "Jesus loves you." He answered slowly, pausing between
each word, "Jesus Christ-love-the same thing." After a long
silence, he said, " I belieye ! " She asked, " In God P" He
answered, "In Jesus." On her inquiring how he felt, his last
word was, "Happy ! "
Sir Walter Raleigh, according to the Bishop of Salisbury.
who attended him on the scaJfold, was ''the most fearless of
death that ever was known, the most resolute and confident, yet
with rf!f'erence and conscience."
Maccail, the expiring Scottish probationer, exclaimed, with
foretaste of the bliss of Paradise, "Farewell, sun, moon, and
stars; farewell kindred and friends-farewell world and timefarewell weak and frail body:-welcome eternity-welcome angels
and saints-welcome Saviour of the world, and welcome God.
the Jurlge of all."
"I do not mean to be killed to-day,'' were the words of" the
great " Turenne, a few minutes before he was struck down in
battle by a cannon-ball. What short-sightedness !
Edward Moore, in his periodical paper, Tile Trorlrl, took leave
of his readers in a humorous account of his own death, which
really took place two months afterwards.
George, the first Lord Lyttelton, who, after being a sceptic,
became a zealous believer, said to his son-in-law, Lord Valentia,
on taking leave of him,-" .Be good, be virtuous, my lord, yo.
must come to tkia."
Bishop Hough's dying words to some of his friends and neigh·
hours who attended bim in his last moments were, "We part to
meet again, I hope, in endless joys."
• Dr. Moore st&tes that when the vital flame W&S flickering, the
heart we.s faltering with every pulse, and every breath we.s a convulsion,
he has said to a dying believer, who had not ·long before been talking
in broken words of undying love, "Are you in p&in 1" and the reply,
with apparently the last breath, was, "It is delightful!" In another
persoa, in whom a gradual disease had so nearly e1hausted the physical
powers that the darkness of death had already produced blindness, the
sense of God's love was so overpowering, that every expression for
many hours referred to it in rapturous words, such &S, "This is lifethis is heaven-God is lov&-1 need not faith-! have the promise." It
is easy to attribute such expressions to delirium ; but this does not.
alter their character, nor the reality of the state of the soul which produces them. Whether a. dying man can maintain any continued attention to things through his senses, we need not inquire. It is enough
for him, if, in the BJ!irit, he possess the peace and joy~ of believing.Tkc U•eoftluBody "' relatioll to UuJLind, pp. 427--428.
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A Correspondent of Nott& and Qwerie1 bas been at the }>ftins of
collecting these memorable and note-worthy "last words" of
great prrsons. To these a few additions have been made.
"Tete de J"armee." (Napoleon.)
" I have loved God, my father, liberty." (De Stael.)
" Let me die to the Bound of delicious music." (Mirabeau.)
" Is this your fidelity P" (Nero.)
" A king should die standing." (Augustus.)
"I must sleep now." (Byron.)
" Kiss me, Hardy." (Nelson.)
"Don't give up the ship.'' (Laurence.)
"I"m shot if I don't believe I'm dyin~." (Thurlow.)
" Clasp my hand, m.Y_ dear friend, I die." (Alfieri.)
"God preserve the Emperor." (Haydn.)
·
"Let the light enter." (Goethe.)
" All my possessions for a moment of time." (Elizabeth.)
" What, is there no bribi~ death P" (Beaufort.)
"Monks, monks, monks!' (Henry Vlll.)
" Be serious.'' (Grotius.)
" In tuas manus, Domine.'' (Tasso.)
"It is small, very small" (claspin~ her neck). (Anna Boleyn.)
" I feel as if I were myself agam.' (Walter Scott.)
" It is well.'' (Washington.)
"IudeJ?endence for ever." (Adams.)
" A dymg man can do nothin~ eas,-.'' (Franklin.)
"Don't let poor Nelly starve.' (Charles II.)
" I have endeavoured to do my duty." ('l'aylor.)
" There is not a drop of blood on my banas." (Frederick V.)
"I resign my soul to God, my daughter to my country."
(Jelferson.)
" It is the last of earth.'' (J. Q. Adams.)
"Don't let that awkward sguad fire over my grave." (Burns.)
" Lord make haste.'' (H. Hammond.)
"Precious salvation.'' (Sir J. Stonehouse )
"Remember" (the charge to Archbishop Juxon to bid Charles
IT. forgive his father's murderers). (Charles I.)
" I shall be happy.'' (Archbishop Sharp.)
"Gods will be done." (Bishop Ken.)
" Amen." (Bishop Bull.)
"I have peace.'' (Parkhurst.)
"Come, Lord Jesus.'' (Burkitt.)
" Cease now" (Lady Masham was reading the Psalms). (Locke.)
"I thank God I was brought np in the Church of England."
(Bishop Gunning.)
"0 Lord, for~ve me speciall1,my sins of omission." (Ussher.)
" Lord, recelVe my spirit. ' (Ferrar, Cranmer, Hooper.
G. Hexbert.)
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"Th.y will be done." (Donne.)
"Thts day let me see the Lord Jesus." (Jewell.)
"In te speravi: ne confundar in etemum." .(Bishop Abbot.)
"God will save my soul." (Burghley.)
"This is death." {George IV.)
"Lord, take my spirit." (Edward VI.)
"WhatP do tliey run alreadJJ Then 1 die happy." (Wolle.)
"God bless you, my dear" (Miss Morris). (Dr. Johnson.)
"What I cannot 'utter with my mouth, accept, Lord, from my
heart and soul." (F. Quarles.)
" Then I am safe." (Oliver Cromwell.)
"Let the earth be lllled with His glory." (James, Earl of
Derby; Bishop Broughton.)
"I go to my God and Saviour." (P. Heylyn.)
"My days are past as a shadow that returns not." (R. Hooker.)
· " Let me hear once more those notes so long my solace and
delight." (Mozart.)
" I wish the true principles of government carried out. I ask
no more." (HarrisOn, the Regicide.)
"For my coming down, let me shift for myself'" (on the scaffold). (Sir Thomas More.)
"In me behold the end of this world with all its vanities."
(Rir P. Sidney.)
"I do not sWfer, my: friends ; but I feel a certain difficulty in
existence." (Fontenelle, in his lOOth year.)
THE SOUL GOING FORTH FROM THE BODY.

Sir ThoiD:as Browne refers to this phenomenon when, in :his
lletigio Medici, he says : "It is observed, that men sometimes,
upon the hour of their departure, do speak and reason above
tliemselves. For then the soul begins to be freed from the ligaments of the body, begins to reason like herself, and to discourse
in a strain above mortality."
Sir Kenelm Digby, in hlS Observations on Sir Thomas Browne's
llelipio Medici, quotes from Roger Bacon, "a separated and unbodied soul:" and Browne mentions a remarkable heresy of the
Arabians-" that the souls of men perished with their bodies, but
should be raised again at the last ilay : not that I did absolutely
conceive a mortality of the soul, but, if that were, (which faith,
not philosophy, hath y:et thoroughl,r disproved,) and that both
entered the grave together, yet I held the same conceit thereof,
that we all do of tlie body, that it rise again. Surely, it is but
the merits of our unworthy natures, if we sleep in darkness until
the last alarm. A serious reflex upon my own unworthiness did
make me backward from challenging this prerogative of my
soul : so that I might enjoy my Saviour at the last, 1 ooula
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with patience be nothing almost unto eternity." Origen was
called from Egypt to make bead against this rising sect of minute
philosophers, and so successfully disputed against them in full
council, that they abandoned their errors, and returned to the
received doctrine of the Church. Origen himself, however, fell
into the error, that not only the soulS of men, but the devils
themselves, should be discharged from tortures after a certain
time-" that God would not persist in his vengeance for ever, but
after a definite time of his wrsth, would release the damned souls
from torture." (Religio Medici.) But Genebrard endeavours to
clear Origen of this charge.
Webster, in bis JJisplay of mpposed Tritclzcrajt, writing of
corpses bleeding in the presence of murderers, argues:-" H
we physieally consider the union of the soul witli the body
by the mediation of the spirit, then we cannot rationally conceive
that the soul doth utterly forsake that nnion, nntil by/utrefaction, tending to an absolute mutation, it is forced to lii farewell
to its beloved tabernacle ; for its not operating ad eztra to our
senses, doth not necessarily infer its total absence. And it may
be, that there is more in ·that of A.bel's blood cryi11f1 tmto tile Lord
from tlze ground, in a physical sense, than is commonly conceived,
&c."
The appearance of the Departure of the Soul is thus ment.ioned '
as a known fact in one of the works of the celebrated mystic, Jacob
Bohmen. In Tlze Tllree Principle1, chap. 19, "Of the going forth
of the Soul," he observes :
"Seeing that man ia eo very earthly, therefore he hath none but
earthly knowledge ; except he be regenerated in the gate of Deep.
He always supposeth that the Soul (at the deceasing of the Body) goeth
only out at the Mouth, tuld he understandeth nothing concerning its
deep Essences above the Elements. Wlun he ueth a bl.u Vapour go
forti• out of the MOiltll. of a dying Man, (which maketh a strong smell
all over the chamber,) then he supposeth that is the Soul."

In the Folk-lore of Notes anti Queriet, No. 20, a curate of
Exeter relates tbat on visitin~ a poor man, who was daily expecting his death from a very pa10ful disease, his wife, one morning,
informed the narrator tluit she thought he would have died during
the night, and consequently she and her friend unfastened eoery
lock in tlze !louse. The reason given was-that every bolt or lock
fastened was supposed to cause uneasiness to the sow, and hinder
its departure; consequently, upon the approach of death, all the
boxes, doors, &c. in the house were unlocked.
•
Another Correspondent relates that, according to popular belief,
a considerable interval inoarirthlJ; elapses between the first semblance of death, and what is cons1derea to be the departure of the
soul. About five minutes after the time when death, to all outward appearances, has taken place, " the last breath " may be
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seen to issue with a vapour or "steam" out of the mouth of the
deJlarled. Ho~rth, in his Tailpiece, has reprt'.sented the figure
of Time breathm~ forth his last-a puft' of breath, with the word.
"Finis " proceeding from his mouth !
In some parts of Holland, when a child is dying, persons shade
it by the hands from the parents' gaze ; the soul being supposed
to linger in the body aa long as a compassionate eye is fixed upon
it. Tlius, in Germany, if he who sheds tears when leaning over an
expiring friend, or bending over the patient's couch, does but
wipe them oft", he enhances, they say, tlie difficulty of death's last
struggle. We find this poetical superstition recorded in Mary
JJarlon, a Tale of Manchester Lift.
In Bishop H8le's Brealhi1t!JI of tlze JJeoout Soul, we find:
In this life, in this death of the body, 0 Lord, I see there are no
degrees, though differences of time. The man that died yesterday is
as truly dead ; as Abel, the first man that died in the world : and M:ethuseleh, that lived nine hundred and sixty-nine years, did not more truly
live, than the child that did but salute, and leave the world. But in
the life to come, and the second death, there are degrees : degrees of
blessedness, to the glorified ; degrees of torments, to the damned ; the
lea~~t whereof, is unspeakable, unconceivable. 0 Thou, Thou art the
Lord of Life and Death, keep my soul from those steps, that go do"!"D
to the chamber of death ; and once set it, for higher I dare not sue to
go, but over the threshold of glory and blessedness.
THE PASSING BELL.

We gather from the two following extracts the object of this bell,
which was tolled when the soul was paui1t!J from this life, and has
been described as "the melancholy warning of the death-crier."
In a statute passed towards the reign of Henry VIII., it is ordered
« that clarks are to ring no more than the passing bell for poare people,
nor less for an honest householder, and he be a citizen ; nor for children,
maydes, journeymen, apprentices, day-labourers, or any other poare

person."
In 1662, the Bishop of Worcester asks in his visitation charge:" Doth the parish-clerk or sexton take care to admonish the living, by
tolling of a passing bell, of any that are dying, thereby to meditate of
their own deaths, and to commend the other's weak condition to the
mercy of God."-A "nal.t of W orcutw, 1849.

Sir Walter Scott asserts, in his Border Mimtrmy, that the custom
was then (1803,) still retained in many villages in Scotland.

We find ~uent allusions to this practice. Sir Symonds
D'Ewes • ment10ns, in 162i, the bell tolling for an individual
* There are· few of us who care to recollect our ancestors as bdlringer•; but Sir Symonds d'Ewes, who was Lord of the manor of LR·
venham, in Suffolk, was a learned antiquary, and greatly attached to
bell-ringing. Sir Matthew Hale, T.ord Chief Justice of the Common
Pleas, and William Cecil, Lord High Treasurer of England-were also
b.U-ri'II!Jen. Indeed, Oampa1Wl0f!1, or Tin.tinfUilogy, or the Art of
RiDging, was formerly a gentleman a recreation.
·
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whom he visited, and who lived some hours aftenrards. The
canon, however, is express on the subject : "And when any :person
is Jl88Sing out of this life. a bell shall be tolled, and the JDJnister
sh&ll not then slack to do his last duty." At one period, the
sound of the Passin~ Bell was heard in every Jl&l:ish, and in most
of the Visitation Articles the custom was enJomed. Nor can any
reasonable objection be raised against it, as it was allowed by
the Church of England. The question in Visitation ArticleS
usually appeared in this form : "And when any J>erson is passing
out of life, doth he, upon notice given thereof, toll a bell, as hath
been accustomed, that the neighbours may thereby be warned to
recommend the dying person to the grace and favour of God P"
Probably, such a custom would now, br some persons, be called
popish; yet few J;lr&etices were more likely to advance the interests of true religion in a parish.
At Dewsbury, in Somerset, is a sort of Christmas Passing Bell:
that is, a bell tolled on Christmas Eve, as at a funeral ; and an1
one asking whose bell it was would be told it was the devil s
knell. Tlie moral of this is that the devil died when Christ was
born. The custom was discontinued for many ;years, but was
revived by the vicar in 1828. Among the sweet bells of Dewsbury is tlie famous "Black Tom of Tothil~" which is said to have
:
been an expiatory gift for a murder.
Bishop Hall has this touching Meditation 0. IM Polli11!J of a
Paui11!J Bell:
How doleful and heavy is this summons of death I This sound is
not for our ears, but for our hearts : it calls us not only to our prayers,
but to our preparation ; to our prayers, for the departing soul ; to our
preparation, for our own departing. We have never so much need of
prayent, as in our last com'bat: then is our great Adversary most
eager: then are we the weakest: then nature is so over-laboured, that.
it gives us not leiaure, to make the use· of gracious motions. There is
no preparation so neoessary as for this conflict : all our life is little
enough: to make ready for our last hour. What am I better than my
neighbours 7 How often hath this bell reported to me, the farewell of
many more strong and vigorous bodies than my own; of many more
cheerful and lively spirits I And now whet doth it, but call me to the
thongbt of my parting I Here is no abidinQ: for me: I must away too.
0 Thou, that art the God of Comfort, help thy poor servant, that is
now struggling with his lest enemy. His sad friends stand gazing upon
him, ana-weeping over him; but they cannot succour hiul: needs
must they leave him, to do this great work alone : none, but Thou, to
wAim lHlong tk iml.u of tUa.tA, canst relieve his distressed and overmatched soul. And, for me, let no man die without me : as I die
daily, so teach me to die once: acquaint me beforehand with that mesaenger, which I must trust to. Oh, teach IIU 10 to "..WW •1 day., tlu&C
apply my 1-n to tnH fllildom.
•

I_,

•
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:BEAUTY OF DEATH.
He that hath bent him o'er the dead,
Ere the first day of death is fledThe first dark day of nothingness,
The last of danger and distressBefore decay' a effacing fingers
Have swept the lines where beauty lingers,
And marked tbf> wild angelic air,
The rapture of repose that's thereThe fixed yet tender traits that streak
The languor of the placid cheekAnd but for that sad shrouded eye,
That fires not-wins not-weeps not-nowAnd but for that chill changeless brow,
Whose touch thrills with mortality,
And curdles to the gazer's heart,
As if to him it could impart
The doom he dreads, yet dwells uponYes-but for the&e-illld these alon&Some momenta--ey-one treacherous hour,
He still might doubt the tyrant's power,
So fair-so calm-Bo softly sealed
The first-last look-by death revealed.

To these exquisite lines in tire Giaour, in the context of which the
aspeot of Greece is compared t~ a beautiful corpse, Lord Byron
ap11ends a note, in w.bich he remarks that "this pe.culiar beauty remains but a few hours after death." "But (says Mr. Leslie) I have
been told, by those in the habit of making casts, that on the second
day, the expression is generally improved, and even on the third
day it is often still finer. I have in several instances, been
«dered to make drawings of the dead, and though ·in every case
I have entered the room where the body lay somewhat reluctantly,
yet I have invariably felt reluctant to quit it."
"At Krentzberg, near Brunn, there is a church, under the pavement of which lie, in one vault, the bodies of twenty-five monks,
in open coffins. The dryness of the air has preserved them from
decay, though the last buried has lain there for more than a cen~· I visited· the church with a part3: of ladies, who at first
hesttated to descend into the abode of the dead. We all, however, went down, each 'carrying a lighted taper, and such was the
fascination of this singular scene. that we lingered in it for some
time. The air was perlectly .Pure, and we seemed to be in another
world, with its own eternalmterests etracing for the time all other
interests. It seemed to us a mistake that death should be represented by poets or by painters as a hideous phantom. We could not
contemplate those withered faces of old men, for the)' seemed all
old, and think of death otherwise than as a gentle fnend. Their
attitudes were varied, and all had a kind of grace which, though
we knew it to be arnmged by their lriends, seemed perfectly
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Datural. One, the R&l'dener, had a chaplet of withered leaves
round his head. AlJ' were clothed in the dress of their order;
and their clothes, as well as their bodies, though the last were
dried to mummies, appeared to be little decayed."
"Lord Byron says, 'In death from a stab, the countenance preserves its traits of feeling or ferocity, and the mind its bias to
the last.' I can only say that in all the casts I have seen from
those whose deaths have been violent or painful, I have noticed
the same repose of the features and the same faint indication of
a smile that assists in constituting the beauty of death in other
cases. Causes wholly unconnected with the state of mind or
feeling at the time of dissolution contribute, in individual eases,
to beautify the features. The east t.aken, very imperfectly, by
Dr. Antommarchi, from the face of Napoleon, is more handsome
than any bust or portrait of him; and, indeed, has the look of a
much younger man than he appears in the latest portraits. This
is easily accounted for. Illness had reduced the superabundant
fleshiness of the lower part of his face, and brought it back to the
condition of an early period; and death, by leaving the mouth
slightl;r open, had destroyed that expression of selfish determination which the thin compressed lips give to every portrait of
Napoleon. The profile of the cast IS the most perfectly beautiful
pro.lile of a man I ever saw; and it should here be noticed that,
as in this instance, the beauty added by death to a face originall;r
of very fine proportions has nothing to do with metaphysiclil
causes, so I believe it is . the case in every instance ; the faint
smile being caused by the last slight conVulsion after all consciousness has ceased.
"The beautg of deatk is not easily explicable. How far its
strange fascination may arise from the idea suggested of a repose
compared with which that of the most tranquil sleep is agitation,
(says Leslie,) I will not pretend to determine. I knew a man of
the highest order of mind, a man of fine feelings, but of great
aimplicity, and far above all· aft'ectation, who, standing by the
corpse of his .wife, said-' It gives me very pleasurable sensations.' And yet, he truly loved her.''-Leslie's A.utobiograpky.
GRIEF FOR THE DEAD.

Archbishop Whately has these admirable remarks: "As for
the grief wh10h a man may be supposed to feel for the loss-the
total and final loss-of some who may have been dear to him on
earth, l have only this to remark, that a wise and good man in
this life, in cases where it is clear that no good can be done by
him, stril"es, as far as possible, to witM.raw his thoughts from
evi). which he cannot lessen, but which still, in spite of liis efforts,
will often eloud his mind. We cat~MI, at pleasure, draw olr our

•2
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thoughts entirely from ~ subjects which it is in fJain to
think: of. The power to do this completely, when we will, would
be a great increase of happiness ; and this power, therefore, it is
reasonable to suppose, the blest will possess in the world to come1
and will be able by no effort qf Ike fOill, completely to banish an«
exclude every idea that might alloy their bappiness."-Scripture

RetJelati01U.
It is an exquisite and beautifol thing in our nature, that when
the heart is touched and softened by some tranquil happinei!S or
aft'ectionate feeling, the memory of the dead comes over it most
powerfully and irresistibly. It would almost seem as though our
better thoughts and SJlllpathies were charms, in virtue of which
the soul is enabled to hold some vague and mysterious intercourse
with the spirits of those whom we dearly loved in life. Alas !
how often and how long may those patient angels hover above us,
watching for the spell that is so seldom uttered. and so soon
forgotten !
·
It has even been observed that immoderate grief, if it does not
exhaust itself by indulgence, easily assumes the character of
auperstition or weakness, or takes a type of insanity.
There is, in many minds, a fearfol presentiment that great happiness .cannot be of long duration; but if the prosperous, periods
of life are those which seem to form the natural climax and terminating point of life, they are those in which we can least bear
the loss of others. The sudden removal of one who is in the
very midst of his usefolness, in whose success we had "garnered
up our hearts,'' creates a revulsion of feeling which poor humanity
can ill support. It is the anticipation of re-union hereafter which
throws the only light that can pene"trate the gloom of the mourner's
mind. He is yet to have a meeting beyond the grave; and whilst
this idea mitigates grier, it renders the prospect of death itself
less terrible. It was in this way that Mrs. Garrick endeavoured
to remove the terrors of death, after her loss of the great actor.
Boswell tells us that in 1781, when Mrs. Garrick received company for the first time since her husband's death, she talked of
him with complacency; and while she cast her eyes on his portrait which hung over the chimney-piece, said that "death was
now the most agreeable object to her."
INTERFERENCES OF THE DEAD WITH THE LIVING.

Isaac Taylor has a remarkable passage on this question, which,
he considers, "ought not to be summarily dismiSsed as a mere folly
of the vulgar." He says:
.
·
"In considering questions of this sort, we ought not to listen, for a
moment, to those frequent but impertinent questions that are brought.
forward with the view of auperaeding the inquiry: such, for example,'
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u thel!ll: 'What good ia answered by the alleged eztra.natural ocour-

rencesf'-or 'Is it worthy of the Supreme Wisdom to permit them I'
and so forth. The question ia a question, first, of tutimony, to be
judged on the established principles of evidence, and thon of phyftology; but neither of theology, or of morals. Some few human
beings are wont to walk in their sleep ; Md during the continuance of
profound slumber, they perform, with precision aud safety, the omoes
of common life, and return to their bedaJ and yet are totally unconscious
when they awake, of whet they heve uone. Now, in considering this
or any such extraordinary clas8 of facts, our business ia, in the first
place, to obtain a number of instanoes, supported by the distinct and
unimpeachable testimony of intelligent witnesses ; and then, being
thus in possession of the facts, to adjust them, as well as we can, to
other parts of our philosophy of human ll&ture. Shall we allow an
objector to put a check to our soieritifto curiosity on the subject, for
instance, of Somnambulism, by saying, 1 Some of these accounts heve
turned out to be exaggerated or totally untrue I' or 1 this walking in
the sleep ought not to be thought possible, or as likely' to be permitted
by the Benevolent Guardian of human welfare I' "-Phyllical Theory of·
Another IA/&

DEATH CUSTOMS.

In many parts of Britain is prevalent a sul'erstition, preserved
to us in an aphoristic form in the following distich :
Happy ia the wedding that the sun shines on ;
Blessed ia the corpse thet the rain rains on.

Otherwise thus :
Sad ia the burying in the sunshine ;
But blessed ia the corpse that goeth home in rain.

In Brittany it is commonly believed that if any one draws a
likeness of another, and carries it away with him, he holds, at any
distance of time or plOOe, an unlimited power over the original,
:whose death he may cause, at any time, by the destruction of the
pm-trsit!
, In the Diary of the Rev. John Ward, 1662-1681, we find this
cmrious entry : "Dr. Conyers dissected a ~ersqn not long ago, that
died for love in London; and they found (at least, as tliey faneied,) tile imprealion of a ffJC8 upon Ilia neMt."
ANTIQUITY OF BURIAL CLUBS.

Mr. Kenrick, in his ingenious work: on Ronuln Sept~lcwl
Inacripliona, adduces the following evidence of the existence of
burial clubs among the Romans from a monument found at
Lanuvium, a town. of ancient fame for the worshiJI. of Juno
Sospita, about nineteen miles from Rome, on the Via Appia.
,The inhabitants of this town appear, out of fiattery towardS the
Emperor Hadrian, in whose reign the marble was erected, to have
fom1ed themselves into a college for paying divine honours to
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Diana and Antinous, with which they strangely combined that or
a burial club, not forgetting the festivities which formed so important a part of all acts of religion among the Romans. To
prevent disputes, the laws of the association were inscribed on
marble, and probably set up in the temple of the t.wo deities. An
amplwra of good wine was to be presented to the club by a new
member, the sum of 100 sesterces (about 15•.) was to be paid as
entry money, and five asses (little more than 2d.) per month as
subscription. Their meetings were not to take place oftener than
once a month. II any one omitted payment for (so many J months
(the marble is here mutilated !1• no claim could be made, even
though he had directed it by will. In case of the death of one
who had paid his subscription regularly, 300 sesterces (21. 5&.)
were allotted for his funeral expenses, out of which, however, 50
were to be set a~ for distribution at the cremat.ion of the body.
The funeral was to be a walking one. If any one died more than
twenty miles from Lanuvium, and his death was announced, three
delegates from the college were to repair to the place where he
had died, to perform his funeral; and render an account of it to
the people. Fraud was to be punished by a fourfold fine. Twenty
sesterces each were to be allowed to the delegates for travelling
expenses, going and returning. II the deatli had taken place
more than twenty miles from Lanuvium, and no notice had been
sent, the person who had performed the funeral rites was to send
a sealed certificate attested by seven Roman citizens, on the
production of which the usual sum for the expenses was to be
granted. No funeral of a suicide was to take place. There are
many other rules tending to preserve order and promote good
fellowship, but these are all which relate to the burial cl.nb.
This cunous document is an additional proof how much ancient
life resembled modem life, when we obtain a view of it, as it were,
intru donlique, through the medium of its monuments.
"GOD'S ACRE."*
This ia a phrase apJ>lied to the churchyard, or burial-place, to
denote its sanctitv. It is, of course, well known that in the
ancient days of the Church, these burial-places were formed round
the resting-places of famous saints. The same feeling may be
traced in liter days. The burial-ground appe~ to St. George
the Martyr, Qneen-~uare, Bloomsbury, is a long and narrow
alip of ground behind the Foun~ Hospital. A strong prejudice
appears to have existed against this burial-place, and no person
was interred here till the ground was broken for the pious Robert
Nelson, author of Fast1 atul Fe1tioall, whose character for piet!
reconciled others to the place, and other interments follOwed
quickly.
• Bee an !Dtereetmg work with this title, by Mn. Stone.
o; ,;,;,ed by
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There'is a similar instance of this veneration in the history o{
Bunhill Fields, where, in the vault of his friend, Mr. Stradwick,
the grocer, on Snow-hill, in whose house he died, is buried, John
Bunyan, author of The Pilgrim' a Progress. Modem curiosity has
marked the place of his interment with a brief inscription, but his
name is not recorded in the Register. So numerous have been,
and still are, the dying requests of his admirers to be buried as
near as possible to the place of his interment, that it is not possible to obtain a grave near him, the whole surrounding earth
being occupied by dead bodies to a very considerable distance.
"People like to be buried in companl, and in good compan~.
The Dissenters regarded Bunhill Fields burial-ground as thell'
Oampo Santo, and especially for Bunyan's sake. It is said that
many have- made it their desire to be interred as near as possible
to the spot where his remains are deposited."-Southey.
.EM:BLEMS ON TOMBS.

The devices which we see on old tombs distinguish, by their
emblematic differences, the dead which they inclose. The legs of
crusaders were crossed; the right hand of prelates was raised as
if in benediction ; bishops bore the crozier in the left hand, abbots
in their right ; less dignified priests bore a chalice; kings and
bishops had gloves on both hands. Officers of State ancf other
noblemen are represented with a glove on the right hand, for the
purpose of supporting a hawk, wliile the other lfflove is off and is
held in the left hana. Lions at the feet typify vigilance and
courage ; and human heads may be seen under the feet of one of
the fij-ures in the Temple Church, denoting infidels slain in the
Crusaaes. Dragons under the feet pierced, as for example by the
staves of the abbots of Peterborough, express triumph over the
devil; and sometimes an esoalopshell would be engraven under
the cross, to denote that the occupant of the tomb had in lifetime
~erformed a pilgrimage to the tomb of St. James at Compostella.
').'here are recorded many instances of bad taste in tombs. It
was, for example, a fashion at one time to represent on them
a body in a state of corruption. There is one of a Due de Croye
in a church near Louvain, where a skeleton is represented with
the worms preying on it.
· ANTISEl'TIC BURIAL SOI:£.8.

In certain burial-places, human bo(!ies are preserved for a
century and more, which is attributed to the antiseptic propertiea
of the soil. St. Michan's Vaults, Church-street, Dublfu, possess
this property. The soil and wal).s of this crypt are a compound
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~f a~us earth and carbonate of lime. This ~
exermses a chemicall,Y absorbent in11.uence on all ordinary earthr
and atmospheric moiSture. Every one knows that moisture is.
perhaps, the greatest aid to decomposition. Amid the rains of
winter or the heats of summer the vaults of St. Michan, with the
exception of one small chamber, are uniformly free from damp;
and the consequence is the P.henomenon referred to. The portion
which appears damp is dest1tute of any animal remains but bones.
lu some of the d!'Y compartments which are rarely: opened, the
ornamental appendages of certain collins shine as brilliantly as
when or!ginally deposited there-a circumstance which striJciilg;attests tli.e uncommon aridity of the walls and soil The fioor IS
covered with dnst as dry as that overlying a country road in
summer. Beneath the foundation is• a bedof silicious sand. A
nun, fully robed, was for half a century shown here, in high preservation.
A vault po~ antiseptic properties is also shown beneath
the monastic chaJle:l of the Kreutz'berg, about two miles from
Bonn. Here are the corpses of several poor monks, in open
coffins, the bodies dressecl in cowl and cassock, as on the day of
their dissolution. Here they were deposited between the years
HOO and 1713, and the extraordinarY state of preservation in
which they have remained during that extensive lapse of time has
been attpbuted mainly to the dcyness of the sandy soil which surrounds them. The worsted stockings and grey leather shoes of
some are undecayed; and the nails upon tlieir bony fin~ and
the ~ey hair on their craniums are perfect. Notwithstanding the
bodies seem to be the size and weight of ordiu!u'Y thin men, they
are so light, that one can be raised with a single finger.•
Sand IS an agent for correcting putridity : lienee, probably, the
practice of strewing ll.oors with sand.
· A correspondent of Nola atul Querie1 relates (2nd S. vi 156) :
" When I was a boy I was told, and I heard it with a strange
~ensation of dread, tliat if an individual took up a handful of dnst
thrown from a newly opened grave, he might know whether a ~d
or wicked person liad been formerly buried there i for, said the
informant, if the dust atir1 in .JOur hand, you may be sure that it
llad once formed a portion of the body of a wicked man or woman;
for " the wicked cannot rest anywhere," not even in the grave !
D.ECAY OJ!' THE HUliAN BODY.

•

: When putrefaction commences, there can, of course, be no
longer any doubt of the departure of life-premising that the
putrefaction is general. and not of a local kind~ There is nothing
• See the description, by Mr. Lealie; at pege 162.
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more appalling and humiliating than the decom~ition of the dead.
We may, ind6ed, pel'lluade ourselves, that the dead are only silent
ud immoveable; out when changes ~ually manifest themselves,
and we can no longer recognise the familiar features we have so
often looked upon, we see the greatness of that alteration, and feel
what it is to die.
The peculiar cadavereus odour of tlle body is well known to
most ~ns, and the appearances of incipient putrefaction need
no explanation. The finer changes are, perhaps, best indicated by
the placidity of the cornea, and the loss of transparency in the
eye. These can seldom be mistaken by medical men, though
death may undoubtedly take place before they are strikingly
apl!arent. Amongst other indications of decomposition the grantatlOn and transudation of the blood to the suiface on which the
body lies are important subjects for consideration, because the.Y
have been mistaken b,Y pel'llons ignorant of snch mattel'll for indications of injuries ana cruises : indeed, they often present lines
and marks closely resembling the extravasations produced by
blows : hence they are termed sugillations, from the Latin lugillatio, a black mark.
M. Bouchut has, in a memoir on apparent death, for .which he
received a prize of 1,500 francs, replied to these questions :
.. What are the distinctive charactel'8 orapparent death p 2. What
are the means to prevent premature interment P"
· :M. Bonchut states that the lotmrk of the heart, as indicated by
the stethoscope, are never entirely wanting) except in real death ;
and that the longest interval between the lond beats of the heart
is about six or seven seconds. He further insists on the complete
dilatation of the pupil of the eye as a corroborative s~ of death,
remarking that, though contracted in the death-struggle, it afterwards ana speedily becomes dilated ; so trnly may we say that
.. la pupilltJ ell la fenitre de I'ame."
Even the alterations which take place after the body is committed to the grave have engaged the attention of medical
inquirel'll. It seems not very probable that the features of the
de&d can be recognised after fourteen or fifteen days' interment;
and in three or four months allTestiges of the face are destroyed.
-.46ridged from Harmon on tile MediCIJl .dspecl1 of Deal!.
ElmLEM OF THE RESURRECTION.

We see the Phrenix, with a glory of rays round its head,
perched u~n the palm-tree, the Tree of Life, as a symbol of the
resuscitated and glorified bodr, in the mosaics of various &man
apsides, as in those of the churches of the Saints Cosma and
Damiano. We also see a similar bird perched upon the Tree of
Life in the Paradise represented in the apsis of S. Giovanni
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St. Augustin, however, considered the Peacock to be
a symbol of the resurrection of the body, because its flesh was
beheved to be incorruptible. But the peacock never takes the
place of the phcenix in the' apsidial mos111cs ; nor does the phcenix
ever take the place of the peacock ou Christian sepulchral urns
and other monumeuts.
Dr. Barlow, from whose communication to the Builder these
observations are quoted, states it to be alleged that when the
palm-tree has decayed, the Arabs cut it down to the roots, and
burn it on the spot ; and the ashes being covered with a layer of
earth, a new shoot springs up, which in the course of a few years
becomes a strong tree. It would seem that we have here the
origin of the fabfed phcenix rising renewed from the tlames that
consumed it, as the oird and the tree bear the same n111ne. This
is probably the reason why, in Christi~ ~ymbolism, the phcenix
with a glory of rays was employed to signify the glorified body in
the resurrection.
Sir Thomas Browne, among his erudite guesses, describes the
Phcenix as a bird of Paradise, "and alike the . emblem of the
Resurrection and the Sun; " again, " that it was a palm-tree, and
that it was only a mistake upon·the homon;y_my of tlie Greek word
p!uJJniJ;, which siltnifies a palm-tree."-See Timbs's Popular Errrm
Ezplaaned, pp. 117-8.
The Church of St. Giles' in the Fields, London, has a " Resurrection Gate," with an elaborate bas-relief of the Day of Judgment.
This curious work of art is stated to have been taken frOm the
lich-gate of the former church.

Laterano~

FLOWERS ON GRAVES.

This rite scarcely belongs to' the " Mysteries " of Death ; its
simJ.>licit~ .being an instinct of every stage of man's life-the very
child aeelring to
Pluck the :t'ta.iJ. tlowers that gaily bloom,
And cast liB they fade away,
In garlands on its mother's tomb.

'

Or in the more touching couplet describing some children at play
among the tombsAIM I unconscious of the kindred earth,

,

That faintly echoed to the voice of mirth.

A drooping tlower is an emblem of earl~ death, a thought which
we remember to have seen 111nplified m some lines upon two
young children of the Rev. Jose{lh Hamilton, D.D., interred at
Hemel Hempstead, in Hertfordshire :As fades the flower in early sprinj!',
When tempests sweep the !aDd,
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So droops the tender infant's form
When seized by deatb's cold band.
Farewell, sweet babes, the loss is ours,
For you are gone to rest ;
The Shepherd bas but call'd his lambs,
To fold them to his breast.

One who felt acutely the sorrows as well as enjoyed the ecstasies
of life, has sung :
Flowers are the bright remembranoers of youth :
They waft back witb their bland and odorous breath
Tbe'joyous hours that only ;roung life knows,
·
Ere we have learn'd that tbts fair earth hides graves.
They bring the cheek that's mouldering in the dust
Again before us, ting'd with health's own rose,
They bring the voioes we shall bear no more,
Whose tones were sweetest music to our ears :
They bring the hopes that faded one by one,
'Till nought was left to light our path but faith,
That we too, like the flowers, should spring to life,
But not like them again e'er fade or die.-Lady Blurif11Jfon.

Of the Pagan custom of strewing graves with flowers, we find
'this beautifuf record in Virgil; where Anchises, grieving for Marcellns, makes him say :
Full canisters of fragrant lilies bring,
Mix'd with the purple roses of the spring,
Let me with fun'ral flowers his body strew,
This gift, which parents to their children owe,
This unavailing gift, at least, I may bestow.

The rose has been for ages the favourite flower for funereal
purposes. Among the Greeks, the relatives of the deceased wore
garfands of roses during the days of mourning, as emblematical
of the shortness of life, which passes as quickly away as would
the beauty of those roses which form the mourner's crown. The
tombs of the dead were decorated with roses, under the idea that
they r.ssessed the power of protecting the remains of the decease , and were peculiarly acceptable as an offering to their
manes. The Greeks also nsed the amaranthns, which is commonly regarded as the flower now known by the name of "everlasting." Parsley and myrtle were likewise funereal plants.
·The Romans were so fond of the rose, that we find inscnptions
which refer to legacies left in their· wills for the express purpose
of provi4ing roses, with which their tombs were annually to be
decorated. This custom has descended to our times.
Lord Byron writes from Bologna, June 7, 1819: "Here, as in
Greece, they strew flowers on tbe tombs: I saw a quantity of
~se-leaves and entire roses scattered over the frBVIlS at Ferrara.
It has the most pleasing effect yon can imagine. '
The Romans are considered to have brought this cnstom intc
England: such is the opinion of th11 R11v. Owen Manning, the
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historian of Sarrey, in which county, at Ockley, it has been,
until lately, the ouatom, from time immemorial, for 'betrothed lovers
to plant :rose-trees at the head of the grave of a deceased lover,
shoUld either party die before the mar.riage. Camden describes
the church~· as thickly planted with rose-trees, in his time ·
Aubrey reoords the same custom; and John Evelyn, who Iiv;d
at Wotton Place, near Ockle1, thus testifies the observance there
--{)f the maidens yearly planting and decking the gt"&Ves of their
defunct sweethearts with rose-bushes. Now, the Romans were
much at Ockley; the Roman road (Stane-street) passes through
the village to this day; so that 'we are inclined to agr:ee with
Mr. Marining that the rose-planting at Ocldey is a ielio of a
Roman ouatom.
At Barnes, in Surrey, on the south bank of the Thames, is an
interesting observance of this 1lower rite. On the south side of
the churcli., between two buttresses, inclosed by wooden rails, a
few rose-trees are cultivated, in pursuance of the will of Mr.
Edward Role, citizen of London, who, accordintr to a tablet
affixed to the church wall, died in 1653, having bequeathed to
the parish of Barnes, the sum of 201. for the purchase of an acre
of land, from the rent of which the churchwaidens were enjoined
to keep in repair the paling of the inclosure, and mainm a
succession of rose-trees; the surplus funds to be applied for tho
benefit of the poor.
We find in a poem of ~e Saxons :
" lllarit my hillock with the simple ftower."

Shakspeare's Arviragus, in 0y•6eliu, says:
With fairest ftowers,
Whilst ll1lllllller lasts, and I live here, Fidele,
thou shalt not laok

rn sweeten thy BBd grave:

The ftower that's like thy face, peJe primrose ; nQI'
The uur'd hare-bell, like thy veins; no, nor
The leaf of eglantine, whoJ;D. not to slander,
Outsweeten'd not thy breath.

•

•

•

•

•

Yea, and furr'd moss besides, when ftowerrs are none,
To winter-ground thy corse.

And in Hamkt, ("that piece of Shabpeare's which appears

to have most aft'ected English hearts,") the bewildered Opllelia
sings:
Larded all with sweet ftowel'll ;
Whioh bewept to the grave did go,
With troe-love showerrs;

besides which we have the aft'ecting flower-strewing scene.
H~~propristeness of spring-flowers is thus toUched upon by
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Virgins promia'd when I died,
·
That they would each primrose-tide,
Duly mom and evening come,
And with flowers dress my tomb;
Having promis'd, pay your debts,
:Maida,-and here strew violets.

In Wales, where the custom is observed to this day, the white
is always planted on the grave of an unmarried female; the
red rose is appr~>priated to any one distinguished for benevolence
of character. Here, too, the bed, the coffin, and the grave are
also strewed with fiowers. We remember the rite at Hemel
Hempstead, in 1809, where a young boy dying at school, the
corpse and the open coffin, as wiill as the room in which it was
pJaCed, were strewed with fiowers ;· and the schoolfellows of the
ileceased, 100 in number, were admitted to view the mournful
acene.
The decoration of the . coryse is mentioned by many poets.
Shakspeare, in Romeo and Jul.et, makes Friar Lawrence say :
lOI!6

Dry up your tears, a.nd stick your rosemary
On this fair corse,

Sir Thomas Overbury concludes his character of "the· fair and
the happy Milkmaid," with : "Thus ~lived she, and all her care is
that she ma_y die in the s,Pring-time, to have store of fiowers stuck
n~n her wfudi.ng-sheet.'
The Vicar of Stratford-upon-Avon, in his Diary, (1648-1679,)
says : "Wee poor men steal into our graves with. no greater noise
thim can bee made by a sprigg of rosemary, or a black ribband."
Gay, in his Slzepherd'• Week-the Dirge Pastoral, &c. has this
picture of the funeral of a village maiden :
To show their love, the neighbours far and near,
Followed with wistful look the damsel's bier,
Sprigg' d rosemary the lads and lasses bore,
While dismally the Parson walked before,
!Jpon her grave the rosemary they threw,
The daisy, butter-flower, and endive blue.
After the good man warn'd us from his text,
That none could tell whose tum would be the next;
He said, that Heaven would take her soul, no doubt,
And spoke the hour-glass in her praise-quite out.
To her sweet memory flowery garlands strung,
O'er her now empty seat aloft were hung.
With wicker rods we fenc'd her tomb around,
To warn from man and beast the.hallow'd ground;
Lest her new grave the Parson's cattle raze,
For both his horse and cow the churchyard graze.

In a previous passage from the same poem we find this account
of the superstitions of the death-bed, about a century and a half
since:
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When Blouzelind expired, the wether's bell
Before the drooping flock tol\'d forth her knell;
The solemn death-watch c\ick'd the hour she dy'd,
And shrilling crickets in the chimney cry' d ;
The boding raven on her cottage se.te,
And with hool.'lle crooking- warn'd her of her fate;
The lambkin, which her wonted tendance bred,
Dropped on the plllill!l that fatal instant dead ;
Swarm'd on a rotten stick the bees I spy'd, ,
Which erst I saw when goody Dobson dy'd.

Jeremy TaY.lor says : "Though I should like a dry death, yet I
should not like a dry funeral. Some :flowers strewed upon my
grave would do well and comely ; and a soft shower to tum these
ftowers into a springing memory, or a fair rehearsal." The pious
John Evelyn alSo says: "We adorn their graves with 11ower8 and
redolentjlants, l"ust emblems of the life of man, which has been
compare in Hm.Y Scripture, to those fading beauties, whose roots
being buried in dishonour, rise again in glory."
But, the Garden, with its flowers and evergreens, is altogether
hallowed ground. "It speaks of a Christian people employed in
an occupation, which, above all others, is the parable that conveys the deepest truths to them-which dail~ reads them silent
lessons, if their hearts would hear, of the vanrty of earthly pomp,
of the beauty of heavenly simplicity, and purity, and lowliness of
mind, of contentment and unquestioning faith-which sets before
them, in the thorns and thistles, a remembrance of their fallen
state-in the cedar, and the olive, and the palm-tree, the promise
of a better country-which hourly recalls to their mmd the
Agony and the Burial of Him who made a garden the scene of
bOth, and who bade us mark and consider such things, how the_y
bud, and 'how they grow,' giving us in the vine a type of HiJ
Church, and in the fig-tree of His Coming." (Quarterly Review.)
lu Roman Catholic burial-grounds, the planting aud decorating
{)f graves has been a rite from time immemorial ; and in the Protestant public cemeteries of England, the same observance is now
general; although it was rarely see:a in our churchyards ..
The yew-tree is indigenous to this country; and when its
longevity, its durability, and the perpetual verdure it presents, are
taken into consideration, it is not surprising that the yew should
have been recngnised as an emblem of the immortality of the soul,
and employed about our churchyards to deck the graves of the
deceased.
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THE EARLIEST SIN.

THE earliest wide-spread sin was violence. That wilfulness of
tlimper-those germs of wanton cruelty, which the mother corrects
so easily in her inCant, were developed in the earliest form of
human society into a prevailing plague of wickedness. The few
notices which are given of that state of mankind do not present a
picture of mere lawlessness, such as we find among the medireval
nations of Europe, but of blind, gross ignorance of themselves and
all around them. Atheism is possible now, but Lamech's presumptuous comparison of himself with God is impossible, and the
thought of building a tower high enough to escape God's wrath
could enter no man's dreams. We sometimes see in very little
children a violence of temper which seems hardly human: add to
such a temper the strength of a full-grown man, and we shall perhaps understand what is meant by tlie expression that the earth
was filled with violence.-.Dr. Temple,; on tile Education of tile
World.
THE GREAT SIN.-DESTRUCTION 011 THE OLD WORLD.

Through the transgreasion of the angels who were tempted by
the beauty of the daughters of Eve to uni~e themselves to a
species only a little lower than their own, the corruption of the
human race, and the encrmity of their crimes before God, were fear·
fully augmented. A. new sin contaminated mankind; a monstrous
proF.y had birth, powerful for evil bey:ond ordinary human beings,
"mighty men which were of old," and a stain not arising from
Adam's transf:Vtl98ion, infected the mixed oft'spring, each beari~~g
about with him not only a polluted human nature, "naturally
engendered," but an unclean spirit, supernaturally engendered.
It may be permitted for us to conjecture that it was thi1 oft'ence
and stain, beJond all others, which provoked the Almight7 to
destroy the old world, in order that be might utterly exterminate
those semi-angelic. families, which else, by gradual intermixture
would have polluted the whole race of man.
The mytholo~ts, many of whose fables were certainly bast.d on
authentic traditions, ap'QCIU" to have heard through the descendants
of Noah, of this forbidden intercoune,-these "mighty men."
o; ,;,;,ed by
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They seem to allude to it in the story of the {liant• or tkmigodl, the
sons of C<!lus and Terra, of heaven and earth, who rebelled agaiDst
the Ruler of heaven, sought to invade his realms, and were by
him cast down and buried beneath the earth.-.Bidop Oovrtetu.,
01t

1114 Pwl•~ Statu:

~pt)Mdiz.

SPECIAL l'ROVIDENCES.

The followers of Mahomet and the inhabitants of Eastern countries are ssid to believe in the special interference of Providence in
each particular case: hence they value but little human life. Haman
is in peril, they do not exert themselves to extricate him ; but they
argue that if God wishes it, the man will surely die. No reasonable man can doubt the truth of the proposition in this form, but
in their neglect they assume the whole case ; and the question we
have to consider is, whether the Creator does, by a special act,
will the death of a man, or any other event which takes place on
the globe, or has the world been constructed in obedience to laws P
NatUral science, deduced from the observation of facts, appears to
indicate that every thing in this ~t globe is governed by fixed
and immutable laws, ana that nothing happens either by chance,
or by the special interposition of Providence, apart frOm these
general views.
One of the three letters written by the Duke of Wellington from
llle field of_ Waterloo was a brief note, which, having enumerated
some who had fallen, ended thus emphatically :-"I have escaped
unhurt; the l'INGER OP PROVIDENCE WAS ON JO." What the
impulse was which dictated these extraordinary words, we leave to
the opinion of those who read them.... When the dreadful ~ht
was over, the Duke's feelings, kept so long at the highest teiiSlon,
gave wav; and as he rode among the groans of the wounded, and
the reeklng carnage, and heard the rout of the vanquished and the
shouts of the victors, fainter and fainter through the gloom of
night, he wept, and soon after wrote the words which we have
quoted from nis letter. It is in such trying ~ours that man feels
his frail mortality, instinctively turnal to God, and referring his
actions to the will of Him who guides and governs all things, with
reverence says, "The finger of Providence was on me."
It was on the eve of this bloody contest that the great commander uttered these memorable words : ''Next to the Calamity of
losing a battle is that of gaining a victory."
·
NEMESIS OR B.ETB.IBUTION,
Nemelil &era is the Scripture doctrine of Retribution on Earth.

or the doctrine of punishment for sin even in this life. The
subject has been elaborately investigated in "A Series of III:'
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41,uiries, Philological and Critical," in which the general conclusons arrived at are thus expressed :
•
That the affiictions of this life, however they may be overruled in
favour of the good, so 88 to become the lbstruments of eternal blessed·
ness, are primarily chastisement for sin, agreeably to that famous
maxim, " Nisi peccata non flagells."
That retribution is not leSII apparent in the New Testament than in
the Old, among pagans than the believers in revelation.
That probably every transgression, whether committed by the
righteous or the wicked, the ~tent or the impenitent, is punished in
a greater or less degres in this life, whether by the positive infliction of
·evil, or the negation of good. At least, there is no record in Scripture
.of any grave offence against the law, moral Ol' divine, without the record
also of its chastisement. But if there were many, the mere· omission
would not impugn the truth of the doctrine ; for 88 the holiness of God
cannot change, his judicial administration must be in constant activity.
That according to the magnitude of the trsnsgression;- so varies the
punishment, from the tremendous penalty of excision in the midst of
8in to the mildest forms of visitation, but that since both generally fall
within the ordinary course of human experience, they psss unobserved.
That in public visitations, while the impenitent lll!l crushed, an opening is made for the eecape of the righteous and those disposed to become
righteous ; or at any rate, the evil is in some way overruled in their
iavour.
That when chastisement is not thus overruled, but is permitted to
aftlict the penitent, that permission is for a gracious purpoee. Thus it
led David to repentance, and perfected the holiness of Job; it became
salvation to Ma.nasseh, and equally so to Nebucbadnezzar; while to the
impenitent, it is not merely a judgment, but a curse, often involving
utter destruction. Thus it proved to PharaOh and to Ahab, to Ahaziah
and Belsbazmr. Alllictions, therefore, being to the former evidence of
the Divine love,--designed to p,urify from the remaining corruptions
within, and to render meet for 'the inheritance of the saints in light,"
-ehould be welcomed not only with gratitude but with joy. In many
Clll888 they are a privilege as well as a blessing: "For unto you it is
given in behalf of Christ, not only to believe on Him, but also to euffer
for His sake."
That there are aftlictions which bring with them more joy than
sorrow. What Christian deserving of the name has not felt the keen
thorns of repentance Y And who that has felt them, would exchange
them for the most exquisite of worldly pleasures I
That though we read much in the New Testament of the sufferings
of Christ's followers, as if they were ins4)parable from the profession of
Christianity, bl far the greater portion of them must be attributed to
times of peculiar trial, when the Jews passed from country to country
to move the Gentiles against the new converts, rather than to the in·
evitable lot of the ChriStian in every age and country. In ordinary
times, he has all the advantages of the worldling, and many of which
the worldling never dreamed. Eternal truth assures us that" godlinees is profitable for all things, having the promise of the life that now
is, as well as of that which is to come."
That unless we could read the heart, and comprehend in all its deta.ila
the moral state of a man-whether atlliction is likely to harden or improve him-we cannot tell whether any special manifestation of it be
4l8iigDed in judgment or in JDeJOy. Owing, however, t.Q the mixed
H
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character of eYery human being, we may safely 11811Ulle that it generally
partakes in a greater or less degree of both. We have sinned, and
therefore we are punished : we often sigh after greater purity, and
therefore the very ohastisement is made instrumental to that effect.

It should, however, be added that although the author of the
above work bas exhibited in it much learning and critical acumen,
his reasoning is, in many cases, based up011 bold alterations of the
authorized version of the Scriptures which will be much questioned by scholars. ,
Nemesis, in 'the Greek m~hology, is a female divinity, who
appears ,to have been regarded as the personification of the
righteous anger of the gods. Herodotus was deeply impressed
With an ever-present Nemesis, which allows no man to lie very
happ;y, or long happy 'With impnnity. It has also been described
as il. degree of good fortune sure to draw down, ultimately correspondirig intensity ot suffering from the hands of the envious
ROds. Or, in other words, it is that every-:daJ presentiment which
forebodes Stlft'ering or evil as sure to follow any piece of good
fortune.
Mr. J. A. St. John, in his able work, The Nemesis of Power,
interprets Nemel!is as "the personification of Justice, and as,
therefore, engaged equally in rewarding and in punishittg. Her
movements are slow, but irresistible ; and she is ever at work in
human societ,r, ensuring ultimate triumph to the Good, and perdition to the Wicked. She may be regarded, therefore, as the
inseparable attendant on Powe~~tni[hold and encourage it when
exercised for the benefit of m ·
to repress and chastise it
when perverted to their injury or destruction."
REPRFSENTA.TIONS OF " THE DEVIL."

The devil, as he has been commonly depicted, is a form of a
composite character, chiefly 'derived from the olassical superstitions of Greece and IWme.
The devil, as usually described, and still in m~c lantern exhibitions portrayed, is cloven-footed and homed, tailed and black,
and carries a pitchfork which corresponds with the two.pro~d
sceptre of Pluto; King of Hell. Mythologists make the liDportarit distinction, that the sceptre of Neptune, indeed, was a
trident, or had three teeth; but the sceptre of Pluto had only
two. Not only his _pitchfork but his blackness, the devil owes to
Pluto; who, from his disadvantageous position beneath the surface, is named Jupiter niper, the !ilack Jupiter. (Sen.) Cf. "atri
janua Ditis," (Yirg,), "mgri regia ClllCI\ dei," (Ov.)
The tail, horns, and cloven feet of the evll one are due to the
Greek satyri, and to their equivalents, the Roman fauni. These,
as we all kl!ow, had horttl, and tails, and clOfJe»jeet. :But be it
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home in mind, as a connecting link, that the word rendered
•:sa~:p'S." in the Old Testament,D.as by some been understood to
signify demons or tlevila. (Is. xili. 21; nxiv. 13.) Hence the
confusion of the attributes.
Considering the many fearful representations of Satanic power
which we find in Scripture, does 1t not signally indicate the influence of folk-lore, and the abiding operation of popular tradition,
when we thus find our worst enemy known vernacularly to this
day rather as the embodiment of bygone superstitions, than as a
spiritual adversary, not to be combatted save by weapons drawn
from the Christian armoury P-Notea atul Qumea, 2nd S. No. 201.
In the year 1739, there appeared in England a translation from
the French of a Jesuit, Bougeant, entitled A. Philoaopllical A.mra~
ment wpon tile La"!J1111ge o.fBeaat1 . .Bougeant was sent to the prison
of La Flecbe for publiShing this work, but was soon released.
His theory is, that the soul of every living animal, man excepted,
:is a devil : every fly, eve_ry locust, every o1ster, every infusorium,
:is animated by a devil He admits transnilgmtion, or the number
of evil spirits in his s.rstem would be perfectly bewildering.
The personality and existing power of Satan seem to be very
much lost sight ol in the present day, though plainly declared in
Scripture, which always represents him as being now at large, as
Prince of the power of the air,"-while the current tradition bas
him now bound in Hell, into which he is to be cast at a time yet
future, accord~ to the testimony of all Scripture. People are
thus put of thett ~d ~inst hiS wiles, and led captive by him
at his will.-See, on this subject, generally, a·veey valu11ble lecture
delivered to a Society in Cork, by the Rev. M. Chester, Vicar of
Ballyelongh, Mallow.......and an Elsay by Mr. Maitland, of Gloucester, on the same subject.-Note to Prutlu for tke Pime6 : On
t'lle Int._ermerJiate Stale. By the Rector of Clonmore. 1860.
PicrURE OJ HELL.- UTTER DARKNESS.

in his Dar~irJeil, book i. sings:
Beneath the silent chambers of the earth,
Where the sun's fruitful beams give metals birth,
Where he the growth of fatal gold does see,
Gold which above more influence has than he ;
Beneath the dens where unfletcht tempests lie,
And infant winds their tender voices try,
Beneath the mightv ocean's wealthy caves,
Beneath the eteTna.i fotmtain of all waves,
Where their vast court the mother· waters keep,
And undisturb'd by moons in silence sleep,*

Cowley,

• To give a probable reason of the perpetual supply of watets to
fvuntaina, it ia ll800I!I8l'Y to establish an abyliB or deep gulf of waters,

• 2
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There is a place deep, wondrous deep, below,
Which genuine night and horror doee o'erftow;
No bound controle th' unwearied space, but Hell,
Endless as those dire pains that in it dwell. •
Here no clear glimpse of the Sun's lovely face
Strikes through the solid darkness of the piece ;
No dawning mom doee her kind reds display;
One slight weak beam would here be thought the day.

In a previous Ode-TM Plat/uel of Egypt-Cowley has this
passage upon the fate of l'haraofi:
What blindness· or what darkness did there e'er
Like this undocil King's appear f
What e'er but that which now does repl'6Hent,
And paint the crime out in the punishment.
From the deep baleful caves of hell below, t
Where the old mother Night doee grow,
into which the sea discharJtes itself, as rivers do into the sea, all whioh
maintain a perpetual circulation of -ter, like that of blood in a man's
body; for to refer the originality of all fountains to condensation, and
afterwards dissolution of vapours upon the esrth, is one of the most unphilosophioal opinions in all Aristotle. And this abyss of waters is very
agreeable to the Scriptures. Jacob blesses Joseph with the blessings of
the hea:vens above, and with the blessings of the deep beneath; that
is, with the dew and rain of heaven, and with the fountains and rivers
that arise from the deep; and Esdras, conformably to this, asks, what
habitations are in the heart of the sea, and what veins in the root of
the abyss f So at the end of the Deluge, ~oses says that God stopt
the windows of heaven, and the fountains of Ute abyss.
And undmurb' d by moot~~ in likn.c' •le'!!· For I suppose the moon
to be the principal if not the sole cause of the ebbing and flowing of
the sea, but to have no efi'eot upon the waters that are beneath the sea
itself.
* This must be taken in a poetical sense ; for elee making Hell to
be in the centre of the esrth, it is far from infinitely large or deep;
yet, on my conscience, wherever it be, it is not so strait, as that crowding and sweating should be one of the torments of it, as is J;>leasantly
fancied by Bellarmin. Lessius, in his book De M orib. Divin1.1, as if he
had been t.here to survey it, determines the diameter to be just a
Dutch mile. But Ribera, (upon and out of the Apocalypse,) allows
Pluto a little more elbow-room, and extends it to 1,600 furlongs, that
is 200 Italian miles. Virgil, (as good a divine for this matter as either
of them, ) says, it is twice as deep as the distance betwixt heaven and
earth. ilesiodismoremoderate. Statiusputsitvery low, but he is not
so punctual in the distance : he finds out a hell beneath the vulgar one,
whioh &sohylus mentions also. The Scripture terms it Uttw Darl:~.
The room in St. James's Palace, formerly appropriated to the game
of Hazard. was remarkably dark, and conventionally called by the
inmates of the ps.llloe, •• Hell" ; whence, and not as generally supPosed.
from their own demerits, the term beoame applied to gaming-lioUIMIS
generally.
t Chap. "· 21. Even darkness that may be felt. The Vulgar, Tam
dn.aar (Utubrar) tit palpa.ri gu«mL Whether this darkness was really
ill the air, or only in t.lieir e,.-, which might be blind for the time;
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Substantial Night, that dces declaim
Privation's empty name,
Through secret conduits monstrous shapes a.rose,
Such RB the Sun's whole foroe could not oppose,
They with a solid cloud
All heaven's eclipsed face did shroud.
Seem'd with large wings spread o'er the sea and earth,
To brood up a new chaos his deformed birth.
And every lamp and every fire,
Did at tbe dreadful sight wink and expire,
To the empyrean source all streams of light seem'd to retire.
The living men were in their standard houses buried;
But the lpng night no slumber knows,
But the short death finds no repose.
Ten thousand terrors through the darkness fled,
And ghosts compwn'd, and spirite murmured;
And fancie's multiplying sight
View'd all the scenes invisible of night.

THE WHEEL OF ETERNAL PUNISHMENT,

As the wicked (says Drexelius,) d~bt to consume their da,YB
in a circle of pleasure, God will appoint them a circle, but it shall
be a circle of torments, which will never have an end. This was
foretold by holy David : " Thine arrows," says he, "went abroad;
the voice of thunder was heard round about." (Ps.lxxvii. 17, 18.)
Famine, war, pestilence, disease, calamities, death, and all other
aftlictions, under which we often languish in this life, are the arrows
of the Lord ; these, however, soon fly over us ; they swiftly pass
from one another; but the voice of His thunder, the voice ofHis
anger and heavy displeasure, like a wheel that is always in motion,
shall sound abOut the infernal regions from everlasting to ever-

luting.•

.

or whether a suspension of light from the act of illumination in that
country ; or whether it were by some black, thick, and damp vapour
which po88e8Sed the air; it is impossible to detsrmine. I fancy that the
darlmess of hell below, which is called Utter Darlmeu, a.rose, and overshadowed the land; and I am authorised by the Wuaom of & l - ,
chap. xvii. v. 14, where he calls it as Night that came upon them out of
the bottom of inevitable hell ; and, therefore, was the more proper to
be (as he says after) as an image of that darkness which should afterwarda receive them.
• Hence the mythological fable of the punishment of b:ion, the son
of Phlegyas, King of Thessaly, who treacherously murdered his fatherin-law. For this crime he was ~bhorred ~d shunned by the neighbouring
princes, when Jupiter, from p1ty, took him up to heaven. Provoked at
his ingratitude and oriminality, the sovereign of Olympus struck him
to Tartarus by ligh~, and ordered Mercury to tie him with serpent.
to a t~~l&«l, w.McA, '-'""'"'.9 comi'Aually ri*M1 rendered his punlshJnent

eternal:

b:ion and Pirithous I oould name,
And more Theualian chiela of mlghty fame.

~IJ"irgil.
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This wheel, as if filled with gunpowder, when once it takes fire,
shall burn to all eternity. "A fire is kindled in mine anger, and
shall burn unto the lowest hell." (Dent. xxxii. 22.) There is
another circle which is likewise eternal,-a coB.tinual changing
from the extremes of heat and cold. •'Drought and heat consume
the snow-waters, and so does the grave those which have sinned."
(Job xxiv. 19.) This is more exp,ressly- intimated to ns by the
"weej>ing and gnashing of teeth,' whiCh are mentioned by St.
Mattliew.
"Qpon the above passage the Rev. H. P. Dunster, the editor of
D. Dunster's translAtion of the Rejlectiom o~t Etmdts of Jeremiak
])rezelitu, notes :
"That a continual ch~ from the extremes of beat and cold
forms a portion of the pumshment of the damned is a very common
notion among the old writers, and is founded upon one or two
passages_ in holy ~t." The }.dea has been beautifully embodied by
Milton, m Paradue Lolt, b. n. :
Thither by harpy-footed fairies hal'd
At certain revolutions, all the damn'd
Are brought ; and feel by turns the bitter change
Of fierce extremes, extremes by change more fierce,
From beds of raging fire to atarve in ice
'
Their soft ethereal warmth, and there to pine
Immoveable, in fix' d and frozen round,
Periods of time, thence hurried back to fire.

Shakspeare also describes the same, in Measure for MetJBUre,
Act iii.:
Ay, but to die, and go we know not where;
To lie in cold obstruction, and to rot;
This sensible warm motion to become
A lmeaded olod ; and the delighted spirit
To bathe in fiery floods, or to reside
In thrilling regions of thick-ribbed ice.

THE FALLEN ANGEL.

With admirable union of pathos .and sublimity has Milton
represented the fallen angel exclaiming,
Farewell, happy fields,
Where joys for ever dwell: Hail, horrors, hail
Infernal world I and thou profoundest Hell
R&Qeive thy new posse8110r ; one who brings
A mind not to be cbang'd by place or time.
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C:&VCD'IXION .was the common mode of punishment among the
Persians, Carthaginh.ns, and Romans; and the latter, at the
urgent and tumultuous solicitations of the Jews, were the executioners in the Crucifixion of Jesns Christ.
'l'he cross was the punishment inili.cted by the Romans-on
servants who had perpetrated crimes ; on robbers ; assassins; and
rebels ; among whicli last Jesus was reckoned, on the ground of
his making hiDI8elf King or Messiah (Luke xxiii. 1-5, 13-15).
The words in which the sentence was given, were as follows :
"Tkou lkall go to tlte cross." The person to be punished, was
deprived of all his clothes, excepting something around the loins.
In this state of nudity, he was l>eaten, sometimes with rods, but
more gen.erally with whips. Such was the severity of this flagellation that numbers died under it. Jesus was crowned with thorns,
and made the subject of mockery; but nothing of this kind could
be legally done, or, in other words, insults of this kind were not
among the o~ attendants of crucifixion. They were owing
in this case, solely to the petulant spirit of the Roman soldiers.
The .criminal havin~ been beaten, was subjected to the further
suffering of be~ obliged to carry the cross hiDIBelf to the place of
punishment, which was commonly a hill near the public way, and
out of the city. The place of crucifixion at J eru.Sal.em was a hill
to the north-west of tlie city.
The cross, a post, otherwise called tlte unpropitioU& or i11jamOU8
lru, consisted of a piece of wood erected perpendicularly, and intersected bJ' another at right angles near tlie top, so as to resemble
the letter T. The crime for which the person suffered, was inscribed on the transverse piece near the top of the perpendicular one.
There is JI.O mention made in ancient writers of anything on
which tltejeet of the person crucified rested. Near the middle,
however, of the perpendicular beam, there projected a piece of
wood, on whioh he 1at, and which served as a support to tlie bod,-;
the weight of .which might otherwise have tom away the ha.niis
from the nails driven tbiough them. Here we see tlie ground of
certain phrases-as " To ride upon the cross ; " "to be oome upon
the cross; " " to rest upon the sh&r}l croes,'' &c.
The cross, which .was erected at the place of punishment, and
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1lrmlJ fixed in the ground, rarely exceeded 10 feet in height. The
nearly naked victim was elevated to the small projection in the
middle; the hands were then hound by a rope round the transverse
beam, and nailed through the palms. Hence the expressions : «to
mount upon the cross;" " to leap upon the cross ; " "to bring
one upon the cross," &c.
The Jews, in the times of which we are speaking, viz. whilst
they were un:~~:J,urisdiction of the Romans, were in the habit
of giving the · ·
before the commencement of his suft'erings,
a medicated drink of wine and myrrh. (Prov. xxxi. 6.) The
object of this was to produce intoxication, and thereby render the
patns of crucifixion less sensible to the suft'erer. This beverage
was refused by the Saviour, for the obvious reason that he chose
to die with the faculties of his mind undisturbed and unclouded.·
It should be remarked that this sort of drink, which was, probably,
olfered out of kindness, was dilferent from the vinegar, which was
subsequently offered to the Saviour, by the Roman soldiers. The
latter was a mixture of vinegar and water, denominatedp01ca, and
was a common drink for soldiers in the Roman army.
The degree of annish was gradual in its increase, and the crucified person was abfe to live under it, commonly till the third, and
sometimes till the seventh daY'. Pilate, therefore, being surprised
at the speedy termination of the Saviour's life, inquired in respect
to the truth of it of the centurion himself, who commanded the
soldiers. In order to b~ their life to a more speedy termination,
so that they might be bnned on the same day, the hones of the
two thieves were broken with mallets ; and in order to ascertain
whether Jesus was really dead, or whether he had merely fallen
into a swoon, a soldier tlirust his lance into his side, (undoubtedly
his left side,) but no s~ of life apJ>eared. H he had not beeit
prenously clead, a wound of this kind in his side would have put
a period to his life, as has been shown, both by the physician
EsChenbach, and bY' Gruner. The part pierced was the periCMdium : helice lJlllph and blood 1loweil out.
.
There is suffi.ment proof that the phJsioal cause of the death of
our blessed Saviour was the rupture of His sacred heart, caused by
mental agony. Dr. Macbride, in his Lsctun~ 011 tiN lJialularOIJ,
quotes frOm the &anu_elical Retfokr of 1829 some observations of
a physician, who considers the record concerning the blood and
water as explaining (at least to a mere scientific age) that the real
cause of the death of J esns was rupluf'l qfllle lwlrl, occalioud fly
Melllal agOIJI· Such rupture, it is statea, is usually attended by
instant death, without previous exhaustion, and by the elfnsion
into the pericardium of blood, which, in this particular case,
though scarcely in any other, separates into its two constituent
~ so as to J>resent the ap~ce common!! termed blood and
....ter. Thus the propheoi, "Reproach hath broken m1 heart;"
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(Psalm b.ix. 20), was fulftlled, as were so many others, in the
momentous circumstances of the Crucifixion, to the very letter.
Dr. Stroud, by the publication, in 1847, of his Treatise Off, tM
Pkyaical Came of tM lJeatk of Christ, is considered to have thrown
a new l:iBht upon this solemn inquiry. In this work, the doctor's
application of the science of {lhys10logy is brought into juxtaposition with the liR:ht of revelation ; and the two establiSh the
conclusion, that the bursting of the heart from mental agony was
the physical cause of the death of Christ. (Selected and condensed
from three communications to Note~ and Querie~, 2d Series, No. 25.)
The Read, the Hope, tho Supporter of those lvho gave their bodies
to be burnt drank Himself of a bitter cup. Of all the devices of cruel
imaginations, Crucifixion is the master-pieoe. Other pains are sharper
for a time, but none are at onoe so ago$ing and so long. One aggravation, however, was wanting, which, owing to the want of knowledge
in peinters, is still, WI> believe, commonly supposed to have belonged to
the punishment. The weight of the body was home by a ledge which
projected from the middle of the upright beam, and not by the hands
and feet, which were probllbly found unequal to the strain. The fra.ilty
of man's frame comes at last to be its own defenoe ; but enough re•
mained ::Owt':serve the pnreminenoe of torture to the cross. The process of · · g was exquisite torment, and yet worse in what ensued
than in the actual inftiction. The spikes rankled, the woun,ls infiamed,
the local injury produced a ~~~eral fever, the fever a most intolerable
thirst; but the misery of nnseri011 to the su1ferer was,. while racked
with agony, to be fastened in a position which did not permit him even
to writhe. Every attempt to relieve the muscles, every instinctive
Dlovement of anguish, oiay served to drag tht laoerated flesh, and
wake up new and acuter pangs ; and this torture, which must hsve
been continually aggravated until advancing death began to lay it to
aleep, lasted on an average two or three days.-Q1U!.rterly Rmtr111.

With these harrowing details in the mind's eye, a painting or
the· Crucifixion is sometimes viewed by unthlliling . persons,
who :ill appreciate the painter's art, and least of all, Christian art,
--sUch persons, we say, look upon this sublime work merely as a
!6Jlresentation of physical suft"er~. We have heard Albert
Diirer's grand picture of the CrucifiXIon, in one of the churches or
Nurenber~, and made familiar to us by the finely executed German
prints, obJected to, on the above account ; but the mind of the
devout Christian regards it not as a scene on earth, but "as the
universal frame of Nature giving testimon:y to Christ's divinity."
(See Thi"ff' Mt penerally Known, First Senes, page 98.)
The SoCrates of Plato blessing the executioner who in tears administered to him the cup of poison, is a noble conception: but how
poor oo111pared with Jesus, the Son of God, "in the midst of excruciating tortures praying for his merciless tormentors ! " How
touchingly are these sUfferings described in the following stanzas
fro~" Christ's Passion," ey Cowley, "tak~n out of a .~reek Od~
W1'iticm by Mr. Maaters, of New COllege, m Oxford:
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Methinks I hear of murther'd men the voioe,
M.ix'd with the murtherers' confused noise,
Sound from the top of Calvary;
My greedy eyes fly up the hill, and see
Who 'tis hangs there the midmost of the three:
Oh how unlike the others He I
Look how he bends his gentle head with blessings from the tzee I
His gracious hands ne'er stretch'd but to do good,
Are nail'd to the infamous wood ;
And sinful man does fondly bind
The arms, which he extends t'embrace all human kind.
Unhappy man, canst thou stand by, and see
All tbia, as patient as he !
Since he thy sins does bear,
Make thou his sufferings thine own,
And weep, and sigh, and groan,
And heat thy breast, and tear
Thy garments, and thy hair,
And let thy grief, and let thy love
Through all thy bleeding bowels move.
Dost thou not see thy Prince in purple clad all cler,
Not purple brought from the Sidonian shore,
But made at home with richer gore f
Dost thou not see the roses, which adorn
The thorny garland by him worn I
Dost thou not see the livid traces
Of the sharp scourge's rude ~mbraces l
If thou feelest not the smart
Of thorns and soourgea in thy heart,
If that he yet not orucify' d,
Look on his hands, look on his feet, look on his side.
Open, oh I open wide the fountains of thine eyes,
And let 'em call
Their stoclr. of moisture forth, where it lyee,
For this will ask it all
'Twould all (alas I) too little he
Though thy salt tears came from a sea:
Canst thou deny Him this, when He
Has open'd all his vital springs for thee f
Take heedii· for by his side's mysterious flood
May we he understood
That He will still require some weters to his blood.

We add two commemorations in meditative verse :
LOQUITUR ORUOIIIXUB.

0 man, look what shame for thee
Willingly I take on me :
See my bodie scourged round,
That it forma but all one wound,
Hanging up 'twixt earth and sky,
Mocked and scorned by all goes by.
See my arms stretched wide and open,
And my sinews torne and broken.
See upon the cross I bang,
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View th8118 nails with bitter pang,
Which my own weight doth not tear,
But thy weighty sins I bear.
See my head, 0 me, forlorne,
Pieroed deepe with cruel thorne,
Which so long thereon hath stood
That the twig runs down with blood.
View my feet, and see my side,
Pierced and plowed with furrows wide.
See all comfort from me taken,
Both of heaven and earth forsaken ;
And not one, with word or deed,
Pities me wbile here I bleed.
Yea they all that stand in heruing,
Macke me for my petient bearing,
And with scoffs augment my sore,
When with bitter paine I roar.
Eli I Eli I I am dying I
Hark I they mocke me too for crying.
This I beare for thine amiss ;
Was there ever paine like this !
Yea, and I do most fear that,
Lest thou, man, shouldst prove ingrat.
Now thou dost but make me smart;
But in that thou killst my heart.
..ll'rom "Di1Uf'l lJeuout and ZealOIU Meditatiom."-Harlei11.n MSS.
Tllll CROSSE 011' CHRIST.

Rise, 0 my soul, with thy desires to heaven,
And with divineet contemplation use
Thy time, where time's eternity is given;
And let vain thoughts no more my thoughts abuse,
But down in midnight darkness let them lie ;
So live thy better, let thy worst thoughts die.
And thou, my soul, inspired with holy flame,
View and review, with most regardful eie,
That holy crosse, whence thy salvation came,
On which thy Saviour and thy sin did die;
For in that sacred object is much pleasure,
And in that Saviour is my life, my treasure.
To thee, 0 Jesu I I direct mine eies,
To thee my hands, to Thee my humble 1m- ;
To thee my heart shall offer sacrifice,
To thee my thought_s1 who my thoughts only sees;
To thee myself-myselt and all, I give;
To thee I die, to thee I only live. -Sir Waltlr Jl4Uiol.

KNOWLEDGE OF GOD BEFORE THE TIME Ol!' CHRIST.
Not a single philosopher had any idea of a. God of such an
exalted character, as to be the agent in the construction of the
Universe, till .Anaxagoras, the disciple of Hermotimns. This
philosopher came to Athens in the lear 456 before Christ, and
first taught that the world Willi orpwzed or constructed by some
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mind, or mental being, out or matter, which it was supposed, had
always existed. Socrates, Plato, and others, adopted, Illustrated,
and iulomed this opinion.
Aristotle, on the contrary, supposed the world to have existed
i• it• Qrgatlized f(Jrf# eternally, and that the Supreme BeiDg, who
was co-existent, merelJ put it in motion.
The Epicureans believed that a fortuitous concurrence or atoms
was the origin of all things. Many were llllreist1; many were
1cep#e1 who doubted and assailed every &Jstem of opinions.
·
Those who maintained the existence of a framer or architect of
the world, (for no one believed in a creator or it,) supported the
opinion of the existence of a• animatifW priiiCiple i11 matter, which
originated from the supreme architect, and which regulated the
material system.
Things of minor consequence, especially those which in11.uenced
the destiny of man, were referred by all classes, to the government of the godl, who were accorqly the objeots of worship,
and not the Supreme Architect. Paul gives a sufficiently favourable representation of this defective knowledge of God. (Rom. i
19-24.) After all. it may be the subject of an inquiry, whether
&naxagoras or Hermotimus had not learnt some t~ res~ting
the God of the Hebrews from those Jews, who were sold as slaves
by the Phcenicians, into Greece (Joel iii. 6); or from the Phcenicians
tliemselves, who traded in Ionia and Greece; and whether these
philosophers did not thus &e!Juire that knowledge, which was
thought to have originated Wlth themselves. PerhaP.s they deriven their notions of an Eternal Architect from the doctrine of
the Persians respecting Hazaraum, or tile etullel1 IUCt:elnOtJ of
time, and Ormuz who acted the part of the creator of the world.
However this mal" be, we observe on this topic,1. That the Hebrews remained firm to their rellirion, befQre
their acquaintance with Grecian philosophy, althougli many receded frOm it, after forming such an 1W9.uaintance.
2. The philosophic doctrine reapectmg the architect of the
world rested on arguments of so subtle a kind, that they could
not have been understood bJ the Jewish populace, and therefore,
could not have been ap:p)ied by them, to coirllrm their minds in
religious tmth. According to Cicero, Jh Nalwra Ihor11•, lib. i
6, such was the contention, even among the learned, with respect
to the rkctri~~e of llle podl, that those who had the most strength
and conlldence on their side were compelled to dofllJI.-Dr. JaliK1
Mat~111Jl of BilJlictU .btipiti6•, pp. 362-3.
" CHBIST THE MORAL SA.VIOUR.11

Baron Bunsen, whose Biblical Researches ocoupy so 1arae a
ahare of the public mind, stands at the furthest po.te from tnose
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who find no divine footsteps in the Gentile world. He believes
in Christ, because he first believes in God and in mankind. In
this he harmonizes with the Church Fathers before Au~tin,
and with all our deepest Evan~elical schools. In handling the
New Testament he remains fa1thful to his habit of exalting
spiritual ideas, and the le~ characters bJ' whose personal impUlse they have been stamped' on the world. Other foundation
for healtliful mind or durable society, he sufrers no man to lay,
save that of Jesus, the Christ of GOd. In Him be finds brought
to perfection that religious ides which is the thought of the
Etelual, without conformity to which our souls cannot be saved
from evil. He selects for emphasis such sayings as, "I came to
etul fire •JIOI' tile earlll, atu/11010 I fDOflld il wre alreadf_ kitulled I
I lla1Je a!Japtim to lJe !Japtiled f.Ditk, atu/11010 a• I 1traJtmed wntil
it lJe acc0t11pli1Aed !" In these he finds the innermost mind of
the Son of Man, undimmed by the haze of mingled ims~tion
and remembrance, with which his awful figure could scarcely fail
to be at length invested by afrection. The glimJ:>ses thus afrorded
us into the depth of our Lord's purpose, and his law of giving
rather than of receiving, explain tlie wonder-wor~ power witli
which he wielded the truest hearts of his generation, and correspond to his life and death of self-sacrifice. This recognition of
Christ as the moral Saviour of mankind may seem to some Baron
Bunsen's most obvious claim to the name of Christian.-.Dr. William.; Euay1 atul .Re-oiero1.
[Christian Charles Bnusen, the profound scholar, pasSed from
among us, at a patriarchal age, at Bonn, on Nov. 28, 1860, and
was buried on Dec. 1. The coffin was wreathed with evergreens,
intermingled with garlands of ftowers, most of them presented by
friends ; besides a bunch of ftowers and a wreatli which the
Princess of Prussia bad a few days previously sent to the Baron
as a mark of sympathy and remembrance. The coffin being
placed in the centre of the library, and the clergy and mourners
having arrived, a favourite hymn of the Baron was played on the
organ: the body was then hOme by the handles by his sons, sonin-law, and secretaries, who were relieved by students of the
University, and was thus carried to the grave, where the family
and oonnexions of the deceased sprinkled earth upon the coffin:
it was then left on the platform over the grave, covered with
11owers, and not lowered to its last resting place till all the
mourners bad departed.]

AN epidemic terror of the end of the world has several times
spread over the nation. The most remarkable was that which
seized Christendom about the beginning of the eleventh century,
when, in France, Germany, and Italy, fanatics preached that the
thousand years prophesied in the Apocalypse as the term of the
world's duration were about to expire, and that the Day of Judgment was at hand. This delusion was discouraged by tlie Church,
but it spread rapidly among the people. The scene of the Last
Judgment was ex~cted to be at Jerusalem, where, in the year
1000, a host of pilgrims, smitten with terror as with a plague,
awaited the coming of the Lord.
"There may," says Dr. Williams, "be a long future during
which the present course of the world shall last. Instead of its
drawing near the close of its existence, as represented in Millennarian or Rabbinical fables, and with so many more souls, according
to some interpretations of the Gospel of Salvation, lost to Satan
in every ~ and in every nation, than have been won to Christ,
that the VIctory would evidently be on the side of the Fiend, we
may yet be only at the commencement of the career of the great
Spiritual Conqueror even in this world. Nor have we any right
to sa! that the effects of what He does upon earth shall not
extend and propagate themselves in worlds to come. But under
any expectation of the duration of the present secular constitution, it is of the deepest interest to us, both as observers and as
agents, placed evidently at an epoch when humanity finds itself
under new conditions, to form some definite conception to ourselves of the way in which Christianity is henceforward to aoup<>n the world which is our own."-Essay1 and Rer~iew1.
The E_pistle of St. James, from his prophetical office, possesses
a special interest from its conveying to us a picture of the end
of the world. Dr. Wordsworth, in his Commentary upon this
Epistle, says :
"The last days of Jerusalem are, as we know from Christ Himself,
prophetical and typical of the last days of 1.he world. Tho sin~ of thl'
last days of J enl.lllem will he the Binll of l he last days of the world.
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Hollow professions of religion, empty shows and shadows of faith, partiality and respect of pe1'80Ds, slavish idolatry of riche!!, observance of
some of God's commandments, with Ofl'3n and impious defiance of
others ; arrogant assumption of the office of religious teaching, without
due call and authority ; encouragement and patronage of those who set
themselves up to be spiritual guides ; sins of the tongue, evil s.-Jring
against man and God ; envying and strife, factious and party feuds,
wars and fightings; adulteries, pride, and revelry; low worldliness,
and presumptuous self-confidence; a Babel-like building up of secular
plans and projects, independently of God's will, and against it; vainjrlorious display of wealth; hardheartedness towards those by whoee
tndustry that wealth is acquired; self-indulgence and sensuality; an
obstinate continuance in that evil temper of unbelief which rejected and
crucified Christ :-these were the sins of the last days of Jerusalem as
described by St. James j for these she was to be destroyed by God; for
these she was destroye<l ; and her children were scattered abroad, and
have now been outcasts for near two thousand years. Here is a prophetic picture of the world's state in the last days_ Here is a prophetic
warning to men and uations, especially to wealthy commercial nations
in the last times."

The following eloquent exposition of this great question is
abridged from the Saturday Re-ciew, April 14th, 1860:
The belief that all human aft'airs will at some time or other be
terminated by one tremendous dramatic catastrophe-that the
whole history of the human race leads up to that result, and that
the epoch at which it will take place is capable of being foretold
-commends itself so powerfully to the imagination of mankind,
and is met with under so manJ different forms in various countries and at various epochs of human history, that it is well worth
while tq consider what are the natural foundations on which it
rests- It is most unquestionably true that, in times and countries
where there has been any intellectual activity at all, men have
shown a disposition to attribute to the history of the human race
a sort of dramatic unity. 1'races of this tendency are to be found
in the classical visions of ages of ~ld, silver, brass, and iron-in
the Hindoo cycles and avatars-m the ancient Rabbinical traditions to which a certain number of idle pretenders to learning still
profess to attach importance in our own days-and in the eagerness with which the Christian world has in
ages deduced from
the Bible, not merely the general doctrine (whicli is not discussed
here) that the present dispensation will conclude at a given time,
1md in a visible and, so to speak, dramatic manner, but the s~cific
opinion that that final consummation was at hand on many di«erent occasions. Every one knows that certain classes of society
in the present day receive the expressions of this opinion not only
with favour, but with a sort of avidity ; and most of us are probably aware that at particular periods-as, for example, at the
beginning of the eleventh century-the conviction that the end
of the world was actually approacliing prevailed so universally as
to produce very serious elects indeed upon the current business
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· and proceedings of society. There are, indeed, some argammdB
produced in favour of specific predictions upon the subject which
are so feeble that they can hardly weigh with any one 9ualliied to
appreciate the answers to them, though they are at tunes urged
with a dishonesty which requires exposure ; but the sentiment
which gives these arguments their re&l. weight is a very cllirerent
and a far more important matter, and deserves closer and more
sympathetic exammation than it usually receives.
The tendency of men to believe \hat the world will come to an
end, and to dally with and in some degree to welcome the anticipation, is only one form of their impatience of the conditions
under which they think and live, and the impatience is one which
is neither ignoble nor altogether unreasonable. Rude ages and
populations are, to an immense d~ree, opposed by the routine of
daily life, and in more cultivated t1mes a somewhat siml!ar result
is produced by the wide dilfusion of scientific methods o thous-ht
and observation. The thought presses on the mind that e thill«
that hath been the same shall also be-that the worl
cWID
that is in it, and all the other worlds by which it is s
ded,
are a huge dead machine, grinding on eternally acco
its
own principles, and coming back perpetually at regular inte~
to the same result.
The conception of the End of the World is a welcome one. It il!l
a sort of opportunity for the spiritual nature of ~ to defy its
material antagonist. It is a grand and an elevating thought that
at some time, and under some circumstances, all that we see, and
touch, and weigh, and measure, will cease to be ; and that the
spirits of men Will be reco~, whether for ~d or for evil, as
the real substances of which the heavens and the earth are the
mere accidents. Every generation is guided, and to a great extent
· governed, by ideal conceptions; and the conceptions which in11.uence any g~ven age are indicated by the abstrsct words which
tlnd most favour with it. In our own times, phrases like "progress" and "civilization" point to a view of life which t.o man.Y
minds is utterly intolerable. They impll some such dream as thiB
-The time will come, and is now commg, when war shall be unknown, when crime shall cease, when colnfort shall be universal,
and when life, almost freed from disease, shall be prolonged some
years be~ond its present limit. Every/ear will bnng forth inventions which will economise labour an dilfuse the knowl~ of
principles that will give an ease, a gentleneas, ud a ~ty to
life which exists at present only amo~t aftl.uent and J!rivil~
~. Such is the sort of ideal which in a thonsanll ways is
hinted at.
The world in which we live is a mOralJ!roblem already, and one
which is at times distressing, but such a lubberland as that could
Ollly be made tolerable by the prospect of ita speedy end. That
o'
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men really passed through six thousand years of trial and suft"ering
in order that there might be at last a perpetual succession of comfortable shopkeepers, 18 a supposition so revolting to the moral
sense that it would be difficult to reconcile it with any belief at all
in a Divine Providence. The expectation that the world-that
is, that human society-will some day come to an end, is based
'U.p<l1l the belief that man is something more than the complement
to brute matter, and that it is he who imparts dignity and interest
to the planet in which he lives, and does not receive his importance
from it. It follows from such a belief that the narrow and limited
~ of human faculties, the ceaseless strife and bottomless confusion of human passions, the struggle between moral good and
evil-each of which, as far as human eyes can see, is not only
an~nistic but necessary to the other-are not mere processes
tending to work out their own solution here in some future generation, but tremendous and awful mysteries which can never be reconciled until some final decision and judgment is pronounced upon
them.
GEOLOGICAL FUTURE OP THE UNIVEBSE.
On t_he whole, the groups and systems of the geologist-imperfectly mterpreted as they yet undoubtedly are-present a fong
series of mmeral mutations, and of vital gradation and progress,
.Not progress from imperfection to P._Crfection, but from humbler
to more highly or~ed orders, as 1f the great design of Nature
had been to ascend from the simple conception of materiali8111 to
the lrigher aims of mechanical combination, from mecluznilfll to the
subtler elimination of mind, and from mentali8111 to the still nobler
attribute of moralilflll as developed alone in the intellect and soul
of man. From the Jowly sea-weeds of the silurian strata and
marsh-plants of ihe old rid sandstone, we rise (speaking in general
terms) to the prolific clubmosses, reeds, ferns, and gigantic endogellS of the cOal. measures; from these to the palms, cycads,. and
pines of the oolite ; and from these again to the exogens or true
timber-trees of the tertiary and current eras. So also in the
animal ~om: the _graptolites and trilobites of the silurian seas
are succee!led by the higlier crustacea and bone-clad fishes of the
old red sandstone; these by the sauroid fishes of the coal-measures;
the sauroid fishes by the gi~tic sauri&llS and reptiles of the
oolite ; the reptiles of the oolite b:y the huge mammalis of the
tertiary epoch ; and these in time gtve place to existing .SJ?ecies,
with man as the crowning form of created existence. 'l'h1s idea
of gradulation implies not only an onward change among the rockmaterials of the earth, but &lso, as plants and animiils are inftuenced in their forms and distributions by external causes, new
phases, and arrangements of vitality-the creation of new s~cies,
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and the dropping out of others from the great scheme of animated
nature. And suOh is the fact even with l'espect to the ctirrent era.
~he mastodon, mammoth, and other huge pachyderms that lived
from the tertiary into the modem epocli hiive long since become
extinct, leaving their bones in the silts and sands of our valleys.
'i'he elk, urns, bear, wild-boar, wolf, and beaver are now extinct
in Britain; and what takes place in insular districts must also
ClCCur, though more slowly, in continental regions. The dodo of
the Mauritius, and the dhi.ornis of New ZealaD.d, are now matters
of history; and the same causes that led to the extinction of these,
onward to the obliteration of the beaver, ostrich,
elephant,
, and other animals whose circumscribed provinces are g ually being broken in upon by new conditions.
Such facts as these, taken in connexion with the physical
ohanges that are occasionally ~ place on the surface of the
globe. necessarily lead to speculations as to the conditions and.
phases of the Future. Respecting these, however, it were in vain
to oft'er even the widest conjecture. Subjected as our planet is to
the numerous modifying causes already described, we know that
vast c~es are now- in progress, and that the present aspect of
nature will not be the same as those she must assume in the eras
that are to follow. But what may be the nature and amount of
these changes, what the new conditions brought about by them,
or what the races of plants and animals ads'(lted b.y these conQitions, science has yet no available means of determming. This
only the philosophic& mind rests assured of, that be tlie future
rimssitudes of the globe what they may, they will continue to be
the harmonious results of Law and of ilider ; and that, as throu~h
eut the whole of the future, the great cosmcAL DESIGN which
geology now labours to reveal, will be steadily upheld by the Omniscient omnipotence of Him "with whom is no variableness, neither
ahadow of turning."-..dtkanced Te:ct-Eool& of Geology, by David

seem burr=·

Page, F.G.S.
·

• In the widespread attention TOOently paid to the study of unfulfilled prophecy, certain writers have been ignorantly charged with
prophesying the End of the World ; whereas they foretell what is
written rather than attempt to foretell what is about to come to pa.ss.
They pretend to no interior inspiration; but state their oonclusions a.c
inferences from the inspired reoord, aocepting it alone as their only
premises, and leaving to their readers to a.cquiesce or otherwise in their
deductions. Thus, the Rev. Dr. Cumming shows, very forcibl~ the
year 1867 as the eve of the world's long predicted Millennia.! 1'eSt ;
&nd he quotes a.n arra.y of na.mes who ooncur with him in looking to
1867 as a grea.t crisis-a testing crisis-intersected by the various lines
of prophetic da.tes.-See "The School of the Proi,>hets," Timu, Nov. 3,
1859, a oomprehensive view of the subject a.dmirably adapted for its
place.
.

THE DEAD KNOW NOT ANY THING,

ARisTOTLE thought that the Dead are aft'eoted in the other
world, by the honour or the reproach which is variously ascribed
to their memory in this.
How forcibly is this strange belief of the S~te falsified in this
Scriptural. evidence "of Man's Ignorance of the Men and Things
of this World after his departure hence :"
Thou destroyest the hope of man : thou prevailest for ever against
him, and he passeth : thou cbangest his oountellllllce, and sendest him
away : his sons come to honour, and he knoweth it not ; and they are
brought low, but he perceiveth it not of them.-Jo6 xiv. 19, 20, 21.
But the dead know not anything, neither have tlley any more a
reward, for the memory of them is forgotten; Also their love and their
hatred, and their envy is now perished ; neither have they any more a
portion for ever in any thing that is done under the sun. Ecduial.
l.x. li, 6.
Doubtless, thou art our father ; though Abraham be ignorant of us ;
ud Israel acknowledge us not. l6a. lxiii. 16.
PRAYERS FOR THE DEAD.

The vain custom of offering prayers to God on behalf of the
Dead existed at a very early {lenod after the death of the primitive teachers of Christianit,r. Tertnllian (A.D. 200) says that the
custom prevailed before his time. During the third and fourth
centuries, prayers were offered for the Deaa with the belief that
they benefited the departed in va.rions ways. Dr. Burton s~
apologetically of thiS practice : he says, in effect, that in the
second and third centuries Christians were agreed that the soul
was, in its disembodied state, not insensible or asleep, but in a
plactl apart, where it enjoyed a foretaste of the happiness which
awaited it hereafter. It was also believed by a .large portion of
Christians that the resurrection of the righteous would take place
before the final resurrection of all mankirid at the day of judgment.
When they spoke of the first resurrection, they meant that the
righteous woUld rise and reign with Christ upon earth a thousand
1ears. at the end of which period the generB.l resurrection wouW
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take place. Burton assumes, that it was natural for them to add
to this belief, that the souls of the righteous, while they were in
their separate abode, were anxiously looking forward to the time
of the first resurrection, when they would he released from confinement; and their surviving friends did not think it improper
to make it a subject of prayer to God, that He would be pleased '
to hasten the period wlien those who had departed in His faith
and fear might enter into His heavenly. kingdom. Dr. Burton
assumes that this was the only sense in which prayers were olfered
for the dead ; that the primitive Christians did not think their
prayers could alfect the present or future condition of those who
were departed.
The testimonies, however, of the Christian fathers, prove that
this is a very partial view of the practice. It is clear that the
prayers were directed to the following particulars :-That God
would receive such persons to Himself; that He would grllllt
them forgiveness of all remains of sin and imperfection; that He
would allow them an early share in the milleriDial reign of Christ
on earth, and favour at the Day of Judgment, (when tliey sup~sed
that all men would pass through a fire of purgation,) and an
a~entation of their reward and glory in the state of final
blessedness. It is certain also that prayers were olfered for those
who had died in sin, in hope of mitigating their sulferings, or
rendering their condemnation more tolerable. The Church of
England, at one time, encouraged this practice. In an ancient
service-book, in the place of the present "Thanksgiving," there
occurs the following: "We commend unto Thy mercy, 0 Lord,
all other Thy servants, which are departed hence from us with the
sign of faith, and now do rest in sleep of peace : Grant unto them,
we beseech Thee, Thy mercy and everl8.sting peace," &c. The
practice is, however, strongly condemned in the Homilies, and anJ
passages in the Common Prayer which tended to encourage this
erroneous and unscriptural usage, have been expunged.-Ecclesiaatical Dicticna'f'!/, by tke Rev. John Farrar.
THE CONDITION OF MAN AFTER DEATH.

That the ancient Hebrews, that the Patriarchs themselves, had
some idea of a future life, is evident ; although we must acknowledge their information on the subject to have been limited and
obscure.
1. From the distinction which is made between the subterranean residence denominated Skeol; and the graTJe, or place o£
interment for the body.•

* Gen. xxv. 8; xxvii. 85; xlix. 88; I. 2-10;
.Deut. xxxi. 16 ; xxxiv. 1 ; 1 Kings xi. 43.

Numb. u. ~24;
.
.
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2. That they believed in the existence of the spirit after the
death of the bOdy, is evident likewise from the credit which the:r
were disposed to wve t.o the art of necromancy' by means of
which the Jews beheved that the &pirits oftke dead were summoned
back to the present scene of existence.•
The objection which is sometimes made, viz. that persons whose
minds are under the iniluence of superstition are very inconsistent
with themselves and in their opinions, does not avail anyth!ng in
the present case j for it would, in truth, be a miracle of inconsistency, if those persons who believed that departed spirits were
no longer existing, should, nevertheless, give full credit to the
ability of such non-existent spirits, to reve&l the mysteries of the
future.
·
The belief of the ancient Hebrews, therefore, on this subject
was, that the spirits of the dead were received into Skeol, which
is represented as a large subterranean abode,t into which we are
told that the wicked were driven suddenly, their da_ys being cut
short; but the good descended into it tranquilly, and m the fnlness
of their years.
This very spacious dwelling-place for those who have gone
hence, is often described as sorroWful, and as the land of darkness
and the shadow of death, Job x. 21; Ps. vi. 5; lxxxviii. 11-12 ·
cxv. 17; Is. xxxviii. 18; but in Is. xiv. 9, et seq., it is represented
as full of activity; and in other places, as we may learn from Job
xxvi. 5, 6, and 1 Samuel xxviii. 7, more than human knowledge is
ascribed to its inhabitants, which is, indeed, implied in the trust
which was reposed in necromancers. In this abode, moreover, the
!!efarted Spirits rejoice in that rest so much desired by the
Orientals, (Job iii. 13) ; and there the living hope to see once more
their beloved ancestors and children ; and there also the servant
is at length freed from his master, and enjoys a cessation from his
labours : "There the wicked cease from troubling, there the
w~ be at rest."-Job iii. 13-19.
That the ancient Hebrews belieTed the ltOod and the bad to be
separated in Sheol, altho~ it might be in1erred from their ideas
of the justice and benignity of GOd (Matt. xxii. 32), cannot be
proved b:y: any direct testimony. The probability, however, that
this was the case, seems to be increased, when it is remembered
that the author of the book of Ecclesiastes, who in chapter iii. 18,
s~ somewhat hesitatingly of the immortality of the soul, says,
in cha11ter xii. 7, that" tke8firit 1/zall ret11m to God roko parM if';"
[and, although he nowhere m express terms holds up the doctrine
of future reWards and punishments, yet he informs us in chap.
" Lev. ~: 8! i :a. 6, 7, 26, <J:T ; Deut..:niii. 11 ;. 1 Bam. ~· 3, 10 ;
ll Kings :unL :H; 1 Chron. x. 13; Is. X1:L 3 ; uu. 4 ; lvu. 9; comp.
Zech. xill.

~.

t Gen. :uxvii. 36; comp. Numb. rvi.

3(}-88; Dent. ~ii

22.
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xiii. 14, of something very similar to it, viz. " TAat God •luJll britt§
.qood work into judgment, witk etJety ucret llli"!J, wketker !Jood
or evil."]

flfJety

We have not authority, therefore, to say positively that any
other motives were held out to the ancient Helirews to pursue the
good and to avoid the evil, than those which were derived from
the rewards and punishments of this life. That tke~e were the
motives which were presented to their minds in order to inftuence them to pursue a right course of conduct, is expressly
asserted in Isaiali :s.xvi. 9, 10, and may be learnt also from the
imprecations which are met with in many parts of the Old
Testament.
The Mellelttmi, who were disciples of Zoroaster, believed in the
immortality of the soul, in rewards and punishments after death.
and in the resurrection of the body; at the time of which resurrection, all the bad would be purged by fire, and associated with
the good. (See Zend-Avesta; comp. Ezek. xnvii. 1-14.)
There is some uncertainty respecting the passages in Daniel.
xi 2, 3, 13; but it is possible that they may be a confirmation of
the doctrine of the resurrection of the dead; and it is very clear
that Hasgai (ii. 23,) speaks of some state of ~lory after the
terminatiOn of the present life. (Compare Zech. rii. 7.) These
sentiments of the J.ater prophets, whrch are perfectly in unison
with what is said of the justice and clemency of GOd in other
parts of the Old Testament, were at length adopted by the Jews
generally, with the exception of the Sadducees, against whom the:r
are defended in the apocryphal books of Maccabees and
Wisdom.
Thus the Jews were graduallyjrepared to receive that broader
and fuller light which Jesus she upon them, see 2 Tim. i. 10.J}r. Jakn's Manual of Biblical .dntiquitiea, PP• 363-5.
Bishop Hall, (Inviaibte World :-Of tke Soula of Men,) says:
That the soul, after separation from the body, hath an independent
life of its own, is so olear a truth, that the very heathen Philosophers,
by the dim light of nature have determined it for irrefragable : In so
much as Aristotle himself, (who is wont to bear ill for his opinion of
the soul's mortality,) is confidently reported to have written a book of ·:
the·Soul separate, which Thomas Aquinas, in his (so late) age, professes to have seen : Sure I am that his Master Plato, and that heathen
Martyr, Socratu (related by him) are full of divine discourses of this
kind. In so muoh as this latter, when C'rito was asking him how he
would be buried; I perceive (said he) I have lost much labour, for I
have not yet persuaded my C'rito, that I shall fty clear away, and leave
nothing behind me ; meaning that the soul is the man, and would be
ev.er itse!f, wh~n his body s~ould have ~o bein~; And !n Xef«!PMf!1 (so
C'ocero c1tea him,) Cyrus 18 brought m saymg Nol•u arl!itraro; &c.
Think not, my dear sons, that when I shall depart from you, I shall then
cease to have any being ; for even while I was with you, ye saw not the
80Ul which I had, but yet ye well saw, by th011e thingll whioh I did, that
o; ,;,;,ed by
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there was a soul within this body: Believe ye, therefore, that though
ye aballaee no soul of mine, yet it shall still have a being. Shortly, all,
but a hateful Epicurua have agreed to this truth: and if some have•
fancied a transmigration of souls into other bodies ; others a passage to
the stars w!.iuh formerly governed them ; others to I know not what
Elysian fields ; all have pitched upon a aeparate condition.

In the work entitled Mortal Life, and the State of the Soul after
read: "If man, or rather the soul of man, did not live
in a former state, then the Almighty creates a new soul for every.
person who is born. There is, in short, a constant creation of soulS.
Our material frames may continue their kind,---l!imilar bodies to.
themselves-by the delegated power of GOO. ;· but they cannot be.
supposed to create souls. We commonly believe that God creates
souls at the time these bodies are produced which they are to inform." Mr. Samuel Blair also records his opinion that "the soul
is a real creation as well as the body, although a dift'erent substance ; " * and Lord Brougham remarks that wbile the material:
world aft'ords no example of' creation, of mind this cannot be said;
it is called into existence perpetually before our eyes."t Dr.
Cromwell considers all these notions greatly below right, and even
reverent, ideas of the operations of the Deity. Dr. Millingen, on
the other hand, considers that "we are born with a soul; " but
then arises the q,uestion, at what period the immortal essence
joins the embryomc existence. Another theory is that "whenever
a body is completely organised, there is a geD.eral law in nature,
by wliich, without any particular interposition of the Deity, a soul
immediately attaches itself to it; " liut this, Dr. Priestfel adds,
" supposes the pre-existence of all human souls ; which, mdeed,
was the original doctrine of the soul, and what he thinks to be
necessary to make the system complete and consistent." t
Dr. Cromwell then refers to the opinion of modem physiologists.
that soul and body, unitedly, may, after all, be only a proper reproduction; for that, allowing tlie soul to be essentially distinct
from, it may be an essence ~mprehended by, one of those minute
celh, in wliich every organised fabric, animal or vegetable, has
been discovered to originate. (See Morell's Elemettts of Psycllology,
Part I.)
Examples are not less rife, (says Dr. Cromwell,) of the immaterialistic faith that the human soul comes immediately from
God, and is of the very nature-indeed, so to speak, a very fraction-of God. It is beyond question that this aoctrine prevailed
with all such of the ancients as held that of the immaterialit.r of
the soul. The Indian or Egyptian philosopher never doubted it :
it reigned from .Plato, if not from Pythagoras, to Seneca, and
Epictetus among the Greeks and Romans ; and it was a marke.d
• Mind and Matter, p. 183:·""
t DUe. Nal.. TMology~,p. flO.
;J: Priestley in Correspondence with Price, p. 87lil.
Deatll, we
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feature of the ilew Platonism of Alexandria. Plotinus, dying, exclaimed "I am struggling to liberate the diuinil¥ witlrin me."
The pious James Montgomery sings:
The sun is but a spark of fire,
A transient meteor in the sky;
The soul, immortal as its Sire,
Shall never die.

" We are all emanations from the Infinite Essence," savs
Morell ; and Mr. Blair states that he once beard an eloquent
preacher say in the pulpit, "the soul is a part of God himself, and
lS deathless and indestructible ; " thus nearly repeating Plutarch :
"The soul is not God's mere work, but a part of himself: its
creation was not by him, but from him, and out of him."
Dr. Cromwell urges that the pro~ss of physiology indicates
that psychology will hereafter not alone be based uP!ln but moulded
by it ; and foretells that in due time will follow the common admission that the capacities called those of the Mind, are, by a law
of the human creature, "determined by the size, form, and constitution of the Brain, the form, size, and qualities of which are
transmitted by hereditary descent."
"TO THE HOLY SPffiiT."
A remarkable instance of sacred poetry becoming the household
words of the poor is \~resented in the following, from Herrick's
"Noble Numbers,'' wh1ch, some fifty years since, was repeated
by a poor woman in the ninety-ninth year of her age, namP.d
Dorothy King. This beautiful Litany and four others, she had
learned from her mother, who was apprenticed to Herrick's successor in the vicarage of Dean Prior, m Devonshire. She called
them her pravers, which, she said, she was in the habit of putting
up in bed, w&enever she could not sleep. She had no idea that
these poems had ever been printed, and could not have read them
if she bad seen them.
HIS LITANY,

To tk Holy Spirit.
In the hour of my distress,
When temptations me oppress,
And when I my sins oonfees,
Sweet Spirit, comfort me I
When I lie within my bed,
Sick in heart, and sick in head,
And with doubts discomforted,
l:lweet Spirit, oomfort me !
When the home doth s~h and weep,
And the world is drown d in llleep,
Yet mine eyes the watch do keep,
Sweet Spirit, comfort me I
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When the passing-bell doth toll,
And the furies in a shoal,
Come to fright a parting soul,
Sweet Spirit, comfort me I
When the tapers now bum blue,
And the comforters are few,
And that number more than true,
Sweet Spirit, comfort me I
When the priest his last hath pray'd,
And I nod to what is said,
'Cause my speech is now decay'd,
Sweet Spirit, comfort me I
When (God knows) rm toss'd about
Either with despair or doubt,
Yet before the ~lass be out,
Sweet Spint, comfort me.!
When the tempter me pursu'th
With the sins of all my youth,
And half damns me with untruth,
Sweet Spirit, comfort me I
When the ftames and hellish cries,
Fright mine ears, and fright mine eyes,
And all terrors me surprise,
Sweet Spirit, comfort me I
When the ju~ent is reveal'd,
And that open d which was seal'd,
When to thee I have appeal'd,
Sweet Spirit, comfort me I

I.IFE Al!TEB. DEATH.-REUNION OF THE SOUL AND BODY.

The unequal distribution of good and evil in this world proves
that there must be another state, where the good will be rewarded
and the wicked punished : since, it is not possible that a Being of
perfect justice and holiness, of infinite wisaom and power, should
have so ordered thiDgs that obeying him and our own conscience
should ever make us miserable, and disobeying them prove beneficial to us on the whole. Strongly as this argument proves the
doctrine of a life after death, it is considerably strengthened by
the universal agreement of mankind, with but few exceptions.
Not only Jews, but all the nations of the world, learned or unlearned, ancient or modern, appear to have been persuaded that
tile souh qf men cf»>liteue after deatn.
The full reward of good .Persons deceased is not yet bestowed
upon them, nor the full pnmshment of the wicked in1licted ; since
these things are to follow the General Resurrection. The state of
those that die in the Lbrd is not a state of insensibility ; since
our Saviour describes the soul of Lazarus as "carried by ~els
into Abraham's bosom," and there "comforted;" and he proiDISed
the penitent robber upon the cross, that he should be "that day
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with him in paradise :" hence, this cannot be a state of insensibility, but lui_ppiness.
·
That the bodies of all men shall be raised UJ;I again, and reunited to their souls is reasonable : for God is infinite both in
power and knowledge; and it is, unquestionabl.r, as _possible to
bring together and eDliven the scattered parts of our body again.
as it was to make them out of nothing, a.Ud give them life at first.
This doctrine is probably implied in that general promise made to
our first parents that " the seed of the woman should bruise the
serpent's head," destroy his power, and consequently take away_
the curse under which he had brought mankind. For as part of
that curse consists in the death of the body, it cannot be completely taken away but by the resurrection of the body. ("That
which thou sowest is not quickened, except it die.")
.
Abraham had so strong a belief in this, that he was willing,
on the Divine command, to sacrifice his son; reasoning, as tlie
E,Pistle to the Hebrews teaches us, "that God was able to raise
hiin up, even from the dead."
Job says : "I know that my Redeemer liveth, and that he shall
stand at the latter day upon the earth. And though after m1.
skin this body be destroyed, yet in my ftesh shall I see God. •
Elijah being taken up alive into heaven, must also have given an
expectation that the body, as well as the soul, was to partake of
future happiness.
It is a question about which commentators are much divided,
whether Job expresses in these words his firm belief of a resurrectiou in the liody to happiness after death; or only of God's
interposition in biB favour before he died, to vindicate his character from the unjust imputations of his friends. The truth was
not yet revealed.
Mind could not then grasp the doctrine of the Resurreotion of the
flesh, still less (of course) could language consciously express it ; and
yet it may have been a thing spiritually discovered by the &ithful,
from the first hour that the promise of a Redeemer was given. Dim,
indistinct, impalpable, in short, a mystery, so far as intellectual apprehension was concerned, it may nevertheless have wrought upon the
spirit with an influence soaroely less mighty than it does now, wheiL it
is read in the full light of the risen J esua.
·rhat which, in fact, "was from the beginning of the Word of Lite, •
we upon whom the ends of the world are come have heard, yea, have,
in a manner, "seen with our eyes, and have looked upon, a».d our hands
have handled." For the life which Job discerned, if at all, so dimly(
distantly, and indistinctly-the life of the body after the soul has flea:
from it, and it has mingled with the dust-that life has been manifested
to us in Christ, who is the life f ~~oDd we h!lva seen it, though not with
our own eyes, with the eyes of Christian forefathers with whom, through
the Spirit, we are one in the Communion of Saints.-Job, a Oa.n1 "qf
Lmuru, by J. E. Kempe, &ctor of St. Jamu'1.
-·
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THE Intermediate State is the condition of the righteous immediately after their departure from this life, and between that
event and the General Resurrection. That this will be a state oC
repose from the. suft'erings that mortality is heir to, may be
thought sufficiently plain from the declaration of St. John in the
Revelation, that to those who "die in the Lord," their death will
be the introduction to a state of undisturbed tranquillity: they
will "rest from their labours." That it will be their immediate
introduction to a state of enjoyment also, may, perhaps, be inferred
from the clause, "and their works do follow them ; " that is, the
rewards conse9.uent on their former works.
But there lS stronger foundation for the opinion tha~ the
righteous will enter upon a state of enjoyment immediatelv .after
their dissolution. FrOm thejarable of the rich man and Lazarus
-the former in torments, an the latter in Abraham's bosom,-it
is inferred that death is at once followed by a condition of conscious comfort or torment ; for the parable supposes the continuance upon earth of the "five bretliren" of tlie rich man, in a
state of prolonged trial and responsibility, at the same time that
it represents Lazarus as "comforted,'' and the rich man as " tormented." It is, therefore, argues Bishop Mant, to be understood
as describing, on the part of those who were dead, the condition
which they were allotted before the Day of Judgment.
The Bishop maintains, also, that the Iangnage of our blessed
Redeemer to the dying malefactor on the cross, recognises the
same notion. But the completest exposition of the doctrine of
Holy Writ on this subject is considered by Dr. Mant to be found
in the following collect in the "Order for the Burial of the
Dead''-one of the most impressive portions of that admirable
service of our scriptural Church :
Almighty God, with whom do live the spirits of them that depart
hence in the Lord, and with whom the 10ula of the faithful, after they
are delivered from the burden of the fieah, an in joy atulftlicity; we
give Thee hearty thanks, for that it hath pleased Tliee to deliver this
our brother out of the miseries of this sinful world ; beseeching Thee
that it may pleue Thee of thy gracious goodness, shortly to aooompliah
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the number of thine eleot, and to hasten thy kinl!dom ; that we, with
all those that are departed in the true faith of thy "holy name, may have
our perjed conmmmatio!l and bliu, both in body and soul, in thy
eternal and everlasting glory; through Jesus Christ, our Lord. Amen.

Still, this is but an instalment of enjoyment, and will be succeeded by another state of yet sup_er!or hapJ?iness, "when the
trumpet shall sound, and the dead shall be raiSed incorruptible.
and we shall be cha!uced;" and when the crown of righteousness
shall be given to "ali those who love the Lord's appearing"" by the Lord, the righteous Ju~,'' in the presence of assembled
men and angels, "on that day.· (2 Tim. iv. !!.) Such is the
argument of Bishop Mant, which must carry conviction by its
clearness and simplicity.
Archbishop Wliately, in his Scriptural Revelati01U, having considered the prevailing view of the subject, goes on to say:
"The only alternativ&-the only other possible supposition-is, that
the soul remains in a state of profound sleep-of utter unconsciouaneBB
-during the whole interval between ita separation from the body by
death, and ita reunion at the Resurrection. One objection to the reception of this supposition in the minds, I apprehend1 of many persona
-an objection which alfeota the imagination, thougn not the understanding-is, that it seems as if there were a tedious and dreary interval or non-existence to be paaaed, by such as should be supposed to
sleep, perhaps for some thousands of years, which might elapse between
their \Ieath and the end of the world. The imagination represents a
wearisome length of time during whioh (on this supposition) those that
sleep in Christ would have to wait for His final coming to reward them.
We fancy it hard that they should be lost b¢h to the world and to
themselves-destitute of the enjoyments both of this life and of the
next, and continuing for so many ages as if they had never been born.
"Such, I aay, are the pictures which the imagination draws ; but
when we view things by the light of the under1taiuling, they present a
ve~ different aspect. Reason tells us (the moment we consider the
subJect), that a long and a short space of time. are exactly the same to
a person who iB insensible. All our notion of time iB drawn from the
different impressions on our minds succeeding one another : so that
when any one loses his consciousness (as in the oaae of a fainting ftt, or
of those recovered from drowning, suffocation, or the like) he not only
does not perceive the length of the interval between the loss of his con·
eoiouaneBB, and the return of it, but there u (to him) no 1uh interm.l;
the moment at which he totally lost his sensibility seems (and is, to
him) immediately succeeded by the moment in which he regains it••••
It will often happen, when any one slee,PS very soundly, that the
moment of his waking shall appear to him 1mmediately to succeed that
of his falling asleep; although the interval may have been many hours.
Something of the same kind has been observed in a few instances of
madneBB, and of apoplexy ; in which all the ordinary operations of the
mind having been completely suspended for several years, the patients,
on the recovery of their senses, have been found totally unconscious of
the whole interval, and distinctly remembering and speaking of, as
having happened on the day before, events which occurred before the
seizure ; so that they could hardly be brought to believe, that whole
years had since elapsed." (The author of the work here adds in a note
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-"a oue occurred within my own lmowl~, not long ago, of a lick
person who fell into a kind of trance which laSted several weeks ; and
unmediately on her revival she asked for some grapes, which had been
brought into her room just befere she became insensible.")
" From conaidering such instances as these," he goes on to say, "as
well as from the very nature of the case, any one may easily convince
himself, that if ever a total insenaibiliiy takes place, so that all action
of the mind is completely suspended, the time during which this COD•
tinues, whether a single minute, or a thousand years, is, to the person
himself, no time at all. In either case, the moment of his reviving must
appear to him immediately to suooeed that of his sinking into unconIIOiousnesa ; nor could he posaibly be able to tell afterwards, from his
own sensations and recollections, whether his state of suspended animation had lasted an hour, a day, or a century.
"To all practical purposes, that is, to each, a long or a short tiJne,
which is such to his perceptions. Some of you may probably have
known what it is to pass a night of that excessive restlessness, which
accompanies some particular kinds of illness. Such persons will easily
remember (what no one else can fully conceive) how insufferably tedious
a single night will in such a case appear ;-how enormously long the interval seemed to be between the times of the clock's stri.kinl( ;-how they
IIOOIIled to feel as if morning would never arrive. And if it b8s happened
that the next night the patient was completely relieved, and slept quite
soundly, the very same number of hours, which the night before had
seemed to him an age, would appear but a moment. The clock, indeed,
he is well aware, has made the same movements in the one case as in
the other; but relatively to the sick man himself, and as far as his
feelings are concerned, the one night will have been immensely shorter
than the other.
"The long and dreary interval, then, between death and the Day of
Judgment (supposing the intermediate state to bAa profound sleep)
dou not ezilt at all, ezctpt in th6 imagitU£tion, To the party concem;,:t
there is no intervalwkokver; but to each person (according to this suppoaition) the moment of his closing his eyes in death, will be imtantly
succeeded by the sound of the last trumpet, which shall summon the
dead · even though ages shall have intervened. And in this sense the
faithful Christian may be, practically, in paradise the day he dies. The
promise made to the penitent thief, and the Apostle Paul's wish • to
depart, and to be with Christ,' which, he said, was 'far better' than to
remain any longer in this troublesome world, would each be fulfilled to
all practical l.'urposes, provided each shall have found himself in a state
of happiness m the presence of his Lord, the very instant (according to
his own perception) after having breathed his last in this world."
OPINIONS CONCERNING THE STATE OF THE DEAD.

It may next be important as well as interesting to examme a
few of tlie ancient notions upon this great question.
Origen taught, that "Such as depart out of this life after the
common course of death, are disposed of according to their deeds
and merits, as they shall be judged to be worthy: some into the
place which is called hell, others into Abraham's bosom, and
through di!7ers other places and mansions." St. Hilary taught
otherwise. .411 1/ze faitkful, according to him, were to be in
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Abraham's bosom, while the wicked are ''hindered from oom!ug
by the gulf interposed between them." Lactantius taught, that
all the touls, lJotll of the rigllteoru attd the toicked, should be
"detained in one common custody, until the time come when the
great Judge doth make trial of their doings;" i.e. by exposing
them to a mysterious Jlame which shall burn the wicked, and do
aervice to the nghteous, who have "something in them that will
repel or put back the force of the Jlame ! " And the Greek Church,
diJfering from the rest in this taught that (according to Luke xiii.
28, 29, 30,) men entered Abraham's bosom at the resurrection.
"The bod~ is buried in the earth, but the soul goeth in unknown
places, watting for the future resurrection of the dead : in which,
0 gracious Saviour, make bri~ht thy servant, place him to~ther
with the saints, and refresh him in the bosom of Abraham.' We
need not mention the opinion of St. Ambrose, who was not taught
by the A.poatle1 to say that " they that come not unto the first resurrection, but are removed out of the second, shall be burned (in
purgatorial fire) until theY. fulfil the times between the first and the
second resurrection ; or if they have not fulfilled them, they shall
remain longer in punishment." Nor need we attach much weight
to that of Augustin, who taught that souls went into certain
"hidden receptacles," into wliich the souls of God's children
might carry some of their lighter faults, which would hinder them
from attaining heaven ; but from which they might be releaaed by
the prayers and ainu deedt of the li11ing.-(Authorities from Tracu
for the Times, No. 72.)
Let any one, (says Bishop Courtenay,) who maintains that these
individual writers, or churches, were in possession of an oral
apostolic tradition concerning the dead, state what that tradition
contained, and what it did not ; and inform the world how he, b!
the li~ht of reason, can distinguish the truth. of God, as contained
in umnspired writ~, from the errors of man.
Bishoi> Courtenay s able work, the Future State1, was originally
publishOO. in 1833, and reprinted in 1857. In the latter edition
the author explains, "Time has not ch~ed the writer's belief,
that the soul of man is naturally mortal-being, when separate
from the body, naturally incapable of independent consciousness;
that without the Redeemer 1t can have no life, and that, even
through the Redeemer, it has none until the Day of Redemption.
He cannot accept the popular notion, that 'the saints which sleep'
are all awake, and that 'the dead' are now alive."
The Bishop then proceeds, on a question of the interpretation
of certain unfulfilled prophecies, to modify and retract an opinion
formerly maintained. '!'here are not a few J.ICrsons who suppose,
that the soul of a believer, upon its separatiOn from the bOdy, is
immediatelv in a heavenly state, with Christ and the holy aJJ.gels,
and the saints of all former eenerations : and that, secondly, ~
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the commencement of the Millennium, the body being restored to
the soul, it lives and reigns with Christ, on the present earth,
with greater glory still ; iind that, in the third plact", having, at
the expiration of the thousand years of triumph, been put upon
its trial, and solemnl.Y "judged out of the thiDgs written in the
books," and ascertained to be "found written in the Book of
Life," it enters ripon its final and eternal condition.
Thus are two intermediate state1, possibly of man;r thousand
years' duration, interposed between the present world, and that
promised in the closing pages of the Divine revelation.
The second of these supposed intermediate states it is thought
will be preceded by a general conversion of the Jews, and the
resurrection of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, and all the prophets,
and all the saints without exception,-of whom those who ani the
seed of Abraham shall occupy the land of Israel, enjoyjng the
visible presence and personal government of the Lord Jesus
Christ.
Persuaded that these anticipations will not be realized, the
Bishop has endeavoured to show that all the Divine promises to
Abraham and his seed shall be fnlfilled in a heavellly Canaan,
after the present heaven and earth have passed away. This interpretation of the proJ!hecy he would now so far retract, as to
admit that a conversion of the Jewish people to the Christian
faith, and their consequent restoration to the land whence they
have been banished, Will. precede the Millennium : a retraction,
however, in no wise affecting the main positions, that " it is appointed unto men once to die; and after that-the judgment,"
.and that not until the judgment can they, unlesa in rare and exceptional cases, " enter into the Life Eternal."
PARADISE AND HEAVEN.

"Paradise," writes Dr. Hales, "is the region appropriated to
good souls." The learned Parkhurst observes, that "Paradise is
the blessed state of faithful souls between death and the resurrection. Such is the seuse of Paradise in the New Testament."
Dr. Whitby remarks-" Our Saviour must have used the word
Paradise in the same sense in which the Jews understood it, the
place of happiness into which pious souls, when separated from
the body, are immediately received." And Bishop Horsley says :
· "Of tins place (Paradise,) we know little except to those who
die in the Lord it is a place of comfort and reat ; not a Paradise
.of eternal sleep and senselessness, but a place of happy rest and
tranquil hope.'
· "'l'o bini that overcometh," our Lord declareth by St. John,
''1 will gjve to eat of the tree of life that groweth in the midst of
the Pa.niilise of God." This, (says Bishop Courtenay,} is evidently
o; ,;,;,ed by
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a promise of a reward after the General Resurrection,• when the
reaeemed shall be permitted to eat of the precious fruit mentioned in the last chilpter of the Apocalypse. The same place of
bliss was beheld in vl8ion by St. Paul, who was "caught up into
Paradise," and there heard unutterable words. Into the same
place, the believing robbert was probabl,r admitted as soon as
Jesus hinlBelf entered it. But notwithstanding the weight due to
the expression, "To-day, thou shalt be with me in Pai-ad:ise," it
may be questioned whether our Lord entered Paradise before his
ascension, or at the earliest before his resurrection. For was He
in the place to which St. Paul was "caught up," in a region
belonging to those new heavens which are eventiiall.r to " come
down from God,"-at the verJ time of his descent mto Hades P
Was he,-was his human sou~-at once above earth and below
it, of whom St. Paul sa,rs that "he who asceJ:!ded foal descended
into the lower parts of the earth" P This seems improbable ; and
Bishop Courtenay considers, that if a strict interpretation of the
expression "to-day" be contended for, there is no altematiTe but
to place Paradise below, in Hade1, into which our Lord's human
soul most certainly descended. The Bishop admits the inconvenience of the alternative ; and adds, "Paradise is probably
abfYOc, and was entered by our Lord at his ascension. The question is certainly obscure ; but whatever may be understood. by
Paradise, it can never be shown that Christians in general have a
better claim to be admitted to the privilege of the robber,t than
they have to be translated or transfigured with Enoch, Elijah,
and Moses."
That Paradise is not Heaven appears from this fact-that
throughout the Scriptures, from the beautiful Prayer of Solomon.at the consecration of the Temple, "Hear Thou in Heaven, Tlly
dwelling-place:" to the prayer of our Saviour Himself, "Our
Father, which art in Heaven;" heaven is pointed out as peculiarly God's throne. Further, we are informed that "No man
hath ascended up to heaven, but He that came down from heaven,;
even the Son of man which is now in heaven.'' (John iii. 13.)
"David is not ascended into heaven."' (Acts ii. 34.) Again.
after our Saviour's resurrection, when He appeared unto Mary.
His words. were, " Touch me not, for I am not yet aacended to -~
Fatker." · He had been in Paradise, but had not yet ascended
to God.
" For the other rewards for those who overcome, are not immediately
consequent on death. The departed e&ints have not yet received
" power over the nations,"-to break them in pieces at "the end"nor attained that consummate glory of " sitting with Christ on his>
throne."
t Not thief, but robber, or bandit, such as carry on their wicked
trade in Italy and Spain at the present day.
·
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HEATHEN PHILOSOPHY OF THE IMMORTALITY OF THE SO tiL.

In an able tract on Futurity, written by Mr. W. Merry, of
Berkshire, (and which, fortunately for the spiritual interests of its
readers, has had an extensive circulation,) the writer takes a view
llf the State of the Soul after Death, differing from that of Bishop
·_ l)urtenay. To the inguiry of unspeakable interest-What becomes of man's spirit wlien .no lo:ager animating his mortal frame,
the writer of the above tract replies : " 'l'he Spirit lives ! Abraham and his descendants .who had died and were buried, still
lived; God was still their God, and so declared to be because He
is not the God of the dead, but of the living." Mr. Merry's
view of Job's declaration altogether differs from that of Dr.
Courtenay. "How emphatically," (says the former,) "does Job,
1500 years before our Saviour appeared on earth, express his faith
not oruy in the immortality- of his spirit, but in the resurrection of
his body." The value of the words, "l know that my Redeemer
liveth," et aeq. is weighty indeed, when we read in an earlier
chapter, (Job i 8,) the character of Job in God's sight. "And
the Lord said, Hast thou considered my servant Joli, that there
is none like him in the earth, a perfect and an upright man, one
that feareth God and escheweth evil."
Dr. Hammond has thus briefly expressed the sum of human
knowledge upon this vital question: "The souls of the just are
already in the hands of God, and it is certain that their bodies
will be raised, and again united to them by his Almighty power."
Althou~h we owe to Revelation the reality of this solemn fact,
it was believed in heathen philosophy before our Saviour's appearance on earth. Notwithstanding there exist no ancient writings
·approaching, even by many hundred 1ears, the antiquity of the
Bible, we know that 500 ]'I"MS previously, down almost to the
commencement of the Christian era, that is, from the age of·
Socrates to that of Cicero, (omitting all uncertain mention of
Pythagoras, a century earlier,) the immortality of the soul, and
its happiness or misery after death, were reasoned upon and
maintained. Socrates, when condemned to death by tlie thirty
tyrants of Athens, for "not acknowled~ing the gods, which the
state acknowledged," and for "introducmg new divinities," passed
his last moments in calm and confident argument with his friends,
respecting the nature of the new and immortal existence about to
~n to him. "I should be inexcusable," he observed, "in
despising death, if I were not persuaded that it will conduct me
into the society of great and good men;" and, in reply to the
question of his friend Crito, as to his burial, he says, "Is it not
etrange, that after all that I have said to convince L~:t 8that I am
going to the society of the happy, that Crito still t ·
that this
P
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~ body, which will soon be a lifeless corpse, is Socrates P Let him
of my body a ho bnl ret !rim ""'
""' it

as if it were Socrates." So likewise, llJld in the same strain, does
Cicero speak of death, as the gloriott1 day when he shall go into
'"~'
the great assembly of spirits, and shall be gathered to the best
'
~~~ and bravest of mankind who have gone before him.
~
'U
Mr. Merry adds :

1

j _

~

·

..)

1
~

,

That the human mind should thus have arrived by philosophical deduotion, assisted l!_robably by tradition, however faint aud remote,
~thered from the J!<gyptiaus, aud runDiDg back to Patriarchal origin,
18 not here brought forward as au evidence of truth ; but as showiDg
ow gratefully seDBible we should be, of the inestimable advautage
njoyed by the Christian over the Heathen world. That proe t of
futurity, which was dimly perceived, and by the most learned o~ the
master-minds of the Grecian and Romau empires, is in our own day
rougbt home with joyful certainty, to the cottage-door of the humblest.
and the poorest.
Their philosophy which Plato, aud after him, Cicero, define to be
"Bcientia rerum Divinarum et humauarum cum caosis," was a wellconceived aud pleasing hypothesis ; but vouchsafes to w immutable
truths, established on the sure evidence of the Bible, aud which are
open to all who have ears to hear, the unlearned aud the learned.

, '4.
H we do not recognize this Platonic doctrine, what becomes of
~ the
dictum which our polished Essayist has put into the mouth
of the noble Roman, in the classic pl.lly of Calo :
~

'- ...

l

J~

1~

It most be so-Plato, thou reason' at wellElse whence this pleasing hopet this fond desire,
This longing after immortality J •

Or whence this secret dread, aud inward horror ·
Of falling into nought I Why shrinks the soul
Back on itself, aud startles at destruction l
'Tis the divinity that stirs within os ;
'Tis heaven itself that points out au hereafter,
And intimates eternity to man;
Eternity I thou pleasing, dreadful thought I
Through what variety of untried being,
Through what new scenes and c~ most we pass r
The wide, th' unbounded proepect lies before me.
• • • • If there's a Power above
(And that there is all nature cries aloud
Through all her works)
He most delight in virtue ;
And that which he delights in most be hnppy.-.tddiiOJL.

H

THAT MAN MUST BE IMMORTAL.

Bishop Courtenay, in his able work on Tu Fwlu~ State1, considtll'S, at some length, the oP.inion that Man must be immortal,
drawn from the wonderful skill and care shown in his structure.
H e argues, that for all we know, these contrivances may be, in
themselves, as important as the end-human existence and weiDigitized
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.fare ; and that the importance of the end may depend on its being
effected by means of such contrivances. Next, that if humaa
existence were itself, and without reference to the means, the
highest of all ends, the analogy of inferior nature shows that eTen
the weatest things are perishable: and further, that if man be
destmed, through the excellence of his nature, for perpetuity, \he
Jpecies, not all the individuals of the species, will continue : and
while there are, moreover, considerable difficulties in the way of
the supposition, that the species would attain a higher degree of
perfection in a disembodied state than in the present world. Alld,
finally, that nearl,v equal solicitude has been manifested by the
Creator in providing for the welfare of the inferior creation ; and
this, notwithstanding that man is at the head of that creation, and
is the sole creature capable of comprehending and admiring tlae
words of God, and of recogniz~ the Maker with gratitude ud
veneration,-not with a view, solely or chiefly, to the gratification
of the human race. The beautiful diversity of structures, and of
otber contrivances, which we find actually to prevail in the animal
and vegetable kingdoms, is indeed calculated to excite ple1111ure
and wonder in the minds of all, gratitude and veneration in
those whose thoughts ascend to the First Cause ; but it would be
inconsistent with those very feelings so to limit the Creator's
bounty and contract the dimensions of the scheme of nature ;-ila
unreasonable as to suppose that the stars were set in heaven only
to give light to our globe, or display to us the extent of creative
power.
If all, or the greater part of the arguments (continues the Bishop,)
which have been here employed, in proof of the dependence ana.
connexiOI' of mind on orgaruzed matter, and on animal life, be
correct, tlaere arises, in the opinion of the writer, a very strong
presumption that the death of the body will cause a cessation of
an the activity of the mind, by way of natural consequence; to
continue for ever, unleaa the Creator should interfere ; and restore,
by a fresh exertion of His power, either the soul alone, or the
soul and body together.
In the next BOok-"Moral Evidence of a Future Life"-Dr.
Courtenay argues that the light of the moral faculties of man, aypearing to be more immediately derived from a celestial source than
any other which the Father of Lights has conferred on us, seem
peculiarly calculated to assist in the investigation of the more
abstruse and mysterious parts of His designs; and may reveal to
our hopes, though dimly and doubtfully at best, things beyond
the reach of mere intellect; but which Revelation alone can fully
disclose. When, by the aid of these faculties, we come to understand, in some degree, the true moral condition of man; and his
relations to God, not as a Maker only, but as a Moral Governor,
who interferes with all events, in the history both of nations and
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individuals; and, notwithstanding the apparent abando!llllent of
all the detaiu of that history to the operation of blind natural
causes, brillgs about in the end, through their instrumentality,
great moral purposes of his own; and when rendered more confident by this addition to our knowlechre. we attempt to decide for
fiJllal end1 this human rsce, seeqfv ·so perishable, was called
into existence, we are led to extend oiu views beyond this world,
the hope of immortality becomes no longer abaseless vision.•
"Man we believe to be immortal," says the eloquent author of
'1'/te Pkylical Tll4ory of AMtker Lift, "Man we believe to be immortal, (revelation apart,) not because his mind is separable from
animal or~tion; but because his intellectual and moral constitution IS such as to demand a future develo_pment of his nature.
Whv should that which is immaterial be indestructible P None
can "tell us ; and on the contrary we are free to suppose that there
may be immaterial orders, enjoying their hour of existence, and
then ret · to nihility."
In co~ting man as a moral being, we ultimately obtain.
though not without many occasious of misgiving, more ample and
encouraging views of the Divine economy, and see reason to
think that man was created for p~oses which cannot all meet
their accomplishment in this world, and will find it in another ;
and to conjecture that after death, the Creator may again put
forth His power, in order to restore the spirit that bad returned
to him,t and rebuild the structure that could not preserve itself
from decay.
• The line of argument here alluded to is followed out by Dr. Chal·
mars, in his BridQew>aUr Tr~~Ziiu, in the chapter-On the Capacities of
the World for ma.Trlng a Virtuous Species Happy.
t It is strange that any one ahould consider the predicted " return
of the spirit (or life) to God who gave it," 88 an assurance and promise
of immortality. As long 88 the lwtath of life remains in them, (for "the
spirii" means no more) His creatures live ; when the Giver resumes it,
they die. So in Job chap. ill. v. 34 "The Spirit of God hath made
me, and the brel\th of the Almigh~ hath given me life." And (chap.
xnv. v. 14,) "If God gather unto Himself his spirit and his breath, all
flesh shall P!lrish together, and man shall turn again unto dust." The
breath of life breathed into the nostrils of Adam was animal merely.
For compare Genesis, chap. vii. v. 13, " All (animals) in whose nostrils
was the breath of life, of all that was in the dry land, died."

- <i THE Christian's hope," says Archbishop Whately, «as founded
on the ~romises contained in the Gospe~ is the Resurrection Q/ ti/4
Body." Again, Isaac Taylor assures us that «what the Christian Scri.Ptures specifically ir.ffirm is the simple physiological fact of
two tpeCU!I o/' C11f11oreity destined for (assigned to) Man: the first,
that of our present animal and dissoluble organization; the
second, a future spiritual structure, imperishable, and endowed
with higher powers and many desirable prerogatives."t
The assertions of Scripture, plainly interpreted, show that
Holy Writ instructs man to expect no future life that shall be
unconnected with and independent of physical restoration. Death,
for the period of his cold reign, is the cessation of all vitality,
and, consequently, the actual though not final extinction, along
with every corporeal power of the soul. Scripture and philosophy, however, unite in the non-encouragement of certain notions
associated with the decease of relatives and friends, to not a few
of whom consolation comes with the thought that the soul of him
or her departed il in Heaven,-not waiting for the Judgment that
should decide its fate. To not a few, moreover,
It is a beautiful belief
That ever round our head,

Are hovering, on angel wings,
The spirite of the dead.

The beauty is, however, but poetical; and a firm faith in the
Christian ltesurrection should not be the less sustaining; for,
Bg!eeably to Christianity, the period of the separation of the
beloved one taken and the sorrowing one left, is com.Putable alone
by the farther length of the sorrower's stay in this world; the
moment of death lleing to both the virtual moment of re-union.
Whenever " total inaentibility takes place, the time during which
this continues, whether a single minute or a thousand years, is to
the person himself no time at all : in either case, the moment of
his'reviving must appear to him immediately to succeed that of
his sinking into unconsciousness ; nor could he possibly be able
to tell afterwards whether this state had lasted an hour, a day, or
a oentury."t
• Scriptur1 Rnda/;iou of a Ftdure Lif•.
t PAy.wl Tluory of AMtMI· Lif•·
:1: &:riptur1 Rlwlatiou.
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What eloquence and pathos are blended in the following passage from the Breatlli1tfJI of 1114 IJerJOflt 80fll, by Bishop Hall :
What a comfort it is, 0 SavioW', that thou art 1114 jirlt .frw!u of
tlzem tlzat 1/eep ! Those, that die in thee, do but slee.P. Thou
saidst so once of thy Lazarus, and sayest so still of h1m again :
he doth but sleeJ? still. His first sleep was but short ; this hitter,
though longer, 19 no less true : out of which he shall no less
surelv awalten, at thy second call; than he did before, at thy
first.· His first sleep and waking was sinJrular ; this latter is the
same with ours : we all lie down in OW' fled of earth, as sure to
wake as ever we can be, to shut our eyes. In and from thee, 0
blessed Saviour, is this our assurance, who art 1114 jir1t fN~it& of
tlle-~z tllat sleep. The first handful of the first-fruits was not pre·
sented for itself, but for the whole field, wherein it grew : the
virtue of that oblation extended itself to the whole crojl. Neither,
didst thou, 0 blessed Jesu, rise again for thyself only; but the
power and virtue of thy res=tion reaches to all tbme : so thy
ooosen vessel tells us, CArnt, tll4 jir~t fruit&, and afterwards, lA!!/
tAat are CArnt'& at lzil COflli11f!; 1 Cor. xv. 23. So as, though the
r(Jiflrrection he of all tll4 dead, just and unjust, Acts niv. ] 5 ; yet,
to rise by the power of thy resurrection, is so proper to tliine
own, as that thou, 0 Saviour, hast styled it, the resurrection o.f
tlze just: Luke xix. 14 ; while the rest shall be dragged out of
their graves, by the power of thy godhead, to their dreadful judgment. Already, therefore, 0 J esu, are we risen in thee ; and as
sure, shall rise in our own persons. The locomotive faculty is in
the head: thou, who art our Head, art risen; we, who are thy
members, must and shall follow. Say then, 0 my dying body,
say boldly unto death, Rejoice not otJer me, 0 mine enem!J for
tlzougA I fall, yet I lhatl rile again: M-icah vii. 8. Yea, Lord,
the virtue of thy first-fruits dift'useth itself, not to our rising ouly,
but to a blessed immortality of these bodies of ours: for as thou
didst rise immortal and glorious, so shall we 'by and with thee ;
1Ylzo &hall cha11f1e t114&e vile bodie&, and make tlzem like to tlzy
!f_lorious body: Phil. iii. 21. The same power that could shake oJf
death, can put on glory and majesty. Lay them down, therefore,
0 my body, quietly and cheerfully- ; and look to rise in another
hue : thou art born in COTNiption, thou shalt be raised in incOTNiption ; thou art &own in dislwnour, thou &halt be raised in glory ;
thou ilrt sown in wealcnesa, but &halt be railed in power; 1 Cor.
XV.

42, 43.

Baron Bunsen, in the second volume of t114 IJivine Govert~'IIIMd
in History, seems to imply that if he recoils from the fleshly resurrection and Judaic millennium of Justin Martyr, he still sblires the
aspirations of the noblest philosophers elSewhere, .and of the
:firiner believers among ourselves, to a revival of conscious and
individual life, in such a form of immortality as may consist with
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anion with the· Spirit of our Eternallifegiver.-(.Dr. R. William~;
&aaya and Reviews.} In the same able work, Dr. Temple, in his
elo<;_uent essay on the Education of the World, says :
"The spirituality of God involves in it the supremacy of conscience, the immortality of the soul, the final judgment of the '
human race. For we how the other world, and can only know
it, by analogy, drawn from our own experience. With what,
then, shall we compare God P With the spiritual or the fi.eshly:
part of our nature P On the answer depends the whole bent of
our religion and of our morality. For that in ourselves which
we choose as the nearest analogy of God, will, of course, be looked
on as the ruling and lasting part of our being. If He be one and
spiritual, then the spiritual power within us, which proclaims its
own unity and independence of matter by the universalitY. of its
decrees, must be the rightful monarch of our lives ; but if there
be Gods many and Lords many, with bodily appetites and animal
passions, then the voice of conscience is but one of those widespread delusions, which, some for a longer, some for a shorter
period, have, before now, misled our race."
RESURRECTION OF THE SAME BODY.

This expression is used to denote the revivification of tlte
human body after it has been forsaken by the soul, or the reunion
of the soul hereafter t<f the body which it had occupied in the
present world. It is admitted that there are no traces of such a
doctrine in the earlier Hebrew Scripture. It is not to be found
in the Pentateuch, in the historical books, or in the Psalms; for
Ps. xlix. 15 does not relate to this subject; neither does Ps. civ.
29, 30, although so cited by 'fheodoret and others. The celebrated passage of Job xix. 25, et seq. is quoted:
For I know that "tllY Redeemer liveth, and that be sball stand at the
latter day upon the earth:
And though after my skin, worms destroy this body, yet in my fteah
shall I see God;
Whom I sball see for myself, and mine eyes sball behold, and not
another; though my reins be consumed within me.

This passage has been strongly insisted upon in proof of the
early belief of this doctrine ; but the most learned commentators
are agreed, and scarcely an1 one at the present day disputes, that
such a view of the. text anses either frOm mistranslation, or misapprehension, and that Job means no more than to express a
confident conviction that his then diseased and dreadfully corrupted body should be restored to its former soundness; that he
should rise from the dep~ssed state in which he lay to his former
prosperity; and that God would manifestly appear (as was the
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cue) to vindicate his uprUrhtuess. That no meaning more recondite is to be found in tlie text, is agreed by Calvin, Mercier,
Grotius, Leclerc, Patrick, Warburton, Durell, Heath, Kennicott.
DOderlein, Dathe, Eichorn, Jahn, De Wette, and a host of others.
That it alludes to a resurrection is disproved thus :
1. The supposition Ill inoooaistent with the deaign of the poem and
the oourse of the argument, adnoe the belief which it has been supposed
to exJi!rese, as connected with a future state of retribution, would in a
great degree have solved the difficulty on which the whole dispute
turll8, and could not but have been alluded to by the speakers.
2. It is incoDBiatent with the connexion of the diacoiU88 ; the reply oC
Zophar agreeing not with the popular interpretation, but with the
other.
8. It Ill inconsistent with many pasaagea in which the same person
(Job) longs for death as the end of his miseries, and not as an introduction to a better li~e.iii.; vii. 7, 8; x. 20,22; xiv.; xvii. 11, 16.)
4. It is not pro
as to a topic of consolation by any of tbe friends
of Job; nor by · u, who acta as a sort of umpire; nor by the
Almighty Himself in the decision of the controversy.
6. The later Jews, who eagerly sought for every intimation bearing
on a future life which their l:!cripturea might contain, never regarded
this as such ; nor is it once referred to by Christ or his apostlea.-Froa
Dr. KUW1 .En,cyclopa~dia qf Biblical Literatv.re.

In 1856, there appeared a tract entitled "The Resurrection of
the same Body not an article of the Christian Faith ; " containing
the remarks of John Locke upon this subject, extracted from hia
Reply to the Bishop o,f Worcester's A1t811Jer to Ilia Second Letter.
The same tract contains the opinions·of Bishop Newton; Arch·
bishop Whately ; Bishop Watson ; Dr. Burton ;-and Dr. Burnet,
MasJ:er of the Charter-House. The opinion of the latter is very
conCise:
" Whether we are to rise wit!J the latM bodies tne lie flows witt.
in the !Jra'l!e. Thereby we mean the numerical body, with the
same .matter and .the sam~ J?arlicles. T~is is a most celebrated
questiOn, though, m my oprmon, more cunous than nee~ : it
is not of any great consequence to us whether we shall have the
same particles, or others of equal dignity and value, or what shall
become of our cast-qjf• careases wlien we shall live in light with

angels."

• But as we neglect the hairs cut off from our beards, so when the
Divine Spirit goes out from a man, what will become of the :eoepta.cle 1
Whether fire shall burn it, or beasts tear it in pieces, or the earth cover
it, no m<?re belongs to him, then what happens to a new-born cbild.Se-A. Epm.
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THE DAY OF JUDGMENT.

Hmu.N philosophy, (says Bishop Courtenay,) both natural andmoral, has been proved by experience as unable to approach the
truths revealed in Scripture concerning the Day of Judgment, as
to decide the fate of a disembodied soUl. It can indeed, furnish
some reasons for conjecturing that our present earth shall finally
be broken up and rwned, if not actually annihilated. (See p~s
193-194.) But that all shall be together abolished, that one penod
shall be the fulness of time for all, is contrary to every anticipation. " The day of the Lord," nevertheless, shall come as a
thief in the night, suddenly as the deluge ; and the heavena shall
be rolled together as a scroU, the elements shall melt with fervent
heat, and all things being on fire, shall be dissolved ; the earth
and lleavena shall fiee away before the face of God, and no place
be found for them. So it is written, so it is decreed.

•

•

•

•

•

The principles upon which judgment shall be executed on the
"Dreadful Day,'' are yet more remote from human conjectures
than is the umversality of the judgment. That our earth and all
visible worlds shall on one and the same day be abolished utterly;
that nevertheless the human race, even all in whose nostrils has
ever been the breath of life, shall in bodily fonu survive that
awful period; that new heavens and a new earth shall be created,
not to be destroyed, but to endure for all eternity ; these are
truths which, one and all, baffie the researches and should humiliate the pride of human philosophy. But it is a still greater
wonder, (an apparent evil, too, more extensive and more desJ.lernte
than any which philosophy can detect ; and which in all our
inquiries concerning the ongin of evil should be carerully kept in
sight,) that a few only of mimkind shall rejoice in the restitutiou
of all things ; a few only shall receive the gift of eternal life ;
while the many, not being rescued by the ltedeemer from their
natural fate, shall go away into eternal punishment, and suffer
a ucotld death.
On this subject or future punishment, both as regards its duration, and the number or those to whom it will be awarded, God's
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Revelation far suryasses our conjectures. For His dealings with
man partake of H1s own infinity. No moral reasonings, no alarm
<>f a guilty conscience, could enable a heart unvisited by the grace
<>f God to draw so broad a line of distinction, to divide the human
race into classes so unequal in amount, and whose destinies
should dift'er infinitely. The actual extent of human depravity
and guilt, and consequently, the severity of punishment, would
not liave been known, but for Revelation. That all had so far
erred, and altogether become abominable, that a superhuman
sacrifice was necessary to atone for their guilt, and a supernatural
impulse upon their hearts to enable them to please God, are truths
beyond reason, yet on which turns the whole history of man, present and future; and by which alone can be explained the wide
distinction which shall be made hereafter. With God there shall
be no neutrality, for man no middle state, less blissful than
heaven, more tolerable than hell ; for none shall be accepted but
through the Redeemer : for the rest remains only "a fearful
looking for of judgment and fiery indignation."
Cowley, in his Pindaric Ode-The Resurrection-draws this
fearful picture of the Last Great Day. After telling us that
Virgil shall see the whole World burnt to ashes like Troy, he
proceeds:
Whom Thunder's dismal noise •
And all that Prophets and Apostles louder spalte,
And all the creatures' plain conspiring voice
Could not, whilst they Jiv'd, awake,
This mightier sound shall make
When dead t' arise
And open tombs, and open eyes,
To the long sluggards of five thousand years.t
This mightier sound shall wlj.)ce its hearers' ears.
Then shaH the scattered atoms crowded come
Back to their ancient home,
Some from Birds, from Fishes some,
• The Poet notes: "No natural effect gives such impressions of
Divine fear as Thunder; as we may see by the examples of some
wicked Emperors, who though they were atheists, and made themselves
gods, yet confessed a greater Divine power when they heard it, by
trembling and hiding themselves. And Lucretius speaks it of Epicurus,
as a thing extraordinary and peculiar of him, that the very sound of
Thunder did not make him superstitious. Yet the Prophets and
Apostles' voice is truly termed louder ; for, as St. Paul says, the Voice
of the Gospel was heard over all the habitable world."
t The ordinary traditional opinion is, that the World is to last six
thousand
and that the seventh thousand is to be the Rest or
Sabbath o thousands : but I could not say sl~ of six thousand
years, "because some of them would be founa-alive who had not so
much as "slept at all. The next perfect number, (and verse will admit
of no broken ones,) was five thousand." By this license, however, the
.World loses one thousand years !

;ears,
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Some from Earth, and some from Seas,
Some from Beasts, and some from Trees.
Some descend from Clouds on high,
Some from Metals upwards fty,
And where th' attending soul naked and shivering stands
·
:Meet, salute, and join their hands.
As dispenrd soldiers at the trumpet's call
Haste to their colours all.
Unhapp;v most, like tortur'd men,
Their jomts new set, to be new rack't again.
To mountains they for shelter pray,
The mountains shake, and run about no less confwl'd tlum they.

THE HAPPINESS OF HEAVEN.

The Happiness of Heaven will be a happiness of vision and of
knowledge; and we shall there pass from the weakness of Onl'
native ignorance, from the dark and twilight of our former notions
into the broad light of an everlasting day-a day which shall leave
nothing undiscovered to us, whicn can be fit for us to know.
Reason being then Jlllclogged from the body, shall have its full
ftight, and a free, uncontrolled passage into all things intelligible.
We shall then surmount those beggarly rudiments and mean helps
of knowledge, which now by many little steps gradually raise us
to some short speculation of the nature of thmgs; our Jinowledge
shall be then intuitive and above discourse, not proceeding by a
Ion~ circuit of antecedents and consequents, as now, in the vale
of nnperfection, it is forced to do; but it shall then fully inform
the whole mind, and take in the whole object, by one single and
substantial act.
Again, we are told, that in a future and a higher state of
existence, the chief occupation of the blessed is that of praising
and worshipping the Alnnghty. But is not the contemplation oT
the great works of the' Creator, and the study of the ordinanceS
of the great Lawgiver of t.be universe, in itself an act of praise
and adoration P and if so, may not one at least of the sources of
happiness which we are prom1sed in a future state of existenceone of the rewards for a single and reverential pursuit after truth
in our present state of trilil,-consist in a development of our
faculties, and in the power of comprehending those laws and provisions of Nature with which our finite reason does not enable us
at present to become cognisant P

I
'·
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EVIDENCES OF THE RECOGNITION.

BISHOP KING, in a poem entitled the Ezequy, (17th century,)
thus apostrophises tl:ie person whose departure from this life
was the occasion of the composition:
Never shall I
Be so much blessed as to descry
A glimpse of thee, till that day come
Which shtill the earth to cinders doom,
And a fierce fever must cslcine
The body of this world like thine,
(My little world!) that fit of fire
Once off, our bodies shall aspire
To our souls' bliss : then we shall rise
And view ourselves with clearer eyes
In thl\t cslm region, where no night
Can hide us from esch other's sight.

After some intervening passages, the poem concludes thus :
The thought of this bids me go on,
And wait my dissolution
With hope and comfort. Dear (forgive
The crime I) I am content to live
Divided with but half a heart
Till we shall meet and never pu-t.

These quaint lines exemplify an opinion which prevails very
generally among Christians : namely, that in the futlll'e state of
liappiness of the blessed, they who have known and loved each
otlier in this world will he the subjects of mutual recOf!nilioll, and
will be re-united and associated with each other, and contribute to
eack other's deli{/111 in that condition of perpetual blessedness.
Bishop M.ant observes that very little is said in Holy Writ,
which can he ju~d to bear directly upon this subject ; but, in
the absence of thiS specific testimony, lie does not desire to discredit the opinion, smoe it is calculated to enhance the innocent
delights, and to alleviate the unavoidable stdferings of this present
life; and to improve us in virtue, as well as to further our consolation and enjoyment. Scripture does not contain anything that •
militates against the opimon ; but on the contrary, muea it
highly probable.
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Under the Old Testament, comfort was derived from the persuasion, that in a future life a re-union would be effected of those
ties of affection which had been severed in this life. In what
a.Jl'ecting language David explains the motives of his conduct, first
during the illness, and then after the death, of his child : " While
the child was yet alive, I fasted and wept : for I said, Who can
tell whether God will be gracious to me that the child may live P
But now he is dead, wherefore should I fast P Can I bring him
back again P I shall go to him, but he shall not return to me."
(2 Sam. xii. 23.) From his own explicit avowals, David comforted
himself with the assurance, that the child whom God had taken
from him in this life, he would restore •o him in the life to come.
From several passages in the Epistles, Dr. Mant derives a very
considerable probability that St. Paul anticipated on the last day
a personal knowledge of those on his part, and a personal re-union
w1th them, with whom he had been connected in this life by the
ties of personal offices and kind affection. That the recognition
would lie mutual, seems to be a matter of course. And 1t may,
Dr. Mant apprehends, be further assumed, that the same faculty
of recognition which would exist at the "day of Christ," and the
commencement of the future state of existence, would be perpetuated during its continuance ; and that a faculty which should
be allowed to St. Paul, and to those with whom he was thus connected, would not be withholden from others, who had stood in
relatious of mutual attachment and endearment whilst on earth.
The language of our Lord with reference to the Day of Judgment also renders t~ recognition of each other extremely
probable.
The Trausfigumtion of our Saviour, as recorded by St. Matthew xvii. and St. Mark ix. is not only proof of this recognition.
Moses and Elias were talking with Jesus. Moses and Elias must
then have been alive : not two unknown but two 8Jiecijic persons.
It cannot properly be said that "Peter and James, and John his
brother," the disciples present, reco!lnised those whom they had
never known in life; out the identify of Moses and Elias is
declared, and that of course involves the question of recognition.
~. in the parsble of Lazarus in Abraham's bosom, • and the
riCh man in torment, identity of persons, and recognition after
death, are presented to us as facts in the understOod order of
Providence.
That these are indeed the facts, may be clearly comprehended also
from the definite and diltinctive position of man in the sight of God.
"Fear not, I have redeemed thee, I have called thee by thy nanu." (Is.
· • Alluding to the custom of those days, when men reclined ai
length, side by side, at their feasts, instead of sitting. Thus, also, St.
John is described as "leaning on Jesus's bosom," at the last supper.
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xJiiL 1.) "I will not blot out his Mmf out of the book of life, but I 1ri:!

,

oonf888 his name before my Father and before His angels." (Rev. iii 5.,
St. Paul apeab of thoee whoee names are in the book of life ; and St
James of ihoee whoee nam88 are not in the book of life. And numeroo;
other p8llllllg98 might be quoted to show that the Christian eapeclall:
will stand before (Jod in heaven as personally and as individually kn01011
and distinguishable from his fellow beings as he now stands bef'ore God
and man on earth. The deduction is obvious: where individuality
eltista, recognition is a n8C881JU'1 oonsequenoe. If, with our present
limited faculties, men lmow each other after long absence, and change
from ;youth to agel~ it possible that redeemed man, with the enlarged
perceptions of a nigher existenoe, can fail to recognise the earthly
friends who were the faithful solace of their life's pilgrimage ?-Oa
Ftt.turity, by W. M wry.

The mutual recognition of the redeemed in glory is demonstrated in a calm and convincing sJJir:it by the Rev. I. A. Killeen,
in his popular work entitled Our l!riend8 in HearJen. The Scriptural argument is ably conducted throughout; and in the AI"
pendix to the work, the doctrine of mutual recognition after death
JS shown to be a truth aclrnowle~ed by the heathen Homer,
{always understood to express the VIews and feelings of his age
and country:) he unifornily describes the departed as recognising
each other, and conversing together in their disembodied condition. Thus, when Ulysses is permitted to visit the world of
spirits, his mother recognises h1m ; so also, the soul of Achilles
recognises Ulysses ; and the prophet Tiresias, not only recogni!es
him, but predicts his coming fortunea. In Hades, Achilles recog:nises Agamemnon, from whom he receives an account of what h8d
occurred on earth since his decease. Here too, Ulysses sees the
souls of the suitors he had slain. Achilles, too, talks with Ulysses, '
comparing his former with his present state, and wishes to know
from his earthly visitant whether his son strove to "rival his
father's godlike deeds." .
·
So also we find Sophocles make Antigone, when about to
endure a cruel death, exclaim,
Oh I my deep dungeon ! my eternal home !
Whither I go to join my kindred dead ;
But still I have great hopes I shall not go
Unweloomed, to my father, nor to thee,
My mother !-Dear to thee, Eteocles,
Still shall I ever be.

.Ailschylus, in his Perall!, represents the soul of Darius as still
possessing the thoughts and feelings of his former life·; and in
the address which he delivers, this departed StJirit is exhibited as
retaining a I?erfect recollection of his former history.
Socrates, m his apology before his judges, thus bears testimony
to the doctrine of m.utuiU recognition and companionship in the
life to come: "Will it not be unspeakably blessed, when escaped
from those who call themselves Judges, to appear before thOse
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who truly deserve the name, such as Minos, Rhadamanthus•
..£acus, and Triptolemus, and to associate with all who have
maintained the cause of truth and righteousness ; or again to
converse with Orpheus and Musreus, and Hesiod and Homer; at
how much would any of you purchase this P Be assured I would
choose to die often, If these things be true ; for to me delightful
would be the communion with Palamedes, Ajax the son of Telamon. and others of the ancients who died in consequence of an
unillSt sentence pronounced upon them !"
Virgil describes ..£neas as visiting the realms of the departed,
and tliere recognising, and being recognised by, the spirits
he met:
The gladsome ghosts in circling troops attend,
And with unwearied eyes behold their friend,
Delight to hover near, and long to know,
What business brought him to the realms below.-.£neid, vi.

His father Apchises
Meets him with open arms and falling tears.
" Welcome," he said, "the gods' undoubted race,
. 0 long expected to my dear embrace.
'Tis true, computing time, I now believed
The happy day approached-nor are my hopes deceived."
Atneid, vi.

Cicero, (tie Senectute,) declares his belief in the doctrine of recognition thus emphaticall;r :
"I feel impeHed by the desire of joining the society of m;r two
departed friends, your illustrious fathers, whom I reverenced and
loved. I desire not only to meet those whom I myself knew, but
those of whom I have heard or read, or regarding whom I myself
have written. Oh, illustrious day, when I shall go hence to that
divine council and assembly of souls, when I shall escape from
this crowd and rabble; for I shall go, not only to those illustrious
men of whom I have before spoken, but alSo to my Cato, than
whom one more excellent or illustrious in goodness was never
born. He hiniself consoled me, judging that our distance and
partin~ would not long continue."
"Thus," says Mr. Killeen, "we find that the poets and philo-·
sophers of both Greece and Rome comforted themselves witn the
hope of recognition and reunion after death. They did not consider that death destro;red either friends or friendship ; and they
looked forward to spending an eternity of love with them in the
Elysian plains, the Hesperian gardens, or the far-off Islands of
the Blest."
The reverend author then shows that this belief in a future
recognition has not been confined to the ancient Pagans. The
Heathen of modem times have adopted the same doctrine. Dr.
Robertson tecords that upon the death of a Cazique, or American
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' chief, certain of his wives, favourites, and slaves, were put to
death, and interred with him, that he might ap~r with the same
dignity in his future station. The burning of Hindoo widowa
was founded on a similar belief: they prayed to abide in heaven
with their husbands as many years as there were hairs on their
heads. Porphxry tells us t~ the Hindoo Gymnosophists, or
barefooted philosophers, were wont to utuJ me880!JI!B to their
departed friettdl by those who were about to commit suicide. The
natives of Dahomey entertain the same belief: when the King
is anxious to send to his forefathera an account of any remarkable
event, he delivera the me~ to the person who happens to be
nearest to him, and then orders his head to be choEeea oft' immediately, so that as a courier he may convey the intelligence to the
~·s friends in the land of spirits. In Guinea, when a King
dies, many persons are slain, that they may live again with him in
another world.
"Similar customs and ideas have been found existing among the
Danes, the Chinese, the Brazilians, the people of Macassar and
Japan all which, though often defiled by superstitious and cruel
rites, betoken the aspirations of the human spirit, and prove that
humanity, even in Its most dellr&Cled phases, still retains the
purest of its social atl'ections, ana longs for everlasting friendship
with those it loves." •
The Members of the Primitive Church were remarkable for
their lorJe of their dead, which they stro~ly showed by sacrifices,
by honourable burial, and by visitmg their tombs-thus aiming to
realize a secret and invisible conmmnion with their deceased
friends, and to come, as it were, into a sort of SJ,>iritual contact
with their dead. Hence they loved to have their burial-places
around their churches. Neander Ba.fS that the anniveraary of the
decease of their friends was observed as a hirtlulay to a nobkr tzutence. That on this day "it was u.'IWII to partake of the Supper
of the Lord, in the consciousness of an inseparable commUDion
with those who had died in Christ;" and he adds, "a gift was laid
on the altar in their names, as if they were still living membera of
the Church." Cyprian consoled his church at Carthage, when
multitudes had been swept away by pestilence-with this healing:
" We ought not to mourn for those who, by the summons of
the Lord, are delivered from the world, since fOI! !mow tlley_ a~ twl
loll, but Bl!nl bl!fore fl6-that they have oniJ taken their leave of
us, in order to prtcede tu. We may long for them as we do for
those who are on a distant voyage, but not lament them. Why
do we not ourselves wish to depart out of this world, or why do
we moum our departed ones as lost P Why do we not hasten to
see our country, to greet our parents P There await us a vast
multitude of dear ones-fathers, mothers, and children,-who are
• Our F..undl i" Hu."". Appendix, 8th Edit.
o'
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already secure of their own salvation, and anxious only lor ours.
What a mutual joy to them and us, when we shall come into their
presence and embrace !-Church History, vol. i.
THE TRANSLATION OF ENOCH.

The history of the prophet to whom the book of Enooh ia
attributed, or rather whose visions it relates, is recounted as follows in Gen. v. 18-24: "Jared, at the age of 162, begat Enoch;
who, at the age of 65, begat Methuselah, and afterwards walked
with God 300 years, and liegat sons and daughters. All the days
of Enoch were 365 years. He walked with God, and was not, for
God took him." (Compare Ecclesiasticus xliv. l 6; Reb. xii. 5.)
The translation of Enoch has been compared with the ancient
mysterious burial at sunrise of noble and comely youths who prematurely died. They are said to have been not really dead, but
carried up alive to tne region of light, in consequence of their
being loved by the Supreme Being:. The story of Ganymede is an
instance. (See the learned disqUI8ition on the subject in Montfaucon's Religion dea Gauloia, tom. ii. p. 305, &c.; and in his&plication dea Te:ctea dijJjeilea, tom. i. p. 132.) Hence the wellknown axiom, "He wllom the gods love dies young." Plutarch,
JJe ConaolatioiU! Philoaopk.
The Tranalation o.f Enor.k has been commemorated by Thomas
Peyton, a learned and pious poet, in his Gla11e of Time; published
in 1620:
God re-ascends, and lets the world alone,

Takes Enoch vp, that liu'd therein to mone,
Walle, grieve, lament, the abuses which he saw
Committed were against the conscience, law
Of noble stature, in that sinful age ;
Small hope to mend, when hope could not assuage
The furious current of this streame and tide
To good (sweets saint) with these foule men to bide.
The angels bright, and all the powers diuine,
Before thy face in glittering robes do shine,
Their number more than are the stars and sands,
With golden censers in their pure white hands,
Winged with fame to mount the highest heauens,
Ranck't all in order, must'ring iust by seauens,
Descending. sweetely on thy louely brest,
To bring both soule and body to their rest.
By safe conueyance, in a chariot fram'd
Of burnisht gold, the horse with loue inflam' d
Jdount vp the aire with stately stomach fierce,
And at the last the brazen wall doth pierce ;
Where like a Prince that Paradise had gain'd
Of Eue and Adam thou art entertain' d,
With farre more love within so braue a field,
Then all the world and all therein can yeeld ;
There thou dost liue when they are wrapt in dust
The seuenth from them, tipe of our Sabaoth iust> ooole
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"MARRIAGES ARE MADE IN BEAVEN."

The origin of this beautiful proverb is thus explained.
Normal marriages being so innocent of all premeditation by mat~,
can only be ascribed to the will of "the aiutel" espoused, or to
fate, in either case, (for ce 9ui femme veut, l>ieu le veut) to the
will of Hea'fen. After m~, another sense may appear in the
saying,, viz. ~hat expressed in .th~ words .of S~. FranCiS de Salis:
"Marriage 1s a state of continUal mortification ; " ·and hence a
IJICl'llment for human salvation. A~ in sug~ting the meamng
of this phrase, we are led to the well-known beautiful myth oT
Plato, according to which, in a true marriage, the two counterpar!& have met by destiny, and form a perfect lwmb. The account
m Genesis (chap. ii.) is not to a dissimilar effect. In this view,
marriages are those whom God has joined only. (Mark L 9.) In
a literal sense, the phrase in question clearly expresses an im:.
possibility; since in heaven are no m~ (Mat. nii. 30)
according to the usual interpretation • though some may take
r_efuge in the beautiful evasion of Sw~enborg-who sa~s that in
the next world, the married couple will become one egel.
·
Had not this saying an fRtrological foUl!ldation P Sir Kenelm
Digby says of his own marriage :
In the first place, it giveth me ocaasion to aclmo'lfledge and .admire
the high and transcendent operation& of the celestial bodies, which containing and moving about the universe, send their influence every way
and to all things ; and who, although they take not away the liberty of
free agents, yet do so strongly, though at the first secretly and insensibly, work upon their spiritual part by mei\IlS of the corporeal, that
they get the mastery before they be perceived ; and then it is too late
to make any resistance. For from what other cause could proceed this
strong knot of affection, which, being tied in tender years, before any
mutual obligstions could help to confirm it, could not then be tom
asunder by long absence, the austerity of parents, other pretenders,
false rumours, 1md other the greatest difficulties and oppositions that
could come to blast the budding blossoms of an infant love, that hath
since brought forth so fair flowers and so mature fruit 1 Certainly1 the
stars were at the least the first movers, &c.-Private .Memoir• of Sir K.
Digby, 1811, pp. 10-11.

" THE BUSINESS OF THE SAINTS IN REAVEN."

What a singular book: is this, by father Lewis Henriquez :
printed at Salamanca in 1631. He attenQ>ts ~ prove, in the
twenty-second chapter, "That every saint shan have llis particular
place In heaven ; and Christ a most magnificent palace ! That there
shall be large streets, great piazzas, &o."-He says in the twentyfourth chapter, ~.'That there .shall be a sovereign pleanre in kissmg and embracmg the bodies of the bl~t; d ~~~c&hall be
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pleasant baths, and that they shall bathe in each other's sight.
That th~ shall swim like fishes; and sing as melodiously as
nightin es, &c."-He affirms, in the forty-seventh chapter,
"That t e men and women shall delight themselves in masquerades,
feasts, and ballad!!; "-and in the fifty-eighth," That the angels
shall put on women's habits, and appear to be saints in the dress
of ladies, with curls and locks, wrustcoats and fardingales, &c."
See the "Moral practice of the Je111ita," by the doctors of Sor~
bonne ; it has been translated into English, and published in 1671.
-Spence's .dnecdqtea. &pplemeni, 1757.
,.
THE NEW HEAYENS AND EARTH.

Bishop Mant, in his volume on the Happiness of tile Bleaaed,
refers to several passages in St. Paul's Epistle to the Hebrews,
indicating the e:ccellence of the future residence of the blessed.
Thus, he figuratively speaks of it as "Mount Sion," "the joy of
the whole earth" (Ps. xlviii. 2) ; and he further mentions it, by
a dift'erent .modification of the same figure, as " the city of the
living God, the heavenly Jerusalem." He elsewhere refers to the
same celes~ abode! in speaking of Abraham ~ojo~ng " in the
land of proiWSe, as m a str~e country, dwelling lii tabernacles
with Isaac and Jacob, the hell'S with liim of the same promise;
for he looked for a city which hath foundations, whose builder
and maker is God." (Heb. :xi. 10.) He then speaks of God
having prepared a city for the descendants of Abraham who died
in the faitli; and of the descendants of Abraham after the Spirit,
or the members of the Christian Church, the same Apostle says:
" Here we have no continuing city, but we seek one to come."
(Heb. :xiii. 14.)
·
All these passages point to the superior excellence and value of
that celestial abode which is pre~ed for God's faithful servants
in the world to come. But the bock of Revelation of St. John
supplies individualfeaturea of the magnificence, beauty, and enjoy.
ment of " the hofy city, preJlared as a bride adorned for her
husband," "having the glory of God."
"And the foundations of the wall of the city were garnished with all
tnanner of precious stones. . • . And the twelve gates were twelve
pearls ; every gate was of one pearl ; and the street of the city wu
pure gold, as it were tra.nsp&-ent glass." "And the city had no need
of the sun, neither of the moon, to shine in it ; for the glory of God did
liR:hten it, and. the Lamb is the light thereof. And the nations of them
whlch are saved shall walk in the light of it ; and the kings of the
earth do bling into it their glory and: honour." And it had "a pure
river of water of life, clear as crystal, prooeeding out of the throne ol
God and of the Lamb. And in the midst of the atreet of it, and on
either side of the river, was the tree of life, which bare twelve JJiliDMr
of fruits, and yielded her fruit everr, month ; and the leaves of the t~
were for the healing of the nations. '
In whatever manner such portraits as these ~,J&e,AA <.\!M~ ;
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whether it be that the most beautiful andl splendid productions of the
earth will be .mjoyed in full perfection by the inhabitants of the beawnly state ; agreeably to the idea ascribed to Raphael by our great

poet,

What if earth
Be but the shadow of heaven, and things therein
Each to other like, more than on earth is thought ;

Paradise Lost.

or that the representations of heavenly things are set before us in a
figurative manner, as calculated to impresa us with a. more lively sense
ol their value and delightfulness, when shadowed forth under the
images of those things wnich are esteemed on earth.most precious and
delightful ; in either case they seem intended to plaoe most expressively
before our thoughts the beaut!/ and magnificence of the future abode of
the blessed,
-The pleasant garden, and the crystal stream,
The tree of life which bears on every bough,
Fruits fit for joy or healing ; on the brow,
Of glorious gold a living diadem ;
On throues which blaze with many a radiant gem ;
The branching palms ; the raiment white as snow ;
A:re these the joys that heaven's abodes bestow 1
Or may they rather earth-formed figures seem
Of heavenly blisa Y To me it matters not,
If I but reach the mark, whate'er the prize
Of God's high calling. Be content that what
Is told, is told us by the only Wise :
And blest, supremely blest, must be the lot,
Which Christ hath purchased, and which God supplies.

Bulwp M ant.

· "We look (says St. Pet.er) for new heavens and a new eart!J,
wherein dwelleth righteousness." And it seems evident, that the
proper abode of man will be not in the new lleavt!118, but on the new
6M"th. For St. John writes, "And I saw a new heaven and a new
earth, for the first heaven and the first earth were passed away;
and there was no more sea."
By the new earth, and the holy city, the new Jerusalem, which
St. John saw coming down from God, out of heaven, the future
place of abode of the followers of Christ, of all who shall have
attained unto immortality, we must not understand a merel.Y
~iritual world, or state, but literally a place of happiness, and
(perhaps it may not be incorrect to say,) a substantial seat of bliss.
May we not (asks Bishop Courtenay) be permitted to conjecture that this great city shall become THE ABODE OP ALL LIVING
:BEINGS: not only of an"'elic creatures and of the redeemed from
the present eartli, but of all the rational and beatified inhabifa11l1
Q/' all now e:cisting worlrla. And that its foundations shall extend,
lieyond the " flaming walla of the world" that now is, through
spaces immeasurable by mortal man P For the New Jerusalem
shall not, like the old, occupy a small part of the earth, but rather
like the Christian church, as foreseen by Isaiah, :hen " rthe earth
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shall be 6lled with the knowledge of the Lord, as the waters that
cover the depths of the sea,"• it shall be co-extensive with the
plain on which it st1111ds. All abominable and condemned tiliDo
shall be not f()itllout Jernsalem, yet upon the earth, like tlie
gehenna of the Jews, where the dead and the filth of the city
were consumed with fire ; but beyond both, far from the Divine
presence·. Yet shall the immense tracts of the new earth be
traversed with ease b.r the gloriously embodied spirits that inhabit
them, for "there shall be no more sea,"-notbing, it may be, to
impede the interchange of happiness and intimate communion of
saints; and the:v, wandering where they will, even to the uttermost parts, shall still be led by the hand of God, still bask in the
full splendour of " uncreated rays," still be sitting with Christ in
his throne, even as he also is set down with the Father in his
throne.
The philosopher may argne, upon principles merely physical,
upon the blending of mind and matter, and the modifications of
matter, which shill enter into the constitution of the glorified
bodies, or of the earth which they shall inhabit. To such argn.ments Bishop Courtenay thus forcibly replies :
Yet, when we learn from Revelation, that a change shall be effected
in the bodies of the saints at the last day, in which every thing that is
of the earth and earthy,-tbe whole nature, as it would seem, of the
first man, a creature of the dust-shall be rejected ; and that on the
same Great Day the elements shall be dissolved, the earth burned up,
and the whole material heavens, includinlf even light, apparently the
purest, and most imperishable of material things, shall be utterly
abolished, there is much ground for doubt whether any thing par·
taking of the nature of matter will be suffered to remain : if, indeed
we may not hold the abolition of all matter for certain, since ";;R
things that are made" and "which can be shaken" will be removed at
the Great Day. And perhaps nothing bas been revealed concerning
the future state of the blessed, which more strongly shows the spiritu•
ality of their condition, than this abolition of material light. The city
shall inhabit, shall enjoy, without the aid of the solar heavens, a per·
petual day:
'
Nor sun, nor moon they need, nor day nor night,
God is their temple, and the Lamb their light.
It is difficult to suppose that any thing resembling the emanation of
material rays is intended, though such a notion is encouraged by the
appearance of Christ at his transfiguration, when "his face did shine as
the Sun, and his raiment was white as the light ; " (Matt. c. xviii) and
without some supposition of the kind, the vision of the heavenly Jeru·
salem fades completely fro_m before the eye of the imagination.

...

•

•

*

•

•

The future existence of the blessed then will be, not in the present
visible heavens ;-for these, though they constitute the material throne
o£ God, and are the stage and proper sphere of the agency of many

• So in Lowth's translation. .
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ugelio beings, are but symbols and ~ of the true, and will at a
deBtined period, pass away, and give place to nett~ heavens; nor will it
oonaist simply in a spiritual communion with the Father of Spirits,
wiihout any certain locality ;-for men will still be embodied, and enjoying a certain corporeal proximity to Christ, after the likeness of
whose glorious body they will be fashioned, having "spiritual bodies."
and whether with any remnant of materiality we know not-but their
future life will be ON THE NEW EARTH AND IN THE HOLY OITY.

One of the latest .Rights of scientific conjecture is the following,

by Sir David Brewster, in his eloquent advocacy of the doctrine
of "More Worlds than One," arguing for their peopling, as " the
Abodes of the Blest : "
Man, in his future slate· of existence, is to consist, as at present, of a spiritual nature residing in a co~oreal frame. He must
live, therefore, upon a material planet, subJect to all the laws f
matter, and performing functions for whiCh a material body is
indispensable. We must consequently lind for the race of Adam,
if not races that ma,r. have preceded him, a material home upon
which they may res1de, or by which they may travel, by means
unknown to ns, to other localities in the universe. At the present
hour1 the inhabitants of the earth are nearly a thousand milli0111;
and b.}' whatever process we may compute the numbers that have
existed before the present generation, and estimate those that are
yet to inherit the earth, we shall obtain a population which the
habitable parts of our globe could not possibly accommodate. If
there is not room, then, on our earth for the millions of millions
·or beings who have lived and died upon its surface, and who may
yet live and die during the IJeriod fixed for its occupation by man,
we can scarcely doubt that their future abode must be on some of
the yrimary or secondary planets of the solar system, whose in·
habitants have ceased to exist like those on the earth, or upon
planets in our own or in other systems which have been in a state
of preparation, as our earth was, for the advent of intellectual life.
o.
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STUDY OF THE BffiLE. •

How utterly impossible it would be in the manhood of the
world, to imagine any other instructor of mankind-than the
Bible. And for that reason, eveey day makes it more and more
evident that the thorough study of the Bible, the investigation of
what it teaches and what it does not teach, the determination of
the limits of what we mean by its inspiration, the determination,
of the degree o£ authority to be ascribed to the di.Jrerent books, if
any degrees are to be admitted, must take the lead of all other
studies. He is guilty of high treason against the faith who fears
the result of any investigation, whether philosophical, or scientific,
or historical. And therefore nothing should be more welcom•
than the extension of knowledge of any and of every kind-for
every increase in our accumulations of knowledge throws fresh
light upon the real problems of the day. H geology proves to ua
tliat we must not interpret the first chapters of Genesis literally;.
if historical investigation shall show us that inspiration, however
it may protect the doctrine, yet was not empowered to protect the
narrative of the inspired wtiters from occasional inaccuracy; if
careful criticism shiill prove that there have been occasioitally
interpolations and forgeries in that Book, as in many othen ; the
results should still be welcome. Even: the mistakes of careful
and reverent students are more valuable now than truth held in
unthinking acquiescence. The substance of the teaching whioh
we derive from the Bible will not really be aft'ected by anythins
of this sort; while its hold upon the minds of believers, and ita
power to stir the depths of the spirit of man, however much
weakened at first, must be immeasurably strengthened ill the end,
by clearing away blunders which may b.ave been fastened on it by
human interpretation.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Though the study of the Bible must be for the present and f'w
some time the centre of all studies, there is meanwhile no study:
of whatever kind which will not have its share in the genenil
eJrect. At this time, in the maturity of mankind, as with man in
the maturity of his powers, the great lever which moves the world
is knowledge, the great force is the intellect. St. Paul has told
•. For theee two extracts the editor ia indebted to Buay• ·nd Ret1iew.
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u "that thouah in malice we must be children, in underatancliua
we ought to fie men." And this aayiug of his has the widesl
n.uge. Not only in the understanding of religious truth, but in
all the exercise of the intellectual powers, we have no right to
stop short of any limit but that which nature, t~ is, the decree
of the Creator, bas imposed on us. In fact, no knowledge can
be without its eff'ect on religious convictions ; for if not capable
of throwing direct light on some spiritual questions, yet m ita
~uisition knowledge invariably throws !Urht on the process by
which it is to be, or has been, acquired, ana thus aft'ects all other
knowledge of eve11lrind.
If we have made mistakes, careful study may teach us better.
If we have qnarrelled about words, the enlightenment of the
understanding is the best me&llll to show us our folly. If we
have vainly puzzled our intellects with subjects bevond human
qnizance, better bowled~ of ourselves will help us to be
humbler. Life, indeed, is higher than all t>lse ; and no service
that man can render to his fellows, is to be compared with the
heavenly power of a life of holiness. But next to that must be
ranked whatever tends to make men think clearly and ju~
correctly. So valuable, even above all things (excepting only
aodliness ), is clear thought, that the labours of the statesman are
lar below those of the philosopher in duration, in power, and in
beneficial results. Thought is now higher than action, unless
action be inspired with the very breath: of heaven. For we are
now men, governed by principles, if governed at all, and cannot
~ly any longer on the impulses of youth, or the discipline of
childhood. We quote these able remarks from Dr. Temple's
Education.
Professor Jowett, in a paper on the &ligiOUI TendetlcieiJ of tile
.tl.!le, observes :
'!'here is a wide distinction between the interpretation and the
application of Scripture. The latter is of much wider ex.tent than
the former. "Inte!l'retation is the province of few; it requires
a finer perception of J.angnage, and a higher df'~ of cultivation,
than is attamed by the majority of mankind. But applications
are made by all, from the t~hilosopher reading God in HiiJt&ry, to
the poor woman who finds m them a response to her 11rayers, and
the solace of her daily life. In the hour of death we ilo not want
critical explanations; in most cases those to whom they would be
o1rered are incapable of understanding them. A few words,
breathing the whole sense of the Christian world, such as 'I know
that my Redeemer liveth,' (though the exact meaning of them
may be doubtful to the Hebrew scholar); 'I shall go to him, but
he shall not return to me i' touch a chord which would never be
reached by the most skilfUl exposition of the argument of one of
St. Paul's Epistles."
o'
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SERPENT ·WORSHIP.

There is scarcely a heathen nation that has not adop~ some
~eity .in the fo~ of a serpent. Among t~ose who wer~ foremost
m th18 form of 1dolatry; were the Egyptians, who bwlt chapela
under~Ulld, where they carefully feir and worshipped them. In
the tlme of Herodotus, serpents were kept tame at Thebes.
adorned with jewels, and consecrated to Jupiter. When the.y died.
they were buried with divine honours, and placed in urns m the
temple of Jupiter.... And, according to ...Eiian, they were admitted
into the houses of the Egyptians, and there treated as household gods. It is said that Jotham, king of Israel, built much on
the wall of Opbel, that is, the serpent God ; and this animal was
the form Ullder which the Cnaphis or A~thodmmon of the Egyptian pantheon was worshipped by the inhabitants of the Thebaid.
But, although this creature was worshipped by many nations
in the east, the Babylonians, Arabians, Scythians, Phrenicians,
Macedonians, and many others ; yet in India, and more .J;>arlicularly
on the coast of Malabar, this form of worship attained 1ts greatest
height of absurdity. The king of Calicut, who was formerly the
most powerful of all the Malabar princes, and whose title was no
less than " God upon earth,'' was so much enslaved by the worship
of this creature as to have temples built purposely for them, wh6lfl
they were held sacred and made the guardians of all their houses,
J>ersons, and properly. So highly was the serpent considered in
the east that, wherever it was .figured or p~ted, the place was
held sacred, and the ground consecrated ; and the most exalted
honour that could be conferred upon a hero was to style him " hom
of a serpent." Thus, Alexander the Great, who suft'ered himself
to be called God, and Scipio Africanus, were both said to be hom
of serpents. So likewise was the companion of Cadmus, the giant
in Homer, and a certain prophet in Pausanias; nay, whole tribes
went by the name of serpent. This was the case with some people
inhabiting Cy-prus and aroUlld the Hellespont. Even in the primitive church there was a sect called Ophites, because they worship·
ped the serpent that betrayed Eve, and therefore ascribed supernatural knowledge to that animal.
But the most probable origin of Serpent-worship would seem to
take its rise in the corrupt and perverted constructions which were
put u~n the history of .Adam and Eve by- heathen nations, many
Of wh1ch seem to have received sufficient intimation of this event,
and of the record made by Moses, to accoUllt for many strange
perversions which we read of in mythology. Indeed, in tlie
• Eutropius, lib. ii. He states also that another serpent was worshipped
in a tower a.t Miletus, in Egypt, where there wa.s a. priest a.nd other
officers attending it. It wa.s-ted daily wi.t.1Ha81taud llelle ··
l
•
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Phomician theology the creation is described almost in the same
manner as that of the pentateuch.
SYMBOLICAL FIGURES FROM. NINEVEH.

The visitor to the British Museum who curiously examines tile
W'inged bulls, lions, and other mysterious figures from Nineveh.
can scarcely fail to be convineed that they are not mere sculptural
omaments but symbols of oertain mystenes and ceremonies or the
primeval re)igion of Assyria. The era of these sculptures· is so
remote, and the traditions respecti~ them so obscure, that the
Dlq_ulry into their signification is difficult, and the conclusions
arnveil at unsatisfactory: still some attempt has been made to~·
trate the mystery which surrounds them. The chief mythologieal
~ are the winged bull with a man's face; the winged lion
With a man's face ; the winged man with a fir-cone in one hand
u.d a square basket or vessel in the other ; and a man with the
head and wings of an eagle or hawk. The h~thesis which Mr_
Ravenshaw, in a paper read to the Asiatic Society, maintains with
respect to them is, that they are, as already surmised by Mr.
Layard, the originals of the cherubim of Ezekiel ; that they were
likewise the originals of the apocalyptic beasts of St; John; and
that, slightly modified, they were afterwards adopted, and are now
used, as the symbols of the four Evangelists. Further, that they
were originalfy invented b,y the Magi and Chaldeans as astronomical symbols of the eqUUl0ctial and solstitial points ; that the!
re_Present in fact the four seasons-spring, summer, autumn, and
wmter; and perhaps also the four winds and the four elements_
· In support and illustration of these views, the writer enters
into an examination of the passages in the Old Testament and in
other writings, regarding the cherubim, showing that there is no
authority in Scripture for supposing them to be bodiless· infants~
and comes to tile conclusion that the face of a cherub was in
reality the· face of a bull. At an early period of the Christian
Ohurch these winged animals were adopted as the symbols of the
Four Evangelists. The winged lion was assigned to St. Mark, as
the symbol of strength ; the win_ged ox to St. Luke, as the symbol
of sacrifice ; the eagle and chaliCe to St. John, as the symbol of
contemplation ; and the wi~d man with a cup and hatchet to
St. Matthew, as the symbol of power. The employ_ment of these
figures as astronomiCal symbofs formed the next branch of in·
quiry, and the conclusions were that the colossal bulls ate ~bola
cif the sun in Taurus, or the vernal equinox l that the winged maa
is Mitra or Serosb, the guardian of the autumnal eq_uinox; and
the ~d man-lion and eagle-beaded man the symbols of the
solstices, being the four cherubim who watched the gates of
Heaven, and upheld the Zodiac.
·
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A.s regards the other mythological figures, it is probable that
in his arms represents the constellation.
Ca{'ricorn, and the fish-god, that of Piaees. All the names of the
BOOS found in the Nineveh inscriptions will probably, on further
mquiry, prove to be the names of constellations, stars, or planets,
chOsen as the guardian angels of nations, kings, or individuals.
The mystic tree, which forms so conspicuous an object in the
sculptures, has evidently some astronomical s~cati<m. .The
number of its rosettes· or leaves vary considelably, but never
exoeed thirty; and the winged circle, or the new moon.and some
stars, are generally seen above it. Hence it seems probable that
these trees were orreries showing the month, daf, or season which
is being celebrated by the winged figm'1ls or pnests who arc represented in connection with them. The winged circles or eyes,
which are frequently placed above the sacred tree, and seem to
form the principal object of adoration, so closely resemble the
winged globes on the portals of the Eg_yptian temples, that it is
difficult to disbelieve the identity of therr origin. At first they
were probably typical of time, but came afterwards to be looked
upon as the symbols of Onnuzrl, the acth·e creator and source of
all good. Tliese speculations may appear more curious than pro11.tallle; still it cannot be uninteresting to inquire what were the
ideas of men 3,000 years ago, when the earth was comparatively
young; to learn what were the traditions of Asia as to the origin
and destin.J of the human race, and what notions were tlien
entertained as to the Creator and Governor of the universe.
th~ man with a goat

EVIDENCES OF CHRISTIANITY-cHANGES IN OPINION.

If we compare the general tone, character, and pretensions of
those works which, in our schools and colleges, have been regarded
as the standard authorities on the subject of "the Evidences,"
we must acknowl~ a great change in the taste or opinions of
the times from the commencement of the last century to the
present day ; which has led the student to tum from the erudite
folios of Tackson and Stillingfleet, or the more condensed~
ments of Clarke On the Attributes, Grotius de Yeritate, and Leslie's
Metlwd witn the Deists, the universal text books of a past generation,-to the writings of Lardner and Paley; the latter of whom,
in the beginning of the present century, reigned supreme, the
acknowleaged champion ol revelation, and the bead of a school,
to which numerous others, as Campbell, Watson, and Douglas,
contributed their labours. But more recently, these authors have
been in a degree superseded, by a recurrence to the once comparatively neglected resources fUrnished by Bishop Butler; of so
much less forinal, technical, and positive a kind, yet off'ering wider
and more philosophical views of the subject ; still, owever, not
o;g;t;,ed by
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supplying altogether that comprehensive discussion which is
adapted to the pecnliar tone and character of thonght and existing
state of knowledge in our own times.

*

*

*

*

*

*

At the present day, the " evidential'' view of miracles, as the
sole or even the principal external attestation .to the claims of a
Divine revelation, is a species of reasoning which appears to have
lost ground even amo~ the most earnest advocates of Christianity.
It is now generally admitted that Paley took too conclusive a view
in asserting that we cannot conceive a revelation substantiated in
any other way. And it has bee!l ~ven mor~ directly asserted b.r
some zealous supporters of Christian doctnne that the external
evidences are altogether inappropriate and worthless.
CHRISTIAN REVELATION-WHY FIRST GIVEN TO THE wmT.

a

It has been customary to argue that, priori, a supernatural
revelation was to be expected at the time when Jesus Christ was
manifested upon the earth, by reason of the exhaustion of all
natural or unassisted eft'orts for the amelioration of mankind. The
state of the world, it has been customary to say, had become so
utterly corrupt and hopeless under the Roman sway, that a necessity and special occasion was presented for an express divine intervention. Our recently enlarged ethnographical information shows
such an argument to be altogether inapplicable to the case. If
we could lie judges of the necessity for a special divine intervention, the stronger necessity existed in the East. There immense populations, like the Chinese, had never developed the idea
of a personal God, or had degenerated from a once pure theol~cal
creed, as in India, from the religion of the Veda8. Oppress10ns
and tyrannies, caste-distinctions, common and enormous vices, a
polluted idolatrous worshiiJ, as bad as the worst which disgraced
Rome, Greece, or Syria, hailiJrevailed for ages.
It would not be very tastefnl, as an exception to this description, to call Buddhism the gospel of India, preached to it five or
six centuries before the GOspel of J.esus was proclaimed in the
nearer East. But on the whole it wonld be more like the realities
of th~, as we can now behold them, to say that the Christian
revelation was given to the western world, because it deserved
better and was more prepared for it than the East. Philosophers,
at least, had anticipated in speculation some of its dearest
hopes, and had prepared the way for its self-denying ethics.Dr. 1Yiltia1118; Essays and Review&.
THE HOLY THORN AT GLASTONBURY.

This miraculous tree grew in the grounds of the famous abbey
of Glastonbury, in Somerset. The tradition is briefly, that wheil
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Joseph of Arimathea came to Britain, to preach Christianity, A.D.
63, Arviragus, then king, gave them the isle of Avalon, in Somerset,
afterwards called by the Saxons Glastonbury. On Joseph's arrival,
having a hawthorn-stick in his hand, he stuck it in the ground,
when it grew and blossomed on Christmas-day, to the great amazement of the people. Several thorns of this kind were m after ages
planted in the neighbourhood, which budded and blossomed in
the depth of winter ; and some ten years since, a thorn of this
kind, which was observed not to. have a single blossom on it on
Christmas-eve, was seeu in blossom next day.
Warner, in his Historv of the Abbey, states that the Thorn had
two trunks, or bodies, till the reign of Queen Elizabeth, in whose
days a saint-like Puritan taking offence at it hewed down the
biggest of the two trunks, and had cut down the other body in all
lik:elihood, had he not been miraculously punished by cutting his
leg, and one of the chips fiying up to his head, which put out one
ofhis eyes .... The remaining trunk is described to have been as
great as the ordinary body of a man, that it was a white thorn, but
was so cut and mangled in the bark, by people cutting their names on
it, that it was a wonder how the sap and nutriment were conveyed
to the. root and branches, which were also maimed and broken by
comer). Yet the arms and boughs were widely spread, and bore
hawes as plentifully as others do.
In a word, the blossoms of this tree were such curio8itiel
beyond seas, that the Bristol merchants carried them into foreign
parts: it grew upon, (or rather near,) the top of a hill in a
pasture bare and naked of other trees, and was a shelter for cattle
feeding there, by reason whereof the pasture being great, and the
cattle many, round about the tree the ground was bare and beaten
as any trodden place. Yet this trunk was likewise cut down by a
"military saint" in the time of Charles I. In 1826, however,
when Warner wrote, there were divers trees from it by ~g
and inoculation, preserved in the town and country adJacent :
amongst other places, there was one in the garden of a currier in
the principal street of Glastonbury; a second at the White Hart
inn ; and a third in the garden of William Strode, Esq. "There
is, (adds Warner,) a person about Glastonbury, who has a nursery
of them, who, Mr. Paschal tells us he is informed, sells them for
a crown a piece, or as mucll as he can get."
Collinson in his History Q/ Somersetshire, states that besides the
Holy Thorn, there grew in the Abbey churchyard, on the north side
ofSt.Joseph'schapel, a walnut-tree which never budded forth before
the feast of St. Barnabas, (June ll); but on that very day shot
forth leaves, and fiourished. This tree disappeared, and in its
place grew a very fine walnut-tree of the common sort. It is
strange to say how much this tree was sought after by the credu·
lous ; and though not an uncommon walnut, King JGames Oueen
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Anne, and many of the nobility of the realm, even when the
times of monkish sull8rstition had ceased, gave large sums of
money for cuttings of the original tree.
Gllistonbury too was famous for its Mineral Waters, whit!h, acoorditur to Holinshead, cured King Arthur of his wounds. Their
fame slept for ages; but in 1751, at Glastonbury, a man who had
been thirty vears aftlicted with asthma, dreamed that he was told
if he drank certain waters near the Chain Gate, seven Sunday
morning!!, he should be cured; which he accordingly did, became
well, and attested the cure upon oath. This was rumoured abroad,
and it was oomputed that 10,000 ll8rsons shortly afterwards visited
Glastonbury to drink the waters there, for "various distempers."
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THE CHRISTIAN MISSION.

In this beneficent work, we see the necessity of ~ the
marvels of God's love and comprehending somewhat of the mysteries of the everlasting counsels of -our redemption, of the love of
Christ, and the sympathy of the Cross, whiCh penetrates each
individual soul. The eye of God is over every one, under the
greatest tumult and confusion of worldly trouble ; and His tender
oompassion is as full to each one of the innumerable souls of men
as if that single soul was alone on a desert island. When this
great truth of the tender care of God for each soul is realized, this
further idea must be grasped-viz., that the Church of Christ, His
witness on earth, if she is faithful to her mission, must reproduce
among men this tender loving care of her Lord. Compassion for
the weak, the tempted, and the fallen, must be her special care.
The world Jlasses these by with scoru ; but in all ages the Church
has strewed Christendom with hospitals, penitentiaries, lazar.
houses, and infirmaries, while her children have ministered-aye,
the noblest bom-in prison and by the sick·bed, and even the
purple pride of kings lient to wash the feet of outcasts. Where
such things die out, all true service dies also ; and then a cold
unsympathising world reasserts its .accursed supremacy. When a
great religious enterprise is proposed, the worid always suggests
difficulties, calls it m.time~, disturbing to .family arran~ements
and comforts; and as rubbJD~ so unceremomously the bnghtnen
of a tinselled decency it calls 1t unpractical, fanciful, exaggersted,
romantic. Yes, it must he so; for to such a temJier what an
exaggeration is the Cross ! what a mystery that the Eternal Sou
should hang on it ! how incomprehensible that unchanging love·
can, in the hour of its agony, remember the dying malefactor!
The Church is ever contending against this spirit ; and blessed is
that br!illch of the Church stirred up to any special protest. which,
st~etoh1ng beyond: tb~t of a martyred ban~, should rmv~ the
dymg embers of, a aat1on'alove. To a ~~,@~~~tL~h 18 the·
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nature o£ all :Missionary zeal. However accidentally fashionable,
all such fashions are esteemed by the world a waste, au extrava~ce, au absurdity. Such acts 1n reality give us clearer visions
of the Cross, closer access to it, more o£· its saving power. Thl$
goOd work tends to break up the dead level o£ respectability, arid
the yet deeper lethargy of !J.Uestioning unbelief, healing intestine
divisions, abating party spir1t, and fanning to a fiame the fficket·
ing emblems of our love to God and man. Note its special chn·
racteristics. First, it is the h~hest intellect of our U niversitiea
going forth, for the love Qf Chnst, to bless the most if!Uorant and
.the most barbarous. Secondly, it is the Church gomg forth in
the completeness of her Apostolic organisation to spread the
Gospel among the outcasts of her people. These 1\re the ventores
of faith which win au Apostle's crown, not only for their leader
but for all whence they spring. This movement is, first a sign of
good amidst our suspicions, divisions, hard language about one
another, strong scept1cism as ·to the truth iof God, showing th!)
energy yet inherent in our branch of the Church. Secondly; it
strengthens and revi'l'es our home-life, it being true now, as in all
. ages of the Church, that ''There ill that scattereth and yet in- .
creaseth," and that "The -soul of the bountiful·shall be made fat."
We have kept the good deposit at once in doctrine, in discipline,
and in succession : we may say our English prayers and read our
Ellttlish Bibles in peace ; we consecrate an unmutilated Eucharist;
mamtain an unmutilated creed, set forth the Cross of Christ
simply, yet cling dutifully to His Body, the Church; cherish the
glorious memory of His departed saints, inherit the transmitted
authority of His undying Apostleship. Oh ! in this coming Com·
munion wrestle with Goil, dear bretliren, in prayer for yourselves,
for those going out,• and resolve not to let Him go unless H~
bless us. Think of the greatness of this enterprise, of the dangel'!l
to be encountered, the blessings to be oonveyed, and the Rouls to
be &aved ! Think of your own need, your coldness, your lukewarm service, your lack of love, restrained prayers and chilled
tllanksgivings, and, thinking thus, pray mightily ; for iniercesaion opens many a heart. To the assurance of God's abiding
Jlre&ence, what shall we add that shall not weaken these words P
Oh ! thou shalt know in that desert land the secret of His presence; thou shalt see as men see not in their peaceful homes, the
nail-pierced hand, and the crowned brow ; and thou shalt find, u
all great saints have found, that He is better than all else·; when
all leave thee He shall be closest· to tbee, shall change labour t.O
rest, suft'ering into ease, anguish into- glory, and, if need be, themartyr's suft'ering to a martyr's victory.
·'

* From a. Sermon prea.ched in Canterbury Cathedral, October, 1860 ·
flY Samuel Lord Bishop of .Oxford; upon the departure or the Oxfo;{
.a& Cambridge Milllllon for Southent Afrioa.
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THE TRUE COURSE OF CHRISTIAN LIFE,

There is a kind of religious teaching which is very apt to betray
eouls. The first direction given to men of all charscters is to set
ont with a firm persuasion of their reconciliation with God, and
the enjoyment of everlasting happiness. This is surely an inverted
order of things. For onr right to the comfort of the promise
made to believing Christians, can only be ascertained by the
~cement of the temper of our minds and 'be course of our lives,,
w1th the Scripture characters of those privileged persons, to
whom those promises are appropriated; and to expect men to
arrogate that comfort to themselves, previously to any degree of
holy conformity in disposition and conduct to those descriptive
characters, is to take the children's bread, and give it unto doga;
is to act without gospel warrant or authority, to prescribe rashly,
and fatally to mislead the souls of men. '!'his kind of teaching
too often leads to nothing better than a bold, presumptuous confidence. Whereas, even with evidence of the best sort attending
this course, the true Christian will always proceed on his course
· tremblin~ while rejoicing. Dr. Arnold draws the picture: "Today, pemtent, justified, and full of assurance-to-morrow, it may
be, cast down, and full of humiliation, and godly fear. So it
will be, and so it must be ; till lzavill{/ .ftniiAed tnl,. ctn~,.le, and
the work of t.he tempter being ended, and his power stopped for
ever, we may find there is a peace to be no more disturbed, a rest
to. be no more broken, an assurance to be no more troubled with

fear."
TRUE AND FALSE BUDDHISM.

In Germany, England, and elsewhere, it has lately been the
fashion to nickname a certain class of freethinkers Bllddkilta ;
bnt this term is altogether inapplicable in the "{!resent case, and ia
founded upon a general misapprehension, whiCh has been thus
ably exposed in a letter addressed to The Time1 journal, by Colonel
Sykes, F.R.S., the celebrated Hindostanee scholar :
. They who adopt this erroneous view, instead of going to primitive Buddhism, accept. as its genuine religious tenets those embodied in works which were written in a language foreign to
Buddhist literature; whether sacred or profane, promulgated in
a foreign country, and of a date £rom nuo to 1200 years after
Buddha's first preaching. They adopt Burnouf's exposition of
Buddhism, as derived from books met with in N epaul, and written
in Sanscrit. Equally they trust to Hinang Tsan!!:'s fables of the
seventh century, and to the prnctices and beliefs at rresent
existing in Chma and other Buddhist countries. As wei might
they pronounce primitive Christianity from the lives of the Roman
Catholic saints of the Middle Ages ; from th ---n inions of the
o'
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Anabaptists of the sixteenth century; or those of the Mormons
of the present time. One thousand vears after Buddha's advent,
Fa Hian travelled in India for the purpose of collecting Buddhist
books, and observing the state of Buddhism. He found the religion declining and corrupted; but in the seventh century, when
Hinang Tsang travelled in India, Buddhism was fast declimng into
childish legends and superstitions, and modem Brahminism was
- rising in its place.
It was in this corrupt state that Buddhism found its way to
Nepaul about the eighth century ; and its dogmas were for the
first time recorded in Sanscrit, as the multitudinous impressions
upon rocks, pillars, and copper-plates, in Pali, attest; and the
bOoks taken from India to China by the Chinese travellers,
between the fourth and seventh centuries, were equally in Pali,
as they exist to this day in Pali, although written in the Chinese
character. This fact is attested by Dr. GutzlaW, in the catalogue
of the Chinese books published in the Journal of the Royal
Asiatic Society. WiW! these proofs that the use of Sanscrit for
Buddhist works was a comparatively modem innovation, Bumouf
and others are content to receive their impressions of Buddhist
doctrines, instead of going to the sermons preached• or the discourses delivered by Buddha himself, to the proceedings of the
three councils held after his death, and to the Dipawanse and
Mabawanse.
To the profound scholar who printed the text of the two first
"Ushtakas" of the Rig Yeda, the world is indebted for the
proofs that Brabminism, in its modem acceptation, had no existence before Buddhism. That scholar has shown us that there
were no im~s, no proofs of caste in its modem exclusiveness;
that the elements were personified and invoked, and offerings
made, at first of a simple character, but afterwards animals were
offered in sacrifice in the manner of the Jews; and at last in
such profusion, in hecatombs even, that the rivers of blood which
flowed appear to have shocked Buddha; and his chief object
seems to have been to put a stop to these sacrifices and to spare
animal·life, and in conse9.uence the Buddhists repudiated all sacrifices. Gentlenesss, kindness, .Peace, harmony, philanthropy, love
of virtue, and abhorrence of v1ce, are the characteristics of Buddhism, and its code of ethics equals that of any other religion.
But it bas been sought to throw upon Buddhists the stigma of
Atheism, Materialism, and a belief in the annihilation of the Soul.
These accusations have their origin in the mystical transcendentalisms of a comparatively modem and corrupted state o(
Buddhism, and which have not any authority from the preaching&
or discourses of Buddha himself. Buddha constantly refers to a
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First Cause, another world and a etate or rewards and UQDiah.
menta after death. Buddha1a own hymn on hit becoming :fiuddh;.
testifies to his belief in God. He speaks of the Bullder and
Architect who 'nlade him and controlled his transmigrations; and
the Rev. Mr. Gogerly, in his translation of the Damina Padori,
written in Pali, makes Buddha repeatedly apeak or the present
and future world-viz., "The sinner suft'era m this world, and he
will suft'er in the next world; in both worlds he sufFers," &c.
A~ain, "The virtuous man rejoices in this world, and he will
reJoice in the next world. In both worlds he has joy," &c. Here
is the founder or the religion talking of the present aud a future
world, expressing his belief in 8 state of.rewards aud punishmellta,
&c.,.,-" greatly will he (the sinner) suft'er in·;the regions of torments, and greatly will he (the virtuous man) rejoioe in Heaven."
-necessarily, therefore, expressing his belief in a power or being
to dispense rewards and punisuments. Surely tllere must be
eo.me distortion in reasonmg to pronounce such a believer · an
Atheist! Supposing that the Buddhist ma.y. believe in God, ill
has been maintained that he disbelieves the immortality of the
soul. The Rev. W. Hardy, however, says,• "Materialism.
Atheism, and the entire cessation of existence stand or fall together: if the two former could be proved, the third would follow as
a matter of course "-that is to say, to believe in annihilation is
to believe in Materialism and Atheism. The charge of "annihilation" is founded upou a comparatively modern interpretation of
the Buddhist doctrine of Nibutti (''Nirvana" in Sanscrit), or
absorption into the First Cause. And what is this Nibutti, but
that the • Soul, havin~ quitted its human tenemeut, and passed
through its multiplied tra~~smigrations, all of which are probatil)nary proce~ses, in case it attains to absolute perfecti011. it is
again received into that Being from whom it originally emanated;
but short of that perfection, the Soul remains separate and apart,
wandering thro~gll its prescribed habitations, until it does attain
to perfection.. ~ow, though this doctrine may shock the Christia~'s idea of t~e immaterial condition of man in another world,
it is·certainlY neither Atheism, Materialism, nor Annihilation.t
• Erutern MonachiMn, p. 308.
t Remarkable is Baron Bunsen's generous vindication of the first
Buddhist Sakya against the misunderstandingS which fastened on him
a doctrine of atheism and annihilation. The penetl'8ting prescience of ·
Neander seems borne o11t on this point by genu.ine tex.ts, against·the
harsher j11dgment of recent Sanskrit scholars. .He j11dged as a ,Philosopher, they as grammarians.-Dr. R . Williams; Essay& and.&'IMtlll,
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PLATONIC LOVE.

It is to be regretted that all young men are not more familiarly
acquainted witli the teaching of the first man who asserted
Immortality of the Soul on solid arguments, resting on truth and
experience. Plato taught that all. human felicity would find
abundant increase, if men cultivated the godlike intellectual
faculties, rather than pursued material and sensual .Pleasures. He
held that there was a divine spark in every man; which was always
cherished by the divine power, and which would not be extinguished
in the soul, if man himself would but protect it from the blasts of
a sensual aud l?assion-driven world. Tlie subjection of the irascible
and concupisCible passions, and the cultivation of the rational and
moral powers, were the two supports of a system which is more
fully developed in the Republic of Plato. When Byron rhymed
about the " confounded fantasies" of Plato, the poet knew nothing
of the great sou of Ariston, nor of his system. It is these "confounded fantasies" that Cowper has woven into a briefer, but not
a better, system than that of Plato. Indeed, it is Plato's system
condensed:

too

Pleasure, admitted in undue degree,
Enslaves the will, nor leaves the judgment free;
'Tis not alone the grape's enticing juice
Unnerves the moral powers, and mars their use:
Ambition, avarice, and lust of fame,
And woman, lovely woman, does the same.
The heart surrendered to the ruling power
Of some ungoverned passion, every hour,
Finds by degrees the truths that once bore sway,
And all their deep impressions wear away;
So coin grows smooth, in traffic current passed,
'Till Cresar's image is effaced at last.

Cowper knew, as we all know, that there came a Teacher with
whom the ablest in the schools may not be compared; but the
English poet bad better appreciation of Greek ani:l. Roman philosophers 'than Byron ever had. Cowper did not accuse any of them
of "confounded fantasies," when he saidHow oft, when Paul has served us with a text,
Has Epictetus, Plato, Tully, preached '
Men that, if now alive, would sit content
And humble learners of a Saviour's worth,
Preach it who might. Such was their love of truth,
Their thirst of knowledge, and their candour too.
Dr. Doran; Nous and Queries, 2nd B. No. 115.

"Love," we are told, "is of Gcd," (1 John iv. 7,) and is at
once characteristic of the Christian·and of Heaven. C rist says:
R
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" By this shall all men know that ye are my disciples, if ye love
one another." So far from being a merely animal emotion, which
is to be destroyed by death, it is the bond that binds each to the
other, and all to Jehovah, and can only find its free exercise in
Heaven:
They sin who tell us Love can die;
With life all other passions flyAll others are but vanity,
In Heaven ambition cannot dwell,
Nor avarice in the Taults of hell;
Earthly, those passions of the earth,
They perish where they have their birth.
But Love is indestructible.
Its holy flame for ever burneth,
From Heaven it came, to Heaven returneth ;
Too oft on earth a troubled guest,
At times deceived, at times oppress'd,
It here is tried and purified,
Then hath in heaven its perfect rest.
It soweth here in toil and care,
But the harvest time of love is there.-South«.J.
PLATONISM AND CHRISTIANITY.

Professor Blackie, in his erudite paper on Plato, (Edinlmrglt

Buay1, 1856,) after showing that both the English and the
Scottish mind labour under a special incapacity of comprehending
the works of the great a_postle of idealism, continues :
"Nevertheless there 18 one dqor through which the English
mind has a more free and open access to Platonic philosophy, viz.
Religion ; and it is really astonishing, when we reflect seriously,
how little this avenue has been made use of. Learned Germans
have written valuable books on ' the Christian element in Plato ; '*
and it is a well-known fact that many of the most authoritative
of the Greek fathers spoke of the philosophy of the Academy, in
the very same language that St. Paul used in reference to
Judaism, as being a schoolmaster to bring the Greek world to
Christ. Nor does it require a very profound glance to see how
Platonic philosophy and Christian fahb,in their grand outlines,
characterutic tendencies, and indwelling spirit, are identical;
identical, at least, in so far as a thing of Hebrew, and anything of
Hellenic origin, can be considered as presenting varieties of a
common type. The prominence given to the doctrine of the immortality or the soul, in all Plato's works, as contrasted with the
position of the same doctrine in the system of Aristotle and other
" The Christian Element in Plato, and the Platonic Philosophy Unfolded and Set Forth. By Dr. C. Ackerman, Archdeacon at Jena.
Translated by S. B. Asbury, B.A. Edinburgh, T. an -8. Clark.
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Greek philosophers-the atmosphere or a pure and unworldly ·
emotion, that, like airs from Paradise, floats through the blooming
bowers of the Academy ; the single-hearted dedication or the soul
to truth, beauty, and holiness, as things essentially divine, for their
own sake, to the utter contempt of all the inferior springs of
action that lie in the words expediency, policy, utility, and worldly
wisdom : these, with other characteristics that lie on the very BUI'face of the Platonic books, are things essentially Christian, and
are felt by every person of well-cultivated moral sensibility, to be
much more closely allied to the Gospel of John thau they are to
Aristotle, J obn Locke, or Doctor PaleJ."
Professor Blackie accounts for so little advantage ha~ been
taken of Platonic meditation by reason of the strange peculiarities
of the English mind, which has robbed our scholarshif of all capacity to develop its best elements, and our theology o all desire to
form any alllimce with the highest forms of scholarship. Notwithstanding the close oonnexion of our churches with our universities, Plato, the element in purely academical learning most
essentially Christian, is neglected, owing to "the tyrannicill force
of the English character," and the narrow pedantic routine of our
universities. "Our scholarship and our theology were alik.e
deficient in the philosophical element ; and without this neither
Greek nor theology could lead the normal En~lish academical or
eoclesiastical man into the essentially speculative domain of Plato.
Hence in the most Christian and the most classical conn~ of
Europe, the works of the man who wrote the noblest Greek, and
tanglit the most Christianizin~~: of doctrines, were practically
ignored.
•
•
•
•
•
•
"Some of the persons who ovposed its introduction, 'had
they known anything about him, would have eschewed Plato
with more jealousy, even as Cardinal Bellarmin is reported to
have done, 'ju11t !McaUIIe lze was ao oery closely allied to Cnmt.'
Such likeness, (it was feared by tiiQid souls,) might have given
rise, to a dangerous mistake."
RELIGION HAPPILY AD.A.l'TED TO THE MIND OP MAN

We find this cheerful picture of practical Christianity in one of
the nervous sermons of Dr. South:
" If religion were to bear only upon the unmistakeable bottom
of divine authority, we might propose to ourselves an idea, what
could be fittest to answer ana employ those faculties of man's
mind that are capable of religious obligation. Reason would
continue such a religion as should afford both sad and solemn
objects to amuse and affect the pensive part of the soul; and also
suCh glorious matter of bright representatio~,,~ b~lli~its
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admiration and entertain ita more sprischtly apprehellSiona ; for
tho temper of all men in the world is eitlier Bad or composed, joyful or serene: and even the same man will find that he is whOlly
~ upon in the general tenor of his life by the vicissitudeS
and interchauges of these dispositions. Accordingly, Christianity
in those great matters of fact, upon which it is founded, happily
-«lllllplies with man's mind by this variety of ita subject. For we
:have both the sorrows and glories of Christianity, the depressions
and the triumphs, the mourning and the hosannas; we haYe the
.aft'eciting sadriess of Christ's fasting, his bloody agony, his cruciftrion, and the bitter scene of his whole J.>assion in· ita several
puts and appendages. On the other s1de : we gue at his
lairacles, admire his traos6guration, joy at his sa~ re~Nr
-reotian. and that which is the greatest oompleulent a.nd CODSum.mation of all-his glorious asceneion. The- first sort of ·tkem
.-lurally suit with the composed, fixed, and mODMtlo disposition
of 11010e minds, averse from all oomplaceney and freedom ; the
aeoond invite the joys of serener miilda, haPpier coustitutiolia,
and brisker meditations. Nay, such a divine cheekerwork shall
:we find in the whole contexture of the story of our religion; ·that
we have the light still with the advantage of the sliades, 'and
~ exhibited with the recommending vicinity of their contraries: so that it is observed, that in the whole nam.tive of· omSaviour's life, no passage is related of him, low·or weak, but it is
immediatelJ seoonded and, as it were, oorrected by aaother JYgh
and marvellous. No sooner was Christ ·humbled to a manger,
but the contempt of the place was took off by the ~lory of ·We
attendance and ministration of angels : his submiss10n ~ that
mean awl coarae-eeremony of circumcision was ennobled.with the
.public attesWion of Simeon concerning him: his fastiug- a&d
temptation attended with another service of angels : his baptism.
with a glorio1111 reoogmtitm, by a voice from heaven. · Whe11. Jae
BeSRed to show weak.aess in seeking fruit upon · thM· tree which
had none, he manifested his power by cursing it with deadness .hy
a word. When he seemed to be overpowered at his attachments,
he then exerted his mightiness in causing his armed adversaries
to fall backwards, and he healed Mal.chus with a touch. When
he underwent the last and violent infamy of crucifixion and death,
thea did the lllliversal frame of nature give testimony to his
divinity, and the temple rending, the sun darkening, and the earth
, quaking ; the whole creation seemed to sympathiae ·-with his
passion. A.nd when afterwards he seemed to ·be ill the vll'ty kiDgdom: and dominion of death by descending into the grave1 tie
-quioldy oonfutell the dishonour of that by an astouishmg reaur. reciion, and by an argument ez ahtl11da11tid proved tbe diTiaH.t,-:of
his person, <Wer and over, in a miraculou ascension." ·
Religiou, whether natural. or revealed~. ~'~a, lf8~gRe 88ble
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beneficial infl.ueMe on the mind. In ;youth, in health, and proparity, it awakens feelings of gratitude and sublime love, and
purifies at the same time that it exalts ; but it is in misfortune,
m sickness, in age, that its effects are most truly and beneficially
felt: when submission in faith and humble trust in the diTine
will, from duties become pleasures, nndeca;y~ sources of consolation; then it creates powers which were believed to be extmct,
and gives a freshness to the mind, which was supposed to have
passed away for ever, but which is now renovated as an immortal
hope: then it is the pharos, guiding the wave-tost mariner· to his
home, as the calm and beautiful still basins or fiords surrounded
by tranquil groves and pastoral meadows to the Norwegian pilot
escaping from a heavy storm in the North Sea, or as tbe green
and dewy spot gushmg. with fountains, to the exhansted ·and
thirsty traveller in the midst of the desert. Its influence outlives
alL "earthly enjoyments, and becomes stronger as the organs decay
and the frame dissolves; it appears as that evening star of light
in the horizon of life, which, we are sure, is to becOme in another
season a morning star; and it throws its radiance through the
.
, ' .·
gloom and shadow of death.
.I

POWER OF RELIGION OVER DIFFICULTIES.

·

There can scarcely be a more direct instance' of the practical
value of the Bible to· man, in his secular as well as· his 'Sacred
concerns.
·• When Sir George Grey, some twenty years ago, was on his l!'XJlll"
dition through the unexplored country of Southern Anstralift;•·his
position and prospects, upon one occasion, had become alarming,
and he was undecided rut to which of three plans he should adopt.
But he determined not to decide hastily, and in order more fully
to.compose his m~nd, lie sat dow~, and read. a_few chapters in t!e
B1ble. · "By the mftuence thus Imparted," o6serves he, " I became perfectly contented, and again rising up, pursued my way
along the beach to the party. It may be here remarked by some;
that these statements of my attending to religious duties, are
irrelevant to the subject, but in such an opinion I cannot at all
coincide. In detailing the sutrenngs-w~underwent, it is unneces'sary to relate the means by which those suft'erings were alleviated;
and after having, in the midst of perils and. misfortunes, rec'ei'l'ed
the greatest con1olation from religion, I should be nngratef1ll to
my Maker not to acknowledge this, and should ill perform my
duty to my fellow men, did I not bear testimony to the fact, that
under·all the weightier sorrows and sufferings that our frail nata~
is liable to, perfect reliance upon the goodness of God, and the
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merits of our Redeemer, will be a sure refuge and a certain source
o£ consolation."
A.Tl'RIBUTES OP THE DEITY,

Mr. Rowdier, in his posthumous work, Pile Religi()1•

tif

tile

Heart, says:"I have often been struck with our presumption in defining the
Attributes of the Deity-a subject with which, like most of wlrich
we are ignorant, we make rather too free. The usual ideas entertained of our Maker amount to little more than this : we take
all those qualities, contributing, as we think, to our perfection.
and adding infinity to them, fancy we have an adequate idea of
the 'Ens Entium.' Whereas it is not clear that there is the least
simiiitude between the nature of tbe creature and his Creator;
and it is morally certain that an Infinite variety of perfections
must dwell in H1m, of which no seeds are yet sown in us. The
more direct path appears to he the same which we adopt in common life; to draw our inferences concerning His nature and
character, from the manifestations of it in the affairs of this
world, and in express revelation, remembering only the humility
with which we should enter on a subject so awful and incomprehensible. Were the mysteries of the Eleusinian Ceres enveloped
in darkness, and shall JEHOVAH be the subject of our petufant
speculations P*
"Methinks the contradictions into which we so often fall, might
teach us more humility : we can only consider the attributes of
our Maker singly, and in exalting one, we perpetually degrade
another: yet it is curious, that the attribute which we most frequently disallow, is that which is most fully evidenced-his
omnipotence. Pope says :
Of systems possible, if 'tis confest,
That Wisdom so infinite mmt form the best-

laying down this truth as the foundation of his system. Cannot
God t.hen be at once All-wise and Almighty P Yet if this postulate be granted, his powers are limited indeed; for then it is
impossible for him to creat.e above one system, supreme excellence
being one. Even Lord Bacon, i11. his celebrated confession of
faith, supposes it to have been impossible for God to have created
anything which would have seemed good in his eyes, unless
washed by the blood of the Lamb slain before the foundation of
the world. Cannot God be at once, then, All-pure and Almighty P
Like flatterers, ignorant of their trade, we debase where we mean
to exalt."
" It seems scarcely reconcileable with our notion of the fitness of
thintls-that the created should by the Creator be endowed with power
to call into question his attributee.
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ON ATHEISM-BY SOUTH.

The true cause of that Atheism (says South,) that scepticism,
and cavilling at religion. which we see, and have cause to lament
in too many in these days, proceeds not from anything that is
weak or wanting in our religion to support it and enable it to
look the strongest arguments, and the severest and the most
controlling reason, in the face ; hut men are atheistical because
they are first vicionB; and question the truth of Christianity, because they hate the practice; and therefore, that they may seem
to have some pretence and colour to sin freely, and to surrender
up themselves wholly to their sensuality, without any imputation
on their judgment, and to quit their m01'als without any discredit
to their intellectuals, they .fly to several stale, trite, pitiful objections and cavils, some against religion in general, and some
against Christianity in particular; and some against the ver!
first principles of morahty, to give them some poor credit and
circumstance, in the pursuit of their brutish courses.
PREPARING FOR ANOTHER WORLD.

Who is there that hath not heard some honest, painstak~
man say, when old age is coming on. "I will retire from business, and prepare for another world,"-or some such words.
Yet, well meant as this may be, it is a great error to suppose
that the common engagements of this world are a hindrance to
our preparation for the next ; for Scripture and reason show that
we were sent into this probationary state to the end that our
souls might learn expenence among the diverse circumstances
of active life, so as to know good from evil, and never to
hazard the falling from glory when once attained, by any such
mistake as was committed by those spirits who kept not their
first estate.
· ·

•

•

•

•

•

When we entertain any doubt as to the soundness of our
opinions, there is nothing which doth so strengthen and clear
our apprehension, as the recurring to what Lord Bacon doth well
tenn the great book of God's works. Now we all know that
when Adam fell from his first estate, God imposed on him a law,
which experience showetb to be still the law of human nature,
that "in the sweat of his brow he should eat bread." No man
can propound to himself that the loving Father of all his works
would either inflict a punishment for ven~eance rather than for
amendment on the first offender, or replemsh the surface of this
globe with beings disqualified, by the very law of their existence,
from the pursuit and attainment of their ultimate good-:. we aJ•
.
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therefore, rensonably conclude that the toil imposed on man was
intended to be the strengthener and safeguanl of his virtue, and
to guide his frailty in the true path to life eternal. We see it to
.be the appointment of God,-for what he suft'ereth is so far his
appointment, that he might prevent it, and doth not ;-1 say we
see it to be the appointment of God that millions must go forth
to their daily toil, if they mean to eat their daily food : nay, the
very neoessit.Y for food, which is the cause of this labour, is especially created by God. Then, if such be the order written in the
book of His works, we must, unless we are determined to shut
our eyes, and not read therein, conclude that retirement and inaction are not the circumstances best fitted for the development
of the spiritual life within; which doth rather thrive and flourish
upon the fulfilled duty of each day; even if it were no more
tlian the conscientiously doing an honest day's work, for the
allotted day's pay, whether seen or not: and in like manner, vice
pineth and dieth in the mind, when Q.Uiet sleep, the result of
labour, filleth the hours which are not given either to active employ, or to the exercise of those kindly social affections, which so
readily twine about the heart, when the space for their enjoyment is short, and the zest of their enjoyment is not dulled by
satiety.
Instead, therefore, of seeking a discharge from all duty, as well
·as the means of improving the soul, whose true life is the fulfilment of duty, we should endeavour rather, as age approaches,
to cut out for ourselves occupation sufficient for the diminished
powers· of the body, · £UCh . ns shall give ·room for the exercise
of that concern for others, and carelessness of self, which form
the best grace of youth, and w·hich may still hover, like a bright
halo, round the head of age, ·making grey hairs lovely; antt
giving earnest, even in this life, of what will be the society
of" just men made perfect'' in the next.*
.. ·· ·
' Bishop Hall tells us that Edward, Earl of Norwich; had "tttlrt
to animate himself against the encou';lter with ou.r lnst enem1,
Death, by the heavenly thought, that m the very mstant of h1s
soul's departing out of·his body, it should immediately enjoy the
Tision of God. And cel'tainly so it· is. The spirits of just men
need not stand upon distanot's of place, or space of time, for this
beatifical si~ht; but so soon as ever they are out' of their clay
·lodging, they are in their spiritual heaven, even while ther are
·happily conveying to the local ; for since nothing hindered: them
·from that happy sight, but the interposition of this earth, which
we carry about us, the spirit being once set free from that-impediment, sees as it is seen; being instantly passed into- a ·ooll'di·
tion lik!e unto the Angels; well, therefore, are these coupled
· • Abrirl,ged from An E:rpolition of Vulgar· and C'Mhmon Error1, by
·n011UUBrou-nRedivivm. 1854. · · 0 , ,zedbyGoogle
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together by the blessed Apostle, who, in his divine rapture, hath
seen them both: Ye are come (sa.ith be) unto Mount Sion, and
unto the City ·of the living God, the heavenly Jerusalem; and to
'an innumerable company of Angels, and to the spirits of just men
made perfect.

*

*

*

*

How full and comfortable is that*profession of the great Apostle,
who when he had sweetly diverted the thoughts of himself and
his Corinthians from their light amictions to an eternal weight of
exceeding glo~, from things temporal, which are seen, to those
everlasting, which are not seen, adds : "For we know that if
our earthly house of this Tabernacle be dissolved, we have a
building·not made with hands, eternal in the heavens;" more than
' impljin~, that ours is no sooner off from the temporal things,
-'than it IS taken up with eternal objects; and that the instant of
the dissolution of these clay cot~es is the livery and seizin of
a glorious and everlasting mansion in heaven.-The lnMllle
World: Of the Soul& of Men. _
REMOT~

OF UNIVERSAL CHRISTIANITY,

The present tendencies of the world are not, (says Bishop
· Courtenay,)' towards a universal reign of Christianity. 'A variety
of Scriptural proofs .might be adduced in proof of this point;
but one will be fully s'idlicient. The book of Revelatibn informs
:us·that in fact we are not to expect a universal reign··of! Christianity, as the resulc:of cati!Ses now in opm-atian. It I!Ontains an
account of the chief events in the spiritual bistory of' the world,
oommencing with the infancy of Christianity, or at some period
yet future, and carried· up to the general Judgment and· tlie ·dissolution of the earth by fire. And it presents a suocession ·of
.awful -pictures of human wickedness and Divine wrath. The
seals, the tmmptls, the vials, are all charged with the righteoos
judgments of God, in6.icted in punishment of ·the rebellions thl!n
existing. Nowhere can we discover a season wherein the wicked
sbaJI.oease from troubling, and receiving a- meet rei!Ompense of
trouble, until the •• thousand years" commence; duri~ which
&tan shall be bound; and the souls of martyrs shall lm·, and
-reign with Christ over the emancipated Kingdoms. It would
seem, then, that, notwithstanding the influence of Christianity,
the knowledge of ·the Lord shall not "cover-the earth, a5 the
waters that cover . the depths of the eea,"' before the ·eloaa• of
. this dispensation ; but that .the general tendilllcies of the world
-are· towards, greater and greater sinfulness; until the conquests
of the prince of darkness are termiuated by a speoial interpo·aitioll of the Almighty, and the usurper is cast down from nis
throne.
G oog [e
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And we know not that sin will wholly cease, even during the
millennium; while we are expressly told, (a fact which is often
most wonderfully disregarded by expositors of prophecy,) that
multitudes, "the number of whom is as the sand of the sea,"
shall enlist themselves in the service of the Devil during the'
short post-millennia! season of liberty which shall precede ~his
everlasting condemnation.-Bis.top OorlrtetJay on the Fut•re Stala:

A~~.

I

ETERNAL PUNISHMENTS.
The doctrines respecting future punishments have been much
controverted in all ages of the· Church; and even those who
acknowledge " everlasting punishment" maintain that trDerkuli"'
signifies only to the end of its proper period. (See The wori
Biernat, and Tile Punil.tment of the /Yicl&ed, by the Rev. F. D.
Maurice.) Jeremy Taylor has this emphatic passage upon the
unsatisfactoriness of the primitive doctors upon this head :
"Concerning this doctrine of theirs, so severe and yet so
moderated, there is less to be objected to than against the
supposed fancy of Origen, (who was charged with saying, the
pame of the damned sbould cease, and that they shall return
mto joys, and back again to hell, by an etemnl revolution;) for
it is a strange consideration to suppose an eternal torment to
those to wliom it was never threatene.!l, to those who never
heard of Christ, to those that lived proballly well, to heathens of
~d lives, to ignorant and untaught people, to people surprised
m a sin~le crime, to men that die young in their natural follies
and foolish lusts, to them that fall in a sudden gaiety and excessive joy, to all alike; to all infinite and eternal, even to unwarned
people; and that this should be inflicted by God, who infinit.ely
loves his l'reatures, 'who died for them, who pardons easilv, and
pities readily, and excuses much, and delights lD our being saved,
and would not have us to die, and takes little-things in exch~
for great : it is certain that God's mercies are infinite, and it 111
also certain that the matter of eternal torments cannot truly be
understood; and when the scboolmen go about to recQI~cile the
Divine justice to that severity, and consider why God punishes
eternally a temporal sin, or a state of evil, they speak variouslJ,
and uncertainly, and unsatisfyingly."-C.triat's Advent to Judgment, Sermon 3.
.
Taylor bad previously stated that Origen was not the first that
said the ~ain of the damned should cease ; for Justin Martyr
maintainea that so far from the souls d_ying, " the souls of the
godly in a better place, of the wicked m a worse, do tarry the
time of judgment ; then they that are worthy shall never die
&g!lin, but those that are des1gned to punishment, shall abide so
long as God please to have them to live and to be punished." .
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Mr. Maurice argues that these doctrines oould not be unknown
to the translatOrs of our Bible, or the framers \)f our Articles.
:BOYISH OR MANLY HAPPINESS-WHICH PREFERABLE 1

A distinguished clergyman writes : " I have no recollection in
my boyish days of quiet happiness, but of many fears, perturbations, &c. and a continual longing for the dignity and the independence of the manly state. Now that I am a man, and verging
towards an old one, I find my vessel suffers but little from the
short gusts and ripplings of the passions; but is borne along
under a tattered sail by the steady trade-wind of solicitude.
When I was a boy, my pleasures and cares were selfish ; now I
care and think more Cor others than myself. Here I exult in some
little advantage from the comparison; and yet, after all, the
pr08p8ct is the chief subject of comparison. That of a boy is full
of change and novelty. That of an elderly man admits of little
variety and no novelty, but the great one of all-a new existence!
The conclusion of this long sermon is, that a thoughtful boy may
be happy without religion, but a thoughtful man cannot."
GOD'S ANCIENT l'EOl'LE.

Eighteen hundred years have passed since two Hebrew disciples,
journeying by the way, heard themselves addressed with that
awakening rebuke, "0 fools, and slow of heart to believe all that
the prophets have spoken" (Luke xxiv. 25). May we not hear,
as it were, the same heavenly voice speaking alike to Jew and
Gentile, and reproving our dulness of understanding and our
blindness of heart P What if these thin~s are marvels; what if
we cannot discern with certainty the mode and time for the acoomplishment of the divine purposes affecting the ancient people;
what is the whole of their history, fro'll Egypt to the dispersion,
but a series of perpetual wonders P 'l'ake but the smRllest fraction of their personRl records, analyze the successive events, and
they resolve themselves into as many miracles. Witness the
diVIsion of the sea; the angels' food ; the rock that followed
them ; the garments which waxed not old, and the feet that
swelled not ; the opening of the earth, the fire from heaven; the
parting of the waters of Jordan ; the .walls of Jericho ; the sun
standing still in the valley of Ajalon. All t.he events connected
with them-the earliest and the latest-while they show remarkably God's power, are nevertheless full of mystery. What more
mysterious than that there should spring from one " as good as
dead, as many as the stars of the sky 1n multitude, and as the sand
which is by the sea-shore innumerable P" (Heb. xi. 12. ~ What
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more myaterioua than the way b1 which they were led out of
Ecpt on the exact day foretold four hundred and thirty yean
bi(ore P (Exod. xii. 40, 41). What more mysterious th&u the
providential ordering by which they were brought back from the
captivity of Babylon at the precise termination of the predicted ,
seventy years P (Jer. nv. 11, 12; nix. 10; compared with~
i. ii.) What more marvellous than the downfall of their temple,
the artest type of their national history, within forty years of our
Lords prophecy P once the wonder of the world, now not one
stone lert upon another; once the glory of all lands, now without
a mark or token to tell the traveller of its site. Or what more
marvellous than their own career as a people P once the sole
depositaries of God's truth, the subjects of a direct theocracy, the
witnesses of a perpetual miracle1 now "an astonishment, a proverb, and a byword among all nat1ons" (Dent. nvii. 37), whither
the Lord has led them; once the freest of all nations, so that their
boast was, that they were never in bondage to any man (John viii.
33), yet brouEht successively under the yoke of Chaldeans; Medes,
Greeks, and Romans. Nay, in its present crisis of penal degradation and dispersion, how mysterious is this J>eople ! There is a
dignity in their very disgrace and infamy. Though cast down,
yet not dejected utterly; though stricken sorely, yet not annihilated ; aliens and vagabonds, but not swept away from the face of
the earth. Christian men can never look at them without associations of solemn interest and awe. They cannot but remember,
that of them, as concerning the tlesh, Christ came; that of them
was the goodly fellowship of the prophets; that of them was the
glorious company of the apostles. Would we could add that of
them, too, was the noble army of martyrs! And, though subjected
to whip and scourge and scorn and contumely, their enemies and
they who have been the instruments of their punishment have
been themselves abased ; Egyptians, Assyrians, Babyloniana,
Syro-Macedonians, and Romans, have all in their tum been razed
from the list of principalities and powers. Yet they, the hated
ones, they :vet surl'ive.

*

*

·*

*

*

*

'Though God has made a full end or all the nat.ions whither he
has driven them, he has not made a full end or them." (Jer. xiv.
28.) Hath he smitten him, as he smote those who smote him P
or is he slain according to the slaughter or them that are slain by
him? (Is. xxvii. 7.) Truly, we may say, all these things are
wonderful, too ·wonder(ul for us to know: they are marvellous in
our eyes; but we must add, nevertheless, with all the certainty
and assured belief of men who have seen with their eyes, ud
heard with ·their ears, and to whom their fathers have told it,
"this hath God wrought."-Bidop (Sumner) of Tf"ittcAe1ler.
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LATIN OR MEDLEVAL
CHRISTIANITY.*
.
.

The Pontificate of Gregory the Great (590-604,) marks the
final Christ.ianizat.ion of the world. Heathenism was utter9'
extinct. The Christian hierarchy has full possession of the minds
of men. Ecclesiastical Latin is the only language of letters; art,
so far as it exists at all, is exclusively Christian. But the transition from the primitive Gospel has become no less striking than the
triumph over Paganism. The creeds of the church now form but
a very small portion of Christian belief. The Almi~bty Father
has receded, as it were, from human vision into a vague sanctity
the divine Saviour himself occupies but a comparatively smal
portion of the heart of the wor!fhipper, absorbed with other objects
of reverence, more open (as. it seemed) to human sympathies.
The shrines and the relics of martyrs are now the favourite resort
of the great multitude of the believers. Hero worship-the
heroism being of the monastic typP.-is in the ascendant. Le~ends
of saints rival, if they do not supplant, the narratives of Scripture
in the possession of the popular mind. The ordinar1. providence .
of God gives place to a perpttual strife between evil spirits and
good angels about the person of every individual believer. No
protection against the former is so effective as the presence of the
aeparted saints, especially if in the vicinity of their own phces of
sepulture. Happy the churches which possessed the inestimable
treasure of the body, or even a portion of the body, of an early
confessor. The sacred talisman was an effectual security against
calamity; nay, its virtue extended even to the absolving from sin.
Relics have attained a self-defensive power; profane hands which
endeavoured to remove them withered ; the chains of St. Paul
sometimes refused to yield filings-an inestimable gift, when they
could be procured, for a baroaric king. The taunt which the
Christian writers of earlier times threw out against .their Pagan
adversaries, that their temples. were most of them tombs of dead
men, could now be retorted with interest. The possession of the
bones of Orestes was not more ardent.ly coveted by the Laced~e
monians than the remains of departed worthies by Gregory
himself, intellectuali,Y as well as spiritually, by the confession of
all, the model of h1s age. He h1mself obtamed an arm of St.
Andrew and the bead of St. Luke from Constantinople, although
to the petition of the Empress Constantia be refused anything
beyond a cloth which had touched the sacred body of St. Paul at
ROme. Thus, moulding together elements derived from all
sources-Jewish, Pagan, aud Christian-arose the vast and complicated system of medireval Christianity, a system as little to be
despised as the offspring of fraud as to be justified as a genuine ·
development of the primitive Gospel.

.,
1

• From a review of Dr. Milman's Latin Chriltianff:~,~ed~~"tJ! 1
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ORIGIN Ol THE LITANY.

The proceedings of Gregory in the early part of his pontificate,
to avert from his people the miseries of pestilence and famine, are
highly characteristic of the zealous Christian pastor and the
patenw ruler. His estates in Sicily supplied the com which kept
the poor population of Rome from perishing. In the meantime
he constantly addressed them from the pulpit, and encour~
them by his presence. The origin of that kind of service wh1oh
goes by the name of Litany, or Processional, dates from this time.
The whole population of Rome was marshalled in seven bodies, and
traversed the streets with prayers· and penitential hymns. The
clergy and the sacred virg!ns, the widows and the children, the
laity, rich and poor, all bad their assigned share in this solemnity.
The cry of the whole city literally ascended to the throne of the
Almighty. The pestilence was not stayed; no less than 80
victims fell dead during the procession; but neither the faith oC
the people nor of their bisho{l failed, and after ages moulded this
fact into a. picturesque tra.dit1on, which contempo11Uj accounts do
not justify, that as the last troop of supfliants reached the monument of Hadrian the Destroying Ange was seen to sheathe his
aword. Tbe statue which crowns the castle of St. Angelo, u it
is now called, commemorates the miracle.
Vl'l'AL lORCE-WHAT IS MATERIALISM ?

Dr. W. Brinton, in a. lecture on Physiology, delivered by him
a.t St. Thomas's Hospital, London, observes :
The charge of Materialism is difficult to deal with, mainly
because of tbe sophistical sense in which the word has been used,
and the odium it has therefore come to convey. 'l'he only decently
scientific hypotheses which represent the material and its anta.~onist theory, are both of them so far as I dare venture to
Judge, as perfectly compatible with religion as are the Books of
Euclid. Indeed, I question whether they are not quite compatible with each other-whether the dift'erence be not in great
degree one of terms or words, rather than of ideas. One side,
for example-well represented by one of the most able physiolo~ts of the day, Dr. Carpenter,-is inclined to assume the
existence of a. force or Corces, ao unlike anything we meet with
in the inorganic creation-that is, ao characteristic of Life-as
to be fitly named tJital. These forces ceasing at death, allow the
substances they previously tenanted and governed to fall back,
as it were, into the domain of the ordinary laws of matter, in
obedience to which they now deca.Y and disperse into the world
around them. Tbe other side, which I will instance by t.be illusDigitized
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trio us Valentin, regard LiCe and Organization as sustained in
great measure by tne same laws as those which, in different
degrees and modes of working, operate in the inorganic world.
Declining to separate the physical and chemical phenomena of
dead and living nature by a line of demarcation hitherto not
definitely proved to exist, and confidently resting on the innumerable and undoubted facts which prove that such forces as
heat, light, magnetism, chemical affinity, are every moment
operating iu the living body, it supposes that even the most
peculiar and fleeting of these operations which we sum up as
Life, are effected, in obedience to natural laws, by the use of
forces everywhere present.
Of the theologian who should call this "Materialism," I would
ask, " How does it affect revealed religion, or infringe our common creed P" Its supporters, in assuming that " the vital
functions are the result of an infinitely wise plan of organization," do but modify, and indeed modify by exalting, our notions
of the infinite wisdom they explicitly acknowledge. The materials, so to speak, they regard as fewer, simpler, more general,
less heterogeneous, than had hitherto been imagined. Scientifically, they must only gain their position more fully by proving it
more fully than they have yet done. But, theologically, if there
he any difference, surely it is that the simpler the materials, the
more unimaginable must be the skill and wisdom of the workmauship.-.Lat~eet, Nov. 10, 1860.
MYSTERIES AND MIRACLES.

Mysteries are those great and hidden things of our religion,
whose truth we ·are assured of by divine authority; but the
mauner of their being surpasses our understanding : such as the
Plurality of Persons m the Divine Unity; God manifest in the
Flesh; the operation of the Hol,y Spirit in the hearts of believers;
the Spiritual Presenile of Christ m the Eucharist; and the uniting
our scattered p!U'ts from the dust of death.-The Centaur not
Fabuloua, by Dr. Young.
Ignorant sceptics are accustomed to attempt to justify their
doubt of Miracles by their non-occurrence in the present times.
Such persons overlook, in reading the Scriptures, the striking
difference between the dispensations of God in the time of our
Saviour and his apostles, and in our own. Then miracles were
wrought on the boaies and minds of Christians, in order to establish the truth of the Gospel. That object being effected, miracles
became rare, or ceased altogether.
B,
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IN 1858 there was published Tlte .A.tteinll Pon~ of fhilla•me dtt
GwilerJilk, mtitktl "Le Peleritu1f1e de rHOf'lltiUI," compared toitiJ tu
"Pilgrim'1 Progre11" qf Jolin JJun!Lan : edited from Notes collected b;r the late Mr. Nathaniel Hill. De Guileville was a French
monk, who was born in 1295, and died about 1360. His writings
were popular in England, portions of them having been translated
by Cliaucer and Lyilgate. That Bunyan knew directly anything
of De Guileville does not appear, but it is clear that he was
acquainted with those f~ents of the old chivalrous literature
which were still handed about in the form of cheap books.
Whether any portions of De Guileville himself survived in this
shape may well be doubted ; but as De Guileville himself confessedly bOrrowed from the Romance of tke R01e, nothing is more
likel1 than that a common element may be found in De Guileville
and m Bunyan.
It is, however, absurd to say this resemblance supports a charge
of plagiarism between the Pekrinage and the Pilgrim'• Progres1.
The general idea of representiJ:!.g tlie Christian's course under the
figure of a pilgrimage is so obvious that it could hardly fail to
occur to many minds independently, especiall_1 in days when
pilgrimages were things of daily- occurrence. .De Guileville and
Bunl,an are by no means the only authors who have worked out
the Idea. And, besides the general similarity of idea, a certain
resemblance could hardly fail to occur in the aetails of the story.
Of any Pilgrim's Progress the groundwork must be found m
certain Scriptural phrases and descriptions. The Celestial City in
the 'Apocalypse must of necessity be the pilgrim's goal. Then
much of the detail must be drawn from medialvaf history or
romance. The fiends and personified vices against which the
Christian has to contend, natiually assume the form of the giants
and o~s of medialval romance-of the Turks and Saracens of
mediaival reality. The pilgrim fought his way to Jerusalem-so
the Christian fights his way to Heaven. St. Paul's parable of the
Christian armour, St. John's picture of the combat between
Michael and the Dragon, stood ready to be pressed into the
service. There was thus a vast mass of 11.oating material, ready
to the hands of all writers of pilgrimages, and o~hich r:J.l writers
of pilgrimages availed themselves. ButJ gWeJ see, lfio-:>:sroun~ for
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supposing that Bunyan borrowed from De Guileville, or did more
than draw upon a common stock of ideas and images, which, even
in De Guil~Ville's time, were not absolutely new.
But there is nothing in all this which at all derogates from
ori~nality. Granting that Bunyan borrowed his idea from De Guileville, there is nothing which lays him open to the charge of
"plagiarism." Whatever Shakspeare, ...Eschylus, Homer, or Bun1m
borrowed from anybody else, they fairly made their own. De
Guileville's allegory is dead-Bunyan's is alive. De Guileville may
have dug up some dry bones, and arranged them in the form of
a sk.eleton-Bunyan is the real enchanter who gave them 1lesh and
blood, and the breath of life. And -this is even more remarkable
when we consider that what was natural in the days of De Guilevillehad become somewhat unreal in the days of Bunyan. In Bunyan's time people no longer went on pilgrimages, least of an
people of Bunyan's own way of thinking. De Guileville may
well have sent more than one pilgrim on an actual journey te>
Jerusalem-Bunyan would doubtless have dissuadtd any Bedford
burgess from such an undertaking, as being little better than one
of the works of the 11.esh. Bunyan's theology is of course Calvinistic; and one cannot but see, with Lord Macaulay, that the
real battles and the real persecutions of his own time have
helped to give much of their life to his descriptions of imaginary
battles and persecutions. But, nevertheless, the costume of
Bunyan's book is essentially Crusading and not Covenanting.
This may well arise from the fact of Bunyan's drawing from the
common stock of all pilgrim-mongers. But it may also have
something to do with that great characteristic difference between
an early and a late literature. In Palestine, in early Greece, in
medireval Europe, poetry consisted very much in describing te>
people what they themselves said and did t:very day. · We, for
the most part, in anything ,Professing to be poetical or romantic,.
sometimes of set purpose, sometimes because we cannot help i4
get as far as possible from the realities of our own life.•
The Pilgrim's Progrel8, in its invention and plan, is generally
supposed to have been the child of John Bunyan's own fancy;
and he has, in his advertisement, strongly vindicated his claim t()
it. The necessity of this vindication, at least, proves that the
matter was called in question in his own time ; and the following
extract contains at once his defence, and his own account of the
origin and execution of the work :
Some say the Pilgrim's Progress is not mine,
Insinuating as if 1 would shine,
In name and fame by the book of another ;
Like some made rich by robbing of his brother;
• Abridged from the Saturday Review; Dec. 4, 1858
S
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Or that so fond I am of being sire,
fll father bastards, or if need require,
I'll tell a lie in print to get applause;
I scorn it, John such dirt-heap never was,
Since God converted him. Let this suffice
To show why I my pilgrim patronise.
It came from mine own heart ; so to my head
And then into my fingers trickled ;
Then to my pen1 from whence immediately
On paper I did aribble it daintily.
Manner and matter too were all my own ;
Nor was it unto any mortal known,
Till I had done it-nor did any then
By books, by wits, by tongues, or hands, or pen,
Add five words to it, or wnte half a hne :
Therefore, the whole, and every whit is mine
And f~>r this, thine eye is now upon
The matter in this manner came from none
But the same heart and head, fingers, and pen,
As did the others. Witness all good men ;
For none in all the world without a lie,
Can say that this is niine, excepting I.

Notwithstanding these declarations, concerning the general
truth of which I feel no doubt (says Dr. Adam Clarke,) his whole
plan, both in this work and his Holy War, the latter especially, being
so very similar to Barnard's religious allegog, called the Isle of
Man, or Procterling_a in Manskire, first published in 1627; and
also to that most beautiful allegorical poem, by Mr. Edmund
Spenser, oddly called The Fairy Queen; there is much reason to
believe that one or other, if not both, gave birth to the book in
question. This must be granted, unless it could be rationally
supposed, which is not liKely, that Mr. Buuyan ever saw the
book of Spenser, or that of Barnard. But, although the general
idea should be allowed, to be suggested by the authors already
mentioned, yet the imagery, the colouring, the language, and the
true evangelical direction of the whole, are Bunyan's, and Bun-yan's only. It would not be difficuh, however, to draw a parallel
between those works and those of our author, and ehow many
corresponding personages throughout, especially in Mr. Barnard's
Isle of Man. We quote the above from a memoir of Bun_yan, by
Dr. Adam Clarke, who concludes by subscribing to the opmion of
Mr. Addison, that had John Bunyan lived in the time of the primitive Fathers, he would have been as great a Father as any of
them.
The translation of The Yo!Lage qf the Wanderiwg Knigld, (originally written in ~'rench by John Cartheny,) n. d., but dedicated
to Sir Francis Drake, would appear most likely to have given
Bunyan the idea of composing, if not the groundwork of, the
Pilgtim's Pt·ogresa. Mr. Offor, the editor of Bunyan's work,
however, states there to be no ground for supposing that1Bunyan
D1g111zed by
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ever saw this chevalier errant. Still there are many apparent
similarities; and a manuscript note in the edition of the Wander-

ing Knight preserved in the Grenville Library of the British
Museum, bears the following note upon the ins1de of the cover:
. •• There can be no doubt that this is the original of Bunyan's

Pilgrim's Progress."
Mr. Oft'or says : .. The foulest and most unfounded slander
upon the fair fame of Bunyan has appeared in Freeman's Journal,
in which it. is asserted that Bunyan copied his Pilgrim'a Progre81
nearly verbatim from an old Popish work on purgatory, called
The Pilgrimage of the Soul, which commences after the body is
dead, and goes through all the imaginary pains of that fraudulent
invention, so profitable to the priests, called v.urgatory, scarcel,r
one sentence of which bas the slightest similarit~ to Bunyan s
Pilgrim'a PrO!Jre&a, excepting that it is a dream. '-Notea anrl
Queriea, Second Series, No. 199.
It is a curious fact, and not very generally kno'\VII, that a complete design of a Pitgrinl'a Progre88 is to be found in Lucian's
Hermolimua: it is not to be imagined that Bunyan could have
seen it there. from the limited educational advantages he possessed; yet the obvious allegory occurred to his mind, unschooled
as it was, in a similar arrangement with that suggested by Luci!Lll.
-Notes to the Pilgrim's l 1rogresa converted into an Epic Poem,
Parsonstown, 1844.
Bun,Y.an had some providential escapes during his early life.
Once he fell into a creek of the sea, once out of a boat into the
river Ouse, near Bedford, and each time he was narrowly saved
from drowning. One day, an adder crossed his path. He stuimed
it with a stick, then forced open its mouth with a stick and
plucked out the tongue, which he supposed to be the sting, with
his fingers; "by which act," he says, "had not God been merciful unto me, I mi~ht, by my desperateness, have brought myself
to aliend." If thiS, indeed, were an adder, and not a harmless
snake, his escape from the fangs was more remarkable than he
himself was aware of. A circumstance, which was likely to impress him more deeply, occurred in the eighteenth year of his age,
when, being a soldier in the Parliament's army, he was drawn out
to go to the siege of Leicester in 1645. One of the same company wished to ~ in his stead ; Bunyan consented to exchange
with him, and this volunteer substitute, standing sentinel one day
at the siege, was shot through the head with a musket-ball.
"This .risk,'' Sir Walter Scott observes, "was one somewhat
resembling the escape of Sir Roger 'de Coverley, in an action at
Worcester, who was save1i from the sla~hter of that action, by
having been absent from the field."-Southey.
Bunyan's Allegory has been translated into Chinese, each page
being engraved on wooden blocks.
Digitized
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TRADmONAL ANECDOTIS, CURIOUS CUSTO:M.S, ETC.

THEn is a very strange legend connected with the Lambt011
family: one of the ancestors, a Crusader, to rid the neighboUl'hood of a monster serpent, consulted a witch, who counselled him
how to slaT the creature, upon his vowing to kill, if succesafoJ,
the Jlret living thing be met. "Should you fail to .keep this
-oath," said the witch, "the Lords of Lambton, for nine generations,
shall never die in their beds." The Knight then arranged with
his father, that upon the sound of his bugle, a favourite greJhound. should be let loose, who would fly to him, and thus beCome
the sacrifice. The Knight, after a desperate contest, slew the
monster, and sounded the bugle; when the old Lord, overjoyed
at this victory, instead of releasing the greyhound, rushed forward
to embrace his son, who would not shed the blood of his father.
He again blew the bogie, and the greyhound, now released, came
bounding forward, and the Knight plunged his sword into its
heart. But the vow was broken, and destiny was not .to be
eluded; and strange to say, bow much so ever of the story may
be true,for nine generGtiom, no Lord of Lambton died quietly ill
Au bed. There are two atone fi~ures in the garden·house at
Lambton Castle, illustrative of th1s legend.-Bee the narrative
in Sir Bernard Burke's Family Roma~~Ce, vol. ii.
When Lord :nacon, as he himself records, dreamt in Paris, that
he saw " his father's house in the country plastered all over with
black mortar," his feelings were highly wrought upon, and he
made no doubt that the next intelligence from England would
apprise him of the death of his fat.her. His apprehensions the
sequel proved to be well-SI:Ounded; for his father actually died
the same night in which he had this remarkable dream.
~'he royalist Sir Richard Fanshawe and his Lady chanced,
4~ their abode in Ireland, to visit a friend, the head of a sept,
who resided in his baronial castle, surrounded with a moat. One
mid11ight Lady Fanshawe was awakened by a supernatural'scream,
and beheld by moonlight, a female face and part of her form,
hovering about the window of the bedchamber, at a considerable
lleight from the moat. 'l'he face was young and handsome, but
pale; the hair loose and dishevelled, and the costume that of the
o'
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Irish. The figure disappeared with two shrieks. In the
morning, Lady Fanshawe told her host what she had witnessed,
when he thus accounted for the apparition. "A near relative of
my family, (said he,) expired last night in the castle. We concealed our certain expectation of the event from you, lest it
should throw a cloud over the cheerful reception which was
your due. Now, before such an event happens m this famil,r and
castle, the female spectre whom you have seen, is always VIsible.
She is believed to be the spirit of a woman of inferior rank, by
marrying whom one of my ancestors de~ed himself; and whom
afterwards1 to expiate. the dishonOII{ done to. his family, he
caused to be drowned m the castle moat."
In the park of Chartley, near Lichfield, is preserved the
breed of the indigenous Staft'ordshire cow, of sand-white colour,
with black ears, muzzle, and tips at the hoofs. In the year of the
battle of Burton-bridge, a black calf_ was born; and the downfall
of the house of Ferrers happenin&' about this period, gave rise to
the tradition, which, to this day 1s current-that the birth of a
parti-coloured calf from the wild breed in Chartley Park, is a
sure omen of death within the same year, to a member of the
lord's family; and by a noticeable coincidence, (says the Staffordshire Chronicle, July, 1835,) a calf of this description has been
hom whenever a death has happened in the family of late years.
The decease of the seventh Earl Ferrera and his Countess, of his
son, Viscount Tamworth, and of his daughter, Mrs. W. Jollil'e,
as well as the deaths of the son and heir of the eighth Ear~ and
his daughter Lady Frances Shirley, were each preceded by the
<>minous birth of a calf. In the spring of 1835, an animal perfectly
black,. was calved by one of tne weird tribe, in the park of
Chartley, and was shortly followed by the death of the Countess,
the second wife of the eighth Earl Ferrera. This family tradition
· has been effectively wrought into a romantic story, entitled
Chartley; or the Fatalist.
In a letter of Philip, the second Earl of Chesterfield, it is
related-! that on a morning, in 1652, the Earl saw an object in
white, like a standing sheet, within a yard of his bedside. He
attempted to catch it, but it disappeared. His thoughts turned
to his Lady, who was then at Networtb, with her father, the Earl
<>f Northumberland. On his arrival at Networth, a footman met
him on the stairs, with a packet directed to him from his wife,
whom he found with Lady Essex, her sister, and Mr. Ramsef·
He was asked why he had returned so suddenly. He told his
motive ; and on opening the letter in the packet, he found that
his lady had written to him, requesting his return, for she had
seen an object in white, with a black face, by her bedside. These
apparitions. are stated to have been seen by the Earl and Countess
lit the same moment, when they were forty miles as d r ! l
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Dr. Johnson, when sailing in the Hebrides, between Rasay and
Sky, in a large boat, with Boswell, and other friends, fell into thia
conversation on Death. Johnson observed that the boastings of
some men as to dying easily were idle talk, vroceeding from partial views. Boswell mentioned Hawtliomden s "Cypress Grave,..
where it is said that the world is a mere show, and that it is
unreasonable for a man to wish to continue in the show-room
after he has seen it. J,et him go cheerfully out, and give :place
to other spectators. -Johnson. "Yes, sir, if he is sure he IS to
be well after he goes out of it. · But if he is to grow blind after
he goes out of tne show-room, and never to see anything again.
or if he does not know whither he is to go next, a man will not
go cheerfully out· of a show-room. No wise man will be contented to die, if he thinks he is to go into a state of Jlunishment.
Nay, no wise man will be contented to die, if he thinks he is to
fall into annihilation; for, however unhappy any man's existence
may be, he would yet rather have,it than not exist at all. No,
there is no rational principle by which a man can die contented.
but a trust in the mercy of God, through the merits of J esUB
Christ."
When Dr. Johnson was struck with palsy, in June, 1783, aft.er
the first shock was over, and he had time to recollect himself, he
attempted to speak in English. Unable as he found himself to
pronounce the words, he tried what he could do with Latin, but
here he found equal difficult.r. He then attempted Greek, and
could utter a few words~ but slowly and with pain. In the evening he called for paper, and wrote a Latin Hymn, addressed to the
Creator, the prayer of which was that so long as the Almighty
should suffer him to live, he should be pleased to allow him the
enjoyment of his understanding; that his intellectual powers and
his oody should ex'{lire together,-a striking instance of fortitude,
piety, and resignatton !-Sir James Prior's Life of E. Malone.
How satisfactory it is to know that the last sonnet which the
pious Mrs. Hemans composecl-and that on her last bed of
suffering-was the Sabbath Sonnet :
How many blessed groups this hour are bending,
.
Thro' England's primrose meadow paths their way
Towards spire and tower midst shadowy elms ascending,
Whence the sweet chimes proclaim the hallowed day.
The halls, from old heroic ages gray,
.
Pour their fair children forth ; and hamlets low,
With whose thick orchard blossoms the soft winds play,
Send out their inmates in a happy flow,
Like a free vernal stream. I may not tread,
With them, those pathways-to the feverish bed
Of sickness bound :_yet, oh I my God I I bless
Thy mercy that with Sabbath peace hath filled
My chastened heart, and all its throbbings stilled
To one deep calm of lowliest thankfulness.
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Lord Byron was told by the commander of a packet, that being
asleep one night in his berth, he was awakened by the pressure of something heavy on his limbs; and there being a Taint
light, he could see, as he thought distinctly, the fisure of Iris
brother, who was at that time in the same service m the East
Indies, dressed in his uniform, and stretched across the bed.
SupJIOSing it to be an illusion of the senses, he shut his eyes, and
made an effort to sleep. Still the pressure continued; arid still,
as often as he ventured to take another look, he saw the figure
1~ crosswise, in the same position.
To add to the wonder, on
}luttmg his hand forth to touch the figure, he found the uniform
m which it appeared to be dressed, dripping wet. On the entrance
of one of his brother officers, to whom he called out in alarm, the
apparition vanished; but in a few months after, Captain Kidd
received the startling intelligence, that on the above night, his
brother had been drowned in the Indian seas. Of the supernatural character of this appearance, Captain Kidd himself did
not appear to have the slightest doubt.-Moore's Lift of Byron.
Grimaldi, the father of the celebrated "Joe," the clown, had a
vague and profound dread of the 14th day of the month. A.t
its apJlroach, he was always nervous, disquieted, and anxious :
directly it had passed, he was another man again, and invariably
exclaimed, in his broken English, " Ah ! now I am safe for
another month." But it is remarkable that Grimaldi actually
died on the 14th day of March, and that he was born, christened,
'
and married, on the 14th of the month.
Mrs. Crowe relates that on board one of Her Majesty's ships
lying oft' Portsmouth, the officers being one day at the mess-tabfe,
a young Lieutenant R. suddenlr laia down his knife and fork,
pushed away his plate, and turned extremely Jlale. He then rose
from the table, covered his face with his hands, and retired. The
president of the mess, supposing him to be ill, sent to inquire
&.fter him. At first, Mr. R. was unwilling to reply: but on being
pressed, he confessed that he had been seized by a sudden and
mesistible impression, that a brother he had in India was dead.
"He died,'' said he, "on the 12th of August, at six o'clock ; I
am perfectly certain of it." No argument could overthrow this
conviction, which, in due course of post, was verified to the
letter. The young man had died at Cawnpore, on the day above
named.
Watching for the Dead on St. Mark's and Midsummer Eve was
formerly customary in Yorkshire. On St. Mark's Eve, (April 24,)
persons would sit and watch in the church porch, from 11 o'clock
at night till 1 in the morning: In the third year, (for it must be
done thrice,} the watchers were said to see the spectres of all
those who were to die the next year pass by into the church.
o'
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The same custom on Midsummer Eve ia thus noticed in the
OotttCOiluwr, No. 66 : "I am sure my own sister Hetty, who died
juat before Christmas, stood in the church porch last MidSliJiliner
llve, to see all that were to die in that year in ou pariah : and
she saw her own. apparition." In the .dtlleniat~ Ora.c~. vol. ii. J!516, we find: "On last - - Eve, nine others, besides- mysell,
went into a church porch with an expectation of seeing those who
should die that
but about eleven o'clock, I was so afraid tliJI
I left them ; an all the nine did positively affirm to me, that about
an hour after, the church-doors ftying o_pen, the minister, (who, it
seems, was much troubled that night m hia sleep,} with such a
should die that y:ear, did appear in order, whiCh persons they
named to we ; and they appeared all then very healthful, but six
of them died in six weeks after, in the v~ same order that thef
appeared." Mh. Bray relates that at Taviatock, Devon. twO
brothers sat up one Midaummer.Eve, in the church porch, from an
idea that if, at twelve o'clock at night, they looked throush the
keyhole of the door, they would see all those who were to die that
year walk into the church from the opposite doorway. ~
fancied they saw themselves in the funeral procession ! Certain it I
ia that they both died within a very short time from this watching.
· What a dream of beauty and tenderness has Dr. Faber, with
trne poetic soul, figured in his wild dirge upon the banks of the
Charwell, over his "blighted love, and hiS chosen's bier:" _

lear;

The dew falls fMt, and the night is dark ;
The trees stand silent in the park.
The fatal lights have all died ~ut ;
And nought is heard but a lone owl's shout,
The mists keep gathering more and more,
But the stream is silent as before.
From bridge to bridite with tremulous fall
The river droppeth down,
And it washeth the base of a pleasant hall
On the skirts of Cambridge Town.
Why should I think of my boyhood's bride,
All I walked by this low-voiced river side J
And why should its heartless waters seem,
Like a horrid thou~ht in a feverish dreamY
But it will not speak, and it keeps its bed
The words that are sent us from the dead.
The river is green, and runneth slow,
We cannot tell what it I!B.ith;
It keepeth its seerets down below,And so doth death.
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LITERARY IDSTORY OF lU.DJIIEN.

In the year 1860, M. Octave Delepierre published an ingenious
and interesting work, the object of which is to prove that " mad-

ness enters in some measure into most of the. ~}feat minds with
which hi.~tory makes us acquainted; and that 1t often becomes
very difficult to establish the difference which predispositions to
madness present, from certain cor.ditions known as those of reason."
The authority of M. Lelut is invoked to prove that Pythagoras,
Numa, Mahomet, and others, whose inftuerice has been of such
vast amoUilt in the world, were all in some measure affected in
mind: "they were simply men of genius and enthusiasm, with
partial hallucinations." The good dremon which so often
whispered counsel in the rars of Socrates, and the amulet discovered after death in Pascal's pocket, have convinced M. Lelut,
who has ingeniously attempted to convince others, of the insanity
of these great philosophers.
Strange is the supposition whica regards as madmen so many
of the great men who have left their stamp upon the history of the
world. Numa was mad, inasmuch as he professed that a certain
nymph appeared to him in a cavern, which he called Egeria.*
Notwithstanding which, however, some may be of opinion that of
the two hypotheses-the first, that Numa was mad and yet capable in his madness of thinking out much legislative wisdom, and
of establishing many prudent institutions; the other, that Numa
being of sound mind, was politician enough to perceive that superstition was the most powerful instrument by which to impress
new doctrines upon a primitive ~;~eople-the latter has about it
a far greater appearance of probalillity. Even if Numa were mad,
was not the nymph still a lie P And the wisdom which he somehow acquired not a lie P A madman's delusion, though it be true
for him, is not true for the universe, and cannot therefore but die
with its author. So Numa's wise laws have had their in.O.uence
and art< still working in the world, while the temporary accessories
by which they were rendered acceptable to the barbarian mind
have long since vanished.
Mahomet mad too ! 'because, amongst other t.hings, the an~l
Gabriel was said to have paid visits to him. When Pococke mquired of Grotius where the proof was of that story of the pigeon
trained to pick peas from Manomet's ear, and to pass for an angel
dictating to him P Grotius answered that there was no proof!
Now, tlie word this man spolte has been the life guidance of one
hundred and eighty millions of men these twelve hundred years.
These hundred and eighty millions were made by God as well as
I'" • See•Egm"a, a poem, of graceful thought and nervous fancy, by

Charles Mackay, LL.D.
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we. "A greater number of God's creatures beliet"e in Mahomet's
word at this hour than in any other word whatever.''
And we
are asked to believe that it was the wisdom of madness I
Of Cromwell's ~rievous madness _there will be little doubt in
certain minds. D1d not a spectre appear to him in the open day,
or some strange woman open the curtains of his bed at night, and
predict to him that he should be king of England P And a Huntmgdon physician told Sir Philip Warwick that he had often been
sent for at II)idnight; Mr. Cromwell was full of hypochondria,
thought himself near dying, and had "fancies about the town
cross."· Moreover, he was subject to uncontrollable fits of
laughter on serious occasions. '' One that was at the battle of
Dunbar told me that Oliver was carried on by a Divine impulse.
He did laugh so excessively as if he had been drunk. The same
fit of laughter seized him just before the battle of Naseby." t
Again, there was once a " report raised by the devil, that Mr.
Whitefield was mad," and he himself says, "he might ve~ well
be taken to be really mad, and that his relations counted his life
madness." Here is an account from his journal, of what seems
to have been a compound of indigestion and nightmare, wherein
may be discernible by certain mol'tals something of a mad ring:
"One morning rising from mY' bed, I felt an unusual impression
and weight upon my chest. In a short time the load wadually
increased, and almost weighed me down, and fully eonvmced me
that Satan had as real possession of my body as once of Job's ....
I fancied myself li,ke a man locked up in iron armour ; I felt
great heavings in my body, prayed under the weight till the
sweat came. How many nights did I lie groaning under the
weight, bidding Satan depart from me in the nalne of Jesus."
But why continue a list, which by a "speciality" criticism
might be made to include almost every great actor in this mad
world-George Fox stitching for himself a leathern suit; Ignatius
Loyola, "that errant, shatter-brained visionary fanatic," as Bishop
Lavington calls him ; St. Francis, founder of the Franciscans, who
was wont to stri~ himself naked in proof of his innocence, and to
appear in fantastiCal dresses ; and many others in whom appeara
a mixture, more or less, of fanaticism and imposture.
Perhaps if there is one man to whom a reader of Eng).ish history
would point as having entertained wide and ~hilosophical views
instead of having faith in the expediency-doctrme of the moment
-that .man is Edmund Burke. "He possessed (says Coleridge)
and had sedulously sharpened that eye which sees all things,
actions, and events in relation to the J.aws which determine their
existence, and circumscribe their P-ossibility. He referred habitually to principles, he was a scientific statesman."
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When the far-seeing sagacity of Burke, in foretelling the un-

happy results of the French Revolution, ~t struck into the
minds of his party, from which he had been separated, it was re-

ported that he was in a state of mind bordering on insanity, espeCially after he had in the House of Commons, addressed to the
chair, with much vehemence of manner, the words of St. Paul:
"I am not mad, most noble Festus; but speak the words of
truth and soberness." Burke's niece ventured to name to him
the above absurd rumour, when he very sensihl,Y replied: "Some
part of the world, my dear-1 mean the Jacobms, or unwise part
of it-think, or affect to think, that I am mad ; but believe me,
the world twenty years hence will, and with reason too, think
from their conduct, that they must have been mad."
'l'hese rumours, however, gained strength, particular!~ after the
death of Burke's son: he was said to wander about his grounds
kissing his cows and horses; but his affection for domestic animals
had been remarkable from his early manhood, and Reinagle painted
• him patting a favourite cow. This picture brought from London
to Beaconsfield an old friend, to ascertain the truth or falsehood
of the story-when Burke, without knowing the object of his
, visit, unsuspiciously showed him portions of the Lettera on a &gicirk Peace, which he was then writing. The circumstance of his
being seen to throw his arms round the neck of his son's favourite
horse, to weep and sob convulsively, as he kissed the animal, had,
however, a greater share in substantiating the rumour, than had
Reinagle's picture.
Loril Chatham, contemporary with Burke, was also alleged to
have been insane. · Horace Walpole fosters this scandal, and the
fact of the Earl placing himself under Dr. Ad~n, originally a
" mad doctor," strengthened the rumour; but Addington liad
been the village doctor at Hayes, where Lord Chatham resided.
His ill-managed expenditure, and his freaks of extrav~ance,
backed the report, which, after all, was little better than an mvention of Chatham's political enemies..
The hallucinations and madness of Tasso, of Benvenuto Cellini,
of the painter Fuseli, of Cowper, of Swift, and of many others
whose names press under the pen, exhibit a picture of the human
mind which would almost make us agree with Aristotle, that it_is
the fame of a good poet to he mad.
That Swift not orily expired "a driv'ler and a show," but lived
a madman, is what the world generally believes; but Mr. W. R.
Wilde, F.R.C.S.• havillg stated all that is really known of
Swift's suft'erings and diSease, asserts that up to the year 174-2,
Swift showed no symptom whatever of mental disease, oeyoud the
ordinary decay of nature. Towards the end of that year the cere• The closing years of Dean Swift's Life. By W. R. Wilde )'.R.C.•
Second Edition, 1849. .
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bral disease under which he had long laboured. by producing elusion, &c. destroyed his memo11, rendered at times UDgOYernable
in his anger, and produced paralysis; but all this was the result of
physical disease. It cannot be doubted that his not speaking was
not the result of either insanity or imbecility, but arose either
from the paralysis of the muscles by which the mechanism of
speech is produced, or from loss of memory, such as frequently
appears in cerebral disease ; for he would often attempt to speak,
but could not recollect words to express his meaning, when he
would shrug up his shoulders, and st~h heavily. We have also
the evidence of one of the fevi eye;.wttnesses of the Dean's condition at this period-that he never yet talked nonsense, or said
a foolish thing. The disease under which he laboured so lo!Jg
might be termed "epileptic vertigo," such as that described hi
Esquirol, an alfeetion to which it is well known many mea of
strong intellect have been subject. For the last few years of hi8
embittered existence-from his 75th to his 78th year-his disease
partook so much of the nature of senile decay, or the dementia of ·
old age, that it is difficult to define by any precise medical term
his actual state. Mr. Wilde has very carefully examined the
question ; and although to this day, it is difficult to persuade the
great mass of the people in Dublin that the Dean was not one of
the first inmates of his own madhouse (although the building was
not erected till many years after his death)-yet there is nothing
· to confirm the assertion, promulgated by Johnson, that Swift's
"madness was compounded of rage and fatuity; " or that Swift
expired" a driv'ler and a show."*
•
To return toM. Delepierre's work. Religiolt8 Madmm dlll'er in
many essential points from others in their aberrations : their
objects are the emotions, the passions, and the instinctive impulses
of the soul. A Jesuit named Paoletti, who, in the middle ages,
wrote against 'l'homas Aquinas' doctrine concerning Predestination
and Freewill, and who had been jn confinement five years when he
wrote, composed a treatise in which he " demonstrated that the
aborigines of America were the direct descendants of the devil and
one of the daughters of Noah; consequently it was absolutely impossible that they should ever obtain s8J.vation or grace."
Simon Morin, who had published an absurd book, was arrested
by order of the French Parliament, and was Ol'dered to be sent to
a madhouse for the rest of his days. But having abjured his
• It is remarkable that the last sufferings of Sir Walter Scott---qje of
Swift's biogt-e:phers, and certainly not the most lenient one-pndint a
striking pa.rallel to the case of Swift in nearly every particlllar except
in point of duration. When Scott was in his 58th year, be first begaa
to feel those premonitory symytoms of incipient disease of the br.in
under which Swift laboured from the time be was 23. Many of Sir
Walter's symptoms in the two closing years of his life, resemble thole
of Swift; and the post-mortem symptoma ate, ,;!~!'l, ~!!'- W.U..
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1follies he was released, and soon after published another book in
1 which he maintained that he was no otlier than the Son of ~
r He was condemned, in 1662, to be burnt alive with his books. and
1 his ashes to be cast to the wind. So Simon Morin and his hetero' do::x.y were extinguished. On the other hand, St. Francis, the
; founder of the Franciscans, who saw visions " as of an angel with
; six burning wings, bearing a figure nailed upon the cross," and
: who, at any rate, was at one time chained down in a dark room by
. his parents, and was " deemed to be mad both by the learned and
1 vu.4tar,"-he was canonized.
ProCeed~ to the second ,Pivision-Litera'Y Madmen, we find
1
that they do not occupy themselves with deep speculations on
abstruse subjects : they rarely go below the surface of things, and
are concerned rather with the mode .of expression of common
ideas than with the nature of the ideas themselves. Their intellectual powers being less concentrated than in those who are
1 occupied with j>hilosophy or theology, the exhaustion is much
less. Many belon~ to this class are persons, who, in madness,
are still aftl.icted With the itching humour of writing. Yet, some
there are who, out of decay, emit bright phosporescence of genius,
and compose in good style what a professed philosopher may read
with advantage: the writings of Nathaniel Lee, hom about the
end of the seventeenth century, have been praised by Addison.
1 One night, when Lee was composing one of his dreams in his cell
1 in Bedlam, a cloud passed before the moon, by the light of which
he was writing, when he suddenly cried out: J()f)e, snuff the fiiOOR.
Dryden relates how this same Lee once replied to a bad poet
to write
who had made the foolish remark, that it was very
like a madman : "It is very difficult to write like a
an, but
it is very easy to write like a fool."
AlexaD.der Cruden became insane while. at college, through his
love being reiected by a young lady: he was sent to an asylum,
but shortly after recovered; and after he was set at liberty, he
wrote his Concordance, a work of surprising research. He was
three times . placed in confinement; and after his release on the
last occ8sion, despairing of obtaining what he deemed justice for
. his wrongs, he wrote to his sister, and several of his fnends, pro. posing, with the utmost simplicity, that they should in an easy
way alford him a slight compensation-by_ subjecting themselves
to nnprisonment for a time inNewgate. Heavenly voices towards
the end of his life, informed him that he bad a divine mission ;
and•he demanded that he ·should be recognized of the King in
Council, and that he should be created l:ly Act of :Parlian:ient,
·
"Corrector of the People."
Living at the same time as Cruden was a certain Christopher
Smart, who, after a brilliant career at Ca.ihbridge, unh)Ulpily ~e
came insane. During liis confinement he w_rote,,;.byb}D_eamo;gfca ·
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k-ey, on the panels of his chamber, a poem of nearly a hundred
stanzas to the "Glory of David, King and Prophet.»
Plu"l01opAical Madmeta are in a somewhat similar position to '
that of theological madmen : they are mostly vain persons who I
have lost their way in matters too deep for them ; and by reason
of their vanity, and of the nature of the subject of their pursuits,
are as difficult to deal with as those who speculate on religious
mysteries. A deplorable instance of this class is affordea by
Thomas Wirgman, who, after making a large fortune as a. gold- !
smith and silversmith, in St. James's-street, London. squandered
it all as a regenerating philosopher. .He bad paper made specially
for his books, the same sheet consisting of several dift'erent
colours ; and as he changed the work many times while it was
printing, the cost was enormous ; one book of 400 pages cost
2,2761. ·He published a grammar of the five senses, which was
a sort of system of metaphysics for the use of children, and maintained that when it was universally adopted in schools, peace and
harmony would be restored to the eartli, and virtue woUld everywhere replace crime. He complained much .that people would
not listen to him, and that, although he bad devoted nearly half a
century to the propagation of his ideas, he had asked in vain to
be appointed Professor in some University or College,-so little
does the world aJ>preciate those who labour unto death in its
service. Nevertheless, exclaimed Wirgman,·after another useless
application, " while life remains I will not cease to communicate
this blessing to the rising world."
Political Madmen.-Davesney or Davenne, temp. Louis XIV.
was of opinion that of right he ought to supplant that monarch,
and mount the throne : and he proposed two plans of deci~
the question. "Call the Cardinal, the Regent, the Duke ot
Orleans, the Princes Beaufort, and those who are deemed most
holy in the world ; have a furnace kindled; let us all be thrown
into it, and he who comes out uninjured, like a renovated phrenix
from the 11.ames, let him be regarded as the protege of God, and
be ordained prince of the people." Fearing however, naturally
enough, that so severe a test might not be acceptable, he proposes
anotlier. "Let tl:e Parliament sentence me to death for having
dared to speak the truth to princes. Let them execute me, and if
God does not protect me frOm their bands i.o. a supernatural way,
let the memory of me be extinct. If God preserves me not from
the hands of the executioners, nothing shall be done to them ; but
if a supernatural arm tears me from their clutches, let them be
sacrificed in my place."*
• Selected and Abridged from an able Paper, by Henry Maudsley, on
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Josiah Wedgwood, and hlo Wares.
James Watt, and the Ste,am-engine.
Tsz Corto>< MANuu.-u&z:
Hargrea•eo, and tl\e BpinalniJoleDliY·
Arkwrigl\1, and the Spinning Frame.
Crompton, and the Spinning Mule.
Dr. Cartwright, and the Power-loom.
.Caijco-llfint!ng, and the Peels.
Cotton-•plnning Machinery.
Lombe, ·and the 8ilk·thtowlng Mfll. - •
William Lee, end the Stocking· frame.
Jacquard, and hi• Loem.
Franklin-Lightnins•nd Electricity.
Chemistry of the. \Ul!ies-Di,Jcovery or
Choke-damp anu ~,ir~ -d4m.p.
SirHumphryllavy,a~~dtboSafety-lamp.

Carcel,,&nd Ilia Lamp.
~
Gao-Ughting Towno.
· -· Jamea Brindley, and Canal Navigation.
Smeaton"-Ligbtbouseo and Harboun.
Inventions of Juaeph Bram&h.
Telford, and theMen&! Bridge.
John Rennie-Doct. "!\d. Bridges.
.. The Firat Practical Sl.eam-boat."
Sir lsambard 1\1. B'rulle!-lllock Ma.
cbinery, and the Thames Tunnel.
.
George Stephenson, and Railways.
~
Robert Stephenson, and RailwayWorta.
_
ham bard K. Brunel-Railway Worki~.
and Iron Shipbuilding.
Photography and rhe Stereooc0110.
~
Caoutchouc, and ita Manutacturea.
Gutta Perch&, and ita Manufacturea.
·
Electric Telegraph-Atlantic Cable.
~

I

OPINIONS.

.',_

~

"A recent addition to those pleaaant, oolld, and useful 'tolnmel on which
Mr. Tlmba'•'lllme aa an author oo justly resu. Thla Is en Industrious and judiclou• compilation, focusing the scattered fragments of information bearing on
the men and thillga or which U treats; not omitting the moat recent contribution• to the hlatory of Disco1'erers and lnventora."-The Engineer.
" An lnterooting ud well·collected book, ranging from Archimedeo and
Roger Bacon to·the;Stephenao.nh•'-Athe•teum.
~
u Theae Rtories, by Mr. TimbR, are as man·elJous as ·tbe .A.rabitJrt Night•'
Entertainment•, and are wrougb.t into a volume of great intere11t and worth.''.tlllu.

KENT AND CO.,

PATEH~OSTE~ !;,<2W~ooole

.

T.U.

tltJr, toUA t1 Prot~lilfJIH• 6r JoaN GILBBilT, and 13 YlMDI of Publie
8clu>ou,

t•· In a cl01elg prlnled oolouae, prlc1 5•. clolh,

SCHOOL-DAYS OF EMINENT
MEN:
IIUTCIIKS 011' 1'lU: PBOGBESS 011' EDUCATION IN ENGLAND, II'ROK THE
UIGB 011' IWIG ALII'BED TO THAT 011' QUEL'I VlCTOIJ,IA;

....

aoBOOL .t.1fD OOLLEGB LIVES 011' TBB KOST CELEBIU.TED BBlTlSH .t.UTHOBS1
~TS .t.1fD PHILOSOPIIKRS j INVENTOBS AND DISCOVEBEBS j
DIVDIKS, HEBO&S, ST.t.TBSKEN, AND LKGISL.t.TOBS,

BY JOHN TIMBS, F.S.A.
Alflltor qf" C8rlorillu of Loadoa," " Thing• nol generally Kno-,• tc.

l.lst af llngrabtngs.
Fr..lllfliMie: WUllam of Wykeham aees Chicheley (alterwarda Archblobop
of Canterbury) tending hil Fatbf%'1 Sheep at Higham-Ferren. Drawn bJ
JoaN GlLaBaT.

Winchester SchooL
Harrow School.
Eton Upper School.
Rugby School.
Saint Paul'• School.
Charterhouse SchooL
Chrilt'o Hoopital.
Stratford: School of Shaklpeare.
Grantham: School of Newton.
:Mercbatlt Taylor's SchooL
Weatmlnater School.
Birthplace of Newton.
Hornbook, 18th Century.

•.• nN Booi 16 ~peclallg adapllllfor a Prl&o-Book at ScAool6.
" Another of the valuable and lntereotlng little compUatlono whereof
Mr. Timbs II the mOlt oueceaotul and lngenlouo devloer, Ia a volume upon
the • Bchool-Da)'l of Eminent Men,' which II hardly to bo regarded aa a
boy'o book only. School-days lnteroat us all, and Mr. Timbs baa crowded
hfj pages with matter In which even the learned may find acceptable blto or
Information. The sketcheo of the history of education In this oountry are
eXCMCI!ngly ouggeatin."-E""""'...,.·
"The Idea II a happy one, and ill execution equally ao. It II a book to
lntereat all boyo, but more eopecially thooe of Weatminster, Eton, Harrow,
Rugby, and Wlncheater; for of theoe, aa of many other achoolo or high repute, the accountl are run aDd illterooting."-Nolu and Quwlea.
"The ccntentl are exceedingly lnstrnctiYe and entertaining, and the
whole book beautltnlly Illustrated and adorned. It Ia an elegant and judlclouo publication, to which the man of letters will tum for reference, and
the ochoolboy, we hope, cling with assiduoua deoire to copy those noblest
modela, who•e lives bcckou him on to the same eminence, and aaoure him of
8nal reward. h-Joh• Bt~U.
"Like Mr. Timbs'• prevlouo workl, thla ccntlina much that Ia not only
Interesting but much that lo lnatrnctive also•••• Thll Ia altogether a most
amuolng Yolume, and will be a moot accepteble present to any schoolboy ambitloua or figuring in a fUture edition aa one ol Engi&Dd'o • Eminent Men.'hGenll«usn'• MagG&illl.

THINGS NOT GENERALLY KNOWN.
With FrontilpWce and V;gnette, price &. 6cl.

THINGS NOT GENERALLY KNOWN

t

§amiliarlp erplainelt.
A BOOK FOR OLD AND YOUNG.
BY JOHN TIMBS, F.S.A.

CON'l'ENTS:
MAILT:&LI 01' TJI:& H:&ATJ: . . .
TBJ: E.&B.TB, ITI 8UB.I'ACJ: AII'D
TKBIO:a..
TRJ: 81:.&.-TRJ: A'tKOIPBJ:U.
8t&BT J.WD 8ot711D.

GsoaaAPRtc.A.L DtacooaY.
LtF& .A.•D DzA'I'B.

TRJ: AJUKAL Klt<IIDO••
TUJ:I Al<D PLAII''tl.

111-

NA'tliJ:Ar. MA&IC.
DoXJ:ITIC M.&t<l<IIJ:I.
LA WI AXD CVITOMI.
Cavaca .A.XD STAT•·
8CJJ:II'CII Al<D AJ:T,

Mown,&c.
Aa:r-T:a:axa.
Lift&A'tliU Al<D

Booll:a.

CBITICAL OPINIONS.
"An)' one who reads and rememben Mr. Tlmba'a enO)'Oiopedlc varlet!ea
abould ever atter be a good lea-table talker, an excellent companion ror ehlldren, a 'well·read penon,' and a prollcient lecturer i for Mr. Tlmbl baa atored
np In thla little volume more knowledge than il tn be round In a hundred boob
that might be named."-.d,..,._,..
" The nolel contained in it are grouped with much aenae and dlaeretion,
and the book wUI cram every one of ita readen with thoae suggeotin little facta
on which the mind takeo pleaaure In dwelllng."-BftOIItolr'.
" It il impoulble tn place In the banda of the )'Oung a work ofhigher lnlereot
or pater Talue."-..fn.JollrtotJI.
"An admirable repertory of historical, sclentiftc, areh1100loglcal, and Imaginative Uluotratlons, which II Indeed a book for old and young to enjoy."-L..,dw.
"A work Tery entertaining, and not in the leaat commonplace."-Bahlrdar
~.

"A Tory amnaing volume, and aain1trnctiTe aa itil amnaing."-No"" 1.1114

Q.......

" A remarbbl)' pleaaant and IDitrnctin Utile book; a book aa fnll or Information &I a pomegranate il full or aeed."-PtiiiC.\.
"A Tory amDiing milcellany, complled b)' one who haa had a long experience In •imllar taalu."-GmiUma•'• Maga&illl.
" ETery reader oftbil book will !eel that a good idea baa been clever!)' carried
out. •-TaW• Magazin1.
"A handy book, calculated tn be or great uae on a parlour-table, aa a meana
or clearing up mattero which frequently come under notice In conYenation, bnt
are only known In a vague and oblcure way."-CIIambwl' JOIWIIal •

••
•
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A ' BO'OK FOR OLD 'AND YOUNG.
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BY JOHN

TI~BS~

F.S.A.
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Tht,follo1ring are a.fru 1 rdthe more c/wraderittlic Article.& iH thU Second Bma:
The Distaff and Spindle, tbeirhlstorle.: lnt'!Q•!lilily ~r tt>,e H.e art.
~ _)··.-, Shoes and Mhoe-hlnC'kH.
·
llapldity ofThought mea.aured.
,. .. • , 1, 1 Silk Stocking-~, Jirst worn in England.
P~tHfXi.te~-~ of Souls .
: _; _·: I liKe of Starch.
Phrenology;demolished .
.._. . .' I \Vearing the Watch .
Dietancesat which nellsmaybebeard. ~
". / ~l Till! Board of Green Cloth.
~.olpur and Moon Blindness.
:.. . L_. ,. Cock-crow Customs.
Air breathed by a Man during the Day. ~
1-1 is tory or Seclan ·ehUn. - ,
. Degrees of Sleep and Sensitiveness.
Th• Barber"• tbair, and Forfeita in a· How to avoid Sleepless Hights.
Barber"• Shop.
Death from Want of Sleep. · ·
.- --f-;.: +- ''The Scrateh·credle."
A Don:rodit Medioine> Chest•
..,)(1 Origin of Chria~ Bo:ae1.
Cold·'Vater Cure not ·new.
-i', ·y~-. Antiquity of Tooth-picks.
Effect of T~a opOn ~ervoua Persons..
:--- ·. • Above or below the Salt.
Are Qualiues hereditary! · ·
Rushea-atrewed in Rooms.
How tall watt Adam!
Ale and ito Aosociatlons.
Was Adam created In Sprlng or An·
Hlppocras. Honey. Mead, and Wax.
tumn 1
Black Jacks and Hooped Mugs.
Time of Year when our Saviour .,..
Spit•. Turnapita, and Jacks.
· born.
.
Antiquity of the Warming-pan and the The Cross of Clu:lst.
·Latl:h-IF.ey. .
Broken Heart: Death or our Sa'viour.
History of Punch and Judy.
Premature Burial and Trance.
Whitoun Playo a1 Cheater.
Object orDotu.
What was Ban Joel'a Hone f
Burial without Coffins.
Grant of Anna.
The Pa•lling and Souls' Bell.
Peers' Audience o~ the Saverelgn by Wax-work Shew in Westminster Abbey.
Rigqt.
Lyinlf for tho Whetstone.·
Parliament sitting on Sundaya.
The }'orlorn Hope.
Baking on Sundays.
.
The Ameroid Barometer.
Origin or OUT Law Courta.
Worth of Weather Predictiona.
The Exchequer Tally.
. ..
What to do in a Thunderstorm.
Oath•--;-Swearing with the Glove on.
Framing, Hanging, and VamisJWos
The·oreat Seal ofQaeen VictOria.
Pictures.
Chuleri signed W'lth the Croas.
Care or Pictures.
Origin or Trial by Jury.
Picture Cleaning and Restoring;
Cutting oft" the Heir with a Shilling.
How to look at a ·Picture.
Origin of the Coventry Act.
The tenn "Ceramic."
Preaslog to Death, and the Rack.
How to chooae a Carpet.
The Stilndatd of Measures.
A few oftl:e Wondeta· oflntlla•Rnbller.
Mile and Yard In various Countries.
Divisibility and Cons.um~tio!lp(. Gold.
"A Cunnlrtg Pfle."
Relative Value of Ma114 4clqred. UIIQ.
..f\ What is a Plum ot Money t
How to examine a "~ate . a , •
Hall-marka on Plate.
Egyptian and Chinese Locks.
.
Expectation of Life.
Prtnce Rupert's Drop.
· ·
,
Marriage: Responsible Ages.
Corke<l Bottles filled by the Sea.
The Old Herb-garden.
How the Oyster Rrakcs Its Sh~ll.
Fruits, when introduced into England. How thecont:entrieChinese Ivory Balls
'fo lay in Lavender.
are carved.
. .
CherrteJt and Apples in England.
Tin! Be•t Wrltlnlt-Ihk.
'
·
The Beginning of Creation.
How to' split a Sii'oet er Paper.
How Harvey diScovered the Circula- How to detect Forged Bank-notes.
tion of the Blood.
Invention of the Railway.
'
"The Second Series of Mr. Timbs is quite~ f{Ood as the fint ..."..,-Critic.
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,iErp.lninrll a}tl1 ~Uustra.telf.
A BOOK FOR OLD AND :Y()UNG.
Br JOliN TDIDS,

F.S.A:

Jv thb Work the Author take• for his text-book the 'P~Igar an4 Como, on B""''
written by tbe learned SIB TII,OM.AS DIIOwNE; and l.oy bringing the Information
doWn· to tbe preaent state of knowledge i& tm&bletl to ''c:orred several hundred
ErTors or every-day occurrence, and thus produ ce a book or agreeable llOVelty.
rationa l curiosity, a11d amu1ing res earch, especiaUy upun subjects
!nto:reot.

or Domestic

Thejollowingare afewofth• more cl<aracleN!ic Article& intkillVork.
fan not made from Clay.

Cuck..oo-IJ)It, Plgeon11.' !Uik, nnd Cro-

"That s Mau bath one Rlb leso than
a \Voman.'• ·

Action ofth~ Pulse.
Blockneo of th e Ne~.
Seeing with thie Fin elll.
"1
1b'h8a0t 0ar•-~rlaDn
1_ 1'1 n\10'er_ JlhiJ more berore
.,.,
Suicldea In No\reJ.Qbet.
" That every Polson hath Its Anti,
dote/'

Danger rrom Copper Saucepan..
H The Llghtn !'U before Deatb."

Lot'1 Wife aud the IJI-luck of L<Jolting
Back.
Am ulets and Cry1tal .
t.ook lng-glas• O)lleno •
What waa "the Philooophon' Stone!"
T he Falling of Sal t.

Doctrine• or Chance:.

S ro ts in tbe N ai ll.

'

,.

When did the Century \Jogln!
Queen Anne'o Farlhing and Light
Guinea..
,
Booka to be thrown Into the Fire .
Pe'Jl•~~al Motion Seekera.
Jlenefi\.1 nt ilmo lo~y.
Noah'• Ark and Great Steamslnpo.
The Fin.~ Engli sh Now ll p&IH'r.
The Sun exrlnRTii:ll.lling I he Fire.

Distinction or Gree n and Dl"ck Te'l.
•• Soy made from ll lact-lleetlu!'

\Vho are the Gi psies r
Beefeaten: aud Cockneys .
.E! Dorado of Si1 Waher,R.alolt!b.
The Whale not a Filob.

I
•
,_1

Se:a...Serpent.
1]>at the Vjne is nouri obed by Blood.
L'Uuiug l 'lmbe"r by tbe Moon.
Omens and Deatli-Tokena.
S ailor~· Omens·and Sp ect~ Ships.

Death or tho ll octlc and t he Giant.
\ Vht\t b il ~he 11mnderboltr''
Utll•qnakeo fn "England .
.4-bourd Nollops Uulvcrsal.
Wll>t' Is the 'Vorlb ·or .Eiperience 1

~i:~~~r:J"i~:~tiil·~;~~~ ~hu"rf.::r.

I

T he P hamix,J. the Unicorn, GrlffinJ 1
Dragon•, the Merma id. and the Great

A rgu menh against. GliQflt Storie&.

Uncertain Signs of Death.
lliotory of Giant•.

1

eodlle Tcara.
' '1•at becom e11 of Swallows in \VJntert
l 'be l'eUcan feeding her Young.
" That the O!trich di ~eoteth Iron."
Providence of the Ant.

KE·- 'f AND

Tl~~~th- Wntcb and t.bo Death•1 Head

0 "1 and R oven Omens,
Story of the MonMol<e.
Fa ir y 11111 ~1 aa d Wlll-o'-lhe-'IV!sp.
.A bl!i urd lt ica in Medit'i ne. ,
1'loe End of tlo.e World Foretold
Destruction oflh e World by n Comet.
T he Di•ln!ns Rod.- T uli•ll)anlc Key•.
'fa.h1e-Tumiqg '"'d Mo mJOnll!lm~
H nre. Po K. Kl \~ C,uckoo. OmeiiS.
Hcll•f ln Wliclocra(t.
Erront! ou• and OfUii4j>_lcto Lnws.
S uperatil iou :s Cus. tDD\IJ,
Nureery Mlsta.l:es nnd Supcrstitiooa
of C\J!ldhooll, &:b. &:t.
'
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CURIOSITIES OF' HISTORY.
With Fromilpi«e and VigJMtU, prie4 &. 6tl.

CURIOSITIES OF HISTORY,
Bitl) ~du ~igbtl$.
A BOOK FOR OLD AND YOUNG.
BY JOHN TIMBS, F.S.A.
Tara Book Ia an extenalon of the dealp of Ita predeeeuor to "Tanraa aor
eawaa.&.LLT Kwow. •• HnuaT;" or, where known, but imperfectly underatood: u,ln the oallentpolnb ofhlatory; anch hlatorlc lncidenta and clauic:U
quotatlona u are often employed by public wrlten; and the Popt~lar Brroro of
HiokwJ, In the aectlon of" Hlateric Doubta." By theae meana ~he work preaents fn plcturoaque forma many hnndred E1'enta and lncldenta, Saylnp ud
Orlglna, and noteworthy lnstancea of Human Action.

Tlu joU01111.ng ar1 aft~~~ of the more characterilt~ .Arttclu in Chit W orl:.
Hl1tory of the Holy Croas.
The Seven Wl1e Men of Gnieee.
Wooden Horae at the Siege of Troy.
The Olympic Games.
The " Wooden Wall" of Athena.
Xenophon and the 10,000.
" A1 rich u Crre1ua.~
Alexander and Dlogenea.
Tho Story of Nineveh.
How Babylon fell.
C"'sar puslng the Rubicon.
•
Callgula and his Horse.
Nero's Golden Houae.
"The Tearle1s Battle."
Camillu1 and Wellington.
How Dido founded Carthage.
How Hannibal eat through the Alpo
with Vinegar.
The Brazen Bull of Pbal&rla.
The Sword of Damoclea.
The Ear of Dionysluo.
The Augean Stable.
Argus and hlo 100 Eyea.
The Sibylline Books.
Sisyphus and Tantalua.

~tf~;~!fia:~:f~~~:~l~~~·

The Bu1kln and Bock.
Cynics, Btolca, and E~lcoreana.
"Begin at the Beginning.•
The Vicar of Bray.
Mra. Partington and her Kop.
The 8e1'0n Agel of Man.
Colnmbua and the Egg.
"The Golden All."
" Every Man baa bla Price."
The Roll of Batte! Abbey.
Collar of 89.
Houaehold Badges.
Cap of Liberty and Britannia.
The Pope's Bull.
Turkish Crescent.
Laws of Solon and Draco.
Ostracism of the Greeks.
Pandects and Institutes of Justinian.
The Code Napoleon.
Archery Tenures and Witchcraft Laws.
Earliest Money.
Dauphin of France.
Claim of the Kin go of England to the
Crown of France.
The Coronation Stone and Champion.

~~h~~'fi:.:fu~B'n~~ r

Tamerlane'o Iron Cage.
Who wao Robin Hood f
The Bayeux Tapestry.
Popular Erron as to Richard IlL
Origin of Magna Charta.
Jane Shore, her true History,
Queen Eleanor's Crosse~.
The Red and White Roses.
How Wolsey won his Way,
Was Wolsey a Butcher's Bonf
"Jelly-Pardons" of Booton.
The Ring sent by Queen Elizabeth to
The Gunpowder Plot.
the Earl of Essex.
Riddle oftbe Sphinx.
Who was the Man In the Iron Muk f
Greek Kalends.
Utopian Schemes, &c. &c.
"We can conceive no more amuolng book for tho drawlng.room, or cne
more uaeful for the achoolroom.•-..lrl Jo•r,.al.

~~
THINGS NOT GENERALLY KNOWN.

~

Will> BflgriWi"f}l of OW grtal Bo110 Tolucop• and Daoy'1 ""'" Mo<Ulof 411

Safdg-Laap, prico :U. 6d.

CURIOSITIES OF SCIENCE,
ila~t

anb'
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l\lrt~tnt.

A BOOK FOR OLD AND YOUNG.
BY JOHN 'l'IMBS, F.S.A.

<!l:ontrntJI:
b <TllODOOTOllY,
P llTIICAI. Pli:Eli'Oil.IIWA.
S oUND AND LlCJUT.

A ITRONONY.
G EOLOGr' .&.Nn PAL:HONTOLOGY.
M J!T.JlOJl.OLOGICAL l'll.:t:NOK&::NA.

I PuYIICAL GEOG&A.Puv o• TU E S EA..
PHB:NO.M.EN.A. 0)" UJ:AT.
)!A.ONETJBK .A.~D ELHCTRICI":r r .

I

Tu& EL.t:CTR.Jc TEL~ORAJI>l:l.

MIICE.L.LAN.E.A...

TM/ullowi"V a,. a few uf tlae fltors charac/eri•lic Article~;, ll<i• W ork.
How Bouldtra arc tran•ported to great
HelHht•Phenomena of Glaciel'll Ulustrated.
Tlte Gulf.Stream and the Temperature
of London.
l'h•nomena of Earthquake& and Volcanoes.
Discoveries of Smith, Bncl<land, and
Aga.,lz.
Food of the Iguanodon.
Foasll Human llones.
1'be Pterodactyl-Flying Dragon,
Mammoths of the British Isle•.
.t:xtluct Gigantic Birds of New Zealand.
How l'nocnl w•lghed the Atmosp here.
Superior Solubrity of the Weal,
All the Rain in the World.
Snow Curiosities.
Storms-Lightning Phenomena.
Greateot ascerl.aloed Depth of the Sea.
The Hone Lat1tude1.
All the Salt in the Sea.
Scenery of tho Arctic Regiono,
Open Sea at the Pole!
Rate of 1'rM' olling Waves.
The Bottom of the Sea a Burial-place.
Heat by Friction ftom Icc.
The Earth a •••tlllagnct.
r.b~h:I;~~~'M!~:~~~~~:~:litea.
w~~~J .~~~~Earth ascertained hJ the
D iscovery or Ne{JtUL>e.
llnutc and Va•t llalterico.
The Comtst of Donnll.
Fraok.liu'• m ·ctrical 1\.ltc".
Dlatan
or .Nebulll!.
Faraday's Electrical R""earcbeo.
Meteorites ti'om the Moon.
Crou•'• Artificial Cryotolo and MineThe End of our Syotem.
ral•.-Tbc Cros.., Mite.
H erachel'o Telescopes.
Autlci~ations ortlte Electde Telegraph.
T he Earl of Roooo'o great Rcftectlng The Atlantic Telegraph.
Tete eopo.
How Marine Chrouvmeten are rated at
Gigantic Tel...opea propoaod.
Greenwich Ob~trvatory.
Identity of Aotronumy llDd Geology.
Muokct-balls found In Ivory, &c. &c.

Scimce of the Ancient World.
Science at Oxford and Cambridge.
R ellc• of Gouiua.
Sir haac Newton at C.mbddge.
N ewton's "'Apple-tree."
Fall of Bodies and Varietieo of Speed.
Calculatlon of Heights and Dlal.ances.
Sand In the Hour-gla o.
T he Earth and Man compared.
Wonders ofCryotnlll aUon.
T he Roar ofNiagarn.
Solar and Artl6ciol Light comparod.
Velocity of Light.
P henomena of Phoophore&cence.
T he T elescope and Mlcroacope.
Brewater'1 Kaleldoacope.
P hotography and the Strreoscope.
Science of t.he Soap-bubble.
T he Grelll Trulhl of .Utronomy.
" Tbe Cryotal Vault of H<aven."
" 1ttore 'Vorlda than Oue.''
World• to come-Abodco of the Dies!.
Velocity of tho Solar System.
Nature of tho Sun.
H eat of the Son decreasing.
S pet.o on the Sun.
H ulhe Moon llD Atmoapherel
• tountalno In tho oon.
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CURIOSITIES a·F SCIENCE,
·Past ·and Present.
AND. YOUNG.

A BOOK FOR OLD

flrcon'D

iierie~.

BY JOHN TIMBS, F.S.A.

C!I:onttntJ:
ALCHEMY .A.WD CHKKIB'tB.Y,
WHAT THE CH&IIliTI OWE '1'0 'l'BE
ALCHEMI8Tll,
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Critical Opinio-..
" :Mr. Timbs has here compressed an amazing amount of fresh
and !iiirring matter within the compass ·of a· small book."-Enginecr.
"In all respects this new volnme is equal to its predecessors,
in some superior."-Leader.
" Marked by the tact, care, and usefulness which characterise
all :Mr. Timbs's books."-Notes and Queries.
•. ·
"Mr. Timbs possesses the rare faciuty o(clear and acmtrate
condensation. lie is neyer obscure, lil)r .do11s he apparently. omit
any thing. essential. We cordially recommend his volume to our,
readers."-Lancet.
"This book is eminently discursive, and exceedingly chatty
and interesting."-Critic.
·
·
"This new vulume surpasses any of its predecessors: the. in·
formation is so varied and instructive, that. the book should be
read by aTh."-'Mining Journal.
" This is c~rtainly one of the most curious and interesting of
Mr. Timbs's books; there is less of mere extract and more of
judicious and skfiful compilation than in some ofit9 p,red~ssors.
We recommend the work to the leisure moments of OIU' .professional and other renders, as one sure to repay tenfold both the
cost and trouble."-Builder.

